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PREFACE 

The first part of this thesis describes the main lines 

of research in the last three or four decades into the creation 

and development of the traditions about Israel's settlement 

found in the book of Joshua. The impasse thereby documented, 

particularly in the study of the division of the land, appears to 

have resulted more from the inherent difficulties of the text than 

from any mistake in principle over either the attribution or 

denial of the material to a Pentateuchal 'source' or its mis- 

attribution to a particular Isourcel. Accordingly the second 

part of the thesis offers a renewed and detailed discussion of 

the text. 

Although none of the canonical divisions of the Bible links 

the book of Joshua with the five tbooks of Mosestj it has been 

co=onplace to treat its critical study as an appendix to - when 

not an integral part of - the study of the Pentateuch. This has 

continued at least since Sta-helin's detection' of de-Ilette's 

'Elohist, 2 in the book of Joshua too. The development of this 

attitude was perhaps fostered by more attention being paid to the 

title of Wellhausen's classical study, Die CoERosition des 

Hexateuchs, than to his cautious observation that Joshual while an 

appendix to the Pentateuch assuming the latter at all points (and 

1. Sta""helint 'Beitr'a'*gel, pp. 461ff- 
2. de Wettep Beitr9ge. 
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so distinct from the books Judges to Kings), does not consist of 

the same material edited in the same way. 
1A thorough account 

of the history of scholarship in this matter would require an 

independent thesis on its own. For reasons which will become 

clear this study limits itself to the discussion since 1933. 

Two comments are appropriate at the outset about terminology 

used in the thesis. The first is that the many references to the 

'book of Joshua' do not imply any a-priori view of whether its 

material was first assembled independently or whether its inde- 

pendence as a 'book'-uns later achieved. And the second is that 

the terminology and sigla of traditional Pentateuchal source- 

criticism are used purely conventionally, It is clear that the 

research described in the thesis has a relevance, both negative 

and positive, for study of the Pentateuch. But its presentation 

in the following pages does attempt as much neutrality as can be 

achieved in its discussion of purely Pentateuchal problems. 

In this respect there is one bias which must be admitted. 

TWven those devoted to traditional source-criticism of the 

Pentateuch concede that the evidence for their arguments is more 

clearly availablein some parts of the Pentateuch than others - 

and is particularly clear in parts of Genesis, one of the natural 

consequences of interest in parallel narrative sources is a 

concern for finding their continuation and perhaps culmination 

greater than the concern to view the material being analyzed for 

what it is. The criticism of the text in this study prefers as 

1. Compositiod, p. 116. 
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a starting point the observation of the text' s problems and 

possibilities - and even their elucidation - at a more 'local' 

level. 

The study is dedicated to the memory of Pbre Roland de 

Vaux who not only supervised its very earliest stages but also 

aided its further development by his interest and friendship 

towards the writer when subsequently working in Jerusalem. 

To two others the work is also very heavily indebted: to 

Professor Rudolf Smend, whose MUnster seminars of 1967/8'-ýý`taught 

the writer how to read the book of Joshua; and Professor 

George W. Anderson, who has encouraged the project from 

beginning to very belated end. 

Y: 1& S44 I 
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ABSTRACT 

Part One of this thesis reviews many of the studies on 
Joshua since 1938. Attention is concentrated, in the first two 

chapters, on the progression from von Rad's form-critical 

explanation of the shape of the Pentateuch and Joshua (treated 

as a 'Hexateuchal" unity)v through Noth's major works on Joshuat 

Deuteronomistic Historyp and Pentateuch, to 14owinckells restate- 

ment of a 'Hexateuchl hypothesii. The third chapter surveys 
the attitudes to Joshua's literary relations found in introductions, 

commentaries, and special studies; and takes particular interest 

in the literary implications of a series of studies on the geo- 

graphical material in the second half of Joshua. 

Three main tasks are undertaken in Part Two. Chapter IV 

argues for a much more positive attitude than is current in con- 
temporary scholarship to the Septuagint version of Joshua, as 

representing in the main an earlier edition of the book than our 
inherited Hebrew text. That some of the most striking textual 

differences occur in passages whose importance for any account of 

the book's literary. structure has long been recognized underlines 

the relevance of this argument* 

Chapter V discusses the Deuteronomistic traditions in 

Joshua, with special reference to the land-division. Sympathetic 

attention is given to the thesis that the Deuteronomistic History 

underwent at least one major revision. It is suggested that 

little of the material in Jos. 13-19 need be denied to the Deutero-- 

nomists. Moreoverp the identification in these chapters of 
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traces of a Deuteronomistic revision makes it probable that the 

material on which that depends was in fact part of the earlier 

Deuteronomistic History. 

The main element in Chapter VI, on the later traditions 

in the book, is an analysis of Jos. 21 whose account of the 

Levitical cities is deduced to depend on the traditions of 

1 Chron. 6. This conclusion, both confirms and is confirmed 

by a favourable attitude to the Greek text of Joshua. Comparison 

of the final editorial stratum of Jos, 21 with similar material in 

Joshua and Numbers makes possible (1) a stratification of the 

later traditions in Joshua, and (2) some observations about 

relations between the end of Numbers and the second half of 

Joshua, 

A brief Appendix discusses some views of the shape of the 

pre-Deuteronomistic narrative; while a chart mimmarizes the 

internal relationships of the traditions in the second half of 

Joshua. 
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CHAPTER I 

VON RAD AND NOTH 

A. Von Rad: The Hexateuch 

The modern phase of the discussion of the relation- 

ship between the book of Joshua and the Pentateuch was ushered 

in by two brilliant studies published in 1938. The first of 
these was Gerhard von Had's essay the Form-critical Problem of 

the Hexateucil, 1 
written in the hope that fresh attention to the 

form of the Hexateuch as a whole might point the way out of the 

stalemate he detected in Hexateuchal studies, Von Rad's 

exposition is lengthy but his basic argument is both straight- 

forward and very familiar; and so it need not detain us long. 

He starts with the observation that the final form of 

the Hexateucht despite the intricate elaboration of this 

tremendous edifice, is quite simply a 'history of redemption' or 

a creed. Indeed one can readily believe that its origins belong 

to a type of literature of which we have several examples in the 

OT: the short historical creed. Deut. 26: 5b-9 is the classic 

example of these -a creed still linked to its situation in wor- 

ship. Deuteronomy preserves another in 6: 20-24; while Joshuals 

farewell speech uses yet a third (Jos. 24: 2b-13). The considerably 

greater detail of this third example demonstrates the flexibility 

of the basic form; and examples from the Psalter, like Pss. 136 

1. Translated in Problem of the Hexateuch', pp, 1-78. 
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and 105, show both that still greater detail is possible within 

a relatively short compass and that elaboration of the form, took 

place within the orbit of the cult. 

Even the shortest form, of the creed in Deut. 26: 5-9 

mentions patriarchal beginnings, the oppression in Egypt, the 

deliverance by Yahweh and his bringing Israel into the promised 

land. What is immediately striking when this summary of the 

faith is compared with the Hexateuch is that all the main con- 

stituents of the latter are present in it except for the Sinai 

revelation - and this remains true of all OT examples of this 

genre until the great prayer of Neh. 9: 6ff, where 'at last we find 

a passage of the kind which hitherto we have everywhere sought in 

vain'. 

The implication that the Sinai material has roots different 

from the history of salvation appears to confirm Wellhausen's 

finding: tClearly visible behind the work of the Yahwist is a 

form of the tradition in which the Israelites moved on to Kadesh 

immediately after the crossing of the Red Sea, without first 

making the expedition to Sinai, " And von Rad adds that even 

were Wellhausen's hypothesis not demonstrable on purely literary 

grounds, this would not affect our recognition that the Sinai 

tradition is essentially an independent entity within the Hexa- 

teuchal tradition. The openings of both the Blessing of Moses 

(Deut. 33) and the Song of Deborah (Jude 5) offer confirmation of 

this in their testimony that the constitutive element of the Sinai 

1. Prolegomenal PP* 342ff. 
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tradition is the coming of God, not the wanderings of the people. 

This observation points in its turn in the direction of von Rad's 

next deduction: that the Sinai narrative is the cult-legend of 

a particular festival - in fact (following Mowinckel's work on the 

Decalogue)l the New Year Festival. Indeed, when the agglomer- 

ation of different strata is set aside, and the basic form of 

Deuteronomy is stUdiedt it becomes apparent that it shares the 

same underlying shape as the older Sinai narrative in Exodus - so 

providing independent testimony to the form of the festival 

liturgy from which both derive, Links between Jos. 24 and 

Deut. 27 persuade von Rad that the Sinai narrative had its origin 

in the Feast of Booths as celebrated at Shechem, 

The settlement tradition - that other pillar of the 

Hexateuch - von Rad locates in the Feast of Weeks as celebrated 

at Gilgal: in part because of the explicit mention of first- 

fruits in Deut. 26, and in part because of the Benjaminite and 

even Gilgalite locus of most of the traditions of settlement in 

Jos. 2-11, 

These traditions of settlement and Sinai had only been 

capable of developing so far in their original cultic milieu, 

Their co-ordination as part of a monumental literary enterprise - 

one which involved too the addition of much originally hetero- 

geneous material - freed these traditions for the quite new 

development evidenced in the successive-literary strata of the 

Hexateuch, Von Rad gives the Yahwist the credit for this break- 

1. Le 1)4caloM! e (1927). 
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through. He it was who both inserted the Sinai tradition into 

the settlement tradition and prefaced this new whole with a prim- 

eval history - so achieving the lineaments of the structure 

familiar to us. 

Von Rad is in no doubt but that this remarkable literary 

and theological enterprise was carried out in the luntrammelled 

days of Solomon?, after the Davidic empire had secured territory 

to an extent greater than that nnvisaged even in the more enthus- 

iastic of the age-old promises. When the Yahwist speaks of the 

past, it is no simple archival matter - in so doing he addresses 

his contemporaries. Two issues are of vital concern to him: the 

hiddenness of God's activity in history; and the demonstration in 

the Davidic period of God' a care for Israele I If we now read the 

remarkable conclusion of the Yahwist's work, the lists in Jud* 1, 

we are at once aware of the relevance which these apparently 

remote memoranda of territorial history must have had for David's 

contemporaries and their successom No one could read these 

stereotyped descriptions of the as yet unoccupied territories 

without reflecting that God had not in fact left the matter in 

this state of semi-fulfilment. He had continued his care for 

Israel and had kept all his promisest even though it was not in 

the time of Joshuat but not till in the time of David that this 

was to be seen. That is what the Yahwist's restraindd mode of 

presentation actually invites us to read between the lines at the 

end of the work. ' 

1. It is striking that von Rad makes no mention of any J-material 
between the Balaam cycle and Jud. 1. 
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This essay of von Rad certainly achieved its purpose of 
jolting Hexateuchal studies out of the doldrums* It has 

received much attention in the intervening period, both enthus- 
iastic and critical. A wholesale re-examination of his case is 

beyond the scope of this thesis; ' but certain observations must 
be made below of those aspects which are fundamental to any con- 

sideration of the relationship of the book of Joshua to the 

Pentateuch. Let it just be noted in conclusion at this stage 
that when von Rad wrote this essay in 1933, the Hexateuch whose 

fona and growth he sought to explain was a long-established 

finding of literary scholarship. 

Noth 

(1) Joshua. 

Strikingly, it was also in 1933 that Martin Noth published 
2 the first edition of his co=entary on Joshua the first of a 

series of studies in which he set an emphatic question-mark against 

this long-established finding. It is to the fifteen-year period 

of that scholar's career, marked off by the two editions of that 

co=entary, that we must now turn our attention. 

At the very beginning of the introduction to his commentaryg 
3 Noth broaches the problem. Literary critical work on the book 

1. An important recent contribution to the debate is Nicholson's 
Exodus and Sinai, where earlier studies are conveniently cited 
anU revie7e-do 

2. Das Buch Josua (1938), 
3. o-P-cit-F PP. VII, VIII. In fact Noth's first brief section 

is on the text of Joshua: he finds that the Hebrew text has 
been well preservedl and that the LXX (while occasionally repre- 
senting a more original Hebrew text) results in the main from 
simplifications to a Hebrew text itself the product of a com- 
plicated literary history. 
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had started from the realization that in content the book was but 

continuation and perhaps completion of the Pentateuch narrative, 
The taking of Palestine, repeatedly promised, is reported only in 

this book - and as its main theme. Joshua became associated 

with the vagaries of Pentateuchal criticism; and the term 

'Hexateuchlvas resurrected' to do better justice to the literary 

situation now detected. However, various details in the book 

are counter to its inclusion in study of the Pentateuch - not so 

much the different kind of origin of much of its material, as 
that literary critical theses tested principally on the book of 
Genesis do not hold true in the same evident way for the book of 
Joshua. The Deuteronomistic 2 

redaction, whose extent and style 

can be easily established, does provide one certain starting-point 

for our analysis of the book - and the stages following it too can 

be fairly readily plotted. More difficult to detect is the pre- 

Deuteronomistic history of the book; but even there, Noth argues, 

two points may be taken as certain: that before its insertion in 

the rest Jos. 13: 1-21: 42 had its own literary history; and that 

even in the remaining parts of Joshua the literary situation does 

not resemble that of Genesis. The book's own stock of material 

must provide the basis for literary analysist before enquiry is 

made into pre-Deuteronomistic literary connections with the Pentateuch. 

l. This. term, and also 'Heptateuch', lOctateuch' and 'Enneateuch' 
(referring to the books up to Judgest Samuel and King1s) were 
used by early Fathers of the Church* 

2, In this thesis, contrary to much recent practice, Noth's own 
usage will be followed: Deuteronomic for that pertaining to the 
book of Deuteronomy; and Deuteroi=nostic for that pertaining to the history by the Deuteronomisrsý. 
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Turning his full attention next to the book's pre- 
Deuteronomistic history Noth argues first that two documents are 
the main sources of the section 13: 1-21: 42 -a system of tribal 

boundaries, and a list of localities in the state of Judah after 
its division into twelve districts. I The combination of these 

documents served to define the actual property of the twelve 

tribes in the settlement period - and at this stage without any 

connection with the Joshua narrative. Out of this description of 
their actual property grow a description of how under Joshua the 
land came to be their property; 

2 
and it was at this stage that the 

narrative became an integral part of the book of Joshua. 

To this pre-Deuteronomistic stage belong also most of the 

material in Jos6 1-12 and the rudiments of 24s In Chapters 1-12 

the Deuteronomist-vras indebted to an already formed colleotiong 

mostly of originally local stories of largely aetiological. signifi- 

cance. These once separate stories bad been preserved and 

gathered at the Benjaminite tribal sanctuary of Gilgall acquiring 
their all-Israel reference perhaps at the time of Saul when this 

sanctuary served the people as a whole, These narratives were 

rounded off by the two hero-stories in chapters 10 and 3.1, The 

rudiments of chapter 24 appear to have neither a literary nor a 

1. This case he had already stated more fully in ZDPV 58# PP., 185ffos 
a series of essays themselves indebted to stucff-esby Alt - see 
KS IIt PP, 276ff.; KS Ip PP, 193ff. *t and ZAW 45, PP* 59ff, 

2. Noth claims that there are still traces in Jos. 14: la, 4at5; and 
19: 49a of a stage in the tradition in which it was the Israelites 
themselves who took the land for their own possession, 
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material relationship with the above: the collector has pre- 

sumably found the basis of this chapter a suitable conclusion. 

The new documentary hypothesis declared most of the 

material in question Elohistic (although mv-nýx(-n) as a proper 

name perhaps does not occur at all) - and Rudolph deemed it 

Yahwistic, although largely on the negative argument that he 

found nothing to contradict a derivation from J. 1 Noth makes 

two points in reply to both: (1) In the Joshua narrative we are 
dealing with an independent cycle of tradition, in which reference 

to what has happened previously is made only quite incidentally 

and quite generally. (2) Even where back-references are made, 

there is no clear evidence of literary comections with particular 

narrative sections of the Pentateuch. 2 

It is only with the Deuteronomistic redactiong to which 

Noth finally devotes himself, that the literary inclusion of the 

book of Joshua in the entire Hexateuchal (or perhaps better O. Ota- 

teuchal) narrative is demonstrab; e. This redaction is generally 

easy to recognize - and in this book as elsewhere it is not homo- 

geneous, In this respect, Noth shows in detail, that while 

chapters 13-21 now appear in a Deuteronomistic framework, it is 

later than that of the rest of the book. The identity of the 

1, Der 'Elohist' von Exodus bis Josua - see further belowp p. 91. 
2. Noth does remark that in some respects his view of the pre- 

Deuteronomistic history of these sections of the book is 
not unlike the essential elements of Rudolph's viewl in which 
too there is the assumption of a basic narrative which has 
been subsequently expanded in successive stages. 
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Deuteronomistic sentences 13: 1a and 23: lb'is capable of only 

one interpretation: that 13: 1a is a secondary anticipation of 

23: lb facilitating the literary incorporation of chapters 13ff - 

a repetition in 23: 1b, once the statement had already been made 
in 13: 1a, is not a reasonable assumption. 

Some portions of the book have a tendency and style 

-similar to the Pentateuchal P. Scholars had long been inclined 

to attribute to Pa large share in 13-21, but these chapters Noth 

has shown to belong to a secondary Deuteronomistic stage. In 

fact P's contribution, apart from chapter 21, is'Just in the 

form of brief expansions - and so is rather like that of the 

Deuteronomists: the supplementation of an already existing 

stock of tradition. 

(2) The Deuteronomist 
t 

Noth's novel approach to Joshua bore as many implications 

for the study of the Pentateuch as-for the study of that book and 

those immediately surrounding it. And both implications he was 

quick to tease out in the relevant portions of his researches into 

those OT historical works produced by the collection and edition 

of disparate material. In these studiespl his main concern is with 

the Deuteronomistic and Chronistic works; however the implications 

of his results for the Pentateuch (whose material is a 'collection' 

1. Überlieferimgsßeschichtliche Studien 1 (1943), 
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only in a limited sense of that term)' are presented in an 
important appendix. 

The starting-point in his study of the Deuteronomistic 

History is 'one of the most assured results of scholarly 

criticism of the OV - that in the books_from Joshua to Kings we 

encounter in passages large and small the literary activity of a 

Deuteronomistic author, so-called because his language and 

thought exhibit a close relationship with those of the book of 

Deuteronomy. His language and style are easy to detect through- 

out, and are testimony to this thesis. But of much greater 

importance is the fact that the arrangement of the material in 

these books is the work of the Deuteronomist. The main feature 

of his edition is that at every important point either the 

leading actor makes a speech, short or longj2 or the editor him- 

self offers a comment in his own words3 . in both cases the course 

of events is interpreted and the practical conclusions drawn. 

Such insertions of an author's own reflections have no'precise 

parallel in the OT, and so may be regarded as important evidence 

for the thesis that the Deuteronomist worked to a unified and 

compact scheme, A consistent theology is presented; and the 

1, Quoting von Rad's 1938 essay as a crucial account of the growth 
of the PentateUcht he observes that despite the wealth of 
historical detail in the Pentateuch, its subject-matter is 
really a set of particular given themes which are f=damental 
for faith. 

2, Jos. 1; 23; 1 Sam* 12; 1 Kings 8: 14ff. McCarthys in his essay 
on III Samuel 71, makes a powerful case for adding that speech 
too to Noth's list. 

3. JoB. 12; Jud. 2: 11ff.; 2 Kings 17: 7ff, 
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unity of his work can be emphasised negatively by comparing with 

it the multiplicity of the earlier traditions which he uses, 

Many of these were available in short collections - but the 

evident unity of the whole familiar corpus is the creation of the 

Deuteronomistic author alone. 

2 Kings 25: 27-30 is a natural end to the work; but it is 

more difficult to agree that Jos. 1 is a natural beginning - it 

refers back to the history of the Moses period* The common 

assumption was that the Deuteronomistic historical work had begun 

with the creation, that it was a qtage in the literary growth of 

the Hexateuch - and that its influence had extended to cover the 

later historical books. However Noth finds no trace of Deutero- 

nomistic redaction in Genesis to N=bers. 1 Neverthelesso Deuts 

31: 1-13 and parts of Deuto 34 are elements of a Deuteronomistic 

narrative to which Jos. I is linked; and once this is noted it 

is soon apparent that Deuts 1: 1-4: 43 is an introduction not so 

much to the Deuteronomic, Law as to the Deuteronomistic History. 

It vras natural both that our author should preface his history 

with an account of the law which was so important to his con- 

ception, and that he should present it in the foxm of a speech by 

his leading personage, 

In the main, Noth's argument in the Joshua commentary con- 

firms and is confirmed by his theory of the reuteronomistic History. 

One modification of his earlier conclusions is important for our 

problem. There is now no mention of any contribution to the book 

1. Passages such as Ex* 23: 20ff, and 34: 10ft., in which an early 
text has been expanded in Deuteronomistic style, are not 
evidence for Noth of continuous redaction, 
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of Joshua from the Pentateuchal source P. Passages such as 

21: 1-42 and 22: 7-34 are now described as additions to the corpus 

made later than the (itself secondary) inclusion of the bulk of 

the section 13-22.1 

Not only does Noth find no trace of the Deuteronomist in 

the first four books of the Pentateuch, but he also stresses that 

the Pentateuchal. presentation of the early history of Israel - 
fundamental for faith, and produced essentially by the combination 

of the sacral Sinai tradition with the equally sacral settlement 

tradition - was quite different izz character from the Deuterono- 

mist's presentation of Israel's history 1n Palestine. It was 

only in its introduction that the latter reached back to deal 

with a few important events in that early history. 

Noth was well avrare that his thesis once expounded 

necessitated and (perhaps more positively) enabled a new look to 

be taken at some of the problems of Pentateuch/Hexateuch, The 

earlier view that there are literary links between Numbers and 
2 Joshua he does not dispute - but he does see them in a now light* 

This is the stuff of his appendix on the question of P and the 

redaction of the Pentateuch. 3 

1. Contrast UGSj p. 45, n. 4 with Josuair p. XIV. There is somo 
inconsisfe_ncý over Noths treatZ=enof Joso 21: in the intro- 
duction to the co=entary he describes chapters 13-21 as a main 
section of the book of Joshua; and in this studyv chapters 
13-22, However in both works, 21 (and 22 too) is dealt with 
quite separately from the section to which it is said to belong. 

2, Earlier Hexateuchal critics had considered the relevant parts 
of Joshua to belong to the same source ast and to narrate the 
carrying out of the commands described inp the related parts 
of N=bers. 

3., UGS, pp . 180-217. 
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He starts by answering again the question of what part P 

plays in the composition of the book of Joshua - spelling out the 

negative results of his co=entary conclusions* Those Hexa- 

teuchal critics are right who have refused to admit the existence 

of some small P passages within Jos. 1-12.1 And in fact this 

situation is true too of Jos, 13-19, The framework of this 

section of the book is in three layers# in which the land is 

divided by the Israelitesq Joshua, and a sacral co=ission res- 

pectively. Howaver only the first two of these correspond to the 

layers of n. aterial in the book - the pre-Deuteronomistic and the 

I)euteronomistic. Accordinglyq idiat are at first sight parts of 

a third framework must be deemed additions to an already existing 

stock. The basis of Jos. 20 has links with the second framework 

(appeal is to Joshua alone), and affinities with Daut. 19: 1-13. 

Links with the third 'frameworkl2 are obvious in Jos. 21: 1-42 - 

with them it must be regarded as an independent addition'to the 

3 book. And finally 22: 9-34, although it resembles P, differs 

from it in content and language in too many ways for it to be 

attributed to the Hexateuchal source P. The conclusion: P is 

nowhere to be found in Joshua - all in all a more radically 

negative conclusion than that reached in the commentary* 

1. For example, 4: 15-17,19; 5: 10-12; 9: 14,15btl7-21. 

2* 14: 1b; 18: 1; 19: 51a. 
3. Jos.. 21: 43-22: 6(8) is a part of the Deuteronomistic redaction. 
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Such a conclusion i=ediatoly raises the question of the 

original extent of P, for the book of Numbers certainly appears 

to preserve P reports of preparations and commands for the 

imminent settlement. This Noth now checks in an enquiry into P 

in Num. 10-36 and Deut. 31-34. 

His starting point is important. The last event we know 

of P describing, if that source is not represented in Joshua, is 

the death of Noses in Dout. 34: 1.7-9. Of the two preparatory 

passagesp Num. 27: 12-14 and Deut. 32: 48-52, the latter is demon- 

strably dependent on the former. Moreover, the closely related 

Num. 27: 15-23 - which describes Joshuats commission as Noses' 

successor - does not refer specifically to his familiar role as 

occupier and divider of the promised land. It is possible then 

that the theme of settlement lay outside P's interests, Further- 

more, even before Noth, almost all the material recording prepara- 

tions for the settlement had been generally assigned to secondary 

parts of the source P. Since these occur for the most part 

between the announcement of Moses' imminent death in Num. 27 and 

the far-separated actual record of his death, and since it is 

possible the settlement lay outside P's interest, Noth felt them 

worthy of further study. 

He first discusses Num. 32-35y whose core he finds in 

33: 50-34: 29. Its kernel in turn is 34: 3-12 which lists the 

boundaries of the land west of the Jordan to be distributed to 

the tribes. It is based on the same system of boundary des- 

cription - and so probably the same document too - as that found 

in Jos. 13-19. Indeed it is most probable that, in the forging 
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of the lirat between the Deuteronomistic History and the rest of 

the Pentateuch, the passage in question vras transferred to its 

present position from somewhere in Jos. 13-19 - most likely close 

to 14: 1-5. Num. 34: 1-2 and also 33: 50-51#5Lil were coined as a 

new introduction to this boundary description. And since 
34: 13-15,16-29 were never deemed part of P's main stock the 

result is that none of 33: 50-34: 29 belongs to P, As for Numo 359 

vv. 1-8 and 16-34 were generally regarded as late additions to P, 

and the basic vv. 9-15 Noth argues were composed with Jos. 20 in 

mindi The situation in Num. 32 is quite different - here J and 
E make their final appearance in the book of Numbers: vv. 1,2,5, 

16,39-42 are a part of their settlement narrativep and the rest 

of the passage is a secondary expansion of this. As for 33: 1-49t 

it is one of the latest passages in the Pentateuch - and that 

comment concludes Noth's denial to P of any part of Num. 32-35o 

N=. 28-30 and 36 in their turn are generally accepted 

as being later than the original P. And sop of the material 

often dascribed to P after Num. 27's announcement of Moses' coming 

death, only chapter 31 remains to be discussed, Noth admits that 

if the chapter belongs to one of the major Pentateuchal sources 

then that source is P- but he questions the hypothesis* Verses 

13-54 are a complex of late expansions with no internal unity, 

And as for 1-12p Noth prefers to agree with Wellhausen and others 

against von Rad that they are not an original element of the P. 

narrative - just the first part of a whole chapter that is best 

1. The verses 52p53p55t56 are generally described as secondary, 
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described as a supplement to the narrative of the Pentateuch 

that has fomed in'successive stages. 

Noth turns next to the material in Num. 20-27. The report 

of the death of Aaron and the appointment of his son Eleazar as 
successor in 20: 22-29 he considers part of the original P. What 

of the material betweea this and the commissioning of Joshua? 

In a separate article on Num. 21 he had already argued that P does 

not appear in that chapter. ' Equally there is no sign of it in 
the Balaam-complex (22: 2-24: 25). The brief intervening chronolo- 

gical. note in 22: 1 he does admit as part of P. 25**1-5 is also 
from one of the earlier sources, As for the remaining complex 
25: 6-27: 3-1 Nothts conclusion is that it too represents a series 

of supplements, perbaps five in number, to the basic source 

m ý-I-e cit. rial in the Pentateuch - probably intended to fill out the 

earlier narrativo sourcest whether before or after the combination 

of these with P. More certainly they were added before the 

combination of the Deuteronomistic History with the rest of the 

Pentateuch - otherwise some of themt and particularly 26: 1-549 

would have been more likely to be included in the complex 32-35. 

As for the material in chapters 10-20p Noth here does not 

so much challenge the accepted critical results as co=ent on their 

ZAW 58t pp., l6lff- Noth's exposition of this chapter confirms 
and amplifies two basic points: (i) that it occupies a bridge 
position in the 'Hexateuch' (from this oint onwards he regu- 
larly uses this term in quotation marks3v the centre of interest 
moving from the desert to the settlement; (ii) that its 
literary composition is typical of the latter part of Numbers 
as a whole, uhere most of the evidence supports a supplementary 
rather than a documentary hypothesis. 
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significance for his own arg=ent, The spy-story in 13-14 has 

certainly a necessary connection with the theme of future settle- 

ment; but for P the climax of the story is the sin of the spies$ 

except for Joshua and Caleb, and the verdict that a vihole gener- 

ation should the in the desert. P's contribution to the Korah- 

story in 16-18 seems concerned with the privileges of different 

priestly factions. (As an omnibus collection of legal prescriptions# 

chapter 15 has no claim to be considered part of P's narrative. 

The same is true of chapter 19. ) P's share in 20: 1-13 again 

concentrates on culpable lack of faith, this time of Moses and 

Aaron - it gives the reason for their deaths. And it is notice- 

able here too, as in the case of the people as a whole in 13-14, 

that their punishment is really the negative one of not reaching 

the promised land. 

The literary situation at the end of the book of Numbers 

is then very different from that in the Hexateuch narrative before 

the Sinai story. But this, Noth observesp is no new conclusion - 

it was always the first impression of any who came straight from 

analyzing the primeval and patriarchal histories to take a close 

look at the literary structure of the second half of Numbers. 

There one has to deal with a large number of small isolated elements 

belonging to no major source. These are often reminiscent of Pq 

but they do not belong to its main stock. Even such an attri- 

bution as PS is misleading in that they are, in the main, supple- 

ments not to the source P but to the already combined narrative 

formed of all the major sources* 

in the final chapter of this appendix Noth finds it 
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important to stress that P, so far as the total plan of his work 

was concerned, was content to follow earlier tradition - such as 

we are familiar ý41; th in J, Not that J was necessarily P's, 

literary model - but they both attest the same normative plan, 

Even the heart of P's concern, the constitution of the Israelite 

people and cult at Sinai, is narrated within the confines of this 

long-accepted pattern, despite the lopsidedness of the resultant 

work. This makes it all the more evident that in his virtual 

elimination of the settlement theme from his work P is following 

a quite novel procedureo 

It is to this P-work that the final form of the Pentateuch 

is indebted - this is one of the most certain results of literary 

criticism. Its first and last words are from P* It is quite as 

certain that the earlier sources did originally continue to 

narrate the events of the settlement - verses in Num. 2102 are 

evidence of this. How they narrated them must remain in doubt, 

Old narratives from creation to conquest there had been - but 

never a 'Hexateuch' in the normal sense of that term, that the books 

from Genesis to Joshua were once a unity in more or less the form 

in which we know them. 

Their overlap in the matter of the end of Moses' career 

facilitated the Joining of the so-completed Pentateuch to the 

Deuteronomistic History. Perhaps this join was facilitated by 

the preservation within the Pentateuch of fragments of the settle- 

ment tradition from the earlier sources. This meshing of the two 

works, themselves complexes of originally separate traditions, 

helps to explain both the difficult literary situation towards the 
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end of Numbers and how the Pentateuch as we have it still in 

general gives a relatively ordered impression, 

The Pentateuch 

Just as possibilities opuned up by the Joshua commentary 

were further explored five years later-in this study, so after a 
further five-year period Noth published a full-scale review of the 

growth of the Pentateuch. 1 His main concern here is with the 

beginnings of the development of the Pentateuchal traditions - 
the least worked-over area of Pentateuch criticism. However in- 

sofar as a painstaking examination of the Pentateuchts literary 

problems is a prerequisite of such a study, he prefaces his main 

work with. a summary of his conclusions on this matter, 
2 

His comments on P, both in itself and as the literary 

framevmrk of the whole Pentateuch, mark no advance on what he had 

already vxitten. His survey of the earlier sources is the more 

interesting - perhaps in part because the older material is closer 
to those beginnings of the transmission process which for Noth hold 

the keys to the whole. These sources are harder to recognize and 

analyze than P: their language and style are less easily 

identifiable; violence has been done to their original shape by 

00 1. Uberliefer-ungsgeschichte des Pentateuch (1948), cited here as 
HPT in its kýnglish transraRion. Roth's use in this study, '; ýsýJ'n the previous one, of the term 'Pentateuch' is somewhat 
misleading in that it regularly refers to that entity formed 
by the insertion of the older sources into the P-framework, and 
hence does not include Deuteronomy. It was Engnell who coined 
the term 'Tetrateucht, 

2, HPT9 pp. 5-41, 
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the discarding, except for traces, of their concluding treatment 

of the Israelite settlement* It is clear that this earlier 

material is not a unity - so far, Noth stands in the familiar 

critical position. But he finds serviceable only one of the 

familiar criteria for dividing this material: the existence of 

narrative doublets. And this single criterion proves adequate 

provided one is clear there should be no preconceived notion that 

this older material is capable of divisionJato two almost complete 

and almost completely parallel narratives. Many more narratives 

are a literary unity than is commonly thought; and often only 

one of the J and E variants of a story will have been: preserved, 

In fact neither E nor J is dependent on the othert but both on a 

common source of tradition - however, J has been better preserved 

in the redaction and has been used as the basis for their 

combination (like P for the Pentateuch), 

In the first main chapter of his study of the preliterary 

development of the stock of constituent traditionst Noth both 

follows and modifies von Rad's 1933 thesis* In his prefacep Noth 

had already underlined his conviction that the decisive steps on 

the way to the forming of the Pentateuch were taken at the pre- 

literary stage. And there too he repeated his observation in the 

Uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien'. that unlike the other two OT 

historical workst the Pentateuch is not merely the result of 

literary activity - indeed it had no author in the sense that these 

had: even those responsible for the Pentateuch sources# however 

important their contribution, cannot be described as authors 

because they did not give their works their basic shapee This 
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basic shape was not something secondary and supplementary to the 

originally separate traditions; it was not produced by their 

being linked to each other. This shape was manifested at the 

very beginning of the transmission process in a short series of 
themes which were vital for the faith of the Israelite tribes' - 
themes which were the content of confessions uttered at certain 

cultic celebrations. These themes were not linked together in 

one action, but in a gradual process which can still be more or 
less followed, Here Noth's approach is more complicated than 

von Rad's. He agrees with the latter that the addition of the 

primeval history was the last stage in the process; and also that 

the Sinai story was an originally independent block of tradition 

only secondarily inserted into what van Rad termed the settlement 
tradition. However Noth argues that this 'settlement tradition' 

is itself no original unity, The Pentateuch's tradition of the 

settlement in Palestine is an independent tradition theme - the 

Pentateuch as we know it offers no neat join between this theme 

and the stories of life in the desert and the exodus from Egypt, 

Even the desert stories are not an independent theme, although a 

separate one: they function as a link between the themes of pre- 

ceding exodus and following settlementj and so are subordinate to 

both. The patriarchal history too is secondary to the following 

1. That is, their common faith: Noth had already expounded in one 
of his earliest studiesp Das System (1930). his view that the 
12-tribe Israelite system was not formed before the settlement 
in Palestine. That then is the terminus a quo for the 
development of the 'all-Israelite' PentateucT; Eradition, 
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themes; and so the choice for primacy is between exodus and 

settlement. The two are certainly closely linked; but the 

former, Noth argues, is more important - and so the prior, 
Having established this, he deals in turn with the five 

theines. And since our i=ediate concern is with desert and 

settlement we shall concentrate our view on his comments on these 
themes. The first-theme of exodus is frequently found in the 6T 

quite independently of any other. But it is also often closely 

followed by the assertion that after Yahweh had brought Israel 

Out of Egypt he then brought it into the land which it thereafter 

Possessed, For all the independence of the first belief, it 

readily attracted as a conclusion the implicit positive goal of 

the constitution of a free Israel on its own land. Noth agrees 

with von Rad that the 'all Israeli reference of this confession 

was preserved, and indeed perhaps initially achieved, at a common 

cultic centre. But to give narrative expression to this con- 

fession was not without its problemsp for there had been no such 

event as a settlement of Palestine undertaken by Israel as a whole. 

An 'all Israel' reference was given to the settlement narrative 

of the tribes of central Paýestine - perhaps because at this 

important stage they controlled the ark and/or the central 

sanctuary. Howeverl what is certain is that the narrative 

connection of these two themes was never perfected: the Israelite 

tribes find themselves suddenly in southern Transjordan having to 

circumvent Edomite territory to reach, their future home; but 

this is not motivated in the narrative of their rescue from Egypt, 
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This gap is only later and only imperfectly masked by the use of 

a narrative about a period in the desert, whose stories belong to 

a quite different original context. As for the theme of 

patriarchal promise, the development of its narrative tradition 

was originally quite independent of the rest of the Pentateuch 

traditions. The element of the promise of land was very 

important in this body of tradition - indeed it was precisely its 

prominence that encouraged the mutual assimilation of these 

traditions and those just discussed - the goal was so similar. 

The Jacob traditions were probably the first to be represented - 
they belong to the same central Palestinian area. With the 

introduction of the majority of the Abraham and Isaac stories we 

appear to have reached the stage at which southern interests had 

greater influence on the development of Pentateuchal tradition. 

This is probably true also of most of the desert material -a 

contribution of those tribes who had a close connection with the 

desert country between Egypt and Palestine* Noth commends von 

Rad's main assumptions about the Sinai traditionst although he 

adds that his view is not without its problems* This theme too 

had importance for Israel as a whole; howeverp its familiar 

placing within the Pentateuchal traditions is again a contribution 

of the southern tribes. 

Obviously just to state each of these themes required at 

least a minimum of narrative. Repeated narration led to the 

increasing of this amount by the addition of any narrative material 
-L-1- - That had a connection with one of the themes. Most of this 

development occurred at the stage of oral transmission* Some 
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late pericopes, or at least later reworkings of earlier pericopesp 

can be detected in which the interests of more than one theme 

are represented - like the Joseph-story; worth telling for its 

own sake, and also serving to link both patriarchal and exodus 
themes. Some genealogies were forged to link the leading 

personalities in different strandso And then, since the motif 

of irandering is almost all-pervading in the Pentateuch, itineraries 

were also used to connect themes and narratives. By this point 

we are at, or at least close to, the stage of written developmento 

However what is clear is that by the time those responBIble for 

the familiar Pentateuchal Isources' began their workp the 

ordering and linking together of the narrative material of the 

Pentateuch was more or less complete. 

The older sources, J and E, both in general and in particular, 

adhered more faithfully to the g-ven narrative tradition* P was 

more selective, and felt freer to supplements Almost as a corollary 

of thisq therefore, J and E left less of a linguistic and stylistic 

mark on their material than did P- and so were never able to become 

strictly compact units in a formal sense. Yet each of the sources 

of the Pentateuch did arrange the given material in its own way in 

the light of its own particular theological concern. 

In his concluding comments, Noth makes one observation 

which at first sight conflicts with one of his earlier theses. 

It is important for our topic that we should be clear about his 

opinion. He urges that if we were to point to a basic theme in 

the Pentateuch narrative that embraces all the individual themes, 

it could only be that of the divine leading to Palestine - the 
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divine giving of possession of the land was the red thread amongst 
the themes forming the creed. 

1 Earlier he has written of the 

theme of deliverance from Egypt that it is (a) the primary 
confession of all Israel; (b) the kernel of the whole subsequent 
Pentateuchal tradition; (c) the point of crystallization of the 

great Pentateuchal narrative in its entirety. 
2 Of course relative 

judgments are hard to make. But is there a conflict here? And 

how would Noth have reconciled these different comments? Did the 

exodus traditionprovide the first impulse? And then the settle- 

mbnt tradition, once added to it, played a more dominant role - at 
least in the formation of the Pentateuch? 

Joshua again, and the later commentaries 

Noth's basic contribution to the problem 'Joshua and the 

Pentateuch' was completed a further five years later,, with the 

publication in 1953 of the second edition of his commentary on 

Joshua. Insights won in his two major studies of Israel's 

traditions are now employed in a thorough recasting of the intro- 

duction to the commentary, whose first version had been an 

important stage in the whole endeavour. 

In the first section of the introductory chapter only the 

odd word or phrase is added or altered, to strengthen the already 

present emphasis on the necessity of viewing the book of Joshua, 

at least in the first instance, quite separately from the 

1. op. cit. p P. 191. 
2. op. cit., p. 49 - cf, also p, 190* 
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Pentateuch and its peculiar problems. However, the exposition of 

the book's construction starts now not with its pre-Deuteronomistic 
history but with a treatment of the Deuteronomistic book itself - 

for the Deuteronomistic stage is the one most easily identified 

and compared with other neighbouring books in the canon. Naturally 

the basis for discussion now is Noth's own theory of the Deutero- 

nomistic Historical Worki, with no further talk of any inclusion 

of the pre-L), euteronomistic material in a Deuteronomistic Hexateuch 

or Octateuch. This Deuteronomistic book is shown to have been 

produced in two stages: the first is framed by 1: 1-18 on the one 

hand and 21: 43-22: 6 and 23: 1-16 on the other; the other consists 

of the two additions 13: 1-21: 42 and 24. Later additions are now 

listed, much as in the previous edition, 
' Only then is the pre- 

Deuteronomistic history of the book discussed, again with changes 

of structure: chapter 24 is now discussed quite separately from 

chapters 1-12; 2 
and the question of literary connections between 

this material and the Pentateuch sources is assigned to a section 

on its own. 

In subsequent commentaries on Exodus, Leviticus, and 

1. Jos. 21: 1-42 is now (Josua 2, 
p. 15) discussed explicitly in the 

context of 13: 1-21: 42-7677. above p*13P n. 1). 
2. Noth's opinion in the first edition was that the Deuteronomist 

had composed c. 23 on the pattern of the core of c. 24, which 
itself was one section of the traditional material which he re- 
worked (P. XIII). But in UGS (p. 9, n, l) he repudiated both 
parts of this view, and arjU-ed that the originally independent 
core of c. 24 was reworked in Deuteronomistic style and inserted 
into the completed work at a place appropriate for an important 
contribution to the history of Joshua. 
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Numberss' Noth both amplified and modified many details of this 

massive contribution to 'Hexateuchall studies just reviewed. Two 

details relating to the final chapters of Numbers may serve to 

illustrate this and also contribute to our topic. Num. 34: 3-12 

is not now considered to have been transposed from Jos. 14, but is 

stated to have been composed on the basis of information about 

boundaries contained in Jos. 15-19.2 And the treatment of the 

early sources in Num. 32 also differs from his earlier positiono 

It is now stated that vv. 39-42 are from a quite independent source;, -, 
and that, while there can be no certainty as to whether,, Zhe early 

material in vvo 1-38 is from one or both of the early sources, it 

is likely that J has contributed vo 1 and perhaps also vvo 16-1go3 

, 
2. Von Rad and Noth 

Two reviews of Noth by von Rad repay our attention, The 

firstv entitled 111exateuch oder Pentateuch? ,14 observes with 

appreciation that the question of the Hexateuch hypothesis could X- 

have been broached at no more fortunate point than the book of 

Joshua. He finds Noth' a exposition of the extent of P and its 

original content plausible - but observes that just as his theses 

are difficult to prove, so too are they difficult to refute in any 

exact way. He is concerned to know where a critical method 

1. Published as numbers 5,6.7 of the ATD in 1959,1962t 1966, 
2. Numbers (1968), pp, 248-24ge 
3. op. cit., pp. 234-241. 
4. VuF (1949/50), pp. 52ffo 
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describing parts of the end of Numbers as secondary additions 
derived from parts of Joshua which are themselves in turn 

secondary additions to that book will call a halt. Yet he is 

certain that the necessary refutation will not be achieved by 

purely literary-critical methods. Noth's problems are real ones; 

yet My a Pentateuchal source be operated on so incisively without 

a more exact knowledge of its internal naturep of its actual 

theological intention? It is not wrong to work on the basis of 

a hypothesis which is only confirmed in the course of the operation 

- but could Noth have denied to P passages such as Num. 34: 1-12 

had his own conception of P not obtruded more and more? Von Rad 

would clearly be pleased it a sound method were to come to hand 

to challenge the one-sidedness he detects in Noth's statement that 

'it is not the literary state of affairs which must be determined 

by a particular view of P, but rather our view of P which must be 

determined by the literary state of affairs'* If it is to correct 

conclusions that this methodological one-sidedness has led Noth 

then the form-critical connection between the credo in Deut. 26 

and (at least) P would have to be abandoned - of that von Rad is 

convinced. 
1 

The critique is continued in his article 'Literarkritische 

und uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Forschung im Alten Testamentt. 2 

1. Von Rad wasl perhapst particularly interested and worried b 
Noth's conclusions about P, having himself published in 1A 
Die Priesterschrift im Hexateuch. His attempt there to 
Mvide the basic core oT P into two strata found very little 
acceptanceg and he tacitly abandoned the view. 

2., VUF (1949/50)9 Pp. 172-ffe 
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Here his reading of Noth's account of the development of the 

Pentateuch prompts two main questions, The first is whether or 

not Noth's themes represent a stage preliminary to that of the 

credo. Here he does not offer a direct answer to his own 

question, but merely notes the possibility of the assumption 

that even after their combination in the credo the individual 

themes would have preserved an independent existence. (Later, 

in the first volume of his Old Testament Theologyj he did comment 

on Noth's view of their independence: 'The literary material 

seems to justify himtlbr in the majority of cases the "themes" 

seem to be independent. Nevertheless these single themes them- 

selves always presuppose an idea of the whole-') 
1 Von Rad's 

second point is difficult to deal with in English or German; but 

it is related to this first question, and so is important for our 

problem. He asks if Noth has not described the process of the 

growing together of the traditions in too formal a way. And he 

links this to Nothl s use of the term I tradition' (VberliefeMLnZ, ) 

too in a dominantly formal way, Admitting that the point he is 

to make is one of emphasis only, he states that the important 

thing about a unit of tradition (Oberlieferung) is not so much 

that it has had such and such a history and has achieved such and 

such a formt but that it belongs to such and such a sacral or 

theological stream or current of tradition which is similar to or 

divergent from other such currents of tradition. Invoking the 

1. OTTh It p. 122, n, 21. 
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distinction between, UberliefeMM and Tradition,, l he suggests that 

a Traditionsgeschichte, might be more useful than an 
U0 berlieferungsgeschichte as a tool for studying the Pentateuch/ 

Hexateuch - and particularly for studying the P-complex within it. 

Von Rad appears to overstate his case here: in principle 

both quests would be appropriateo This debate between Noth and 

von Rad is at the same time instructive and hard to assess. Perhaps 

the main point at issue between them is a differ-ont emphasis on the 

tenacity of form, There is a tension discernible in Noth's 

writing between his respect for von Rad's case on the one hand and 

the more complicated point he wants to make on the other., 
2 Von 

Rad's essay appears to have been Noth's inspiration rather than 

his blueprint. The two scholars agree that there is a striking 

similarity between the shape of the old credo and the shape of the 
3 Pentateuch or Hexateuch. But Noth finds no straight line of 

development from the one to the other, Rather is it the case 

that those themes (that reflected the constitution of the people 

and their faith), whose common subject encouraged their fusion in 

the old cultic credog also grew together - decked with much 

narrative embellishment - in a quite separate process and then con- 

tinued accumulating material until they were finally given literary 

form by the authors of the earliest sources of the Pentateuch. 

1. The distinction is more or less than between 'unit of tradition' 
and 'body of tradition'-, or between 'a tradition' and 11raditiont. 

2. Noth regularly gi%es the impression in his work of having sought 
common ground where he could do so without compromise. 

3. Or. more particularlyp the shape of J and E, its earliest 
literary sources. 
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Noth assents to the idea of the tenacity of form - witness his 

account of Pis development of his Sinai material within the 
inherited schema. Yet his treatment of Pis handling of the 

settlement theme shows that this concept of form has no absolute 

status for him. However it is not only his attitude on this 

matter that appears freer than von Rad's., He also has a different 

starting-point: not the old credo of Deut. 26: 5-9 (perhaps shom 

of a few Deuteronomic embellishments)p but the exodus confession, 

In 1938 it was an assured result of literary criticism 
that all the main sources of the Pentateuch were to be found also 

in Joshua. ' Von Radva essay of that year offered an attractive 

explanation of this given literary situation. Nothts series of 

studies rendered this literary conclusion at the least 

questionable, 2 

Von Radt s 1938 essay ass=es the literar7ý-critical 

conclusion of a Hexateuch. It does not argue for it - nor should 

it, on its own, be cited in support of it. It may be his 

realisation of this, that prompts von Rad's supplementary and 

R_Priori, assumption concerning the tenacity oflbrm and the con- 

servatism of tradition. Yet such an assumption is as hard to 

refute as to provep and so is subject to the very critique that 

von Had directed against Noth*3 

1. The studies on the 'Elohist' by Volz and Rudolph (1933) and Rudolph alone (1938) represent no exception to this. 
2. Von Rad goes some way to conceding this in OTTh Ip p, 298j 

n. 4. 
3. See above, p. 28. 
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And yet - has Noth not conceded too much to von Rad's 

thesis? Granted (a) that the desert material is largely from 

an original milieu different from that of the settlement 

traditionst and (b) that (in Noth's latest published view) the 

ascription to J of even four verses (Numo 32: 1,16-19) on the 

settlement theme is only probable, it is. difficult to believe 

that he has heeded his own strictures - on the question of P and 

the settlement - of paying attention first to the literary 

situation. Surely these four verses, taken for themselves, could 

have been more satisfactorily explaindd as part of the complicated 

redactional situation Noth himself has disclosed in Num. 27-36. 

Both von Rad and Noth see the settlement theme as the 

goal of the Pentateuch/Hexateuch. It may be that Noth's literaryi- 

critical considerations make his own case no less doubtful than 

von Rad's. The legitimacy of adducing the Deuteronomic credos 

in the discussion is very questionable. 
1 They fit their own 

context well: the themes of desert wandering and settlement 

correspond to narrative sections in the books of Deuteronomy and 

Joshua; and those of the fathers and of deliverance from Egypt 

are frequently referred to in the same books. 2 

1. There is no parallel within Genesis-Numbers to any of these 
credos. 

2. Rostv in the title essay of his collection Das kleine Credo. 
pp. 11-25, has demonstrated that there are more Deuteron=oitic 
additions to the credo in Deut. 26 than von Rad realized in 
1938, Von Rad is believed to have conceded this point also. 
For other relevant discussions, see Nicholson, Exodus and Sinai, 
pp. 20-21. 
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Such criticism is negative. It demands as a positive 

counterpart the furnishing of an alternative rationale for the 

development of the Pentateuch - but that is beyond the confines 

of this thesis. Only one footnote may be offered; Noth argued 

that it was their common interest in the granting of the land 

which made reasonable in the first place the prefixing of the 

patriarchal theme to that of the settlement. But at the same 

time he admitted that there is much material in the patriarchal 

complex in the Pentateuch which has no direct reference to the 

question of the land. It would be instructive to pursue the 

latter observation furtherg and reconsider the question whether 

it was this element in the material (central or not) that 

facilitated its connection with other parts of the Pentateuch 

traditions. 

However Noth's literary conclusions have been fýmdamentally 

criticised by Mowinckel (amongst others), Accordingly it is to 

his contribution to the dbbate that we must now turn our attention. 
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CHAPTER II 

MOWINCKEL AND NOTH 

Mowinckel 

(1) IntroductorX 

Mowinckells most important work in the area of our topic 

is his monograph Totrateuch-Pentateuch-Hexateuch, published in 

1964 at the end of an almost fifty-year long publishing career. 

His main scholarly interest lay in the interpretation of the 

Psalms, and in particular the evidence they provided for an 

evaluation of hitherto unnoticed aspects of Israel's cultic life. 

Yett although it was not his central concernp he had always taken 

an interest in the literary problems of the Pentateuch and in the 

associated questions about the early history of Israel and the 

growth of her traditions. It may in fact be misleading to 

consider the above-mentioned monograph a product of Mowinckel's, 

final years - (a) there is some evidence to suggest that at least 

its chapter on J was in manuscript in his native Norwegian by the 

mid 19401s; 1 (b) and what is certain is that the work takes 

account only of the first edition of Nothl s co=entary on Joshua 

and his Oberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien of 1943,2 

1. In Zur. pra, e ... (1946)p po 38, nn, 24-25, he notes that he 
already had e intention of publishing a critique of the 
views of Alt and Noth, in particular those that affect our 
understanding of J and Jud. 1. 

2. By contrast, his pn (also published in 1964) does cite Noth's HPT, but not Josua , 
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(2) Three Post-War Studies 

There is little if any evidence in Mowinckel's earlier 

writings for an independent position on the general problem of 
the growth and structure of the Pentateuch. 1 But important 

elements of his later quite distinctive attitude to these problems 

were worked out in three significant studies published soon after 

the second world war. 

The main purpose of the first of theset Prophecy and 

Tradition (1946), is to study the nature of Israel's prophetic 

tradition; andthis is treated in its second half. However, 

first Mowinckel examines appropriateness in method for our approach 

to the study of Israel's traditions of all kinds; and comments 

on the group of questions suggested by the phrases form criticism, 

tradition criticism$ literary criticismo oral traditionj and 

literary tradition. The fairly early recognition in the history 

1. He published two appreciations of Wellhausen on the occasion of 
his death in 1918, in Norsk Kirkeblad and For Kirke og Kultur 
In 1923, he reviewed ELs-ef e-l-&Isffexateuch=ýse for the Norsk 
Teologisk Tidsskrift. Some fur-Ch-er impression of his attft-Tdýe To-contemporary Fen-fateuchal criticism can be gained from his 
important study Le Wcalogue (1927), which was preceded in 1926 
by his paper IL'Origi-ne du Ddcaloguet- Clearer evidence can be 
found in his contributions to the first volume (in 1929) of 
Det Gamle Testamente, a translation into Norwegian of the 
PeRateuch witli bir-TeFt introduction and commentary. The account 
there offered, of the combined JE worked into the Deuteronomic 
History with the Priestly Work later added to the whole, confirms 
our placing Mowinckel firmly in the Wellhausen tradition at this 
stage in his career, In the same period he made some observa- 
tions about the'relationship of J 6nid E in 'Der Ursprung der 
Bileamsaget. Probing the remoter origins of Israel's traditions, 
he asked in 1935 'Hat es eýn #raelitisches Nationalepos gegeben? ', His 1937 monograph on the primeval history -divided between J and E what is ascribed bk most scholars to J alone - Ep he claims, 
must occasionally be, reconstructed from Pq between which and J 
it occupies a middle position in the development of the 
tradition. 
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of OT scholarship that the earliest stage in the process of 

transmission had been an oral popular tradition meant that at 

least de facto a traditio-historical approach had long been used 

beside the literary one, 1 Their relationship was seldom dis- 

cussed in principle. Mowinckel declares himself opposed to 

those who use the term tradition criticism almost as a slogan, and 

in conscious opposition to literary criticism* Engnell, repre- 

senting the final phase of the traditio-historical point of view, 

proclaimed his approach as consistently traditio-historical. He 

did not define this phrase; but his work is notable for two 

emphases: that the formation and transmission of the OT material 
2 

was in principle by word of mouth; and that this process of 

gro+*th makes it dangerous in principle to probe behind the 

tradition as it now exists - motif analysis and the search for 

strata are usually in vain. Mowinckel finds it possible to assent 

to the first of Engnell's axioms without conceding that the second 

follows with any logical necessity. And he notes that Engnell's 

refusal to try to penetrate into the origin and history of the 

tradition is difficult to reconcile with his own slogan 

'consistently traditio-historicall, He agrees that earlier 

discussion of OT literature had assumed the material to be too 

'literary'* and had reckoned too much with written works even in 

early Israelite timeso However 'Nyberg's - in itself valuable - 

1. Here he probably exaggerates. The fact of oral tradition was 
allowed for, but it was not systematically treated. 

2. This probably misrepresents Engnell - and indeed Nyberg whom 
Engnell is following. Cf. Engnell's essay 'Prophets and 
Prophetismlo p. 166. 
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point of view' cannot tell us anything of importance about the 

real history of the tradition - and that is just what we want to 

know something about. t2 
3 The third of these post--vrar studiest a critique of 

Pedersen's handling of Ex. 1-15 as the cult-legend of the Passover 

festival, 
4 

offers Mowinckel the opportunity of a specific rebuttal 

of the view that tradition-hi story is an exclusive alternative to 

literary criticism. To counter Pedersen's approachl he states 

and defends several theses: In its present formq Ex. 1-15 is 

conceived as an integral part of a historical work. Despite 

their basis in a cult legend, these chapters contain much material 

of a different kind. The many unevemesses - admitted by 

Pedersen - are so numerous and can be linked together so readily 

that Mowinckel is content to stand in the long critical tradition 

, which claims that they belong to at least one separate and consis- 

tent strand parallel to'the 'main line' detected by Pedersen. The 

inconsistencies are both narrative, and theological - these 

correspond both with each other and with similar strands elsewhere 
5 in the Pentateuch. 

1, In his Studien zum Hoseabuche. 
2. OP-cit-9 P, 30, 
3. 'Die vermeintliche "Passahlegendell Ex. 1-15 - in Bezug auf the 

Frage: Literarkritik und Traditionskritik' (1951). 
4. Not only in ZAW 52v pp. 161ff., but also in an additional note 

'The CrossiriF of the Reed Sea and the Paschal Legend' in 
Israel III-IV, pp. 728-737. 

50 Nowinckel notes that the view cannot be dismissed a j2riori 
that the sources were woven together by a saga-arti-st'-working 
orally; but it is at least as possible that this was a 
literary piece of work - and the nature of the redaction of 
the flood-story makes this latter view more likely. 
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The second of these three studies' relates directly to 

Noth's handling of Jos. 13-19, and provoked a specific response 

from him2 - it will be convenient to deal with these together. It 

is Nowinckel's view that P (a post-exilic Jerusalemite historian) 

was the author - and not just compiler or redactor - of Jos. 13-19; 

but he is not to debate this - rather whether and how far the 

author used earlier documents among his sources. His detailed 

criticism is directed almost entirely at the studies of Alt and 

Noth on these chapters, 
3 He agrees with Alt4 that the lists of 

cities of Judah, Benjaminp Simeong and I)an5 represent the 

situation in Josiah's Judahj that they are not consistent with the 

descriptions of boundaries in Jos. 15-19t and that a Josian 

document listing them could conceivably have once existed. However, 

he is convinced that such a document would not have survived the 

firing of temple and palace in 587; and is unable to understand 

what purpose oral preservation of an administrative list reflecting 

a now antiquated situation could have served in the post-exilic 

period, Aspirations aroused by Josiahts successes would still 

have been alive in post-exilic Jerusalem; and his administrative 

areas would have survived to some extent even in the smaller 

Persian province of Judah. And so the necessary knowledge could 

1. Zur Frage nach dok=entarischen Quellen in Josua 13.19 (1946). 

2, Woberlieferun sgeschichtliches zur zweiten Hälfte des 
Josuabuches' 

U950). 

3. Cf, above p. 8, n. -, 1, 
4. tJudas Gaue unter Jösial (1925). 

5. Jos- 15: 21-62; 18: 21-28; 19: 2.7,41-46. On P. 7, Mowinckel 
appears to have unintentionally omitted the name of Benjamin. 
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have been preserved without the possession or even memory of a 
list. Furthermore, that P in giving his more or less accurate 
list of cities came into conflict with his much more idealistic 

boundaries for the old tribes is not difficult to understand. 
The explanation by Alt and Noth of the system of tribal 

boundaries also draws his attack. Noth's argument that different 

descriptions in Joshua of the same boundary imply a basic list of 

towns variously filled out he counters by suggesting that the 

situation is better explained by assuming stylistic variation in 

the original version, and one or two scribal mistakes in the sub- 

sequent transmission of the text! Furthemoret as to the pre- 

momrchic tribal system appealed to by Alt and Noth as arbiter - 

on the basis of these lists - in border disputest he has two 

comments to make-, (1) such system as there was had inadequate 

political power for such a role; and (2) in any case the pre- 

monarchic system was of only ten tribeso In fact the concrete 

assertions in Jos, 13-19 about boundaries reproduce traditions and 

facts from different periods which it is not always possible to 

separate and which are of very different worth, 

Unlike J (in Jud. 1), P had assumed that the whole of 

Palestine had been conquered by Israel under Joshua, and that 

since then it had belonged to Israel Justly and in God's eyes. 

Proceeding as he did from actual knowledge of the situation in 

his timej P faced insurmountable problems when he came to deal 

with Simeon and Dan: he knew nothing about their borders in the 

early period; they no-longer existed as tribes in the areas where 

he knew they had lived in the period of the settlement - all he 
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did know was that they had lived in areas which had for a long 

time, since lain within the boundaries of Judah and Ephraim. How- 

ever this incongruence between his theory and the actual state of 

his knowledge-is no basis for imagining the existence of an old 

system of tribal boundaries which had assigned clear boundaries to 

each of the tribes* 

Having stated that Jos. 13-19 is the natural solution by 

the author P to the problem facing him, Mourinckel attempts to 

consolidate his position by meeting in advance any objection that 

only through documents could he have had information about 

boundaries in the early period. ' Tradition, he states,, was more 

important than documents. At an early period the tribes had 

become geographical rather than ethnological concepts, and so 

popular knowledge of divisions had lived on long after-these 

divisions had ceased to have any administrative significance. 

Information about a whole country transmitted in such a way is 

liable to contain quite contradictory details -Luch discrepancy is 

no evidence for-the use of written sources. 

He does agree with Alt and Noth (and indeed most research- 

ers) that the fact that much more information is given in these 

chapters about the southern than about the northern tribes provides 

a basis for drawing some conclusions about the date and place of 

their composition. The interest is Judaean - and almost Jewish, 

The treatment of Ephraim and Manasseh in 1ý-17 supports this view: 

even less interest is taken in them than in the tribes further 

north - and that this section is connected with P is clear from 

the fact that 17: 2-6 is based on P's information about Manasseh in 
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Num. 26: 28-34. Noth is certainly right that the author is not 

the Deuteronomist; butt despite Notht the author's post-exilic 

Jewish outlook confirms the assumption that he was in fact P. 

In his concluding commentsp Mowinckel underlines his 

agreement with Alt about two obvious attributes of the tribal 

system of these chapters: its theoretical charactert according to 

which the whole country within its ideal boundaries had been over- 

come all at once under Joshua and distributed in its entirety 

amongst the tribes; and the importance to its author of adhering 

to what he knew of the historical realities and of the traditions 

and popular opinions. However he is satisfied that Alt's and 

Noth's source hypotheses do not stand up to close examination. In 

terms of the history of scholarship they have to be considered as 

the final relics of a dictatorship of pure literary criticism. 

The results of this documentary approach are only ostensibly assured 

and concrete. 14owinckells own advocated approach on the basis 

of tradition history produces results less illusory and more 

modest - we must be content with a wealth of detail from the early 

periodg and only a rough picture of the situation. 

Noth. - a ReERonse 

Noth's replyl to this opens with some general comments on 

the difficulty of coming adequately to tems with such a complex 

and anonymous mass of material as is our Old Testament - comments 

entirely in the Epirit of Howinckel's own observations in ProRhecy 

1. Cf. above P. 39, n, 2. 
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and'Tradition. 
1 Turning to Jos. 13-21l he notes that it has been 

generally assumed that the long lists of names in these chapters 

are not suited to oral transmission. Not surprisingly he utterly 

rejects Nowinckel's protest that his and Alt's studies of these 

chapters evidence a purely literaryý-critical dictatorship in 

scholarship. They are somewhat removed from the general literarym- 

critical analysis of the book of Joshua, their interest being 

centred on the actual material of the book and its history. And in 

any case, he asks, is Mowinckel not inconsistent in his charge when 

-he himself opens his study with the assumption (taken over from 

literary criticism) that the section's author was the hypothetical 

P of Pentateuchal criticism? 

He rejects Nowinckel's argument about the catastrophe of 

5871 for it is an incontrovertible fact that written records did 

survive Judah's downfall. When the books of Kings refer to 

written annals, they could be meaning collections made from the 

royal annals only after 5879.. But this material must have been 

available in writing - at some stage of its literary transmission 

it must have survived the calamity. And other n6n-official material 

already committed to writing before the Assyrian and Babylonian 

campaigns had also survived them. Accordingly the enquiry into 

Jos. 13-19 must confine itself to internal considerations. Noth 

does not doubt competence to remember and transmit lists of 

hundreds of names, but finds - in a period in which writing served 

several purposes - Mowinckel's assumption a case of 'oral tradition 

1. As described abovet Pp. 36ff. 
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at any price' taken to the extreme. On the other hand, Mowinckel 

does not make clear just to what extent 'tradition' is present in 

Jos. 13-19 - he has stressed that a good deal of the system worked 

out by the author P derives from his own knowledge of the land 

and his 12-tribe theory. I-lowinckel's literary-critical assumption 

about P as the author must also be tested against an actual traditio- 

historical examination of these chapters really based on their 

contentsl and not against the entirety of 'Hexateuchall scholar- 

ship. 
1 And this is particularly necessary since he has rejected 

those findings of recent years which have developed from the text 

of the chapters and not from a theory foisted upon them. 

Mowinckel agrees that the boundary descriptions represent an 

essentially complete whole - but one worked out by P. Noth is 

doubtful whether the detail and exactness of these chapters do 

speak for a late date. The various administrative and political 

reorganisations had reduced the relevance of precise demarcations 

of tribal boundaries; and co it is hardly likely that a late 

author would have developed as precise a system as we find in 

Jos. 13-19. Yet Mowinckel has Dosed a relevant question regarding 

the tSitz im Leben' of a boundary system before the formation of 

the state. Without offering any further substantiationg Noth 

remarks that a 12-tribe system is the earliest form of organis- 

ation in Israel which we can detect, and that there is evidence 

1. The debate between Noth and Mowinckel on this point closely 
resembles that between Noth and von Rad mentioned abovep p, 29. 
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for it before the formation of the state. If the league is to 

be thought of as functioning in any sense as a community, then 

any boundary problems must have been solved otherwise than by the 
law of the stronger. If a more concrete solution is desirabley 

then one could look to the institution of the 'Judges of Israel', ' 

AIDW-spite the fact that Nothts preamble could have been 

written by either scholart their two arguments do not really 

engage with each other at some important points - such as the 

effect of the physical destruction in 587 on the preservation of 

Israel's traditions, and whether the earliest detectable form, of 

Israelite organisation is a 10-tribe or 12-tribe league. Yet both 

admit that they are grappling with a very complex problem; both 

argue that the complexities have been made greater here and there 

by textual corruptions and/or editorial alterations subsequent to 

the completion of the main body of the text. However a final 

answer to this question must await both a more detailed review of 

Jos. 13-19 and a fuller discussion of Pentateuchal criticism. 

A. Mowincklel (co 

Israelite HistOriograDhy 

It is in three studies published in his last years that 

1. Noth concludes this study with a short discussion of Jos. 21 
prompted by Albright's essay 'The List of the Levitic Citiest 
(1945). Noth observes that any interpretation of this list 
must start from the consideration that Hebron and Shechem (which are later insertions) are the only cities representing the heartlands of Judah and Ephraim - the original list had 
had these two large geographical gaps. 
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we find Mowinckel's mature contribution to our problem as a wholeel 

The first of these is an important and concise statement about the 
2 development of historical traditions in Israel, and embodies a 

critique mainly of Holscher3 and Noth. He is particularly 

concerned to refute Holscher's claim that J (whose saga runs from 

creation to the disruption after Solomon) was the first Israelite 

historian. Mowinckel agrees that J belongs after the disruption, 

and probably not before 800 B. C., but finds that his skill,, and 

the great synthesis he offers, show he was scarcely Israel's first 

historian. In fact the first mentioned written source of the 

Deuteronomist is the 'History of Solomon' (1 Kings 11: 41), which 

clearly cannot have been identical with the 'Annals of the Kings 

of Judah and Israeli quoted elsewhere. Rost and von Rad are 

correct that a central element in this oldest history was concern 

for the legitimacy of the Solomonic line on the throne of David - 

its extent had been most of what we read in 1 Kings 1-10, The 

next stage in the expanding history had been the prefixing of more 

details about David - and since his youth was inextricably bound 

up with the careers of Saul and Samuelq and since it had been the 

policy of David and his supporters to appear as the legitimate 

heir of Saul, 1 Sam. 1 is a natural beginning for this eý: panded 

1, The, two posthumous publications, Kanaan for Israel and Israoin 
opphay oS eldste historie - both of 1967, need concern us 
here: they presuppose the literary-critical and traditio- 
historical results of the earlier three which are of more 
relevance to our discussion. 

2. 'Israelite Historiography' (1963). 
3., Die AnflAnge der israelitischen GeschichtsschreihMa (1942)t 

revised and expanded in GescElchtssclir-eibung In Israel (1952).. 
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Solomon saga. The combination and Itheologisation' of the old 

traditions of Exodus, Sinai and settlement was a process partly 

older than this literary activity, partly parallel to it, and 

partly independent of it. As with this historical activity just 

described it took place in the circles of the learned men at court 

and in the sanctuary, and also among the wandering 'homines 

religiosit and story-tellers. Von Rad has correctly drawn the 

broad lines of this traditio-historical process that culminated 

in the work of J. This saga-writer is not, as H131scher thinks, 

the first Israelite historian; but he did write something like a 

religious philosophy of history, to which later Israelite historio- 

graphy was much indebted. His history has connections with ideas 

of his own time: it points forward to the glories of the Davidic 

state; its polemic against the cult of the ox image at Bethel 

shows that J vorked after the disruption. The conclusion of J 

(at least in an expanded form) was one of the Deuteronomist's 

sources of his history of Israel. It is a problem to know how 

he had access to all this earlier historiography after the 

destruction of the archives in 587* There had never been many 

manuscripts of the books mentioned above; but we must remember 

that among the 'remnant of Israelt there must have been men who 

more or less know the old literature by heart. As Nyberg has 

shown, the catastrophe of 587 with its attendant fear of the rapid 

extinction of the traditions was the occasion for a more systematic 

writing down of all knowledge considered important to society. 

The IDeuteronomistic saga demonstrates to what a degree the history 

of the people was considered to be of religio-pedagogical value 

for the life of the community. 
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Pentateuchal Sources 

The second of these final studies of 14owinckel consists of 

a series of reflections on the Pentateuch source question. 
1 Not 

surprisingly its contents overlap considerably those of 

Tetrateuch-Pentateuch-Hexateuch - and so here only its distinctive 

contribution will be reviewed. Mowinckel first turns his 

attention to P in the Pentateuch, 2 
and begins by answering LZShr3 

and Volz4 who had explained the familiar P-passages as expansions 

of the earlier historical work (JE). He notes with approval 

Rudolph's subsequent disagreement with his colleague Volz: 

although the revision-hypothesis is a likely one for Deut. 34: 1-9 

and Jos. 14-190 yet in Exodus and Numbers there is a series of P. 

passages which are real narratives* The final proof that P is an 

independent Pentateuch sourcep and not a series of insertions 

made by the final Pentateuch editor, is his quite explicit theory 

about the use of different divine names at different stages in 

the prehistory. Had he been the redactor of the old traditions 

he would have been bound to re-edit the patriarchal stories in 

accordance with his theory, It is a principal characteristic 

of P that his work is a combination of historical presentation 

and of ritual law. This author was really a narrator; but his 

presentation of history constitutes only the frame round the laws, 

1. Quellenfragt (1964). 
2. Noting that in practice this means Genesis-N=bers. 
3. Untersuchungen zum HexateuchDroblem (1924). 
4. His vas the larger share in Der Elohist als-Erzrihler (1933). 
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and in many cases is only an introductory notice about the motive 

for this or that law. Mowinckel suggests that P did not so much 

write the early history of his people as its early church history. 

Wellhausen's opinion is unexceptionable that at almost every 

point P is directly or indirectly dependent on JE, and with few 

exceptions represents the latest stage of the development of the 

material found in J. ' 

When one has separated off the P-source from the rest of 

the Pentateuch, it is methodologically appropriate to treat what 

remains as a unity - at least provisionally. Scholars agree 

that some distinction must be drawn between the whole extent 

of these remains and the original J- it is an examination of this 

original J that Mowinckel next offers. It is now generally 

recognizedp he claims, that the material absorbed by J consisted 

of independent narratives and narrative complexes. Noth's 

contribution to this field of study is particularly valuable; yet 

Mowinckel admits to some misgivings about his classification by 

themes - as modem and systematic, and making insufficient allowance 

for the 'genetic' development of traditions, On the other hand 

he finds no difficulty with the idea of points of crystallization. 

He is also unhappy with the view that the desert theme (about 

whose independence he has grave doubts) is the cradle in which the 

Sinai theme now lies. flowinckel denies von Radta claim that it 

was J who first collected the separate themes together - Noth's 

postulated G is valid to the extent that there was a more or less 

gomposition p pp. 336ff- Mowinckel observes that for the 
patriarc period P adds only Gen. 17; 23 to J's framework. 
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integrated body of tradition available to J. However von Rad 

is probably correct that it was J who first committed the 

traditions to writing. He agrees with both that J did include 

some kind of report of the settlement. 

The second half of this book Mowinckel devotes to an 

examination of the problem of the Elohist. At many points a 

division has been made between J and E only because in other cases 

scholars had been convinced of the existence of two sources. 
1 

Mowinckel discusses four blocks of material which are examples of 

an ungrounded separation between J and E by traditional literary 

criticism: the Primeval History; 2 the Joseph story; the Jacob 

narratives; and Ex. 1-15 - even the famous passage Ex. 3: 11-14 

with its explanation of the name of Yahweh gives no cause for a 

separation into parallel sources, And yet there are passages in 

the older story known to P which a redactor has composed from two 

parallel strands or doublets: the Sinai pericope; the Balaam 

story3 - and Gen. 20; 1-17, - and 21: 8-34 are clearly foreign bodies 

within the original J cycle of narratives about Abraham, as too 

is 
His final two examples of passages in the earlier saga 

1, He remarks that Wellhausen had introduced his analysis of the 
Joseph-story thus: 'It may be assumad that here as elsewhere 
this work' (i. e* JE) 'is composed of J and E; our earlier 
results urge this assumptio and would be shaken were it not 
demonstrable. t (Composition. 

3, 
p. 52), 

2, Here he concedes the failure of his own attempt in The Two 
Sources ... (1937) - cf. above P. 36, n. 1. 

3. At this point Mowinckel adheres to the results of his earlier 
V study - cf. again P. 36, n. 1: 'Der Ursprung der Bileamsaget. 
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where parallel strands have been combined are of particular 

importance to the problem 'Joshua and Pentateuch'. Since their 

treatment in this study differs somewhat from that in the 

following one, what Mowinckel has to say here should now be 

reviewed. The first passage is Num. 32.1 Apart from some 

'Deuteronomising' additions the narrative is a unity - with the 

important exception of vv- 39,41,42. The main part of the chapter 

is a late compilation; but the verses at the end are of a quite 

different kind, and it is clear that they rather than the main 

part of the chapter belong to J. Verse 40 is redactional - it 

picks up v. 39 2 but sees the matter from another point of view. 

It is possible that the main story in the chapter has suppressed 

notices about Reuben and Gad corresponding to those about Machir/ 

Manasseh in the concluding verses - remains of these may be 

detected in vv. 1,4-5,34-38, Mowinckelts conclusion is that the 

old J-report has been expanded by the inclusion of a longer 

narrative which itself is only a development of historical motifs 

found in J, 

The other passage is the report of the conquest in 

Jos. 2-11. Jud, 1 was the original concluding passage of J's 

saga; J had no historical tradition with which to write a 

history of the conquest - but he did offer a geographically 

arranged review of its results. Traditional literary criticism 

assumed that in Jos. 1-11 the Deuteronomist had built on an older 

source which was identified as the combined JE. Mowinckel notes 

1. E, 
_rw5gungenp 

pp, 102-104, 

2. on p. 104(l. 5)p V- 34 is clearly a mistake for V, 39- 
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that the geographical arrangement of these chapters is the same 

as that in Jud. 1, and argues that they were composed on its plan, 

and to replace it. This later account was combined with the 

original J- or more precisely parts of the latter were inserted 

in it - and then J's review was made the conclusion of the whole 

account 
1 (for which it is as unsuitable as could bel). If J told 

at all of the crossing of the Jordan and the first taking of a 

piece of the promised land, then it may be safely assumed that he 

reported the old tradition of the taking of Jericho which we find 

in Jos. 2; 6: 25. The remainder of chapter 6 is a spiritless 

priestly story - and this situation in chapters 2 and 6 demon- 

strates that in Jos. 2-11 too a later narrative has been combined 

with J's account. 
2 

None of these additional sections to the earlier narrative 

of the Pentateuch provides evidence of a separate parallel source 

IEI - they do show that the material collected and written down by 

J did continue to develop and ezpand orally. However, with the 

exception of the story of the settlement, no material was later 

added to J which already in more original form was not part of J- 

and even the settlement story had its plan provided by J. 

1. Perhaps originally located after Jos. 11. 
2. It is nothing short of a miracle (p. 111) thato given this 

development of the tradition, J's early review in Jud. 1 was 
actually preserved. 
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Tetra. teuch-Pentateuch-Hexateuch 

And this leads us naturally to Mowinckel's final and 

most explicit contribution to our problem. 
1 In a brief opening 

survey of the history of scholarly opinion about the Pentateuch/ 

Hexateuch problem, he describes both Wellhausents classic lead 

to Hexateuchal criticism and the equally successfUl-later demon- 

stration by Noth and Engne, 12 that the Deuteronomist's work begins 

only with Deuteronomy. It is Noth's (and Eagnell's) subsequent, 

conclusions he is to examine - and in particular whether J and P 

told of the settlement and what they told., He repeats briefly 

the results of the previous study that while P was an independent 

narratorp IEI represents only a piecemeal development of the 

tradition represented by J- the resultant form of the tradition 

being best represented symbolically as Jv (ites 'Jahwista variatus')* 

In the first main chapter Mowinckel deals with the Yahwist's 

report of the settlemento He draws on von Rad's workt and states 
3 that it is clear from Its very beginning that the whole of J's 

composition has as its goal Israel's occupation of the land 

promised to the fathers - it must have actually described this. 

Even Noth admits that - the only question is whether Jts report 

is available to us, Turning first to Num. 32, he first remarks 

that at least here in the Pentateuch it-is universally admitted 

1. T-P-11 (1964). 
2. In Gamla Testamentet (1945). 
3. Rather inconsequentially, the title of the first section of this chapter is IJ in Ex-Num has as its goal *** 1* 
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that elements of an earlier saga are to be found in an otherwise 

secondary tradition-formation. As a whole, it is a late 

tradition - nothing actually happens in the chapter: it is 

clearly an aetiological explanation of the familiar situation of 

the settlement of Reuben, Gad and half-Manasseh. However the 

final verses (39-42)1 are very different, and preserve the historical 

recollection that the Manassite clan Machir had occupied Gilead 

from west of the Jordan. These verses are elements of J's report 

of the settlement. Moving to the book of Joshua he argues that 

within Jos, 1-11, 
_. 
(which as a whole is the Deuteronomistic report 

of the conquest) there are traces of earlier traditions - and it 

is rcasonable to suppose that these had been part of the only 

early story of the conquest knoun to us, i. e. J's. of which traces 

have been found in Num. 32. The passages in question are 2- 6: 25; f 

and 11: 13. In the second half of the book too there are notices 

of an anecdotal character similar to those already mentioned, 
2 

None of these fits its context well - and all of them are identical, 

in form and attitude to the manner in which the settlement was 

carried outq with the J-notices in Num. 32: 39-42. It is eminently 

likely that we are dealing here with scattered sections of J's, 

settlement report. All of these passages in Jos, 15-19 aro 
3 

parallel to parts of Jud, 1, some in fact being perfect doublets. 

1. More precisely vve 39,41.42 - v. 40 is redactional (see above 
P-51)- 

2, He mentions (P. 15) 15; 13-19; 15: 63; 16: 10; 17: 12-13; 17: 14-18; 
19: 47. In the parallel discussion in Cuellenfrage, p. 107, he 
adds 13: 13 but does not include 17: 12, 

3. That of course is not true of 13: 13 and may be the reason for 
its non-mention (cf. above n. 2), However, it is equally un- 
true of 17: 14-18* 
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They are doubtless derived from itq or at least from the source 

of which Jud. 1 was once a part. 

Mowinckel rejects Alt' s view that the chapter was an 

independent document listing the claim of each tribe to a 

particular area, 
' 

and Nothl s that it was a conglomerate of old 
2 fragments of tradition. It does not have the accidental character 

of a conglomerate - its author worked to a plan which may still be 

detected - nor the character of a list. - It opens with a narrative 

consecutive imperfect, and so is a fragment3 of a narrative which 

is historical (or intended as such). What is now the beginning 

of the chapter must have been preceded by some report of how the 

Israelites had come to where Jud, 1: 1 assumed them to be. There 

had most likely been a narrative of the crossing of the Jordan and 

the taking of Jericho - and if this were the case, there would 

have been a material and chronological link with the earlier 

narratives preserved in part in Jos, 2, It is not historical in 

the precise sense of that term - the author had clearly no infor- 

mation about the actual history of the conquest6 The account is 

organized in a south-north sequence, apart from the fact that it 

had to start in central Palestine because of the author's assumption 

about the position of the Israelites at the beginning of their 

settlement, That accommodation is sufficient proof that the 

chapter was intended as a historical account of the settlement, 

1. KS I, pp. 193ffo 
2* UGSp p., 9e 

qý 
3. This does not follow at all - Jonah, 

in a similar waY. ' 
Ruth and Esther all open 
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The chapter's present context shows that the Deuteronomist found 

some connection between its contents and the calamities of the 

period of the Judges - but it does not rest happily in this 

context, for it views the settlement not from a critical negative 

point of view but from a positive one, The author certainly 

wants to communicate just to what extent it was possible in that 

period for the tribes to occupy the land - but hd is still quite 

free from the later legendary conception of a complete and 

decisive conquest. 
I 

It was written later than Solomon - it assumes the post- 

Davidic 12-tribe system, Certainly there is no mention of Reuben 

and Gad - but that only confirms Mowinckelis working hypothesis 

that Judo 1 derives from J, who had dealt with their settlement in 

Num# 32: 39-42(1)s Issachar too is unmsttioned - but its boundaries 

(see too P's problems with that tribe in Jos, 19: 17-22) were very 

fluid. ' There is nothing in Jud, 1 which conflicts with the 

hypothesis that it is a part of J's account of the settlement* 

itself it is incompletep assuming an earlier account of the 

conquest of Transjordan which is provided in Num. 32, If this 

connection with the relevant verses in that chapter is correcto 

then we are dealing in Jud. 1 with the original J, and not with 

any of the later expansions denoted by the 'E' of the literary 

critics. Such developments are often ideologically on the way 

In 

to the view of history and the theology of the Deuteronomist, and 

1, Another post-Solomonic feature, for Mowinckel, is the mention 
several times of a tribe putting the Canaanites to forced 
labour. 
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have nothing in common with the archaic and more historical view 

of Jude. 1. 

The chapter on the conquest history of the Deuteronomistic 

historical work is the shortest and least polemical in the book. 

Nowinckel is in wide agreement with Noth over both the contri- 

butions of the Deuteronomist and the basically aetiological 

nature 
1 

of the material - and of course that the'Deuteronomist 

had most of the material available to bim as a collection., 

Mowinckelts main difference is his added assumption that since 

this collection is structured like Jud. 1, it must be an expanded 

form of J, - i.., Jv, His next thesis is that the Deuteronomistic 

saga also contained a report of the division of the land - and that 

for this too certain anecdotes from J had been used, The passages 

17: 14-18; 2 18: 2-10; 3 19: 49-50 (and also the somewhat different 

14: 6-15) appear Deuteronomistic, and do not fit their pre-sent 

context well This context the earlier critics ascribed to P- 

and Noth showed belonged neither to the Deuteronomist's work nor 

to his source. Jos. 14: 6-15 treats the same subject as 15: 13-19 

(-Jud. 1: 12-15,20) and is a later development of it; it is 
4 

connected with 11: 21-23 and breaks the connection between 14: 5 and 

15: 1; and in its assumption that Joshua carried out the division 

of the land in the camp at Gilgal it fits the situation in Jos, 2-11 

I. - Indeed this study concludes (Pp. 78-86) with an excursus on 
aetiological thought. 

2, So p. 44 - but on p. 15 (see above p. 54 , n, 2) 17: 14-18 was 
listed with the J-notes. 

3. In the argument that follows he in fact restricts his 
attention to vv. 2-9. 

4. mowinckel suggests that 14: 7,10 make more precise the detail in 
11: 18. While 13: 1,7-8a do not fit their present context they do 
agree with those chronological detailst and so are probably the 
opening of D's land-division account. 
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very wiDll. Indeed the reference to the camp in 18: 9 is probably 

to the, same place* Furthermore the conception of division of 

the land by a commission of tribal representatives rather than by 

Joshua - referred to in 19: 49-50 as well as 18: 2ff -. is quite 
. 

different from that in the rest of Jos. 14-19. The most natural 

conclusion is that where Jos. 13-21 now stand there once stood a 

different Deuteronomistic account of the division of the land by 

the tribes - and so too in his source. This will have had similar 

characteristics to the pre-Deuteronomistic story of the conquest - 

including additions from J. There is. then every likelihood that 

it is from this source that Jos. 17: 14-18 derives. The original 

history of the conquest in Jos, 2-11; 24 has in co=on with Jud. l(j) 

that it deals only with the west of the Jordane One must postulate 

an earlier chapter of this conquest history - and that is to be 

found in NUM* 32 whose presuppositions are those of the conquest 

historye If a link with NUm- 32 can be established, then Noth's 

denial that the Deuteronomist's source was connected with a 

Pentateuch source is, called in question. 

The third main chapter of the book deals with the conquest 

of the land in Po Mowinckbl feels it is methodologically 

appropriate to open with the question whether a conquest history 

ought to be expected of P. 1 But even before he deals with this 

He notes that Wellhausen bad originally denied Jos. 13-21 to P 
because be found no trace in the preceding chapters of a conquest ESEO-ry of P. It was the arguments of Grafq Kuenen and others 
which . 'later induced him to give up this approach. 
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questiong he makes clear that there is no reason to assign the 

insertion of P-passages into the history of Joshua to the same 

redactor(s) as was(were) responsible for the creation of our 

Pentateuch - he had clearly combined P with Deuteronomy to form a 

law-book of Moses stretched over a historical frame. if P- 

passages had been combined with the rest of Joshua then this 

would have taken place after the formation of the'Pentateuch and 

using it as a model. Furthermore, if P did write a history of the 

conquest, then we may assume from the rest of his work that it was 

very short and in summary form, includgLd lists of names and numbers, 

and contained much learned information. Noth agrees that the? 

tradition P follows and the plan on which it is constructed d#rive 

ultimately from J., of course his interests were not historical 

like J186 But he began with institutions laid down at the 

creation of the world - how could he have failed to report the 

crowning of the whole story, the realisation of the revealed 

institutions on the soil of the promised land? 

Noth accepts as part of the original P, N=, 27: 12-23 and 

also 13: 2; 20: 12b; and 22: 1 - these show that P did 
, 
report the 

settlement. 
1 Mowinckel finds elements of P in Num, 32, and 

concludes that since there is evidence that P is represented in the 

narrative sections of the end of the book of Numbers, there is no 

good reason to deny to it 33: 50-34: 29 - and the same is true of 

1. Mowinckel quotes (P- 55) Noth's argument that the Sinai pericope 
was P's main interest - but not the complementary onet that P 
was concerned to conclude the history of Moses, 
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35: 9-15. He then restates the old view that there are traces of 

P in Jose 2-12: the precise date in 4: 19; the mention of the 

first passover in Canaan in 5: 10-12; and the part of the narrative 
in 9 which talks of the 'leaders of the congregation' - ise. 

'vv. l5b-21, He also ascribes to P the whole of 12 - certainly P 

had not written a history of the conquest, but he had confirmed 
2 the fact of the conquest and of its completeness in a list. 

Next he offers a critique of Alt's and Nothts studies on 

Jos. 13-19. Much of this is repeated from his already-reviewed 

earlier I work on the subject3 - but it is here set in a wider 

context, 19: 51a is clearly the conclusion of the whole of 14-19. 

However-the situation that verse envisages is expressly that of 

18: 1 - since 18: 2-9 are not an original part of these chapters it 

, may be concluded that 18: 1 was originally the introduction to the 

whole complex and that its transposition to its present place 

occurred during the combination of these chapters with the 

Deuteronomistic report (which had described a two-stage division). 

Noth's replies to his earlier criticisms about the lists 4 fail to 

1. After all the mistakes in his own work it is amusing to find 
Mowinckel (Pe 57) blaming Noth for an Inkonsequenz over these 
verses. Certainly Noth (UGS, pp@ 192=., and egFecially 
p,: 195) quotes with approVU-ihe accepted point of view that 
3 (1-a)16-34; 36: 1-13 is a later addition to Po But it is 
quite as clear (to this reader at least) that this approval 
does not involve Noth in ascribing 35: 9-15 to P- it is rather 
only these verses whose ascription to P requires discussion. 

2. The MT with its 31 names is overloaded - 30 is a number which 
traditionally denotes completeness (p. 60). 

3* See above pp. 39-42. 
4. See above pp. 42-45* 
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justify his method: source-separation cannot be applied success- 

fully to a list; and his literary"critical attempt to turn a 

boundary description into a pure list of names is so questionable 

an operation that it must be renounced. And as for the solution 

of, tribal disputes - Jud. 12: 1-6 shows instructively that Ephraim 

just fought it out with Gilead! 

Mowinckel now examines his ass=ption that Jos. 13-19 is 

a connected literary complex. Noth limits the complex to 14-19, 

citing the introduction and conclusion in 14: 1.4a, 5 and 19: 49a. 

but 19: 49a cannot be separated from the rest of 49-50 - the real 

conclusion is v. 51a; and while the opening verses of chapter 14 

are certainly an introduction, it is not necessarily to the whole 

complex. 
1 However the complex is not restricted to these six 

chapters. There can be no stylistic or literary doubt that in its 

present form Jos. 21: 1-42 was written by the same author as 14-19.2 

Then the report of the post-conquest division in 14-19; 21 assumes 

in its final chapter on the Levitical cities an earlier settlement 

in Transjordan - and it is likely that this complex opened by 

describing that. There is nothing to prevent us seeing 13; 15-32 

as this account - and it in its turn may be judged the literary 

continuation of chapter 12. There is narrative in this complex - 

and sufficient for the whole to be termed narrative, 

Mowinckel repeats the arguments of his previous study that 

1. Mowinckel states that P has many such examples of introductory 
and concluding formulae for individual sub-sections. 

2. This against Noth who considered it a later supplement. However 
Noth is correct that 19: 51b-20: 9 is a later insertion into its 
present context. 
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the atmosphere of the whole narrative is post-exilic and even 

Jewish* Here he adds a further indication of anti-Samaritan 

tendency, P's placing the assembly of the whole congregation of 

Israel at Shiloh will-have been based on the old stories in 

1 Samuel that in early days there was a temple of Yahweh there; 

however even as late as the Deuteronomist4s history the memory was 

preserved that in the settlement period the amphictyonic centre 

was Shechem - P's alteration will have been the result not of 

historical-critical research, but of religious prejudice. 

Mowinckel summarizes his argument thus: If it is certain 

that P did have an account of the conquest and its logical 

conclusion the land-division, then the conclusion seems 

unavoidable that the earlier literary critics were correct that we 

find this in Jos. 12-19; 21, If Jos. 12 is ascribed to P, then 

13-19 must be toos If P is admitted to bave offered an account 

in Num, 32 of the taking of Transjordant and if Jose 13: 15-32 

refers back to this and expands it according to principles we 

observe also in 14-19p then that is proof that in 13-19 we have a 

section of P's work. The construction of 21 is typical of P- it 

cannot be doubted that 21: 1-42 refers to Num. 35: 1-8 and is con- 

ceived as the execution of-what is ordered there (and that 17: 2-6 

repeats what was already written in the P-passage Num. 26: 28-34). 

Mowinckel's general results from this monograph are that 

insofar as J. Jv, and P all deal with Israel's history from 

creation to settlement and together have contributed all the 

material about Israel's prehistory and the history of her settle- 

ment now found in the Pentateuch and the book of Joshua, the term 
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'Hexateuch' is a legitimate critical term - however, as an 

actual entity consisting of the Pentateuch and the book of Joshua 

in their present form, a 'Hexateuch' never existed. our 

Pentateuch was produced by the introduction of the law-book from 

the beginning of the DtWteronomistic History into the already 

completed combination of Jv and P- as a consequencel those parts 

of J and P which did deal with Joshua and the settlement were 

worked into the corresponding part of the historical work. A 

'Tetrateuch' consisting of the books Genesis to Numbers never 

existed. 

C, Mowinckel and Noth 
0- ý 

It was suggested above at the end of our first chapter 

that it was one of the weaknesses of Noth's argument that he 

could point to so little evidence of J's handling of the settle- 

ment theme - and it was noted that Nowinckel offered a thorough- 

going critique of Noth's literary conclusions. But - at least 

in the case of Num. 32 - what a muddled critiquel There are 

many small slips in these later works of Mowinckel - but the 

intention of the author is usually plain enough* That can hardly 

be said for his handling of this chapter. In Pentateuch 

Quellenfrage,, the situation is reasonably clear. He renounces 

earlier attempts, including Noth's and his own, to divide the 

chapter into sources -. with two exceptions it is a unity: some 

possibly Deuteronomising additions (influence, that is, from the 

Deuteronomistic story in Joshua); and the final four versesp 

three of which belong to J while one forges an editorial link. 
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The main part of the chapter is a learned aetiology of the 

presence in TransJordan of a two-and-a-half tribe Israelite 

minority. It is Just possible that this aetiology has replaced 

J notes on Reuben and Gad similar to those on Machir in vv. 39-42 - 

and that remnants of these can be detected in vv. 1,4-5,34-38. 

In Tetrateuch-Pentateuch-Hexateuch', the same point is made in the 

section IJ in Num. 321 (pp. 10-12) - but with two changes: there 

is no mention of the suppression of J-notes; but in a footnote 

(n. 5) Rudolph's attribution to J of vvo 2*, 4-6,16a, 17,20-23,25-27, 

33a*, 34-39,41-42 is welcomed'o' It would appear that these two 

ap roaches to J in the chapter exclude each other - and certainly Up 
in this book all Ilowinckel's subsequent references to Num, 32 in 

connection with J make it clear that he is dealing only with 
2 

vV- 39-42. Yet it is to these verses he attributes mention of 

the settlement of Reuben and Gad (p, 24) although mention of these 

tribes in J in Num. 32 implies Mowinckel's earlier view of that 

chapter. Mowinckel's fumbling over this chapter mny not be un- 

related to his failure to take account of the most obvious feature 

of the whole chapter as we encounter it: its character may change 

at V* 39 - but in another way it does so quite as clearly at V. 33* 

Verses 1-32 are only about Gad and Reuben - it is quite misleading 

to describe the chapter as a whole as an aetiology of the two-and- 

a-half TransJordanian tribes. On the other side, the mention of 

1. Der 'Elohist'. p, 134. 
2. T-P-H, pp. 16,24P30#32. 
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Manassite holdings in vv. 39-42 comes as no sudden surprise: it is 

prepared for by the new heading in V. 33 and the detailing of 

Gadite and Reubenite holdings in the following verses. 

Mowinckel's generalizations about Jud. 1 give rise to 

_similar 
disquiet, It is doubtful whether much of his evaluation 

of the chapter in based on accurate description* He stressed 

that its author does not en=erate but narrate. 
1 Should he not, 

however, be said to do first one and then the other? 
2 Even his 

later evaluation that the chapter is a review of the conquest's 

results prefaced by anecdotes about its start is somewhat mis- 

leading. He appears - in company with many scholars - to hold 

the opinion that in Jud, 1 we have an account of the Israelite 

conquest parallel to but less legendary than that found in the 

first half of the book of Joshua. It may very well be that Jud. 1 

is in some respects a superior source to the book of Joshua for 

the modern historian who wishes to reconstruct a picture of 

Israel's settlement - but that is quite a different judgment from 

the one just quotedp and seems to have no logical connection 

with it*3 

If it is not assumdd that it is Israel's settlement which 

is here described, then it may be noticed that all the anecdotes 

which preface the chapter are about Judah4 (and Simeon) - with 

10 ODOcitel Pe 190 

2. Narration mainly in the first part of the chaptert and 
enumeration of results (or their lack) in the second. 

3. This point is made more fully in the author's own discussion 
of Jud. 1 in VT 259 p. 285. 4ý 

4. In the widest sense of that name* 
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the exception of the taking of Bethel by the house of Joseph. 

Furthermore, to link vv. 27-29 with the anecdote about Bethel 

as the material about the centre of the country. ' as opposed to 

vv. 30ff about the north is to do violence to the shape ot the 

material, Finally the opening idea of 'going up' denotes 

military attack (as often), and not geographical ascent. In short, 

the arrangement of the chapter is not geographical but tribal. 

Judah' s primacy is asserted as early as the second verse; and more 

than half the chapter is concerned with her. Even the note on the 

house of Joseph cannot deflect our attention from the xwphasis, of 

the chapter on the success of Judah and the failure of the rest of 
2 the tribes. And since this is so, it is appropriate to judge 

the chapter both positive and negative in outlook, 

The very fact that l4owinckel opens his chapter on P's 

history of the conquest with the observation that the P we may 

find in the book of Joshua may not be quite the same as the P of 

the Pentateuch - just a source, and not the basic plan of the 

whole work as we, 13 . leads one to suspect, by its very sophisti- 

cation, that the chapter will be a defence of a position rather 

than a cumulative argument towards one. Since the literary 

., 2ect of Pa situation is different, the argument that we may 2. x 

conquest-story must carry even more of the weight of the whole 

1. As in T-P--HO p, 24 and (at least by implication) p. 26* 
2. Smendq in his paper tGehUrte Judah zum vorstaatlichen Israel? lt 

suggested that some passages in Judges may have beer! re-edited 
to Judah's advantage. 

3, T-P-Hp p. 53. 
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discussion than did the parallel argument in the case of J* 

Accordingly Mowinckel backs this argument with three reasons: 

(1) if P did not deal with the conquesto we would be faced with 

an, unaccountable break with the shape of the tradition as shown 

in J; (2) without its natural conclusiong relating how everything 

proper had been done, P would be but a torso; and (3) sections at 

the end of the book of N=bers generally assigned to P are in 

fact, -the beginning of a conquest narrative* 

Whether or not one agrees with 14owinckel on such issues, we 

must be grateful to him for refocussing our attention on some of 

the main problems of Joshua and Pentateuch, Like von Rad, it is 

$tradition' that appears to occupy the centre of Mowinckelts 

interest, We have seen that he does not accept Engnellfs estimate 

of hiv own method as being tconsistently traditio-historicall. But 

this 'slogan' is a fair estimate of Mowinckelts method and interest. 

The picture he offers of J'a use of his sources$ of the development 

of J-evidenced in Jv, of P's general adherence to the plan of J 

and Jv - all this is ample evidence of what he means by a 'genetic' 

approach to the development of tradition. 

Unbiassed literary appreciation may be a chimera. It is 

possible that Noth' s, appeal to the literary situation first and 

foremost is somewhat one-sided, But it is only accurate description 

of the given documents (however arrived at) that can save us from 

some of the unsupported assertions - and even distortions - offered 

by von Rad and Mowinckel on the basis of their reliance on the 

fidelity of tradition and constancy of form. Such description it 
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Ou 

will be the business of the second part of this thesis to 

attempt., But first - some account of other scholarly 
4 

contributions to Joshua and the Pentateuch since 1938. 
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CHAPTER III 

FURTHER CONTRIBUTORS 

Introductions 

As is perhaps hardly surprising, the familiar introductions 

to the literature of the Old Testament offer little advance on this 

situation. Broadly speaking, the two first and most basic theses 

of Noth with which Mowinckel too declared himself in agreement - 
that the distinctively Deuteronomistic redaction of Joshua marks 

the literary history of that book off from that of the Pentateuch 

and that this redaction is the principal characteristic of the 

books Deuteronomy to Kings as a whole - have found widespread 

acceptance. These are of course the least novel elements of 

Noth's contribution - however it is his statement of the situation 

that has become widely used. 

Afrain in general terms, those introductions whose earlier Irao 

editions'had already been published before Noth' a studies appeared 

or whose authors were already well-established when his work became 

known have noted but have not agreed with his main argumentse This 

is true of Weiser, 1 
whose section on Joshua criticises Noth in 

these tems: 'The passages of importance for distinguishing the 

strands Noth explains mostly as additions largely of unknown 

origin. Thus his attempted solutionj which*confined itself too 

1. The first Geman edition of his Einleitung was published in 
1948; the English translation i7s -from the 4th edition of 1957. 
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much to considerations of pure literary and form-criticism, is 

confronted with fresh unsolved problems. 11 So too Eissfeldtt 2 

who after recording Noth's approach, simply restates his previous 

view without argument: 'The book of Joshua tells of the fulfil- 

ment of the promise, repeatedly made to the fathers, that the 

land of Cannan should fall to their descendants (Gen. 13: 14-17; 

15: 7tl8; 17: 8; 26: 3-4; etc. ). and in this respect it is united 
in content with the Pentateuch. But there is more to it than 

this. The individual narrative strands combined in it are also 

connected in style with the Pentateuchp in other words with the 

narrative strands there combined. So the Joining together of 

the five books of Moses and the book of Joshua as the "Hexateuch" 

is not merely justifiedv but is indeed essential for the 

recognition of the present state of the material. t3 Weiser re- 

states the familiar J, E, D, P account of the genesis of the book; 4 

and Eissfeldt his more distinctive LtJE, DiP view. 
5 

1. Introauction, pp. 146-147. 
2. Eissfeldt first published his Einleitung in 1934; the English 

translation is from the 3rd edition of 19b4., But of even 
greater significance for our understanding of Eissfeldt's 
attitude to the sources of Joshua (as of the Pentateuch as a 
whole) is his earlier Hexateuch-Synopse (1922). 

3. Introduction, p. 250* 
4* op. cit., pp. 144-147. 
5, op. cit .1 pp. 251-257. Eissfeldt offered a specific refutation of 

Noth's theses soon after their publication, in (a) 'Die 
Geschichtswerke im. AT' (1947), and (b) Geschichts6chreijuns im 
Alton Testament (1948). There he argues that the-earlier 
PentateucHU a, ces must extend beyond the book of Joshua, and into a description of the period of at least the early monarchy - only so could the 'all Israel' reference of their earlier 
sections be explained, for they had anachronistically read back 
into the early history a political situation only created in the 
monarchy. (Eissfeldt's assumption ap ears very weak - other 
accounts could and have been offered. 

3 
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of subsequent scholarsp Anderson' is perhaps typical* 

He offers a cautious welcome to Nothts insights, denying to J the 

first chapter of Judges and the related material in Joshua, 2 but 

representing in his discussion of Joshua as a whole - and 

especially the tP' material in the second half -a position more 
3 like that of Noth's first edition than his second. 

Of scholars still workingp Fohrer4 is quite distinctive 

in his adherence to a view which at least in the matter of the 

literary sources is that of the older Smend05 Simpson6 and 

Eissfeldt. His account of the end of Numbersp Joshua, and the 
7 first chapter of Judges is heavily dependent on Mowinckel. Indeed 

he is quite uncritical of the detail in Mowinckel's argumentq and 

merely re-attributes Mowinckel's J-material to his own N" and 

divides Mowinckells Jv-material between his J and E. Noth's 

analysis is to be rejected as loversimplifiedvo one example being 

its elimination in chapters 2-6 of 'the verses to be ascribed to E 

1. Critical Introduction (1959). 

2* op. cit., p. 66. 

3# OP*cit-9 PP, 59-61* 
4, Fohrer's Introduction (1970) is a translation of the 10th edition 

of SellinFs--ffn"9'--e-rt--u-n-Z (1965) which Fohrer had completely revised 
and reshaped. 

5, Erz*ahlung des Hexateuch (1912) 

6. Ea rly Traditions (1948) 

7o Fohrer, pp, 198-199; the section on Joshua as a whole is in 
pp. 196-205, 

8. His 'Nomadic' source uhich contains largely the material of 
Smendrs J` and Eissfeldt's L, 
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and other doublets as later editorial additions', 

B. Cormentaries 

The co=entaries on the book of Joshua published since the 

first appearance of Noth's can also be briefly reviewed. Almost 

without exception they have adopted his fundamental analysis. 

This is true of Abel, 1 
whose succinct commentary is to be welcomed 

for its positive appreciation of the testimony of LXXB to the text 

of Joshua; Hertzberg; 2 and Bright. 3 Their introductory sections 

are fairly brief, and only 

them, not detailed comment 

The scope of Gray's 

Judges and Ruth as well as 

general orientation can be expected of 
4 

work is larger, being a commentary on 

Joshua. 5 His general introduction to 

Joshua and Judges is basically an approving restatement of Noth's 

views about the Deuteronomistic History, with detailed criticism 

reserved only for the latter's chronological scheme. He agrees 

that the-Deuteronomist had available to him as source-material 

compilations such as those in Jos. 2-11 and Jud- 3: 7-12: 7; and 

argues that such traditions and tradition-complexes were either 

-josu4 
(2 1958)o 

2. ATD 9, 
3* Interpreter's Bible. 
4o Mayq in the new Peake's Commentary, is exceptional in offering 

a more traditional documentary analysis of the book of Joshua, 
i, e, in terms of J, E, D, and P. 

5o in the New Century Bible. 
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parts of larger compilations available also to J and E or 

composed about the same time as J and E (and perhaps using these 

as a model)# rather than actual sections of J and E. His 

introduction to Joshua emphasizes, in contradistinction to von Rad, 

that 'the unity of subject in the Luw and Joshua is more apparent 

than real. 
" While many of his answers differ from Noth's, it 

is worth noting that it is to the same questions or kinds of 

question that he is addressing himself. 

This is true also of the work of Soggin, 2 
who is quite 

explicit that 'the discovery made by Martin Noth during the Second. 

World War supplies the key for the whole interpretation of the 

Ifformer prophets" of the Hebrew canon., 
3 He is aware of 

Mowinckel's counter-blast; but against the latter's view that in 

Jos. 2; 11: 13; and throughout the second half of the-book we meet 

remnants of what was once J's redaction of the ancient traditions 

about the conquest he urges that Noth's theory of the 'compiler' 

seems 'less risky' - while his views about, the late dating of 

Jos* 13-19j and their attribution to P, Soggin deems adequately 

refuted by Noth in 1950. 

The recent shorter commentary by Miller and Tucker 
4 

stands 

in the same Noth-tradition. And this leaves as a significant 

1., op. cit., pe 17* 

2. Translated in the OTL series; the work was published first in 
French in the Commentaire de l'Ancien Testaments 1970, 

3* op. cit., p* 3. 
4. cambridge Bible Co=entary on the New English Bible* 
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exception the commentary by Kaufmann. ' Kaufmann's solutions to 

many of the problems of the book of Joshua as literature or as 

history are radically different from the mainstream of scholarship 

almost to the point of eccentricity. He distinguishes between 

a 'realistic' and an tidealistic' stratum in the book - the terms 

are hisp but the view is shared with many thus far. His 

distinctiveness is in considering the idealistic the earlier 

of these strata and assigning it to a period before the settlement, 

The land-division in Joshua is part of his idealistic stratum - 

and so, while his critique of Alt's and Noth's attempts to derive 

this material from administrative (and so 'realistic') lists over- 

laps to a fair extent with Mowinckel's - both emphasize the 

discrepancies and inadequacies in the boundary system which would 

not be expected of administrative material - the dating of it is 

totally different. 

. 
2. Topographical Studies 

Alt's and Noth's conviction that in their historico- 

geographical deductions from the text of the book of Joshua they 

were able to penetrate behind the book's literary 'sources' or 

'strata' to its actual material - its 'sources' in the commoner 

historical use of that term - has also been found very fruitful. 

This has perhaps been especially true of their suggestion that 

the majority of an administrative list of the state of Judah 

3.. yaufmann's views on Joshua are more readily available in 
English in his Biblical Account (1953). 
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can be extricated from the town-list in Jos. 15: 21-62. This is 

divided into eleven sectionsq at least in the fuller and 

preferable text of the LXX. 1 In fact Noth considers there are 

twelve sections - treating v. 45 as the stump of a section, 

distinct from the later supplement in vv. 46-47. By linking 

that verse with the Danite list in 19: 41-46.2 vv. 61-62 with the 

first Benjaminite list in 18: 21-24 and v. 60 with the second in 

18: 25-283 - in each case the basis for the linkage is one name 

common to both parts - he claims to have reconstructed a division 

of Judah dating from the first military successes of Josiah. 

In the first attempted refinement of this, Cross and 

wright4 address themselves to the persistence of certain problems 

in this scheme. The linking of 18: 21-24 with 15: 61-62 they 

find geographical nonsense. 
5 And, while they do offer detailed 

arguments against linking 19: 41-46 with either 15: 33-36 or 

15: 45-47, they stress that the tribal boundary system leaves aý 

gap for Dan 
6 

and so it is improper to link it with a Judahite 

area. Their preferred solution is to consider the Benjaminite 

1. For a fuller discussion of this problem, see chapter IV below 
(and on this particular detail, p. 119). 

2. Josua 2t 
pp. 96-97* 

3* 02-cit-0 pp- 99-1000 
4. tBoundary and Province Lists' (1956). 

5. Ephraimite towns of the far north are combined with the 
fortress town of Eti-gedi deep in the Judahite wilderness. 

6, Noth had observed this, but argued that the gap was 
secondarily created for Dan by the redactor. 
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towns of 18: 21-28 as a whole the twelfth Judahite districts 

The small part of Ephraim so included represents not the 

annexation of Josiah, which was much more extensive, but that of 

Abijah of Judah from Jeroboam - held at least till the time of 

Jehoshaphat, to whose reign various details point as the date 

for this form of the division. ' 

Kallaits quite distinct approach to the same problems was 

the next to appear. 
2 He assented to the differentiation between 

the boundary system and the town lists. The probable origin of 

the former was ravid's census; and he stresses that its geo- 

graphical and chronological framework is shared by both the list 

of still unconquered areas in Jud, l and the list of Levitical 

cities (especially the form found in 1 Chr. 6 with its exclusion 

of Dan - leaving Judah, Benjamin and Ephraim to meet without 

remainder). 
3 The town lists are separate documents, each 

describing its own tribe, and not necessarily at a common date. 

The appropriate method for studying these is to judge each 

#document' as it is preserved, not to establish an original core 

by weeding out later additions, He deduces that the Judahite 

listo while it may have originated under Jehoshaphat, clearly 

1. JehosbAphat't' successor to Asa, son of Ab-ijaht they date to 
ca. 873-mý849 BCp* he is reported in 2 Chron. 17: 2 as having 
garrisoned some of the annexed cities. 

2, 'Town Lists' (1958). 

3. The version of Jos. 21 including Dan (without Beth-Shemesh) 
seems to be a literary compromise along the lines of the 
general set-up in the book of Joshua in its final editionp 
which reflects a restoration of Dan. 
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reflects the reign of Hezekiah; that Dan's is based on the 

second district of Solomon; and that Benjamin's (18: 21-28 has 
1 lost one of its originally three units . the exception which 

proves Kallai's rule of fidelity to the text as transmitted!? ) 0 

which he agrees is marked by northerly expansion, reflects the 

conquest of Abijah. 2 Cross and Wright were wrong to use this 

evidence in their discussion of the Judahite, list - not all the 

conquests of Abijah remained in Judahts hands as long as 

Jehoshaphate 

Kallai's assurance that he is dealing with documents 

coupled with his basic premiss about the unified boundary system 

leads him to one statement of principle which again rather 

relativizes his respect for the received text. While discussing 

Dan, he argues that the area of its town list is fully covered 

by the allotments to Judah and Ephraim, To understand that 

there is in fact no 'Danite gap' one has to remember that a town 

stands for its whole territory, and so the limits of each must be 

ascertained. The El-Amarna tablets show that in their period 

Gezerp which Israel's system of boundaries assigns to Ephraimp 

included both Ajalon and Zoreah. And so Ephraimite territory 

filled the area west of Benjamin and north of Judah. 3 With the 

1, The original Benjaminite settlements of Gibeah, Anathoth, 
Azmaveth, Alemeth, and probably also Geba of Benjamin and 
others of this area are surprisingly absent from Jos. 18: 21-28. 

2. Mentioned in 2 Chron. 13. 
3. trhile it is possible that the territory of Gezer could have 

changed extent since the days of Milkilu, the area under di-s- 
cussion is still the natural hinterland of the town. 
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conquest of this area by the Pharoah who then presented it to 

Solomon, all this area became in fact Israelite* To this Kallai 

adds in a footnote that boundary systems cannot be deduced for 

Simeon and Dan by literary methods based on the wording of verses 

like Jos. 19: 8 and 46 - the criterion for a town-list devoid of 

parallel boundary-list is that the territory described is 

included in the area of other tribes, and this holds for these two. 

Kallai does emphasize his broad agreement that the extent 

and internal division of the town lists do reflect political 

situations and as such let us have a glimpse of what an admini- 

strative list of the whole kingdom would have looked like. However 

it is the tribal situation which is the main factor in these town 

lists - they were not cut up, but were drawn up to show the 

holdings of the particular tribe in a given political situatione 
1 

Kallai has subsequently published a much fuller account of 

his researches into Israel's historical geography. 
2 This the 

present writer can claim only to have sampled widely, and read 

in detail only on selected points. It appears to represent a 

furthering of the research just reviewed rather than an advance 

on it. In partAlcular it confirms our impression of his 

confidence that he is dealing in the main with documents of the 

period of the First. Temple which have been little altered by 

. those who are termed the 'biblical editorst without further 

discrimination* 

Kallai does admit that Dan is a variation on this theme. 
His '? xlvv vulv nl'ýn3 

, 
(1967)o 
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Aharonits study of Judah's province list falls next to 

be considered. 
1 He approves of some of the advances made by 

Cross and Wright, and also Kallai, on Alt's profound proposalS,, 

but finds that the relation between the area of the provinces 

and the boundary of Judah at different times has not been satis- 

factorily solved. Kallaits conclusion that the lists of Judah 

and Benjamin are of different origins eliminates some difficulties 

but bypasses the main problem: the list of Judah is south of 

Jerusalem and so can never be identical with the territory of 

the Judahite kingdom; also Kallai offers no alternative purpose 

for the town lists, of which Jos, 15 enumerates eleven in'Judah. 

Turning his attention to the Benjaminite townst he notes that 

Cross and Wright's view that the two groups are separated by 

the watershed is not quite accurate - what he finds significant 

is that while the towns of the second group were in most periods 

in the Kingdom of Judah those in the first were regularly in 

Israel, Accordingly it is the second group only which is the 

missing twelfth district of Judah. Following an argument of 

Alt that. among the sources of Jos, 19 were towns lists for the 

northern tribes# Aharoni goes on to argue that these and the 

first Benjaminite, group reflect the administrative division of 

the northern kingdom 2_ 
onlY in that framework was it logical to 

1. 'The province list of Judaht (1959), 
2, He remarks it is only for Joseph that a town list is 

completely lacking. 
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t1l unite Bethel and Jericho in one distric-.. This makes it 

likely that it was within Benjamin that most of the border 

conflicts between Judah and Israel took place; and also helps to 

explain the double mention of Beth-arabah -a border city between 

the two states* 

Aharoni's contribution to the study of Israel's 

historical geography is also available in-much more detailed form 

in a study translated into English as The Land of the Bible, 2 

Like Kallait Aharoni is confident that he is dealing with 

documents; and like him too he is quite unspecific about the 

biblical editors, He marshalls attractively the 'documents' 

gleaned from the book of Joshua and elsewhere to illustrate 

Israel's history and political geography in five periods from the 

Canaanite till the latter days of the Judean Kingdom. Many. of 

his detailed argumentsj and his synthesis as a whole, are very 

suggestive. But perhaps one should have more scruples over the 

use of 'the land which remains' (Jos. 13: 2-6) and the $list$ of 

unconquered cities in Judo 1 to illustrate the period of conquest 

and settlement, This material in Judo 1 serves as a pillar for 

another case; coupled with the further assertion that the tribal 

framework west of the Jordan lacks not only territories for 

1. He had earlier observed that when Cross and INTright deemed 
Bethel and Ophrah to belong to the same Judahite province as 
Jericho and Beth-arabahp they succumbed to the very 'nonsense 
of geography' with which they charged Noth - see above p. 75. 

2. A useful 'visual aid' in studying Aharoni's views are the 
informative maps in. the Macmillan Bible Atlas (1968),, of 
whose OT section Aharonf-NwWa-s-e-ff-t-oýr, 
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Issachar, Dan and Simeon but also for Judah - its frontiers are 

a simple amalgam of the relevant portions of the frontiers of 

the promised land (as in Num. 34) together with the southern 

border of Benjamin - he argues that the boundary list in Joshua 

represents basically the relationships of a six-tribe northern 

Israelite covenant (the same six tribes as are reflected in the 

basis of the material in Jud. 1 already referred to'). 

Arguments of this order either assume (without stating) or else 

ignore (perhaps without realising) important literary 

considerations* 

This is not the occasion for a thorough review of 

Aharoni's work in this field. However two further detail's of 

his conclusions may be mentioned to illustrate this point further. 

He follows his account of the northern covenant by hailing David 

as the bringer of the new unity which remained an ideal in later 

timesq not-just because of the greatness and extent of the state 

then achieved under him but also because the aims of his political 

and religious settlement were fostered in the milieu of the 

Jerusalem Temple (many of whose institutions and traditions he 

shaped even if he did not build the building)* He claims that 

David's administrative division was traditionalist and tribalist 

in nature - and by that he appears to mean that David employed a 

traditional (i*e. commonly used) 12-fold system which adhered as 

closely as possible to existing tribal patterns - and argues that 

He does remark that a seventh tribe is mentioned at the end 
of Jude 1- Dan. However the cities exerting pressure on 
Dan later came under the influence of Ephraim and Benjamin 
and were assigned to these tribes. 
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this division is illustrated by the account of his census and 

by the city lists for Simeon and Dan. Two remltant problems 

may be noted: 

(1) He finds evidence for the Simeonite list only in 19: 2-6 - 
the second and shorter Simeonite 'district' in 19: 7 he rejects 

as a later expansion of the text. 

(2) The account in 2 Sam. 24-of David's census knows of Dan in 

the north. If this is accuratev and if the (ancientl) tradition 

in Jude 1 about the inability of Dan to secure its holding in the 

centre of the country is also accurate, then in what sense does 

the list of cities recorded in Jose 19: 41-46 reflect either 

ancient tribal or Danite realities? 

The second of his conclusions to be discussed has impli- 

cations related to the first of these points, His rationale 

for the brief two-town list in 15: 60 is that Kiriath-jearim and 

Rabbah (=the El-Amarna Rubute=the familiar Beth-Shemesh) 

dominated the strategic main road from the coast to Jerusalem and 

were thus sufficiently important to constitute a distinct entity. 

His case so far is not unattractive. However it continues as 

follows: To the hypothesis that Rabbah/Rubut, e is Beth-Shemesh 

(a view that he has since changed) he adds the claim that Zorah 

and Eshtaol, of the first Shephelah district in 15: 33, must have 

originally belonged to this list represented in 15; 60 whose 

territory included that part of Dan in Judean hands. To render 

In his paper in VT 190 pp# 137ff-P where he identifies Rabbah 
with a previousl7y7unidentified tell within the confines of 
the Latrun monastery. 
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this plausible he has to make two assumptions about the develop- 

ment of Jos. 15: 21-62. The first follows from his observation 
'that in geographical descriptions the hill country is always 

mentioned before the Shephelah" - our list had accordingly 

once been structured this way, The second appears to harmonize 

rather ill with the first: that, the geographical designations 

(and also premimably the concluding totals although he does not 

mention these) were not an original part of the text* These 

allow him to reconstruct his 'original': 'Kiriath-baalt Rabbahv 

Eshtaoll Zorah/Ashnah, Zanoaht etc. t. 2 Respect for the 

'realities' which must be involved is a formidable tool for the 

Bolution of literary problems! 

Schunck' s study of the origins and history of the tribe of 

Benjamin3 is an attractive demonstration - although not designed 

as such - of how readily some of Aharoni's arguments can be 

'stood on their headst. 4 He is convinced up to a point that 

Nowinckel, followed by Kallai, was right to doubt the view of 

1. Ile cites in support Jos. 1(): 40; 11: 2,16; 12: 8. 
2. As a parallel phenomenon he cites the movement of Ether and 

Ashan from the end of the Negeb list (Jos. 19: 7) to one in 
the Shephelah (Jos. 15: 42). 

3. BZAW 86 (1963)o 
4. Schunck's study offers a wealth of detailed commentary on the 

studies we have Just been reviewing. In this respect it 
represents a fine introduction to much of the scholarly dis- 
cussion of the tribal geography in the book of Joshua. The 
paragraph that follows is no review of this interesting work; it merely samples two arguments of a type that Aharoni could 
well have used, and yet which point to conclusions radically different from his. 
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Alt and Noth that a single ancient tradition lies behind the;, 

tribal system in Jos. 13-19. But that our present text is based 

on several different sources or documents is still better than 

the counter view of Mowinckel and Kallai. He claims that one 

of these border descriptions is to be assigned with certainty 

to the time of David - 15: 2-12a. A supplementary list was added 

in the time of Rehoboam - 16: 1-3. which is closely related to 

15: 2-12a, and not originally a description of Joseph' s southern 

boundary. Much more likely is it that it was a replacement for 

the line described in 15: 5b-11. Schunck's attendant claim is 

that the whole of Benjamin was included in the kingdom of Judah. 

However he is insistent that this may not be clarified by appeal 

to the border descriptions in Jos. 18 - these are in fact a 

combination of 15: 2-12a and 16: 1-3 that pays attention to the 

IDanite list in 19: 40ff! So much for his alternative account of 

the tribal border system. 
1 His account of the ancient (f. ) 

material in Jud. 1 opens with the stylistic observation that 

mention of Benjamin and Dan obtrudes somewhat, in that both tribes 

are referred to as -13a . and not just with their simple name, 

Behind this chapter he accordingly assumes the traditions of a 

six-tribe unit: Judahq Manasseh, Fphraim, Zebulun, Asher and 

1.11hat is agreed is that the borders in Jos. 15-19 are derivative 
in part from the borders of Canaan as described in Num. 34: 3-12, 
However, while Aharoni understands Judah's territory to be 
defined as everything south of the southernmost border of the 
northern confederacyl Schunck claims that the borders common to 
Judah and Benjamint and Benjamin and Ephraim, are dependant on 
records of actual frontiers of the state of Judah. 
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Naphtali - the descriptions of whose situations are similar in 

style, 

A pair of detailed studies of just one of these problems 

vre have reviewed - the Danite list of Jos. 19: 40ff. - provide a 

further example of the widely different results achieved in this 

area of study. Mazer' argues that this list is made up of four 

districtst the first tw02 representing the second of Solomon's 

admini6trative districts, according to 1 Kings 4, and the second 

two reflecting an expansion which itself cannot be later than the 

death of Solomon. 3 Strange. 4 
on the other hand, argues that 

control of Ekron and the immediate coastal strip implies a 

stricter form of control than either Judah or Israel in their 

status as separate kingdoms could ever have enforced, and that 

there is no evidence that Solomon ever control-led it, Only after 

the exhaustion of Philistia in her several revolts against Assyria 

is such control conceivable, It had been in the interest of 

Assyria's Egyptian policy to allow her vassal Judah under Josiah 

to expand somewhat westwards - this had suited Josiah who required 

access to the sea before he could begin to realize his ambition 

of succeeding to the glories of Solomons commercial empiree 
5 

1. 'The Cities of the Territory of Dant (1960)* 

2, The first had been the territory of Dan occupied during the con- 
quest of Canaan; in the second, the struggle for mastery had 
continued till the time of David (the situation there being 
mirrored in Jud. 1). 

3. Additions to Israelite territory at the expense of the Philistines. 
4. 'The Inheritance of Dan' (1966). 
5. Strange suggests that the whole complex of town lists and 

boundary descriptions in Jos, 13-19 got its shape and final 
edition in his reign and on his initiative - they had served to 
legitimate Josiahts territorial claims when the Assyrian empire 
began to collapse. 
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The last of these studies we must mention is Simons' 

magnum opus on the OT's geographical texts, l limiting our 

attention to his account of the texts in the second half of the 

book of Joshua. In his introduction to the problems of the 

descriptions of the territories of the Transjordanian tribes he 

offers some general comments which are indicative of his views 

about and approach to the whole matter in hand. He detects 

much amplification in the textst and the possibility that 

originally different conceptions have been smoothed out. Yet his 

final impression is of greater consistency in the texts than is 

generally assumed, whether this is original or in fact the result 

of later levelling. He notes that all attempts to prove manipu- 

lations of the text and lay bare the main outlines of the 'real' 

course of events have hitherto been very unsatisfactoryo And 

so his guiding principle of interpretation is to limit the number 

and size of emendations of the MT to the indispensable minimum. 

However Simons does believe that some evidence of earlier 

editorial intentions has been preserved in Jos, 13-14; 13: 197 were 

originally the introduction to the description of the Cisjordanian 

territories in 14-19 - this is shown both by the abrupt beginning 

of the Transjordanian descriptions (with 1 my, in 13: 8) and by 

'14: 1-5 which is a. secondary introduction necessitated merely by 

the insertion of 13: 8ff, Whatever one's critical conclusion 

about 13: 8# V-9 starts a new description of the collective 

territorial claims of these tribes. 2 

, 1', 
_Geo 

aphical and Topographical Texts (1959). 

20 This detail is quoted in view of the prominence in all three 
chapters of the next part of this thesis of the problems of 
Jos. 13 and the beginning of jos. 14. 
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Simond book lives up to its promise of a sober approach to 

the text. 1 It provides a welcome change from divisions of quite 

readable texts on the basis of none too secure theories about 

sources and developments. Furthermore, not only does Simons 

respect the text in a formal way - he also reads what it actually 

r, ays with sensitivity., And yet two questions should be borne in 

mind when assessing his results: (1) Do some of his few 

emendations remove any evidence of strands? (2) Does his refusal 

to probe. more closely the editorial strata within the second half 

of Joshuav despite his awareness that they exist, result in a 

carelessness as to just whose editorial point of view he is 

expounding in this very fair presentation? 

If any concluding co=ent to this section of our intro- ' 

duction is requiredp it must be that the historical geographer and 

topographer should not consider that he has free access to readily 

dated and authenticated documentary material in the book of Joshua. 

The insights of Alt and Noth in this area of study have been 

acclaimed and appropriated by many who have not. shared their 

sensitivity to the literary and other related problems of the 

texts to which they in turn seek to appeal. 

. 
R. Other Studies 

Under this omnibus title, a number of different studies 

must be mentioned in order to provide some representative - but 

lie admits (pp. 158-169) that in the matter of the Joseph tribes 
, the author's scheme is very hard to establish. Here he 
-proposes two emendations: t3ýi 3il for Oiai in 17: 10t and 
, the insertion of IIE)xz) or n3inx inlT. Tbefore Iýn3l? . 
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in no way complete - account of the available literature. 

The study which makes all such accounts of the literature 

appear inadequate is Jenni's masterly article of 1961/2 on the 

previous two decades of research on the books Joshua to Kings*' 

Of the studies on the town lists of Judah which were reviewed 

above and were available then he appears to have been most in 

sympathy with Aharoni. 

Eissfeldt took up his own challenge of offering a new 

scrutiny of his own thesis in the light of the studies of Noth 

and their growing acceptancer in his article on Deuteronomy and 

the Hexateuch published in 1966.2 However it is less of a now 

scrutiny than a restatement of the old Hexateuchal source- 

critical thesis which he felt Noth's approach had not really en- 

dangered. He reaffirmed that the pre-Deuteronomistic material in 

Joshua required analysis into parallel strands - and that while 

two such sufficed in chapters 8-11 three were required in the 

earlier part of the book. The fact that this analysis is so 

similar to that demanded by the earlier material in Genesis to 

Numbersp when taken with the observation that Joshua recounts 

, what is expected and promised throughout the Pentateucho confirms 

that the earlier strata in Joshua are the continuation of those 

in the Pentateuch* Furthermore the content and language of much 

of the material in the second half of Joshua is clearly that of 

the Pentateuchal P, As for the book of Deuteronomy too, the 

1'. ThR 27t PP. 1-32,97-146. 
2, KS IVY ppe 238ff. 
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older view is still preferable that in 1: 1-4: 40 and 4: 44-11: 32 

we encounter the introductions to once separate editions of the 

Deuteronomic law# editions which were in due time inserted into 

the framework of the pre-Deuteronomic proto-Hexateuch. 
That the first few chapters of Joshua do exhibit a much . 

more complex structure than those that follow has been amply 

confirmed in a series, of studies which have paid close attention 

to their literary and traditio-historical problems, although with- 

out necessarily having recourse to the kind of source-criticism 

which Noth rejected* The keenest problems of all are posed by 

23 
Jos. 3-4. The special studies by 14*6hlenbririkpl Krausv Dust 

Maier, 4 Vogt, 5 Schmidv6 Soggin7 and others are fully documented 

and fairly discussed in the most detailed study to date - that 

of Langlamee - which is reviewed in an appendix to this thesis. 

Langlamet does in fact return to Eissfeldt's general frameworkp 

and may be reckoned a more powerful advocate of it than the old 

master himself. Two further analysesp roughly contemporary with 

Langlamet's, offer yet more novel perspectives, Wilcoxen9 

1. ZAW 56, pp. 238ff 

2, VT 19 PP - 181-of * 
3. ZAW 72, pp. 107ff- 
4. La-deheiligtum, especially pp. 21ff. 
5. Biblica 66, pp. 125ff. 
6, ThZ 219 pp, 260ff. 
7. VT Suppl. 15, pp. 263ff- 
a. Gilgal (1969)o 

go Transitions in Biblical Scholarship 
I-- 

(1968), pp. 43ffo 
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analyzes Jos, 1-6 on the model of Pedersen's treatment of 

Ex. 1-15; while Wijngaards 1 detects the interplay of 

Shechemite and Gilgalite traditions as tho main complicating 

feature in the narrative of Jos. 3-4. The more recent study 

by Porter 2 
returns to and develops the cultic approach of 

Kraus and Soggin. 

1. Dramatizati6n of Salvific History (1969). 

2. Svensk Exegetisk Irsbok 36, pp. 5ff. Porter is familiar with 
TTe-study by Langl-amet, whose argumentation he finds circular 
and echoing 'the worst excesses of the good old heyday of 
Pentateuchal literary criticism', and with that by Wilcoxen, 
whom he cites apparently with approval, Porter's paper 
sketches an impressively coherent account of some of the more 
stubborn problems of JOB, 3-5; however one suspects he is 
saved by the aim and scope of his study from having to account 
in detail for the literary transition from the festival (which 
is the background to our chapters) to the inherited text. 
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SUMARY 

Von Rad's 1938'essay on the Hexateuch sought to explain 
the shape of a literary complex of whose delimitation critical 

scholarship in that period was certain. Testimony to this 

literary consensus is provided by Rudolph's study of the same 

year on the 'Elohist' in the books Exodus to Joshua' which has 

not been reviewed in this thesis - less for the more formal reason 

that it represents but the continuation of a study begun with 

Volz on Genesis 2 
outwith the period of our review, than simply 

because it has found little echo in the researches of more 

recent decades* That literary certainty about a Hexateuch was 

shattered by the publication in the same year of Noth's work on 

Joshua, And yet, such was the power of von Rad's form-critical 

and traditio-historical argumentation, that Noth was apparently 

not prepared to press the logic of his own literary conclusion 

about the book of Joshua and the final chapters of Numbers and 

deny that earlier strata of Pentateuchal tradition had as their 

goal an account of Israel's settlement in Canaan. 

The practical delimitation of the roles of literary 

criticism on the one side and form-criticism and tradition-history 

on the other exercised the minds of both von Rad and Noth in their 

further work on Pentateuch/Hexateuch and in their critiques of 

each other's work, And this was quite as explicit a concern of 

J. 
_Der 

'Elohistt von Exodus bis Josua, (1938). 
2. Der Elohist als Erzähler (1933), 
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Mowinckel'sp whose support for von Rad's essay on the Hexateuch 

was matched by his admiration for Noth's detection of the 

decisive contribution of the Deuteronomist to the traditions of 

Joshua and the succeeding Former Prophets. Mowinckel's own 

attempt to restate a Hexateuch hypothesis is marred by many 

blemishes in the detail of his argument. It is also influenced 

by a belief shared with von Rad about constancy of form and 

fixity of tradition. In itself this may be hard to prove or 

disprove; but the usefulness of the belief appears to be impaired 

by a practical concomitant in the work of both scholars -a less 

than fair literary description of some of the documents, 

Most detailed study of the book of Joshua has taken its 

inspiration from Noth's work, even where many of his detailed 

arguments have been rebutted. In this respect, some of the 

standard Old Testament Introductions are quite out of step with 

the more specialised literature, in which there is no pre- 

disposition to analyse the book of Joshua in terms of the 

hypotheses of Pentateuchal criticism. Three elements of the 

review in this first part of the thesis confirm the wisdom of 

this re-orientationte (1) the challenge to von Rad and Mowinckel 

over their assumption about the tenacity of form - and the 

observation that the credos thought to represent the beginning 

of the tradition process are no longer demonstrably early; 
(2) the conclusion that Noths analyses of Num. 32 are not 

sufficiently radical; and (3) the complaint that Mowinckel's 

arguments are very muddled about both Num* 32 and Jud. 1. 
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Nowhere has the influence of Noth,, and of his teacher Alt, 

been more apparent than in the study of the geographical data 

within the second half of the book of Joshua. And nowhere have 

successive detailed studies evidenced such striking contrariety in 

their results* In several of the problem areas# there may just 

be insufficient evidence to Justify assured results. These 

studies inaugurated by Alt and Noth apparently testifyp most 

often despite themselves# to the extraordinary literary complexity 

of Jos. 13-21. The tendency has been to sift - and occasionally 

manipulate - parts of the evidence; and there has been little 

appreciation of the literary consequences, 

Accordingly, in the second part of this thesisq several 

sections of the second half of the book of Joshua and some of the 

end of the book of Numbers will be exposed to a thorough re- 

examinationt in order to test some of the arguments which have 

already been reviewed, To this end, the challenge of Engnell's 

slogan 'consistently traditio-historical" will be accepted - and 

interpreted quite radically as implying a starting-point in the 

different forms in which we have received the tradition. To be 

specific: a new account must first be offered of the reliability 

of the MT and LXX as witnesses to the common tradition of Joshua 

from which both derive. 

1. Cf. above P* 37. 



PART TWO 

JOSHUA: TEXT AND LITERARY RELATIONS 
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CHAPTER IV 

JOSHUA: THE TEXT 

That the most noticeable and probably most substantial 

contribution to the development of the Joshua traditions was 

made by Deuteronomistic circles is now very widely accepted. 

Indeed the researches of Noth and of Engnell have convinced 

most scholars that that is true not just of Joshua, but of all 

the books from Deuteronomy to Kings, What makes Joshua a 

particularly suitable 'book' for probing the rival 'ideologies' 

of Engnell and his sympathisers and the more traditional ýf. 

Mowinckel) 'literary critics, like Noth is the amount of 

material in the book that demands an attempt to classify it as 

pre- or post-Deuteronomistic - even where the evidence is in- 

sufficient for a thoroughly satisfactory analysis. 

However before the literary relations of the Joshua 

traditions are further exploredt much closer attention must be 

directed to the textual tradition of the book of Joshua than has 

been normal in scholarly study of it. On occasion richer 

textual evidence may simplify the literary task, on occasion it 

may complicate it yet further. But the evidence is there# and 

must be sifted. 

Not that this topic has not already been very competently 

studied, Holmes' s work of 1914 on the Hebrew and Greek texts 

of Joshua' remains very satisfying; and one can only join 

Joshua: the Hebrew and Greek Texts. 
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Orlinsky' in lamenting that this work has had so little attention 

paid to it, This was not the case in the years immediately 

following its publication. In the revised edition of 1917 of 

his co=entary on Joshua, Cook02 paid tribute to Holmes's work 

and adopted many of his conclusions. And many of Holmes's 

resultsp at least as far as the first half of the book is concernedt 

were endorsed by Benjamin in a thesis published in 1921.3 

A further major landmark in the study of the LXX of Joshua 

is represented by the publication between 1931 and 1938 of the 

first four volumes of Margolis's maoum O-Pus. 
4 The fifth 

volume lamentably never appeared; it should have completed the 

detailed discussion with a treatment of 19: 39ff,, and should 

also (even more important) have furnished the Introduction to 

the whole enterprise. Cross has well described Margolis's work 

'the outstanding example' of an attempt to recover the proto-LXX 
5 

version of the text of an Old Testament book. However, the 

present writer is unconvinced that Margolists all-too-brief 

comments on the relationship between his reconstructed first 

Greek version and the Hebrew tradition are sound, opting as they 

do for the priority of the Hebrew in almost every case of divergence. 

is 'The Hebrew Vorlage of the Septuagint of the Book of Joshua' 
(1969). 

2, In the Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges. 
3, C. D. Benjaming The Variations between the Hebrew and Greek Texts 

of Joshua: ChEnters 1-12 (1921), 
4. M. L. Margolisq The Book of Joshua in Greek (1931-8) 

5. F. Mo Crosso The Ancient LibraEy of Qumran and Modern Biblical 
Studies (195U)t po 130. 
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It may be that Margolis's worki which apparently never cites 

that of Holmes# has contributed to that neglect of the latter 

which it also shares. 

It will not be our purpose to repeat Holmes's dotailed 

conclusions, although most of these, appear to be accurate or at 

least responsibly argued. What must be attempted here is to 

demonstrate the importance of the evidence of the Septuagint for 

any evaluation of the compilation of Joshua, and so to set the 

scene for the prominence given to the LXX in the following dis- 

cussion. To this end the present chapter will do four things: 

A look at two passages in the first part of Joshua where the 

divergence between MT and LXX is striking and apparently 

deliberatet but which play a 'neutral' role in the main discussion 

of the thesis - they, are quite unrelated to questions of Deuterono- 

mistic unityp post-Deuteronomistic strata, or the literary 

structure of Jos. 13-21; a offer a general characterisation of 

the differences between MT and LXX in the book of Joshua; C 

discuss some terms over which there is some consistency in the 

variation between MT and LXX, and which may be relevant to an 

assessment of the edition of the book; andR review some passages 

in which there is significant divergence and which contain 

important evidence on the matter of edition. 

The scope - and even more important the limits - of such 

a study should be clear. Allen's point is well taken that 'all 

too often the LXX is used atomistically as an aid to solve 

difficulties in this or that verse of the Massoretic Text'. ' 

1. The Greek Chronicles I, p. 1. 
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And certainly the present author does not pretend to the 

expertise in Septuagint criticism of which Margolis's work on 

Joshua or Allen's on the Greek Chronicles are eloquent testimony. 

Attention will be directed in this chapter to a n=ber of passages 

within the book of Joshua where the differences between 14T and 

LXX are quite substantial - differences which can not readily be 

explained in terms of the craft of the translator and whose 

evaluation, accordingly, belongs to the field of textual 

criticism. 
1 

A. The Problem Detected 

The first example of textual divergence is Jos. 5: 2-12, 

on the circ=cision and passover that followed the crossing of 

the Jordan. There are several points of considerable interest 

scattered throughout this passage. Most of its problems have 

been clearly dealt with by Holmes; 2 but the passage is still 

worth surveying here both for its intrinsic interest and because 

an advance can be offered on some of the suggestions of Holmes 

and other commentators* In what follows, the 14T and LXX will 

be presented in the outer columns, while the centre column will 

contain a hypothetical reconstruction (largely following Holmes) 

of the Hebrew text from which the LXX was translated. 

The two parts of Allen's, work are subtitled 'The Translator's 
Craft' and 'Textual Criticismi. 

2, 
- 
op*cito, pp, 2#3#7P9,28-31* Cf. Benjamin's discussion, 
22 * or PP. 32-33. 
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The NTs addition of pv3v guarantees the now 'proper' under- 

standing of : mil made necessary by the view of the MT that all 

the Israelites in Egypt had in fact been circumcised, 
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1. Margolis, op. cit. p suggests Iýn Xý Iwx for 21ýiyn 
(p. 67) ad an'x for nýK (-P. 68) 0 

2, Benodmin (pe 33) suggests 13vi as being even easier to con- 
fuse with '. 1310 , although here he believes that the LXX 
Vorlage has suffered dittography and then corruption. Margolis 
(p. b9T urges that the Greek read OVY2191 alnu I That is 
certainly more accurate Hebrew (cf. all IVY nyalxi in 
v. 10); if a correct assumption, the alteiation of the-original 
tradition must have been either deliberate or even more careless 
than Holmes and Benjamin suggest. 

3. Soggin's dismay (Joshua. D. 68) at an unintelligent double 
rendering like tIffs musi -not be allowed to deflect attention 
from the LXX's witness to an important divergent tradition* 
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1 '172 On IN I 

The text in the centre column differs from the proposals of 

Holmes 
1 

at three points: (1) It follows MT's onxxn in V-5, 

whereas Holmes suggests vXxInbl which is certainly a more literal 

back-translation of the Greek. What is offered above is 

possible Hebrew, could underly the Greek, and is closer to the MT, 

(2) Similar reasons prompt the non-repetition of ýD before the 

resuming 12x; either. 2-ýx (originally written ýx? ) or xý 

could readily have resulted from the other - not only so, but 

iýn may derive from the misunderstood contraction I', ýz) . 
(3) The LXX has been followed literally in proposing ý, ip: j 

it will be argued below that the tradition underlying 

the MIT may have almost completely 'Yahwehised' the text of Joshua. 

Holmes is probably right in believing that the LXX mis- 

understood its original in v, 6. The latter need not have shared 

the nonsensical belief that the period of wandering in the desert 

provided some explanation for the non-circumcision of some of 
the warriors who left Egypt. The translator had not observed 

1. op. cit. s pp, 29-30. 
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that gan at the beginning of v. 6. is a note. complete in 

itself which hints at the reason# given more fully in v. 7, for 

those born. in the desert not being circumcised. The remainder of 

the verse is also an independent statementt structured rather 

like v-5 - the group is first fully specifiedt and then resumed 

grammatically by, mtiý. The LXX has falsely taken the mpnýnn vv3x 

to be in apposition to arml and has consequently had to read 

ynt? 3 as a relative clause. It is of course possible that 

this nonsense ropresents a late acco=odation of, the LXX to the 

shape of the Massoretic tradition. 

Before any comments are made about the MT in these verses, 

it should be 'noted that the text underlying the LXX as recon- 

structed is quite logical, and indeed makes best sense if it is 

taken to assume adult circumcision - the warriors were the only 

circumcised, and they had all died in the desert. This left 

Joshua with two groups to circumcise after crossing the Jordan: 

their juniors when they left Egypt, and their families who'were 

born on the way., ýIhile Soggin is dissatisfied with the MT's 

answer to the question why the generation who travelled through 

the wildemess could not have been'circumcisedp he finds the 

Lxxis answer even more improbable, and in respects unclear. 
1 it 

is disappointing that, whilehe'admits to knowledge of Holmos'. s 

workt 
2 he does not comment at this-point on his'reconstruction of 

a Ilebrew text which makes good sense and at the same time is open 

1. op. cit., pp, 69,71. 

2,032-C t P-xv- 
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to misunderstanding on the lines of the familiar LXX rendering, 

It may be remarked that implausibility in itself is no argument 

against the priority of an LXX reading - indeed it must be 

assumed that 'implausibility$ or limpossibilityt must frequently 

have been the cause of a 'correction' to the inherited tradition. 

It is very likely that such is the explanation of our longer 

DIT. It deals with most of the same elementsp although in a 

different order and rather more fully. Indeed the major dis- 

crepancy between our versions is over one point of fact; and the 

VIT presents its view of the situation with great emphasis at the 

beginning of vo5: Q#** Ivn mvýn 1D - all those who left Egypt 

were circumcised. Some therefore of those who crossed the " 

Jordan with Joshua (those whowere children at the Exodus) 

were already circumcisedo Hence the rather forced rendering 

of the New English Bible which translates a mixture of the MT 

and the LXX tradition: I es., seat yourself, and make Israel a 

circumcised people again. ' In the 14T the tradition of the 

desert-wandering at the beginning of v. 6 is used, not to explain 

the non-circumcision of a substantial element of the people (that 

it deals with explicitly in V. 5). but to provide the occasion 

for the demise of the rebels. 

It would appear most improbable that either version of 

the circumcision could have resulted from the other by a mistake, 

Deliberate alteration is the only alternative; and, to say the 

least, it is difficult to believe that anyone would have 

'corrected' the 14T to produce an account anything like the LXX. 

A supporting reason for the relative priority of the text 
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underlying the LXX is that it apparently uses qtýy in vv. 4-7 

more frequently than the MT, so making rather more explicit the 

hinted at aetiology of n0"v*-1 ny: L, in v-3. 

8 inn ivxz vnvi 8 inn IWK: ) Invi 

, no-ox(mv eTxov mtrUL 

%a67lAsvot tv '4 inpeýLßoxe nanD2 ar)nn 12U7ei 
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With its vi %*m-ý: ) in v. 8, the MT again underlines that under- 

standing of the situation which necessitates its reading 
in v. 62 - Joshua was circumcising all the people 

(of course the LXX thought that too - but for a different reason, 

in that none of them were previously circumcised), It may be 

that this addition offers a pointer to the development of the 

Massoretic reworking of the whole passage; on the one hand it 

would appear contemporaneous with or prior to the rewriting of 
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v. 6 to give on Ty, an alteration prompted by the 

spirit of Numo 32: 13 and Deuto 2: 14, and on the other it 

probably is the work of a hand different from that which used 

= in its rewriting of vv. 4-5.2 Indeed this. greatest 

extension of the text in v. 4 and the beginning of V-5 may well 

represent its latest phase, 

The phrase -- frequent throughout the book 

of Joshual is also absent from the LXX in 7: 26.11hichis the 

earlier form of the text is probably impossible to settle. 

Howeverg it is typical that where MT and LXX do diverge in the 

book of Joshua over such details it should be the LXX that offers 

the briefer text - its ý=xfav eTxov in v. 8 is a rare exception. 

A comparison of the HT and LXX in the following description 

of the first Passover in Canaan confirms the conclusions already 

suggested: the MT is longer, and has taken pains to toorrectl 
0 

an impression given by the less precisely formulated LXX, 

1. It had been the use of iiin in these two passages which 
had prompted the later 'co-rTectiont in some MSS of the 
Massoretic tradition from viin to ii7n in 5: 6 - but not 
in 5.08, 

2o Margolis (ppe 7Cý-73) typically offers a diametrically opposite 
account. He accepts the 14T in both 5: 6 and 5: 8# citing at 5: 6 
the support of NSS a. Icrl I though he has disregarded their 
support for MT's iiTT in 5: 4. The verse has been 're- 
phrased in G so as to convey the idea that the majority of 

avisn Imsil were uncircumcised, circumcision not having been 
practised by the Israelites in FgWt (hence alixt nnin ). 
Translated (not retranslated) into Hebrew: see ýD 1ý2) Kýl 
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io 10 

Kal bnot-nomv ot utol Ia-pa-n-ki lnlTv, -v33 loyvl 

13rill ý10 
t? lt? l 

, rb =Xa, rl, rcG=pccrAcLL- lly: lllx: L noDII-JIX flyalxa rJOE)III-nx 

be-A&, rq ýPgpq 'rou RV04; wlný al v ivy viný, oil nvy 

&7t'O I=kpac allyl IIY: l 

L'Al 8uaýzv IEPLXW in,,, i,, ni: iliy: l inv*v, ni: 1`137: 1 

tv cq 7rk-PCLV 'COU 'Iopbdvou -F -1 , -1 
2 

112 ya 

tv C6,; =Bfw, 

II XCLI ty&yoamv &, A'O TOV 1%? Dxvl 11 *11: lyz) 
. 
11 

ar, rou Cqc. Yýi; T -1 X-. I nuDn ninnn ynxn 
XMI VICL vlýpl nIX73 vlýpl nixt 

tv zmý'm Tý -, rlilcpq- oltil C11"Is t3X7: l toltil tllvsl 13%Y: i 

L2 lEgM7mv To pavvcL Inil 
3 

12 winnn Inn navii 
. 
12 

PSTCL rb PZPPWXtVCLL mt-ZA4; 13 ýDX. 1 13 ý: ) X :2 

bc rov crt'rou %7-ir. yrjr. : 117D Y*lK'#l ll: lyl3 

xal OWTL 
t7z-npxev *r liv nx 'r 17 n *j nx 

, rorr. ulorC Io-pm-q% I=vvG In ýXITD'p 132ý1 In ýXlvv 131%? 

Ixa. p, Afamv, ro U nxiann iýDxvi nxl: lnn 

Sýv X(ZPCV T(ZV (kLV(XWV Iy3D YIN Iy3D YIx 

tv cq LVLCU'4 LXSCVY x1nn n3l2a xvnn =7a 

1. Margolis (P*74) comments: $Minus goes back to translator - 
hence' (my underlining) 'addition of subject after IVYVI 
That-is not a reason, but a begging of the question. 

2* It would take a bold commentator to pronounce on whether 
haplography or dittography has been at work in the trans- 
mission of this verse. 

3o See below on the uncertainty of the verse-division. 
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The point at issue is clear: The events as described in the MT 

take place over two daysp Passover on one, and on the next the 

eating of native produce and the stopping of the manna. 
' 

Provided a break in thought is assumed between vv, 10 and 11, 

the briefer LXX is Just capable of the exegesis that eating 

Canaanite produce and the cessation of the manna did not occur 

until after Passover day* riyri aivn nsy: t is the only specifi- 

cation of time in the LXX; and an far as this question is 

concerned it matters little whether that phrase is read as 

finishing v. 11 (as in MT) or as opening v. 12 (as in LXX). 

However, while it is Rossible (and the MT's pluses demonstrate 

just that) so to read the text underlying the LXX, violence is 

thereby done to that text at two points: It is hard to resist 

the impression that viýRi nlxn in vo llt despite the fact that 

the foods are nowhere else pairedt are intended as a description 

of the fare that traditionally accompanied the Passover Lamb - 

that ist the unleavened bread and 'porridge' of the first Canaanite 

Passover were Canaanite produce, and not brought across the Jordan 

by the incoming Israelites. And secondlyt the two-fold 

addition of wmw3 so neutralises 131'71 133Y3 as to 

Benjamin's note on this problem (P-33) is unusually long and 
yet very unclear. His claim that the glossator's aim was to 
specify that everything had happened in accordance with' 
Lev* 23: 5-6 is very probable* His prior suggestion týw-t; the 
earlier form of the text recorded the carrying out of the 
provision of Ex. 13: 5-7, that when the people entered Canaan 

nixb was to be eaten in the month of their entry for seven 
d5yst is much less easy to approve. Unlike Ex. 139 what 
happens in our passage (a) is identified as being an observance 
of nap . and (b) is not said to last for seven days. It is the 
ideEt-Mification that the glossator objects to ("T. 1 aI"'. 1 0XY:, 
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make its continuing presence in the text unnecessary - it is 

unlikely that it would have been included by choice in a text that 

contained the other phrase. 

To sum up this discussion: When the LXX in 5: 10-12 is 

read sympathetically and without prejudice from the MTv it 

becomes clear that the Deuteronomistic editor described the 

conduct of the first Canaanite Passover according to the 

Deuteronomic calendar of Deut. 16: 1-8. This was economically 

altered by editors represented in the 14T to correspond to the 

'Priestly' calendar in Lev* 23: 5-6* This is quite as deliberate 

a 'correctiont of the tradition as that in vv, 4-6 on the practice 

of circumcision among the Israelite forefathers in Egypt# 

The LXX's accounts of the capture of Jericho in Jos. 

and of Ai in Jos. 7-8 are considerably shorter than those in the 

MT. There are again several divergences in the material common 

to them; but the most noticeable difference is that of length. 

The second 'neutral" passage to be surveyed gives a useful 

sample of this difference; and in this case the rival versions 

will be presented in translation., the left-hand column giving the 

text common to the two versions, and the right-hand column the 

jjT's additional material. The passage in question is 8: 9-17; 

and it takes up the story after the instructions given by Joshua 

for an ambush of Ai by tthirty thousand mighty men of valour'. 

1. 'Neutral' in the sense defined above on p, 97. 
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.2 
So Joshua sent them forth; and 

they went to the place of ambush, 

and lay between Bethel and Ai, 

to the west of Ai but Joshua spent that night 

among the people. 
10 And Joshua rose early in the 

morning and mustered the people, 

and went up, with the elders of Israel, 

before the people to Ai. 

11 And all the fighting men uho 

were with him went up, and drew 

near before the city, 

on the east side' 

12 

22 

and encamped 

of Ai, with a ravine between 

them and Ai. 

And he took about five thousand 

men, and set them in =bush 
between Bethel and Ait to the 

west of tho city. 

So they stationed the forces, 

the main encampment north of 

the city 

with the rear guare west of the 

city, But Joshua spent that night in 

the valley. 

1. 'On the north side' according to the DIT. 
2,, 'ambush' according to the LXX. 
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14 And when the king of Ai saw 

this, he and all his peoplep 

made haste and went out early 

to meet Israel in battle; but 

he did not know that there was 

an ambush against him behind 

the city. 

12 And Joshua and all Israel 

saw this and fled before them 

16 

the men of the citYo 

to the descent toward the 

Arabah 

in the direction of the desert., 

So all the people who were in 

the city were called together 

to pursue them; 

and they pursued Joshua, and 

were themselves drawn away from 

the city, 

!Z There was not a man left in 

Ai or Bethel 

who did not go out after 

Israel; they left the city 

open, and pursued Israel. 

To quote Holmes's main comment on this passage will 

almost suffice: tWith regard to vv. 12-18 it must be admitted 

that the LXX narrative is free from the discrepancy of the 

liumbers of the men in ambush; and one cannot help thinking that 

this has been the main reason why scholars have assented to 
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the alleged inferiority of the Greek text. Certainly if the 

translator did deliberately omit the verses it would cant 

suspicion on some at any rate of the other passages whore the 

Greek differs from the Hebrew text. Yet against the theory of 
deliberate omission the following suggestions seem worth 

considering. If the translator had felt the difficulty there 

was open to him the simple expedient of making the numbers 

correspond. A translator who could omit several words to avoid 

a difficulty, was equally capable of altering a single number 
for the same end. Moreover the contention that these verses 

were omitted on account of the contradiction, would be more 

convincing if the verse containing it were the only one wanting 

in the Greek text at this point. In addition to v. 129 llb and 

the greater part of 13 are omitted; without necessity if the 

theory of deliberate omission be true* Againp the theory-of 

deliberate omission from the text as we now have it ascribes to 

the translator a performance which seems too ingenious to be true, 

According to this hypothesis the Greek translator first passed 

over 29 or 30 words. Then he took the next three words and 

translated them. Then he omitted the next six words, and after- 

wards went on with the narrative; i, e., a long piece was omitted, 

a short piece was translated, and a second short piece omitted. 

... it is hardly possible that the Hebrew before the LXX was the 

same as ours*# And even if one substitutes 'Hebrew editor' for 

Holmes's 'Greek translator# his argument still stands. 
Holmes concedes the possibility that an accidental 
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'omission' has occurred heret due to homoioteleuton 1- the 

passage Ilostt extending from IIvn in v. 11 to 11 y ý, in v. 13. 

And Benjamin appears to off er a half-hearted endorsement of this 

explanation, 
2 Margolis suggests on the contrary3 that the 

shorter text results from deliberate abbreviation. The two 

details significant for him have already been pinpointed in the 
4 

above translation, and it may be that Holmes did not pay 

sufficient attention to them. Whereas the longer Hebrew tradition 

notes twice that the main army was stationed to the north of Ait 

the shorter Greek one notes once that it was at the east. 
5 And 

secondly, LXXIs 'ambush' in v. 13 is not an accurate rendering of 

MT's unusual 1: 1PIr . Holmes has either not noticed this 

discrepancy, or is unconcerned by it. The Greek translator does 

not usually carelessly overlook a significant change in Hebrew 

terminology. Margolis's explanation of this c1iscrepancy is 

that 'wit rm evebem vnc 7tokew 5 mmo eaXmnmc as if = 

1. op-cit., pe 13. 
2, o2--cit--v P. 39. 
3, - OP -- -P P. 12-9- 
4* See above p. 109, nn. 1 and 2. 
5* Even that may not be an accurate enough statement of the 

difference between the traditions. While inxb refers 
on both occasions to the position of the campq 'n cLYRTOAwY 
follows a verb of motion. If et-Tell is the site of Ai, then 
the town perched on the south side ofthe water-course which 
plunges eastwards from it down to the region of Jericho. Any- 
one who knew the site would be aware that a hostile force would 
naturally approach from the east, but take up a position 
(across the water-course) to the north, In whichever direction 
it has occirpred, the alteration of the tradition is an 
intelligent one in this respect. 
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v7ý Ov Z) : 1"I IK ,II sws up v, 12 and v. 131 - He furthor 

suggests that the Greek translator has altered the siting of the 

main army from north to east 'so that the main army and ambush 

were at directly opposite ends'* 
1 in support of his view that 

the longer Hebrew tradition is more originalp Margolis cites 

Wellhausen's discussion of Jos. a. 2 He argued that vv. 12-13 

were the remnant of a report quite different from the now 

dominant context. Here Joshua gives the orders from Ai, not 

Gilgal. The mention of 5#000 rather than 30,000 men gives the 

impression of a simpler and prior report. Finally the report is 

shorter - it begins with vo 3a, and nothing material seems to have 

been lost in between. It is interesting that a division has been 

maintained between those who have explained the discrepancies in 

the present Hebrew narrative by source-analysis and those who have 

argued for the secondary supplementation of a more straightforward 

text (see below). 

Within a footnote in a paper on the conquest of Ai., 

Calla-vray remarks on the existence of unpublished fragments of 

Jos, P 8: 3-18 from Qumran Cave IV, brought to his attention by 

Cross who had 'pointed out that v. 9b is omitted with the LXXp 

and that 4Q has a very short text in the following versesit esp. 

10-18. But we cannot be sure that "Bethel" is omitted in v. 17, 

with the LXXv because that section of the 4Q fragments ie i-ii. singfl 

1. In the light of the above note it will be clear that Margolis 
has not here done justice to the Greek tradition. 

2. composition2l pp. 125-126. 

3o JBL 879 po 319, n. 35. 
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It would appear that Holmes's conclusion has received a sub- 

stantiation he would hardly have dreamed of. 
1 

These passages in chapters 5 and 8 have been mentioned 

first, and have been termed Ineutralltbecause they do not bear 

directly on the problem of defining and separating the main 

strata within the book of Joshua - the achievements of the main 

compiler, the materials he inherited, and the adjustments later 

made to his work. 
2 In other 'editorial' passages shortly to be 

discussed the decision will be of much greater importance whether 

a given verse or phrase is an original part of the passage or a 

later insert6 However, while they do not have a wider relevance, 

they do provide detailed negative evidence about the activity and 

intentions of the compiler and the extent of his source-material, 

It is on such matters that several recent commentatoips have been 

at fault in their discussions of these and similar passages* 

Crossp og-citýt P- 134s after observing that the extensive 
remains Yound at Qumran of the text of Samuel made clear that 
the LXX of that book rendered a Hebrew, Vorlage substantially 
different from our MTt continues: 'Other historical books 
(Joshua, Judges# Kings) follow suit, in so far as they are 
preservedp in presenting the tradition of the Septuagint. It 
now becomes clear, at least in these books, that the 
Septuagint's divergent text was due less to "translation idio- 
syncracies" than to the type of text which it translated. 
These manuscripts establish once for all that in the historical 
books the Septuagint translators faithfully and with extreme 
literalness reproduced their Hebrew Itorlage. 1 Perhaps the 
existence of this fragment of Jos., 6-`wi-1-7Fuffico to meet 
W. McKane's possible objection to this whole chapter, that 
$there should be general agreement among scholars not to invoke 
a Hebrew Vorlage different from NT for LXX, unless such a 
Hebrew tOF actually exists'. (See SOTS Booklist 1275', p. 36)o 

2. See abovet pp. 95-97. 
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Noth 1 
more or less makes the necessary point when he describes, 

without any mention of LXX evidence in support, 8: 12,13 (and 

perhaps llb too) as a 'conglomerate of secondary additions'. 
23 Gray and Soggint however, invoke a sources theory to explain 

the difficulties of the text - assuming either that the compiler 

has fused two conflicting traditions available to him, or that 

his source and his own view are in tension. Yet the evidence 

provided by a study of the different textual traditions of the 

book of Joshua suggests that we must reckon in principle - and 

accordingly in practice as often as possible - with the 

necessity of considering two problems independently: on the one 

hand the activity of the editor and the nature of his sources; 

and on the other a concern witht and preparedness to alter, 

details of the narrative, that must have remained alive long 

after the main compilation of the record. 
4 This elaboration of 

the narrative had started in the period before the textual 

traditions divided; and it continued in each stream after that 

event. Accordingly an early objective must be the clarification 

of criteria for a reconstruction of the final stage of the common 

tradition* 

1. josua2 , p. 51* 
2, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, p. 91. 
3- op-c1tor ppo 95P99P103. 
4. of course it is also important to probe the source of this 

additional alternative infomation; such a quest, howeverp 
must be held quite distinct from the study of the main 
editors of the book and their sources. 
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B. Hebrew and Greek: 112lus' and 'minus' 

To this end it will be useful to survey briefly the main 

characteristics of the separate MT and LXX traditions in the 

book of Joshua. If the common tradition may be defined for 

this purpose as the greatest amount of material common to both 

14T and LXX, then over against this common tradition the MT could 

be described as an 'expanded' version, and the LXX a version some 

of whose sections have been 'extended'. In the foregoing survey 

of the two passages, interest was focussed on the MT's mlajor 

additions and alterations to the tradition. And yet these 

passages also provide adequate documentation of another feature 

of both traditions -a whole series of small, and barely signifi- 

cant$ additions to (and doubtless too losses from) the tradition. 

These are common to both versionsg but they preponderate in the 

14T* The first four verses of the book provide a typical example; 

in the following translation, the pluses in the MT are underlined: 

1 After the death of Moses the serv, -mt of Yahweh, Yahweh said to 

Joshua the son of Nung Plosest minister, "Moses my servant is 

dead; now therefore rise, go over this (LXX: the) Jordanp you 

and all this people, into the land which I am giving to themp 

to the people of Israel. I Every place that the sole of your 

foot will tread upon I have given to you, as I promised to Moses: 

4 the desert and thislLebanon as far as the great river, the 

river Euphratesq all the land of the Hittites, and as far as the 

great sea towards the setting sun; it will be your territory. " 
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In all this passage there is no 'addition' in the LXX 

reflecting a text longer than the corresponding phrase in the 

MT - 'AvTtW(pavov in v. 4 will represent an interpretation 

of the same text. 

Of these brief additions, there are about twice as many 

ý in the MT as in the LXX in chapters 1-4; 6; 8-9; 13-16; 18; 

20-21; and 24. Hoýiever in dhapters 5; 7; 10-12; 17; 19; and 

22-23 they are four or five times ae numerous. Some of the 

seeming additions to one tradition will in fact be omissions 

from'the other. Suffice it to note that, as in 1: 1-4 rendered 

above, the shorter LXX is seldom an intrinsically unsatisfactory 

text; while the fuller MT appears to have gained little but 

detail and pedantry. 

The introduction to Benjamin's thesis on the first half 

of Joshua attempts 'to explain the variations between the Hebrew 

and Greek texts of Joshua 1-121. In its first part' the Greek 

Version is assessed as to orthographic variations, accidental 

omissionsp editorial omissions, errors in translation and 

intelligent translation. The more substantial variatiors between 
2 the two texts are discussed in the second part, under the heading 

1. pp. 9-16. 
2. pp. 17-22* He offers a classification of glosses in both 

traditions into six groups: - (a) explanations: 
Greek - 3: 15,16; 4: 5#5v6; 5: 3; 6: lt3,8,8; 7: lp22; 

8: 29,34; 9: 10; 10: 2; 12: 1. 
Hebrew - 1-02,4p7; 2: lt2vl5tl5pl5v22; 3: 17; 5: 5 7v9tllpl2; 

6: lv5pllpl3pl3, l5vl7p22; 7: 2t2lt2lv26; 8: 991ýp29,31932t 
33#34; 9: 21923; l0: lj2pl3j2Oj2lj24v26; 11: 4pl9. 

(b) for explicitnes I S: 
Greek - 2: 4; 30-67,15; 4: 10,19,23; 5: 4; 6: 14,20,21; 7: 6#25; 

8: 5pl4p32; 9: 6p26; 10: 12. 
(Contdo 
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of 'Glosses in the Hebrew and the Greek'. His arg=ent stated 

in brief is that 'We have in the Hebrew and Greek texts of 

Joshua two texts once practically equivalent. The variants, no 

matter what reason we may give for their introduction, show the 

subsequent fortunes of the texts. ... the Hebrew as the 

original was far more liable than the Greek to be subjected to 

the attempts of glossators and scribes who sought to clarify and 

explain it'. Furthermore 'the periodic style of Hebrew diction 

gives abundant opportunity for this on a scale much larger than 

in any other languaget; whilelthe later Hebrew, or the Hebrew 

as it passes over into Aramaict becomes more and more adaptable 

to the glossating methods of editorship'. It is not our purpose 

here to commend all Benjamin's conclusions. His account of the 

problem does not appear to entertain the possibility that the 

Contd. ) 
Hebrew - 2: 5#9; 4: 5; 8: 14#33; 10: 28; 11: 14. 

(c) amplifications: 
Greek - 2: 3,20,21,24; 4: 7; 6: lp5, *5p2Oj2Op23, q23t25; 7: 149 8: 35; 9: 18p24; 10: 2402#33P39; 11: 7911- 
Hebrew - 1: 7P11 6ý 5; 2: 2#3, lOv2Op23; 3: 12; 4: 21p2l; 

5#1,1,14,15; . 10 " 15pi5r16919,20 21,24926; 7:, 2p2,2,4, 
5; 11#11P13#15,21,24,25; 8: 1,294, ýv4p7v17024j29; 9: 1,6, 
9tlO, 12120,24; 10: 5gl8l22023923,24p27t28v28,32p35p37, 
37939t4l, 43; 11: 12914,16p22,22; 12: 2,4. 

(d) doublets: 
Greek - 1: 8; 2: 18; 3: 16; 4: 5*p 5: 1; 2p3,6,6,10; 6: 5P7; 

8: 24; 9: 495,10020t22; 10: 2. 
Hebrew - 1: 150); 2: 3; 4: 7; 6: 25. 

(e) hannonisations: 
Greek - 1: 15; 3: 193P16; 4: 9; 6: 23,24,26b; 8: 21; 

(addition of hamonistic land' - 1: 7; 80-33; 9: 1; 10: 24)9 
Hebrew - 1: 1,4; 2: 3,9; 3: lplOtllol6; 4: 2#30,4#10; 

6: 3b, 4#7p8, l5j2Oj22$* 7: 17ol7#17#17; 9: 17,23; 12: 599-24. 
(f) anticipations: 

Greek - 2: 19; 4: 8; 8: 18; 11: 2, 
Hebrew - 1: 2,14; 2: 9pl2tl4,17; 3: 13P13; 4: 20; 6: 3bP30,4, 

5,6; 8: 8apl5b, 16a, 20b. 
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Greek was a version of a Hebrew text that had already diverged 

(partly by glossation) from the emerging MT. For our concerna 

it is sufficient to note his argument that the Hebrew is longer 

than the Greek, and so even more distant than it from the 

original, because it has been even further expanded. 

Several of the more substantial additions in the Massoretic 

tradition reinforce the impression that that tradition is funda- 

mentally expansionist. Our two passages in chapters 5 and 8 

bear eloquent witness to this; and the longer account of the 

taking of Jericho in chapter 6 is another case in point. Its 

additional material in 13: 33; 18: 1-10 and 20: 4-6 will be discussed 

more fully later. ' There remain the identical verses 10: 15,43 

which are also absent from the LXX - these appear to attest the 

same pedantic concern for the location of the camp and the precise 

whereabouts of Joshua himself at any given moment that is clear 

from the IITI a additions in 8: 9,13. 

The LXXI s pluses with respect to the common tradition are 

by no means homogeneous, but as a group they are of a different 

order from those of the M. There must be almost-complete 

certainty that two of them point to omissions from, the 14T: the 

list of towns around Bethlehem in Judah after 15: 59; and 

Reuben's Levitical towns after 2105. The topographical gap 

in chapter 15 and the numerical asymmetry in chapter 21 according 

to the MT leave little other option. I have argued elsewhere, 

in a paper on Judges 102 that the longer LXX conclusion'to'the 

1. See below chap. V, PP-174-177v 186-187t 222-229; and Chap. VI, 

2s VT 25P pp. 277-278, pp. 280-287. 
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Danite town-list in 19: 47-48 is not only prior to the shorter 

MT text but also the source of Jud. 1: 34-35, The additional 

material in chapter 13, after vv. 7 and 14 will require closer 

scrutiny later. After 6: 26; 16: 10; 21: 42 and 24: 30,33 the 

LXX presents additional historical annotationt familiar either 

from elsewhere in the book or from other parts of the Former 

Prophets. As for its other additions, that in 13: 28 is almost 

certainly a gloss; while Holmes has made good cases for the 

priority of those in 9: 27 and 10: 12 over their Massoretic 

counterparts, He is supported, although with different 

reasons, in both passages by Benjamin. On 10: 12 Margolis 2 

comments that the translator had read in his original the longer 

text that he offers. It is the presence of the above-mentioned 

learned notes that is the warrant for the description of the LXX 

as an 'extended' 'version of the Joshua tradition. 

In the passages so far surveyed, no substantial omission 

appears to have occurred within the LXX tradition; and at the 

same time that tradition seems to be relatively free of both the 

lesser and the greater expansions that have affected the 

Massoretic tradition, The conclusion is inescapable that the 

LXX, or at least its underlying Hebrew text, is a better witness 

than the MT to that common tradition from which both derive. 

And it is this interim conclusion which will first be further 

tested in a study of some significant terms in the book; and 

1, opocit., p. 42. 

2. OP-Cit-p P- 178- 
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then be applied as a working hypothesis when some of the above- 

mentioned more difficult and editorially more important passages 

are probed. 

. 
g. Variations in Terminology 

In this third stage of the discussion about the trans- 

mission of the text of the book of Joshua, three areas of 

divergence between 14T and LXX will be probed, the first two more 

brieflyO# between Yahweh and God, and between 'territory' and 

'lot'; and the third at somewhat greater length: that between 

the various terms for tribe* 

(1) Divine Name 

There are ten occasions throughout the book in which 14T 

reads *. 71 ', V, but LXX 6' 8e6q. . The reverse situation never 

occurs; and so it would appear that there has been a tendency, 

accidental or deliberate, in one tradition or the other, to 

alter the divine name* Now uvnýx(n)- s independently from the 

proper name 9 is found three times in the book referring 

to the one God of Israel - in 22: 33; and 24: 1.26 - and this in the 

common tradition, The additional instances in the LXX are in 

5: 6; 6: 11; 9: 27; 10: 12pl4; 15: 13v 17: 4,14; 19: 50 and 22*019t 1 All 

of these except 6: 11; 9: 27 and 15: 13 occur in chapters whose 

concentration of MT 'additions' has alreadY2 been noted to be much 

1. Benjamin (P-32) discusses only 5: 6 from this point of viewo al- 
though he comments on different matters in each of the other 
verses. Margolis (pp. 167,339) documents support in each 
recension and manuscript he reviews for in both 
9: 27 and 17: 14. 

2. See aboveg p. 117. 
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heavier than the norm. In 6: 11 there also occurs a MT 

addition; 
l while the whole phrase in which the divine name 

2 
appears in-15: 13 is cast differently in our two versions . 
There is then a Rrima. facie case for giving the LXXt s testimony 

to ten further instances of t3v,. iýx(*, i), in the common tradition 

the benefit of the doubt. 

In most instances there is no evidence to permit con- 

tinuing the discussion beyond such generalities; and the 

decision in each case must be a matter of taste - whether one 

feels that thirteen rather than three exceptions to the over- 

whelming preponderance in the book of the name are more 

likely to be original or more likely to result from corruption. 

However in 9: 27 and 10: -. 12-14 there is evidence for the priority 

of Joshua concludes the affair of the Gibeonitesq 

according to 9: 27, by making them hewers of wood ... 'for the 

altar of Yahweh, to continue to this day, in the place which he 

should choose' (VIT). The LXX differs in two respects, in 

reading 'the altar of God' and in adding the subject 'Yahweh' 

to the final clause. It is easy to understand the omission of 

the final Yahweh as unnecessary once 'God' had been altered to 

read 'Yahweh', The alternative assumption - that the verse first 

suffered 'Elohistic' corruption and then received a gratuitous 

'Yahweh' - is much harder to entertain. 

1. And so the alteration Of the divine name may only have been 
one part of a more substantial reworking of the verse. 

2. See below, chap, V. pp. 215-216. 
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The situation in 10: 12-14 is rather interesting; and it 

may be well to start by rendering the complete text: 

12 Then Joshua spoke to Yahweh in the day when Yahweh (LXX: God) 

gave the Amorites over to the men of Israel; and he said in the 

sight of Israel, 

'Sun, be still 
1 

at Gibeon, 

and Moon, in the valley of Aijalon. ' 

. 
1ý And the sun was stillp and the moon stopped, until the nation 

(LXX: God) took vengeance on its enemies. Is this not written 

in the Book of Jashar? (not in LXX) The sun atopped in the midst 

of heaven, and did not hasten to go down for about a vdiole day. 

14 There has been no day like it before or since, when Yahweh 

(LXX: God) listened to the voice of a man; for Yahweh fought 

for Israel. 

The tradition is united that Yahweh figures in the first and last 

co=ents. The additional note in 13 shows that here too it is 

not only over the divine name that our traditions are divided. 

Holmes's treatment 2 
of 'the nation/God' in v, 13 is interesting. 

His note assumesq somewhat surprisingly, that in each of the ten 

passages under -discussion MT' s 'Yahwehl is to be preferred. 

This allows him in 10: 13 to make an interesting move; he takes 
3 

LXXIs 'God' as evidence for an original 111, which, perhaps 

1. The rendering is controversial, but appears to be supported 
by the parallelism. 

2. op. cit., P. 50. 

3- Again supported by Benjamin (p. 43). 
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in abbreviated form, has been corrupted in the Massoretic 

tradition into 111,0 This is ingenious; but it is a pity 

that he nowhere takes the trouble to argue for the priority of 

#Ml's in our ten passages. I The following alternative case 

might be ventured in response: 

corruption of an original 'CE)vo4T 

E)c6c, is an irmer-Greek 

9 and one which is inspired 

by the presence already in the text of instances of es6r. 

translating an original mv,. Výx both before and after the 

phrase in question. 'God' belongs to the source of 10: 12-14; 

the editor has contributed the 'Yahweh' notes. 
' Miller's 

argument 
2 that the deity is the speaker may be even stronger if 

the source is seen to begin in velZa'B., after the opening Yahweh- 

note. Miller observes that LXXI s eegc; (for 'eevo ) in v. 13 

has recovered the spirit of the original, where the deity is the 
3 

assumed subject of 'took vengeance'. 

1. The Massoretic tradition will have subsequently removed the 
resulting inconsistency, 

2. Divine Warrior in Early-Israel, pp. 123-128. One wonders how 
far the absence from the LXT -1nf the reference to the Book of 
the Just detracts from Miller's case aboutan early epic being 
cited here. 
The result of this section of the argument is frankly surprising; 
and the surprise increases as the evidence for the superiority 
of the LXX is accumulated. It may be that we are dealing here 
with an erratic element in the textual history. Howevert 
before we relax into this conclusiont two observations already 
made should be r9peated: (1) the MT does use a" -117 K ,I 
three times; (2) there are strong reasons for pr-ellerring that 
divine name in 9: 27 and 10: 12-14. 
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(2) 'Territory' and 'Lot' 

The terms ýi: i2 and ý-ii2 occur frequently in the 

book of Joshua. They are alike; they appear not infrequently 

in the same context within the lists of tribal inheritances; and 

perhaps the most surprising feature is that so little confusion 

between them has taken place - particularly since there appearsp 

at least in the MT, to be a partial overlap in sense: 1ý1: 11 

meaning $boundary/territoryt and '7112 'lot/allotment'. The 

. 22m and the latter by Ofleo LXK rendering of the former by v 

is virtually regular. 

To complete the setting of the scene for the necessary dis- 

cussion it will be useful to tabulate the occurrences of both 

terms according first of all to the co=on tradition. And since 

the problem centres-on the usage of these terms within the lists 

of tribal inheritances, the instances of ýIal in 1: 4; 12: 2,5; 

22: 25 and 24: 30 can be discounted - '? iii is not used outside 

the relevant chapters 13-21. 

0.13 c. 14 c-15 c, 16 c, 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. 20 C-21 

lox 23x 

lX 

7x 6x 12x 15x 

2x 5x 7x 6x 

The usage of in the co=on tradition can be readily 

described: it appears in the introductory passage 14: 1-5 and in 

the concluding formula 19: 51. It is used in the second 

introduction in 18: 1-10 to the allotment for the seven tribes that 

had not yet received their inheritancesp and in the introductory 
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formula of each of the seven notes detailing 

it is used in chapter 21 about the Levitical 

it appears twice in 17: 14-18. It is hard ti 

distribution of the term does not witness to 

of the compilatorial processes that produced 

material in the second half of the book. 

these territories. 

allotments; and 

conclude that this 

the stratification 

this territorial 

There are insignificant discrepancies in the tradition - 

a second MT instance of ý1: 11 is absent from the LXX in both 

16: 6 and 18: 5; while in 13: 2 LXX attests ýi: ii for NT's 

But of much more importance is the observation that in 15: 1; 16: 1; 

and 17: 1 - in the fomulae introducing the descriptions of the 

territories of Judah, Joseph and Manasseh - the LXX attests ýi: li 

while the MT reads ý'*1121. Similarly in 21: 40, in the formula 

that concludes the allotment to the Merarites, the LXX attests 

DýIal while the MT reads Dý, 111 . Holmes's discussion 1 
of 

this divergence too appears rather unsatisfactory. His main 

point he makes all too briefly, that in 15: 1; 16: 1; and 17*01 IIAT 

undoubtedly deserves the preference especially in view of 21: 38 

'their allotted portion was twelve cities", where the LXX is 

certainly wrong'. Now the merits of 21: 40 apart, it hardly seems 

adequate in a monograph designed to vindicate the authority of 

the LXX in Joshua2 to suggest that because the LXX has erred once 

1. op. cit., p. 60. 
2. This verdict holds especially for the Introduction (pp. 1-16) 

which, like the opening of the present chapter$ samples 
evidence favourable to the case in hand; otherwiseq Holmes's 
book is a dispassionate discussion of the material as a whole. 
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it has also erred three further times, 

In any fuller discussion of these three verses, the first 

thing to note is that in each case the divergence between NT and 

LXX is not confined to that over 71: 11 / %?. 111 .1 And the 

next point to note is that there is a basic regularity in the 

three verses according to the LXX - each states that the territory 

of the tribe in question was from such and such a place (17: 1 

does not exactly state this; but 17: 7P which spells out what it 

would have said had it not been interrupted by the genealogical 

material in vv. 1-6, does. ). 11-ch. then might be held to attest 

the basic Hebrew formula - 

(place ) -In ( tribe ) -ý ýinin vnvi * 

Thirdlyt if the testimony of the LXX in these three verses is 

accepted, then the evidence for an overlap in sense between ý1 al 

and '? ni 2 is, at the leasts considerably diminished. Indeed 

21: 20.40 remain the only possible exceptions in the book of 

Joshua to ý*11 I meaning a 'lot' which is cast rather than 

'something allottedt, To return to the subsidiary points made 

by Holmes: He notes that the 14Tts ý-111; 1 xx-, i in 16: 1 

is not consistent with its usage in 15: 1 and 17: 1,17112M Invi 

and here he prefers LXX's tybvm 
v commenting xX 1) 1 

may be the alteration of a scribe who like the Greek tranal"'I. Or 

did not realise the meaning of ý'il% as 'an allotted portion' 

which it has with *-, J. )j It will have become clear that 

1. A similar situation was already discussed above in connection 
with 6: 11, on p. 122, n. 1. 

2. Cf. 13: 16P30 - but not 13: 25. 
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his argument about our three verses rests even more heavily 

than was first apparent on his attitude to 21: 40. Chapter 21 

will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent chapter of 

the thesis - the existence in 1 Chron, 6 of a largely parallel 

version of much of the material in c. 21 may permit a more sober 

assessment than is possible elsewhere of some of the divergences 

in the tradition. However, for the moment, the following 

observations may be made: (a) As already suggested, 'ýii I in 

21: 4,5,6,8.10 bears the normal sense of 'lot', (b) Holmes does 

not note that in 21: 20 we find 
. 
13 ý1'1 II" *i ST in the MT, 

functioning exactly like his ý, i ii in 2-1: 40 - now one way to 

proceed from this observation might be to note that pý -i iiv -i s?. 

would mean 'the towns they were allotted' without appealing to a 

sense of ý-ij 2 not familiar in the book of Joshu, -4 and to suggest 

that in riý, ii i in 21: 40 we encounter a deliberate or an 

accidental abbreviation of the phrase in v. 20 whose unique 

situation provides insufficient evidence for a derived sense of 

ý-Il I. (c) Not only does LXX attest Dýj al in v. 20 as 

wel. 1 as in ve 40, but so too does the parallel passage in 1 Chron. 

6: 51 (in both HT and LXXI) - 21: 40 is not parallelled in 1 Chrone 

6, which is another problem for itself; and that observation at 

least guarantees the use of aýjai in the Hebrew text under- 

lying our LXX in Joshua, so freeing the LXX from Holmes's charge 

that its translator was unaware that 'ý*iii could mean 'an 

allotted portion' . 
D. -Ospite the similarity of the words, it is only in the 

passages under discussion that the traditions have diverged, 
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And, while the divergences in : 11: 20,40 could easily be 

accidental# it is harder to argue this way in the other three 

verses* Now what is at stake in 15: 1; 16: 1; and 17: 1 is not 

just one element in our discussion of the relative authority 

of the MT and LXX in the book of Joshua. More important for 

our assessment of how the book was compiled is a decision on 

whether (i) the sections on the territories of Judah, Joseph 

and Manasseh were originally structured like those of the seven 

'tribes that remained' (although those of the two and a half 

TransJordanian tribes were introduced without 17,112 ), l or 

(ii) these three sections, but not those on the two and a half 

tribes, were later acco=odated to the structure of the final 

seven sections. A long discussion - but a significant issue! 

(3) 'Tribe? 

The last and most complex of these three sample problems 

of terminology concerns the words for Itribov in the book of 

Joshua. The Hebrew book had used both the familiar terms univ 

and 11 V 13, a The Greek rendering of both is 
_TRXA . 

And yet, 

despite this uniformity, the Greek tradition preserves important 

evidence about the work of later editors of our book. 

The problem can be first sampled by noting the terminology 

for the half-tribe of Manasseh. It is referred to 13 times as 

nv3bn t3w 13n 2_ in 1: 12; 4: 12; 12: 6; 13: 7,29; 

1. Links with the material in c. 1 were already remarked on in 
the previous note(p. 127, n 

ýe 

2. Without the def. art. in 13: 29; 22: 13#15. 
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18: 7; and 22: 7,9910,11P13#15p2l, 1 There are four or give 

exceptionst where non is used: in 21: 5t6925,27 (where non 

is in any case the standard term) and perhaps in 22: 1 (where 

there is some 14SS evidence for taw and where of course the LXX 

is of no assistance). 

There are 18 further instances of unp in the common 

tradition of the book - in 3: 12: 4: 2,4#5; 7: 14,16; 11: 23; 12: 7; 90 
13: 7#14; 18: 2,4; 21: 16; 23: 4 and 24: 1, This term is then used 

throughout the book, The MT contains tvm further instances - 

in 4-08, where the whole relevant phrase is expressed quite 

differently in the LXX; and in 13: 33 which, while not represented 

at all in the LXXj is almost identical to the earlier 13: 14 of the 

common tradition. 
As for non 9 it is found most frequently in chapters 

20-21 where it occurs 31 times (including the four already 

mentioned above in connection with the half-tribe). The only 

exception is u: iv in 21: 16, a verse to which there is unfortun- 

ately no parallel in 1 Chron. 6, non is found also in 7: 1 

(and in v. 18 in MT - the relevant phrase is lacking in the LXX) 

and in 22: 14 - and, as noted aboveg possibly also in 22: 1. 

However the most interesting situation is in chapters 13- 

19, There we find 15 instances of imp co=on to our two 

traditions - in 13: 15; 14: 1,2,4; 15: 1,20021; 16: 8; 17: 1 and 

1. And five more times in the LXX of 22: 30-34 - one of the rather 
interesting 'pluses' of that tradition. In vv. 32-34t MT 
mentions only ji / #3.:, , while in vv. 30,31 it 
details nw3n 13i in addition. See further chap. V, 
p. 227. 'n. 2. 
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19: 8q23P3lP39s4Bt5l* The first point to note is that 01W 

and non do not appear in the same sections of 13-19; indeed 

pnv occurs only within 13: 1-14 (except with half-14anasseht 

in 13: 29) and 18: 1-10. The MT attests npn in eight further 

verses: in 13: 24,29; 14: 3; 18: 11,21; and 19: 1,24,40; while the 

J, XXI 8 2AU in 19: 9,16 may be witness to in its under- 

lying Hebrew text* 

Of the 15 common instancesp four appear in the editorial 

framework of these chapters (14: 1,2,4; and 19: 51); four appear 

in opening formulae (13: 15; 15: 1,21; and 17: 1). The remaining 

seven, in 15: 20; 16: 8 and five times in c. 19, are used in the 

concluding formula - non nýn3 nx? - and it is noteworthy 

that the LXXIs 'Plus' in 19: 161 makes the use of that fomula in 

c. 19 completely regular* 

The $pluses' in the MT are almost all to introdUCtOry 

formulae. The exception, in 14: 3, is part of a more substantial 

'Plus' of the Massoretic tradition. Of the rest, the whole 

formulae in which the term appears in 13: 24,29 and lg: lp24040 

appear to be quite unnecessary extras to the perfuctly adequate 

and much neater structure witnessed to in the common tradition; 

while a similar result in the MT of 18: 11,21 is achieved by simply 

prefixing iitt to the exi sting i i3l) 3a 13 a. 

This observation brings us to the point where the discussion 

must be widened. Even ignoring the use of t2: iv in 13: 1-14 and 

18: 1-10, there is an almost bewildering amount of fluctuation 

1. See below# p. 135. 
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both within each tradition and between the traditions in the 

manner of referring to an individual tribe. It may simply be 

referred to by its own proper riame; it may be styled - 133 

or - nn n ; or the name may have the comp ound - ,3an t) p pre- 

fixede It is typical of the differences already noted between 

the two traditions that at several points where in the common 

tradition a tribe is mentioned the MT uses a longer expression 

than the LXX* The reverse is occasionally true; but, as is 

generally the case with minor additions, the balance is very much 

in the opposite direction. 

In the common traditiont there are 69 references in 

chapters 13-19 to individual tribes - and 12 more peculiar to the 

MT. Of these, 52 appear in the same form in both traditions, 

while there is fluctuation over the remaining 17, The situation 

can be tabulated as follows, with a break-down in the first 

vertical column of the 52 instances that appear in the same form 

in both traditions; in the second and thirdg of the 17 co=on 

instances that appear in different foms in LXX and 14T; and 

ginallyp of the dozen MT 'pluses', 

Common (52)- U%'Llu MT (1 MT+ 

#simple' name 20 (34+ 5 B) aC 

v 3: 1 aa (2C + 
D) (ýB E) 

+2 6 
6 jG 

0-13n 
non + DA + 

D+ g) 
2 
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Several conclusions can be drawn from this information' - 
(a) The tribal name alone or construed with are much more 

co=on than the forms using 

(b) The MT not only boasts 12 'additional' instances# but also 

uses a longer form in 12 of the common instances - the LXX has 

a longer form in onlY 
(c) There are no instances in the co=on tradition of the tribal 

name construed with -non - this is in striking contrast to the 

situation in chapters 20-210 where that is the regular form of 

reference* 
(d) There is no case in which Is 3: il is used in one tradition 

and non in the other, 

(e) One further element common to the two traditions is that non 

is absent from 7 of the 17 common instances, and present in 4 of 

them; of the remaining 6, it is found twice in the LXX and four 

times in the MT. 

There are no examples of the tprefixes' -in z) and v3 :1nvn 

within the main body of any of the territorial descriptions, And 

indeed even amongst their headings and conclusions 'there are as 

many cases in which the simple name or the prefix 13 a, are used 

1. The figures underlined in the above table are the totals Within 
each tradition of each of the four foms of designatione The 
figures within bracketst with a letter from A to G attached, 
point to the specific types of divergence that have occurred. 
The key to the letters is as follows: 

A 18: 11; 19: 24040 E 19: 9,16 
B 13: 23; 18: 3.1; 19: 9910,32 F 13: 15; 15: 1; 16: 8 
C 17: 7; 19: 1 G 17: 1 
D 18: 21 
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as those which contain not and l3a nub . It is hard to 

detect any clear pattern emerging from this welter of information. 

And this is particularly disquieting, in that textual uncertainty 

must remain attached to almost every single detail relevant to an 

examination of the compilation of this history of the tribal 

inheritances. It would appear that some of the ancient scholars 

who handed on this text to us were as uncertain as we over how it 

was structured, The fear is that in their 'corrections' to the 

difficult material they inherited they may have denied us enough 

evidence for a sounder solution, 

Further discussion of this must await our ful ler study of 

the compilation of the book* Let the foregoing rather unsatis- 

fying analysis be rounded off by two further observations, one 

negative and the other positive. 

(a) If the common tradition is to be trusted, and at the same time 

the least divergence from the common original is to be ass=ed' 

as either tradition departs from it, then the basic regularity 

according to the LXX already detected in the study of 15: 1; 16: 1 

and 17: 1 does not extend to the form in which the tribes are named* 

16: 1 uses tjoi v 13 a, while in 15*1 and 17: 1 14T and LXX agree 

in,, using non in one case and 13a non in the other - but 

still differ from each other in both cases, non then is 

used in 15: 1 and 17: 1, but not in 16: 1. 

(b) The most regular structure of all is offered by the LXX in 

chapter 19: 

L, Cf, conclusion (d) on P*133 above. 
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It has already been noted that the co=on tradition attests the 

concluding formula - 133 non nýn3 nx? in five of the 

six sections of chapter 19, and that the LXXIs 'plus' of -non 

before i ýi: i T-'s 3: 1 in 19: 16 makes the pattem quite regular. 

As for the introduction to each section, it is not unlikely that 

the translator had before him the Hebrew fomula 

- I;, - '? 11 

However some exceptions must be noted: (i) LXO in 19: 1 attests 

not ii yz)vý as in A and elsewhere in the chapterg but ii yz)v 

and (ii) both A and B in 19: 10 and A alone in 19: 24 agree with 

the 14T in attesting 13M nl)VZ)ý which is the standard conclusion 

of the 14TI s introductory formula in this chapter. Most inter- 

esting is the LXX's witness to the text of the section on Zebulun 

(19: 10-16); the regularity it 'restores' to its conclusion it 

Iremovest from its introduction* When we turn to the 14T we find 

that its introductions are at the same time fuller and less 

regular. In three cases, vv, 1,1702p the tribal name is repeated 

ý once in the same and twice in a different form. it may be in 

19: 1 that the best evidence is available as to what happened 

throughout the chapter in the course of the Massoretic tradition. 

IV 13 ', XX'jj. The verse reads 13M nD I 17 M V7- V3 :1 '1 Ubý jjynVý V30n ý112- 

1, The MT's reading of jjynvý is attested also by LXXA, Up to 
this point in our discu-ss-l-on, all references to the LXX have 
been to the Joint testimony of the A and B versions, with one 
exception - in 16: 8 too (see F in p, 133, n. 1 above) A agrees 
with 14T against B. It is usualp when A and B differ, that A 
agrees with the MT: although we have encountered only two 
examples of this in the present discussion, there are many more 
over the place-names in chapters 13-19 and generally in c. 21, 
to be more fully discussed in chap. VI below. 
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As suggested abovet the first four words alone may have been the 

regular introduction in the text underlying the LXX. The final 

words may reasonably be taken to be an expansion on the basis 

of the regular concluding formula - aninmvný liynv v3a nýn3 nKT 

- in order to make beginning and end more alikes In vv. 24,40, 

where the tribal name is not repeatedv the original and 

i-rý were not added tot as in vo 10 but altered to read nnbý, 

113ninDO731? 
-lux v3: 1 etc. The MT in the remaining three cases marks 

something of a lhalfwayý-housel: l 
either the expansion was incom- 

pletely executed# or the once-lengthened text has lost an element 

here or there. Over the general structure of c, 19 too therefore 

it is possible to offer a spirited defence of the proposition 

that the LXX is in the main a good witness to the common 'original'. 

Some 'Keyt Passages 

If the evidence from the topographical descriptions them- 

selves that might have served to determine how they were edited 

has proved rather contentious, then it is to the various intro- 

ductory and narrative passages that we must turn for a solution. 

By this stage in the discussion it will come as no surprise that 

the evaluation of this material too is fraught with textual 

uncertainty, The contents and arrangement of c*13; 14: 1-5; 

10: rinn£)U7D1ý ül: it ei 22ý 
17: 1225 
32,0, 12111nEmbý e229 ... -#Vn-Da iint? 
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18: 1-10 and 19: 49-51 will require scrutiny in later chapters. 

What is relevant and necessary at this stage is a preliminary 

review of the divergent evidence in each case of MT and LXX. 

But before continuing with the special problems of 

chapters 13-19p a detail of c. 10 should be mentioned again which 

provides at least negative evidence for the work of the editors 

on that chapter., The identicaLvv. 15,43 of the MT are absent 

from the LXX - and on., this point Holmes has already stated the 

nuedful: 
1 'With regard to v, 15 Bennett affirms it to be omitted 

by the Greek translator in order to avoid contradiction with a 
2 later verse, vo 21P where Joshua is found at Makkedah. . #, It 

postulates that the translator was also a reviser and looked ahead; 

but what probability it has is seriously diminished by thb fact that 

the same words in vo 43, the last verse in the ohapterl are 

omitted also. ' All scholars agree that v. 42 is the close of a 

section. Even a ver7 dull scribe could see that the clause in 

question is in an appropriate place in v, 43. Our own division 

of the chapter shows that. No reason whatever can be alleged 

for the second omission of the words except the simple one thatý 

they were not in the text used by"the translator. But if the 

clause is an insertion of the Hebrew reviser in v. 43 it is most 

probably his insertion in v. 15 also, ' 

(1) C. lý Disregarding smaller inconsistenciest of which there 

are several, the LXX offers a shorter text once in the chapter but 

op. cit., p. 4. 

See also below# P., 150. 
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a longer one twice, The MT's vo 33 is complotely absent from 

the LXX; the latter does however attest the very similar v, 14, 

At first sight Holmess co=ent on V. 33 1 
appears quite appro- 

Priate: tOmit with LXX* Duplicate of 14.1 Verse 14 he does 

not co=ent on, and it may be that the situation is more complex 

than he admits* 

Firstly, vernes 14 and 33 in the 14T are not identical: 

(a) 14 opens with PI - 'however# and 33 with the simple, copulao 

(b) 14 uses singular suffixes at W? ni and 09 while 33 has 

the corresponding plural formse (c) The subject of Ln3 in 14 

is unspeci: fiedp and so premmbly impersonal - while *#Ivzl is 

stated to be the non-grantor in 339 (d) While in 33b in 

the subject of the nominal sentence$ it is In I . 0i x in 14b, 2 

Secondly, if the LXX in 14 represents an accurate translation of 

its underlying Hebrewp then that Hebrew toxt. agreed with the ITT 

only over (a) and (c) - it differed from the TIT at only two 

pointsq agreeing in each of them (bpd) with the 14TIs v. 33. 

A similarly worded comment on the epecial status of the 

tribe of Levi is mado at three other points in the OT - Deut, 

3.0: 9 and 18: 1-29 and Jos* 18: 7* In Deute 10.99 the co=ent follows 

a note on the desert wanderings in which it is stated (vo 8) that 

I at that time Yahweh set apart the tribe of Levi to carry the ark 

of the covenant of Yahweh, to stand before Yahveh to minister to 

1. OP-ocitet P., 58* 
20 Or that is the apparent situation - the fact that the pronoun 

moi agrees with -oil a-Vo rather than with vvx may show that 
the text is not in oi; d 
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him and to bless in his name, to this day. ' V. 9 continues 

i 't nx-my , *n3i pýn vi ýý *iv -,, xý 13-ýy 

:Iý I'VnIn '. 11 '. I's *I: IT '112RD I nl? n. 3 Rl n '. -Il n's 

The passage in 18: 1-2 introduces legislation on priestly dues as 

follows - 
I? x-vow-os7 ri I? rm pýrj viý onv-ý,: ) wo i t? #, i t3't 3 rin ý, nv -i" Xý 

: 11 ý: )Xv in t? n3l -l I -, -I -j jur, 

linx 2, lp: l 1ý-., vfnv Xý "*n3l 
: iý *irr *it? x: ) inýn3 nin nint 

As for the other Joshua note in 18: 7, it serves to explain the 

enumeration of the 12 tribes to whom territory is being allotted: 

Levi is not included, and two groups of two and a half tribes 

have already been dealt with; accordingly it is seven that still 

require territory* The note states 

133: 1*lp: L 0'00ý VD 

: lnýn3 Inns 
It is reasonable to suppose that the passages in Joshua are 

dependent on those in Deuteronomy. nin, n3nD in 18: 7 is 
A^ 

aQ but appears to offer a succinct reiteration 

of the spirit of Deut, 18, *1-2. And 13: 14b (and 33b) repeat fairly 

closely what is stated in Deut, 10. *9 and 18: 2, It may be remarked 

that Joao 18: 7 agrees with both Deuteronomy passages in using the 

relevant singular pronominal suffixes, as does 13: 14 (MT). How 

then are the discrepancies within c-13 to be explained? 

one possibility is to assume that a reviser, finding both 

14 and 33 in the tradition before himp realised that one was 
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unnecessary; however at v. 14 he offered a conflation, of the 

alternative verses available to him. Another possibility is 

that LXX does after all attest the original situation in the 

chapter - the editor responsible for 13: 14 quoted Deuteronomy 

rather loosely, using plural suffixes. After the separation of 

the MT and LXX traditionst two alterations were made in the 

fomer: the note was repeated at V. 33, with the specification 

of I'll IM) as subject of In3 ; and v. 14 was 'corrected' to 

correspond more closely to its Deuteronomic original - the 

suffixes were 'restored' to the singular, and Pvx 
1 was added 

on the basis of Deut. 18: 1b (so producing in the IIT of 13: 14 a 

sentiment rather like that in 18: 7 about Levi's priestly nmetion). 

third possibility is that the co=on 'original' contained both 

vvo 14 and 33l and that while 14 was I coxTected' in the IIT 33 was 

omitted in the LXX, The first option appears unnecessarily 

cumbrous, The second has the attraction of supporting the 

emerging thesis. And the third has the merit of offering an 

explanation for the repetition of the note in the first place (at 

whatever period) - it serves as a recapitulation of vo 14 after 

the insertion of vv, 15-329 which are in part an expansion of the 

information in vv, &-12, 

It is at the beginning of both 8-12 and 15-32 that the 

'additional' material of the LXX is to be found. In the case 

of vv. 7b-8 it may help to lay out the evidence in three columns 

as for 5: 2-12: - 

It is Just possible that lux is a misplaced corruption of 
I 'ITZ) . which a few 14SS ana some Targumic evidence read in 

thl: Tv-erse too* 
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YIMI-nX pýn nnYl 7 

; *n3a nxl-. i 
131t2: 112"i nywpý 

I filv3noll 0: 1011 It xnI 

8 

1 Z) y 

1) 1 Ill 1 1) 3 : 11 x 111 

, lirr, anýn3 ltlpý 
nun lvlý JP3 

I'nIT13 1: 17: 1 

1I3 

** 
171 lyz) oil NV 1: 17 

1. Both forms are found in the book - cfs above po 129, no 2o 
2. Margolis (pp, 248-249) does not include,. lnx in his recon- 

struction of the original. 
3. In his back-translation of the passage into Hebrew, Holmes 

added', *173 after *. *I UZ) This does not appear strictly 
necessary in view ý of the LXX; and so it may magnify unnecess- 
arily the'difference between its underlying Hebrew text and the MT. 

4. It is 1ýar 
., 
$er to decide here which is the appropriate suffix - LXXts -M is so difficult that it may be mistaken. 
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Here again Holmes appears to have stated the needfu'll The eye 

of a scribe in the Massoretic tradition had passed over the words 

between 1110D I.. Vxn at the end of vo 7 and their second 

occurrence later on. On the other hand the words vjinj v3: 11xin 

were not in the common original - it was only after the omission 

had taken place in the HT that they were required in that text to 

make good the omission. After their insertion in MT they were 
transferred to the LXX. The process then by which the MT 

obtained its preaent foxm was (1) omission by homoioteleutonx 

(2) filling out of the text by the insertion of the first six 

words in v, 8, and IvRD later on, So far Holmes. The 

resultant Hebrew original is not completely satisfying - perhaps 

that is an arg=ent in its favour, But it is certainly better 

than the MT which is definitely wrong at one point, and seriously 

open to question at three more, (a) The grammatical antecedent 

of i z3 37 is the i=ediately preceding half-tribe of Manasseh 
(western); but the sentence it opens demands that it be under- 

stood as the eastem half of the tribel (b) M? 3bn vaun loxn 

is ungrammatical. (c) The repetition of a relative clause 

containing P3 within V. 8 is very clumsy. (d) VV* 

qff * are improved by the LXXI s understanding the now sentence to 

start with the second *IW? 3 ... p3 . It is attractive to 

conclude with Holmes that even if the LXX does not satisfy, it is 
2 still closer to the intention of the original than is the MT. 

o-D. cit., p. 56. 
However,, for a further discussion of the same passaget see 
Chap. V,, pp. 204-210. 
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Margolis agrees that ?I : III .... 
in 13: 7 represents 

a Hebrew omission, thus conceding more than he did at 10: 12.1 

As to the continuing discrepancy in 13: 8, his comments are that 

the Greek had read or (lux)-nu3nn Olun VXn1 010aun 13VI 

, P, rj, 1jj , 3: jjgjj and had omitted both jVX anlýn3 jnpý 

and 13 ,, ý. It is easier to sympathise with his reconstruction 

of the text available to the Greek translator than with his 

alleged omissions. 

The second substantial 'addition' of the LXX is a formal 

heading to the material in vv. 15-31, apparently intended to 

balance the formal conclusion in V. 32: lat ou'roc b =Tauef"'465. "0" 

=-TeptpLonev lbn)4c core; utorC I2pa-n% tv Ap2W lkmp tv cq 7tf-Rav ro'u *IqR66, V 

=A IEPLXW 2 Holmes3 is remarkably optimistic about the 

authenticity of the Hebrew underlying this text. 'The genuine- 

ness of this clauset which does not appear in the Hebrewp is 

generally accepted: no doubt it is guaranteed by the transliter- 

ation of P's phrase AeapwO limp 0 The problems of this 

sentence he admits; but his explanation of them is far from 

convincing. The difficulties are these: (a) =cageeLc4i6i; 

is used nowhere else in the Greek Bible. (b) No abstract Hebrew 
4 

noun which it might translate comes to mind. (c) The following 

1. See above p. 120. 

2. The traditional verse-division of the LXX, by which this 
sentence appears as 13: 14b (not 13: 15a), apparently regards 
it as the conclusion of what precedes in vv. 8-14. 

3. op-cit-P P. 57. 
4. Unless perhaps npýnnl found in 11: 23; 12: 7* 
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cognate verb is very rare and does not appear elsewhere 
in Joshua* (d) Its cognate PCRCZSLv regularly renders V pýn 
in Joshua*' (e) A heading to answer ve 32 would naturally use 

,/ ýn3 , which is rendered (as usual) by xX-npqvopsrv both in the 

previous verse 14 and in 32. Holmes's answer is certainly 
ingenious: 'The most probable explanation seems to be that the 

superscription was ý, n3 'iwx W? x as in V. 32 and that : ft was 

read as n? l , the confusion of I and x being very frequent, 

"I I was naturally translated by =1 _ou", roc. As there was no 

substantive before wx the translator 
-supplied one by =-zcLpspLap64; ; 

having supplied it he not unnaturally continued with the cognate 

verb xmrc[&L=v for ýn3, although he had translated ; *ri3 in the 

previous clause by xX-nRovoPCQ. A translator without a Hebrew 

word before him was liable to use a Greek word which betrays the 

absence of a Hebrew original. This is seen here and also in 

xr:, Cpcvov in 4: 6 and ovvrs?, zCa and bLdOcxn in 4: 8.1 It should not 
be thought that the discussion thus far has so established the 

authority of the LXX in textual matters that it may not be 

faulted. Indeed it is quite remarkable that hereg and uniquely 

so as far as the present writerls researches have taken him, 

Margolis 2 
simply endorses the LXX as testifying to an original 

The noun is always rendered by V62t in Joshua, whether in the 
singular - 14: 4; 15: 13; 18: 7; 19: 9; 22: 25927; or in the plural 
- 18: 5,6,9. There is more variety in the handling of the 
three verbal themes attested in the VIT: 

ýq is rendered by 41eetr-sLy in 14: 5 and 18: 2, and by Uexerv 
in 

7-22 
** 8; Pýn is rendered by Pepfrmv in 13: 7, is a 'plus' in 

18: 10, and is rendered by tL! Pq!, se6eLv in 19: 51 (see belowt p. 150P 
n. 2); Pýnnn is rendered by &eWerv- in 18: '59 where the text 
is uncertain. 

2, oP. cit@., po 253. In the passages reviewed in this chapter, Margolis prefers LXX against 14T generally only where he detects 
an omission in the latter. But he does endorse xaOCcucfor nv in 5: 29 
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*000 He may be correct; however 

Holmes' s caution over -, W? n3 still appears thoroughly Justified. 

The answer to this problem must await a decision on the stages 

of the edition of c*13, A formal heading in v, 15 has its 

attractions. On the other hand, the material in vve 15-31 

may have been felt to be a natural expansion or explication of 

that in vv. 9-12 - and not a fresh start demanding a super- 

scription. 
1 And if this is the case, then ve 32 finds its 

rationale as the counterpiece to 14: 1-5, to which we must now turn. 

(2) 14: 1-2 It is hard to decide whether to start with the 

general difficulties of these verses or with the textual diver- 

gences in them. However since both overlap and interlock it may 

be easier to begin with those differences in the tradition over 

whose existence there can be no doubt, The three differences are 

more easily stated than explained: (a) V. 2 opens in MT with 

onýn3 17,11 2: 1 but in LXX with xar& xxApouc Lx-x-npov6[_Mcmv 

- it is not unlikely that both derive from onx il., n3 ýii in 2* 

(b) Also in v. 2p LXX attests YvI *n" and not -. 1vt . 
(c) The 

first eight words of ve 3 in MT are not reflected in the LXX* 

1, See above p, 140p where it was suggested that 13: 33, if an LXX 
omission from the original common text, may have served in that 
text as a recapitulation after the insertion of vv. 15-31. 
That would involve the further assumption that 13: 32 and 14: 1-5 
were added after the insertion of 13: 15-31s i, e, that they 
belong to a later editorial stratum. For further discussions 
see chap, VI* pp. 296-299. 

2. A suggestion of S. R. Driver, and advocated in BHS, The 
confusion of x andi mentioned above on p., 144 may have 
contributed to the 66'rruption. Margolis, however, (p. 268) 
opines that the longer Greek merely paraphrases the familiar 
MTO 
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(a) If correct, the MT's oný" ý111 1: 1 is a 

There are a few similar expressions in Joshua: (i) nýjj I 

in 18: 11; (11) unýn3 'ý121 in 16: 5; 19: 10,41 (not the last verse 

in LXX); (iii) lnýn3 ýiai in 24: 30 (=Jud. 2: 9), and nýnji vir 

in 21: 20.1 The closest parallel is i3nýn3 ýiinj in Nume 36: 31 

itself a very difficult verse on which perhaps not too much should 

be based. In any case the. se are the only expressions with which 

our MT phrase can be compared. None of the Joshua parallels uses 

ý, *iii in the construct -a usage which is in any case very rare. 
2 

And so it may be preferable to assume that these passages have 

made it easier for the Massoretic tradition, which in any case 

had a tendency to alter ýiax into ýiii , to misread and mis- 

understand the common 'original'. The phrase will have something 

of a local sensep further specifying 
_173D TIN2 in v*l. 

However if it is the LXX which better attests the 'original' text, 

then the most similar passagest those using with some 

form of the verbal stem Z_ý173 
p are NUm. 33: 54; 34: 13 and 

Joso 19: 51. 
(b) It is precisely with Num. 34: 13 that our verse 2 as a whole 

appears most closely linked - it appears below in the left-hand 

column: 
"Itm Ivil 

Irm Tim-1 nx? I Z) xý 

See above p. 128. 

2, Found only in Num. 36: 3; Jos. 18: 11; Ps, 125: 3 and 
Prov, 19: 19 (not Qere), 
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ý-Il I: L -. 1nx On3ral 

11 n ý, oil I'll 1113 IWX 

I 11 U lb all 13nI r) IU 13 11 r) 37 Un 

i 
ang I ýn 3 ý"l 11: 1 

1,11213 
71) a III III oil x 'I'Dx: ) 

I I It) 73 11 Its nIn 11 IM I? 

LXXIS 'Joshua' for 'Moses' is certainly the more difficult 

reading; but in this case the LXX's divergence from the 

Pentateuchal parallel is-much harder to defend than'were the 

plural suffixes in 13: 14.2 Indeed the reason for this dis- 

crepancy may be closely linked to that in V. 

(c) It is most convenient to explain the absence from the LXX 

of the opening words of v. 3 in the MT as accidental omission 

owing to the presence of the identical nonn Vini. in MT's 

verses 2 and 3* It certainly appears unnecessary to repeat 

yet again that the Transjordanian two and a half tribes had 

already been dealt with. Not only so but the use of -in3 with 

a direct object 419* n'? nl but no indirect object introduced 

by -ý appears unique. However it is not possible to use such 

arguments to support the testimony of the LXX without first dis- 

cussing whether in fact LXX's, shorter text in V, 3 and its use 

of Joshua in v. 2 do not in fact exclude each other. 3 The 

deciding point is the meaning of llllý IaYn in the common 

tradition in v. 3. This always refers to east of the river in 

the book of Joshua (13,032; 17: 5; 18: 7; 20: 8), even where - as in 

1, This reconstruction of the original Joshua verse takes elements 
from both MT and LXX - see further on p. 148. 

2. See above p. 133. 

3. Margolis also urges this point (p. 268). 
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17: 5 - that is not made specifically clear. The same holds for 

its occurrence in Num. 22: 1; 32: 32; 34: 15; 35: 14, Indeed it is 

only in Num. 32: 19 where the expression appears twice and where 

the context makes clear that the one refers to one side of the 

Jordan and the other to the other that an exception to this usage 

is found. Again Num. 32: 19t like 36: 3 mentioned above, is a 

difficult verse which should be used only with great care to 

justify an exceptional usage in our verse. If then I -T ivI? *i a iin 

in V. 3 bears its normal sense it is the location of an action of 

Moses and not of Joshua. It is interesting that the LXX seems 

not unaware of its special pleading over this phrase: it has 

translated it by &7Z' TOU 7IRQv-, Cov IORUVOU 

a rendering found only at the *western' usage in Num* 32: 19, 

All in all it appears that the LXX tradition, having once lost 

the relevant words, has made the best of a bad job by according 

a barely possible senset and altering t1losest to 

tJoshual., Thus the LXX is vindicated over (a) and the MT over 

Such a result invites consideration of the relationship 

between this verse and Numo 34: 13ff- 1-a 
passage which is clearly 

related also to the MT of 13: 8* 2 

(3) 18-. 1-LIO The LXX in this passage is markedly different from 

the JIT; but not many of the differences are relevant to our 

purpose* Holmes's comments3 on the verses appear entirely adequatep 

1. The link noted above on p. 146 of the use of and a 
form of / ýn3 doubtless also has implications for the study 
of the edMIon of Numbers or Joshua or both. 

2. See the discussion below in chap. Vs pp. 204-210. 
3. op. cit., pp, 7-8p 66-67. 
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and it will suffice here to summarise his results, The 

differences at the end of v. 4 and in V, 5a result from unin- 

telligent translation of the same text rather than a different 

underlying text. The LXXt where it is shorter than the MT, is 

always preferable' - the Massoretic tradition has added xjaý, 

in 3; anývxi in 4; -ib in 6; W? v n3nnn ýx at the 

end of 9; and the whole of 10b, i, e. mnpýnpp 

Furthemore, the MT has lengthened xopLo5 t eA5 ýpw"v in 3 

(of at the end of 6) to read a: )-jm: ix 'Iv2 

has replaced v1 pýn in 6 and / nay in 8 with / ann which is 

attested in the common tradition only in v, 4; and has transposed 

in 8 to read rz -, i DI The expansions 

ard all in character. The insistence on writing may have been 

felt to reflect a more precise carrying out of the orders in v. 4. 

The reason for the transposition in 8 and the additions in 6 and 9 

is clear - vv. 2-10 in the LXX are consistent with a scene of 

action other than Shiloh; howevert by placing this anecdote after 

v, 11 an editor has plainly located the episode there. The 

jjassoretic tradition has spelled this out in detail -a reverse 

procedure would be unthinkable. 

Two further observations are worth recording. The 'addition' 

of -, l ýv-, 13 n 2)". 1 ýx at the end of v, 9 is reminiscent Of 

Margolis (pp. 342-346) comes to the diametrically opposed 
conclusion. 

2o LXX has a marked preference for the lst person plural suffix 
with 'God' where the MT uses the 2nd person. 
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I? x added to 10: 21 and of the conclusion nýxl7in n3nnn ýx 

of the verse added to both 10: 15 and 43 - the camp is a recurrent 

interest of the 14T. The camp then, and not Gilgal, was tho 

focus of interest in 10: 15,43 - all other occurrences of Gilgal 

are common to both traditions. Secondly, the term npl? nn 

that closes the final 'addition$ in v. 10b is found also in 11: 23 

and 12: 7 - but elsewhere only in the Chronicler, apart from 

Ez. 48: 29.1 

(4) 19: 49=ýl At the beginning of both 49a and 51b LXXI s 

bnopct2rgýv must represent That is a possible 

reading in 49, provided ýn3ý could be understood as taking 

physical possession rather than being assigned legal ownership. 
2 

It is interesting that, if 51b was originally intended as a re- 

capitulation of the opening of 49, ýn3ý was altered to Pýnn . 
It was of course very easy for either 

or the other way round. 

E. Conclusions 

i ý: ) vi to become 

The main general conclusions of this chapter can be briefly 

restated. There is a certain consistency in the 14T's and LXXts 

divergences from each other. There is no need to assume'that 

the main divergences between these traditions, as opposed to minor 

That reads ýXlvv 'tau,? nýn3n IýVnn Ivx ylxn nXT 
, OnPl7nn n"? XI - cf, 5MS MF5 v5nn -in 13: 6. 

2. The meaning of ýna id-U require fuller discussion later. 
The fact that is used in the LXX in place of 
both ýn3l? in v. 49 Pýnb in v. 51 may point to 
further corruption. 
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mistranslations, are the responsibility of the LXX translator - 

rather the Greek translation is based on a Hebrew original sub- 

stantially different from our familiar 14T. That Hebrew original 

is in the main a good witness to that common 'original' text of 

the book of Joshua from which both MT and LXX are derived - the 

MT by contrast has been considerably expanded, and has at the 

same time suffered two or three serious losses* These conclusions 

have substantial literary and historical ramifications. On the 

literary side, no observations should be made about any editorial 

processes affecting the text of Joshua (at any stage before these 

traditions separated) which do not attempt to work on the basis 

of a text tfreed' of subsequent alterations. Accordingly the 

historian must reckon that any narrative or list of interest to 

him may have been altered by editors more tanonymous' than the 

main c oppilers of the book. None of the familiar commentaries 

on Joshua is adequate by these criteria. 
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CHAPTER V 

DEUTERONOMISTIC JOSHUA 

The first part of this thesis has already reviewed Noth's 

epoch-making contribution to the study of the book of Joshua, and 

also the alterations to some of his opinions about the book in the 

light of his subsequent study of the Deuteronomistic, History as 

a whole. The reactions of Mowinckel, which in this matter are 

remarkably favourable to Noth, have also been discussed - as too 

the now familiar opinions of some others. 

What falls to be attempted in this chapter is a two-fold 

task: firstly to review some more recent discussions of the 

unity of the Deuteronomistic contributions to the Joshua traditions 

-(and indeed to the whole history down to the collapse of Jerusalem); 

and secondly to open again the discussion of just how much of the 

material now in the second half of the book of Joshua was part of 

the Deuteronomistic Joshua - or any one of the Deuteronomistic 

editions of that book. 

, 
A. The Unily of the Deuteronomist 

The most explicit contribution to this topic familiar to 

this witer is Smend's paper in the 1971 von Rad Festschrifts 

which bears the sub-title 'Ein Beitrag zur deuteronomistischen 

Redaktionsgeschichtel. 1 In the first part of this paper he 

discusses three Joshua passages# 1: 7-9; 13: lb-6 and 23P which he 

1. 'Das Gesetz und the V81kerl, Probleme Biblischer Theol2giej 
pp. 494ff, 
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argues are additions to the basic book of Joshua to be assigned 

to a Inomistid hand that produced a second edition of the 

Deuteronomistic History (DtrN), 

(a) 1: 7..! 9 Smend notes that the opening section of the book of 

Joshua (1: 1-9)0 a divine address to Joshua successor to the 

deceased Mosest continuing as it does the narrative at the beginning 

and end of Deuteronomy, must represent the work of the Deuterono- 

mistic historian (DtrG) - at least that must be true of the divine 

address in its original extent, 

included v. 6 

That original extent will have 

What marks off the following 

verses from this core of the address is the double change in the 

use of these very imperatives in v. 7* On the one hand v. 6's 

specific demand for courage in face of the task of settlement has 

been generalised into a demand to meditate continuously on 

Yahweh's commands -a practice which will ensure success in every 

endeavour. On the other hand its demand for courage, physical 

and moral, is narrowly specified in V. 7 TI)XI Pyn P-1 

ipvý - as a calling to mind all Moses' instructions. 2 This 

commuting of the original order in v. 6, with its elements of both 

restriction and generalisation, perceptible already in v, 7 is 

1, rxn of the PIT is not represented in the LXX, and so may 
represent an addition subsequent to the separation of the 
traditions* See below p, 3.57, n, 1 and P . 159 , n. 1 -, 

2. In another respect too the LXX is shorter, perhaps attesting 
only -iwx: ) for 14T's lox nllnn-ýDz . If original# the 
reference may have been-to Floses- Instructions concerning the 
ban ( Deuts 31: 3-5). Explicit mention of the 'law' in the MT 
would then be a secondary modification on the basis of the 
following verses. 
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made manifest in v, 8: 'This book of the law shall not depart 

out of your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night# 

that you may be careful to do according to all that is written 

in it; for then you shall make your way prosperous, and then 

you shall have good success'. Finally v. 9 completes and con- 

solidates the expansion: its use of vocabulary from v. 6, and 

even v. 5, eases the transition to the older material of DtrG 

in v, 10 and at the same time demonstrates that it was not the 

intention of the interpolator to abrogate the original text. 1 

(b) 13: lb-6 In his discussion of this passage Smend broaches 

a question the answer to which is critical not only for his own 

immediately following topic (chapter 23) but also for the second 

and perhaps more important part of this present chapter. What 

are the implications for the literary history of the book of the 

identical references to Joshua's advanced age in 13: 1a and 

23: lb? Smend is convinced of the appropriateness of Noth's 

observation 
2 that both cannot have originally stood, distant 

from each other as they are, in a unified literary composition. 

1. Smend remarks (n, ll) that it was Noth's earlier view too that 
1: 7-9 were secondary - cf* Josua and UGS, p. 41, n. 4. None 
of this necessarily invalicg_týes PorteFiTs discussion 
('Succession of Josbua') of Jos. 1: 1-9 as reflecting royal 
installation formulae. Indeed# the suggestion that this 
material has undergone gradual development, and is not necess- 
arily the product of one Deuteronomistic, hand, may support his 
final contention (op. cit,, p. 132) that this record of transfer 
of authority represeHt_Fs7in fact an unhistorical link between 
Moses and Joshua. 

2, See above chap. I, pp. _9,10. 
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For Noth the clause from 23.11 was anticipated at the beginning 

of 13 to facilitate the insertion of the whole section on the 

tribal geographyl 13: 1-21: 42t which he attributed to a later 

Deuteronomistic reviser. At the same time the appropriateness 

of a reference to Joshua's great age just, before the account of 

his final address is underlined. 

Smend disputes the second point first. Plausible though 

it appears, it is even more likely on reflection that a secondary 

editor has repeated this material at a later and even more suitable 

point in the narrative than that a phrase which originally 

belonged to the very last stage of the story was secondarily 

reapplied to an earlier and so inherently less suitable stage* 

He next considers the formal relationship between the beginning 

of Jos. 1 and of Jos. 13- Both open a new stage in the grand 

narrative. 
1 Both start by noting briefly what is the apparent 

prerequisite of what follows. Both continue with a divine 

address to Joshua in which this prerequisite is restated: 'Moses 

my servant is dead; now therefore ... ' (1. *2); 'You are old and 

1. Jos. 12 has not yet been mentioned in the discussion, The 
end of c. 11 makes a suitable end to the conquest story, And 
yet there can be little doubt that Jos. 12, whether or not it 
belongs to the same editorial stratum as Jos, 11, is intended 
as a footnote to the theme of conquest - the new theme# 
accordinglyt openin with c*13- Fritz's attractive argument 
(ZDPV 85, pp. 136ffl that the list in vv. 9-24 is based on a i7is-tof Israelite towns in the Solomonic period and even 
supplied some of the names that appear in the Deuteronomistic 
narratives in cc. 10-11 may be taken as a response to Howinckel's 
assertion (chap. II above, p. 60 , n. 2) that the chapter is 
Priestlyp schematic and based on a round number, 
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advanced in years, ... 1 (13: 1). The problem of the passage 

13: lb-6 is adumbrated by the further observation that the 

parallelism of the divine addresmes to Joshua in chapters I and 

13 would be even more remarkable were 13: 7, opening with 'now 

therefore ( nnyi )I were read immediately after the words quoted 

above from v. 1. What presently separates these verses is a 

rather long passage that deals with the land, or more precisely 

with the continuing incompletion of its conquest, by means of 

the listing of a whole series of geographical details. Smend 

notes Ehrlich's aesthetic co=ent that a geographical discussion, 

however long# has absolutely no place in a divine speech'. 
' 

Happily his generalisation can be supportedo at least in this 

case, not only because of the parallel between 13*91a. 7 and 

1: 1-2a but also because of the analysis of 13: lb-6 in itself. 

If 13: 1-7 were an original unity, such a transition as 

from 6b to 7 would be unthinkable: 

-virl-vis 
blt? x: ) lnnvvý, Pl : 6b 

rlvvrlý- rft3a n)ty.. l Turn-nx Pýn "Inyl 

Not only is this transition difficult in general, but the 

beneficiaries differ: Israel in v. 6 and the nine and a half 

Cisjordanian tribes (in line with DtrG's conception) in v. 7. 

There is a difference too in the land divided: in v. 7 it is 

Palestine west of the Jordan, just conquered; in v. 6 the suffix 

in -, iý. pn refers back to wix=n y-ix-n v mentioned in V. 2a and 

specified in 2b-6a. This observation focusses attention on 

1, Randglossen III. 
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the less easily detectable material difficulty in the 

transition from v. 1 to v. 2. It is not at all unlikely, 

according to Smend, that the end of v. 1, -mijn) 

nnvl'ý (ixn, 
. although without the strengthening 

was part of the original divine address to Joshua of DtrG- if 

so, the reference is to the same land mentioned in v. 7; and 

what is here noted is that while it is conquered it still remains 

for active ownership to be entered into. By contrast T1xn 

MR93n of v. 2 is land that is not yet conquered, but whose nominal 

ownership requires (v. 6) to be assigned to Israel as a whole. 
2 

If it is granted that the (at least original) conclusion of v. 1 

diý belong to DtrG, then the method of the interpolator of 

13: 2-6 is identical to that of 1: 7-9 - he linked his insertion 

to a significant phrase in the text before him which he either 

misunderstood or deliberately misinterpreted. 
3 The law is close 

to the heart of the interpolator in chapter 1; the incompleteness 

If is considered the contribution of the interpolator 
of vvs 2-6, the remaining words could be original. If we 
could be more confident about the DIT's text in 1: 7 it would be 
attractive to see the use of -rxn and of pi as characterising 
the work of this interpolator-7-However see also p. 159, n. l. 

2* Crucial to a decision as to whether v. lbo, or its hypothetical 
corep was part of the original stratum, would appear to be a 
clear definition of the sense of nrlý: can it mean both to 
take nominal and to take actual po-ssession? Is a distinction 
observable between its use in different strata of the texV 
The verb is used in Jos. 1: 11; 18: 3; and Jud. 2-6. Cf. below 
p. 162 and p. 170, n. 1; and also VT 25P p. 264: 

0- 
3# Perhaps neither term does justice to the activity of the ancient 

writert who appears to have been concerned first and foremost 
to transmit the tradition he inherited (possibly from different 
sources), and secondly to co-ordinate this tradition in so far 
as that was possible without prejudice to his first concern, 
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of the settlement and the continued existence of foreigners in 

the land to the one in chapter 13. These themes are more 

closely related than first appears. ,, 
(c) 23 The narrative in DtrG of conquest and settlement is 

concluded in 21: 43-45, where we learn again that Yahweh has given 

the Israelites the whole land and that none of their-enemies has 

prevailed against them. As a sequel we learn of the demobili- 

sation of the two and a half Transjordanian tribes (22: 1-6). 

Jos. 23 is-the next Deuteronomistic text and is, ascribed in 
1 

almost its'entirety to DtrG by Notho 

Smend remarks that some elements in the chapter are 

immediately'obvious as related to the secondary texts Just dis- 

cussed, 'These nations that remaint2 play a major role (vvo 4, 

7,12); Joshua has allotted Israel their territory (v. 4); ' 

Yahweh will drive them out before the Israelites who will OCCUPY 

their land (v* 5)o The wording corresponds to and is related 

to that in 13: 1,6.3 Then v. 6- 'therefore be very steadfast to 

1.0 Cf, above chap* I, pe 27. 
2. nýxn 011XV3n O"lln in 23: 4,7(LXX)-, 

01IR23n nýxn 0111n in 23: 7(Syr), 12(Syr); 
HT of reads nýxn 011XV3n nýxn while M 

inv, 12has only nýxn nilln It is ? lard no to prefer the 
LXX's shorter fomff-. 1 

3* Note in particular the use of the participle -1 xv3 although 
with mv ii-, i rather than 

_y -i x-n ; the stress on tfFe 7alvine 
initiative; and the use oT- vIIIn 
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keep and do all that is written in the book of the law of Mosesq 

turning aside from it neither to the right hand nor to the left' 

- has a close link with 1: 7-8. There is not identity of 

expression: the double imperative of 1: 6 which is resumed in 1: 7 

has been reduced to, / ptn alone in 23: 6; 1 
while doing Moses' 

co=ands (l; 7) and doing what is written in the book of the law 

(1: 8) have been collapsed into a single clause* 

The next stage in Smend's arg=ent is to note that these 

relevant parts of c. 23 cannot be detached from the chapter as a 

whole as was the case with 1: 7-9 and 13: 2-6. And while it is 

theoretically possible that Jos, 23 represents an addition to the 

book subsequent to those in 1: 7-9 and 13: 2-6. it is more likely 

that it in fact provides the clue to their better understanding. 

Viewed this way they are not isolated glosses but elements of a 

comprehensive edition (DtrN). 

As in the two briefer passages discussed, the i=ediately 

preceding Deuteronomistic passage (in this case 21: 43-45) 

provides the point of departure for the account in 23: Israel has 

rest from all its enemies (23: la cf* 21: 44a), none hds been able 

to prevail against it (23: 9b cf, 21: 44b)p the promise is completely 

fulfilled (23: 14b cf* 21: 45), However closer attention discloses 

*IDVý Oxn) YnX, PTr, of 1: 7 has become '113vý -IND 13n PTr11 - rx? 3 
17s -certainly characteristic of this interp-M-tor; however we 
need not assume against the testimony of the LXX that it was 
part of his original contribution in 1: 7. In 23: 6 it has the 
particular func ion of strengtheningZ pTn in place of the 
synonymous J rix , and it may well be-from here that it was 
intruded into the MT in 1: 7. 
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differences* While 21: 44b statedg 'not one of all their enemies 

had withstood theml for the Lord had given all their enemies into 

their hand', 23: 9b noted with greater reservet 'not one has with- 

stood you to this day'. The chapter distinguishes two kinds 

of peoples ( ril ii, not wo ajx= enemies as in 21: 44 and 23: 1). 

With the one, Yahweh has dealt in the pasto before Israells eyes 
(23: 3)o But there are also those that remainj whose territory 

is already allotted to the Israelites and whom Yahweh will drive 

out as he has promised (23: 5). Verse 13 makes plain however 

that such support will not continue if the Israelites mix with 

them and worship their gods. 21: 45 has talked of the fulfilment 

of Yahweh's good word; 23: 14b-16 lay alongside this his bad word 

which will just as surely be fulfilled should Israel transgress' 

the divine assignment (nvln ). In this speech put into the mouth 

of Joshua the author is speaking to his own period, to a situation 

which at the earliest is the exilic one* 

One last necessary detail in Smend's discussion of Jos. 23 

is its relationship to the other final speech in chapter 24. In 

both Joshua convenes an Israelite assembly; in both he makes a 

speech in which he recalls Yahweh's actions and calls on their 

bases for a decision for Yahweh. Noth's first reaction to the 

two chapters was that 24 was the earlier and the pattern for 23, 

Such a theory corresponds to what has become apparent about the 

author of chapter 23, He was not concerned to replace the 

earlier text - once he had shown the relevance of its main 

1, Cf, above chaps I, p. 27p n-2. 
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assertion to his own time he was happy to let it stand, even if 

only as something of an appendix. The second convening of the 

assembly had vexed him less than it does us - the repetition of 

13: 1a in 23: lb demonstrates in any case that lie is less than 

scrupulous in such matters., 
Smend's discussion of 'The Law and the Peoples' continues 

with an argument that Jud* 2: l7p2Of. 923 represent a similar 

insertion into the programmatic presentation of the period of the 

Judges in Jud. 2: 10ff, a passage whose opening verses at least are 

quite clearly the work of the main Deuteronomistic historian. 

Here his discussion moves beyond the confines of the present 

chapter on 'Deuteronomistic Joshua'. However the final stage of 

his case does have a relevance for this present thesis. He is 

concerned to demonstrate that the hand of DtrN was also responsible 

for the long insertion Jud. 1: 1-2: 9, A full discussion of this 

chapter and of Smendfs approach to it will be found in the appendix 

to this thesis. ' The present writer is completely persuaded by 

ý%endts approach to Jos. 1: 7-9; 13: 2-6; 23 - however a markedly 

different account of the opening of Judges appears necessaryo 

Where his account is relevant to the Deuteronomistic book of 

Joshua is in the assertion that Jud, 2: 6-9 is a clear case of 

recapitulation (in this instance of Jos. 24: 28-31) after an 

insertion. In the appendix it is argued that in fact Jos.. 24: 

28-31, even according to the LXX, is secondary to Jude 2: 6-9 - 
the main arguments being two: (a) that it is more likely that 

1, And also in the author's paper in VT 259 esp, pp. 263-264. 
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yuul-nx nvilp was omitted at the end of Jos. 24: 23 than added 

at the end of Jud. 2: 6; (b) that the variety within MT and 

versions of Jos. 24: 30 over the name of Joshua's inheritance and 

burial-place may point to deliberate alteration of the original 

but offensive onn-n3z)n which is the unanimous testimony of the 

best representatives of the textual tradition in Jud. 2: 9. The 

implication of this is that it is Jud. 2: 6-9 which provides the 

II best testimony of DtrG's conclusion of the Joshua narrative. 

In a brief concluding paragraph Smend suggests that DtrN 

makes its first appearance within the Deuteronomistic History in 

Deut. 1, *5 and is not silent until the end of the second book of 

Kings; and he notes that part of the analytical work on the books 

of Kings necessary to support this case had been carried out in 

a Minster dissertation. 2 by Dietrich (now published as Prophetie 

und Geschichte (1972). the sub-title describing it as a redactio- 

historical enquiry into the Deuteronomistic History. Dietrich's 

references to the book of Joshua are few9 and of little relevance 

to our present concerns, What may be of some interest is a brief 

account of the conclusions he reaches on the basis of his study 

of Kings ,, on the method and date of the redaction of the 

Deuteronomistic History. He conceives his study as having 

1, It is probably impossible to determine whether the alterations 
which have produced Jos, 24: 28-31 occurred at the repetition 
of the note or subsequently. What is being argued is that the 
note appeared but once in DtrG and that of the present versions 
of the note that in Jud. 2: 6-9 (MT) is the most conservative. 

2, b Of 1970. 
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vindicated Noth's basic contention that the Deuteronomist was 

responsible for constructing a continuous account of Israel's 

history from settlement to exilet against the criticism that such 

apparently different editorial approach as can be detected in 

Judgesp Samuel and Kings cannot be the mark of a unified histori- 

cal work. The evidence of Kings is that the Deuteronomistic 

edition was accomplished in three stages - Dietrich interposes a 

redaction specifically concerned with prophecy (DtrP) between 

Noth*s pioneer (DtrG) and Smend's DtrNP However a negative 

conclusion of Dietrich is that the old - and recently restated - 

thesis must be opposed: that part of the edition of these 

historical books is pre-exilic and part post-exilic. His analyses 

of the relevant texts at the end of 2 Kings suggest that 24: 18f., 

20b and 25: 1-21 are from DtrG and 24: 20a and 25: 22-30 from DtrN. 

From this he concludes that DtrG belongs aftert but shortly after 

the conquest of Jerusalem (ce580) - DtrG does riot yet know of ' 

Zedekiah's death (c;,. Jerý, 52: 11); whereas DtrN must be assigned 

to shortly after Jehoiachin's, rehabilitation (c*560). The 

activity of DtrP must accordingly be dated in the intervening 

20 year period. 

This is a result rather different from that offered in 

Cross's Essay on 'The Themes of the Book of Kings and the 

Structure of the Deuteronomistic History',, 2 His review of the 

reasons both older and more recent for ascribing the writing of 

1, See in particular op -cit,, pp - 139-146. 
2. Canaanite Myjh and Hebrew- L'Dic, 

- pp. 274-289. 
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of the history to a pre-exilic date is succinct and worth 

quoting: 'Older literary critics,,, as well as their more recent 

followersp argued for two editions of the Deuteronomistic complex 

of traditionsg one pre-Exilic, the basic promulgation of the 

reuteronomistic history, and one Exilict retouching the earlier 

edition to bring it up to date. We need not review here the 

variety of views nor their specific arguments. Some of their 

arguments are very strong, for example, the use of the expression 

"to this day", not merely in the sources but also in portions by 

the Deuteronomistic author, which presumes the existence of the 

Judean statet notably 2 Kings 8,922 and 16: 6. The increase in 

epigraphic material of the late seventh and early sixth centurys 

including the extraordinary series from Tel 4Aradq has made clear 

that the complex syntactical style of the Deuteronomist (if not- 

his peculiar archaizing forms) characterized late pre-Exilic prose. 

It has been argued also thatýthe availability of sources to the 

Deuteronomistic editor requires a pre-Exilic date. ' And yett for 

Cross 'the strongest arguments for the pre-Exilic date of the 

basic promulgation of the Deuteronomistic history have not yet 

entered into the discussiont. 1 

The focus of Cross's discussion, like Dietrichts9 is the 

.2 'Here we should find the climactic section of book of Kings . 
the history., As the historian draws closer to his own timest we 

expect him to express his intent most clearly both in specifically 

theological or parenetic sections which would constitute his 

1. op. cit. 0 pp. 275-6* 
2, op. cit. 0 pp. 278-286. 
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framework and in the shaping of special themes which unify his 

work', He finds two controlling themes in the first (Josianic) 

edition of the history. (1) 'The crucial evont in the history of 

the Northern Kingdom was the sin of Jeroboam'. This theme 

dominates all discussion of Israel from 1 Kings 12: 26-33 

(Jeroboam's archcrime) to 2 Kings 17: 1-23 (the Deuteronomist's 

verdict on Israel's collapse),, (2) 'The crucial event in Judah 

... was the faithfulness of David', The climax of this second 

theme is Josiahts reformp in which there are even echoes of the 

first: Josiah textirpating the counter-cultus of Jeroboam at 

Bethel'. Cross concludest tThe two themes, in the Deuteronomistic 

Book of Kings appear to reflect two theological stancesp one 

stemming from the old Deuteronomic covenant theology which 

regarded destruction of dynasty and people as tied necessarily to 

apostasyq and a second, drawn from the royal ideology in Judah: 

the external promises to David, In the second instance# while 

chastisement has regularly come upon Judah in her. seasons of 

apostasy, hope remains in the Davidic house to which Yahweh has S, 

sworn fidelity for David's sake* and for Jerusalemp the city of 

God. A righteous scion of David has sprung from Judah-' 

Cross detects a subtheme of the history 'articulated most 

clearly in the pericope dealing with Manasseh and the significance 

of his sins, of syncretism and idolatryp in 2 Kings 21: 2-151* This 

he attributes to an Exilic editor 'who retouched or overwrote the 

Deuteronomistic work to bring it up to date in the Exile'* His 

account of this subtheme is much less clear than his account of 
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the two main themes of the history as a whole. Doubtless this 

is to be explained in part by the observation that the relevant 

terse paragraphs are the work of 'a less articulate Exilic editor'. 
Cross finds the following elements of this reworking most signifi- 

cant: (1) the amount of blame attached to Manasseh, rather than 

Solomon or even Rehoboam; (2) the lack of preparation, earlier in 

the history through some specific oracle or through the naming of 

a, contemporary prophetj for the asserted prophetic condemnation of 

Manasseh (2 Kings 21: 10); (3) the several passages throughout the 

history 'which appear to be addressedto exiles and to call for 

their repentance' and -vlhich are 'most naturally regarded as Coming 

from the hand of an Exilic editor'# One of these last-mentioned 

passages is Jos, 23: 11-13,15f., 

In case the relevance of the above excursus into recent 

scholarship on the book of Kings is less than obvious, the 

following remarks may be appropriate. The studies of Dietrich 

and Crossl in conjunction with Smendts paper whose results (at 

least as far as they concern the book of Joshua) appear thoroughly 

soundg may be taken as documenting a new awareness that the 

Deuteronomistic editing of the books of the Former Prophets was 

not a single once-for-all task, but that there was at least one 

major revision of the first classical account of the history. 

The emphasis on the term 'Deuteronomistic' is intended to avoid 

confusion between this discussion and the much more familiar one 

over the distinction between the (Deuteronomistic) edition and 

the available (occasionally already complex and stratified) 

source-material. Despite the markedly different approach of Crosst 
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whose essay deals in broad themes r4ther than detailed 

discussion of individual passages, 
' his conclusions do overlap 

with those of Dietrich and Smend at one or two interesting points. 

He is convinced with Dietrich that there are Deuteronomistic 

concerns with prophecy which are secondary to the first and main 

compilation of the history. And he recognises with Smend that 

there are substantial elements of Jos. 23 which clearly exhibit 

exilic concerns. 

It is not our purpose here to pursue this discussion any 

further. However the unity of the Deuteronomist in Joshua has 

another aspect on which it may be useful to offer a few remarks. 

It appears to have been far from the concern of the classical 

Deuteronomist (DtrG) to impose in any detail his own conceptions 

and usage on the material he inherited. His characteristic 

interests are beat deduced from what he wrote himself. His 

account of Israel's settlement is offered in a series of episodes 

of decreasing length: Jericho/Gilgal: Jos. 2-6; Ai: 7-8; the 

Gibeonites: 9; the south: 10; the nor. th: 11, Furthermore it 

is to the final two episodes that the Deuteronomist has to 

contribute most himself, 2 his sources being most plentiful for 

1, He offers of course an attractive discussion of one or two key 
passages for his purpose; but his case is not undergirded by 
detailed study of the kind evidenced by Smend's paper and even 
more by Dietrich's monograph, On the other handq one -susp*ects that Dietrich's exegesis of Kings will require very careful 
scrutiny before his account of three separate Deuteronomistic 
editions within as many decades of the first half of the 6th 
century B, C- is deemed acceptable. 

2. In addition to the basic structure, as in all chapters within 
Jos, 2-11, roughly the second halt of both these chapters 
appears to be his work, 
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for the settlement in central Palestine. He marshalls his 

witnessespl introduces themp and underlines some of the points 

they may have made; but for the most part he lets them tell 

their own story. Discrepancies over whether the initiative for 

action lay with Joshua, Israel, the people, or (in chap* 9) the 

assemblyt2 are seemingly irrelevant - to take only one example. 

If Smend is correct in assuming as a corollary of his treatment 

of Jos. 23 that chap, 24 belongs to DtrG then his view has 

interesting repercussions for the matter under discussion. It 

is well. known that that part of Joshua's historical review 

(24: 2-13) which deals with the settlement of Palestine 

(vv, 11-13) presents an account quite independent of that in 

Jos. 2-11: JerichO3 makes war on Israel; Yahweh's agent is the 

1. Cf. for example his dovetailing of the Jordan/Gilgal material 
into the framework of the Rahab/Jericho traditions. 

2, The opinion is being increasingly advanced that the Priestly 
stratum of the Pentateuch is more conservative and archaising 
than used to be thought. For a discussion of the Canaanite 
affinities of some of its terminology see Cross, op-citst 
pp. 293ffe Accordingly the use of *. im-i and avxvc7n Tin 
Jos, 9 may reflect the tradition from--wMch the-TFUeronomist 
drew his material on Gibeon rather than isolated post- 
Deuteronomistic, contributions in the spirit of P, 
on this point, see now the discussion by Halbe, in VT 259 
pp. 613-641. 

3* MT in v, 11 reads inv*ys 077n ; LXXIs ot =coL%o'5vcEc DIERLXW 
may reflect in'll lavil - but the initiative for the action 
is in both cases with the indigenous population. 
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hornet; and the kings of the Amorites, be they two or twelve# 

are hard to harmonise with the earlier narrative of the book. 

It is of no concern to us here whether this review was composed 

by the Deuteronomist or a tradition inherited by him. What is 

important to notel however, is that he was content to let it 

stand alongside his longer narrative, indeed to act as its 

su=ary. 

B. Deuteronomists and Land-division 

i) Joshua 13-19 Surveyed 

The relevance of Smend's paper for this part of the chapter 

too has already been noted, His analysis has detected the 

opening and conclusion of the main Deuteronomist's account of 

the division of the land-, 13: 1,7 and 21: 43-45. The appropriate 

route for the discovery of even rudimentary traces of this account 

that has these starting and finishing points is almost completely 

uncharted, However, in launching out, it may not be too mis- 

leading if we take as guidance some of the conclusions reached 

in the first part of the chapter. Deuteronomistic material may 

be 'contaminated' by material which is equally Deuteronomistice 

t two I in MT and I twelve t in LXX: here the LXXI s reading is as 
usual to be preferred - 12 corresponds to nothing in the 
previous traditions of the book, but probably represents a 
fixed form of words (cf. reference to Luckenbill in G. 
Schmitt's Der Landtag von Sichem (1964) - his reminiscence 
concerning amphietyonies has received further substantiation 
in R. de Vauxts discussion of lists of twelve in his Histoire 
Ancienne d'Israel II (1973)t pp. 25-26); but 2, if a 
deliberate alteraMn rather than a mistake, may have been 
influenced by the major narratives in Jos. 2-8 concerning 
Jericho and Ai. 
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Inherited materialg pressed into service by the Deuteronomistic 

editor, need conform in detail neither with other such material 

nor with the contributions of the editor himself, 

The second guideline must be repeated from the previous 

chapter. Two of its conclusions are relevant to our further 

progress. Where 14T and LXX diverge, the evidence of the latter 

must be treated with great respect as it is frequently testimony 

to an otherwise unknown Hebrew tradition different from that 

familiar to us and not infrequently better than it* At a 

significant number of points, decisions about the processes 

involved in the edition of the second half of the book of Joshua 

are complicated by textual problems of greater than usual 

difficulty. 

The problem of the structure of Jos# 13-19 is easily stated, 

and is two-fold. Firstly there are two openings (13: lP7 and 

14: 1-5) and two conclusions (19: 49a and 51), And secondlyl no 

hint is given in either opening that what immediately follows 

represents but a partial settlementl of Judah and Joseph 

(Ephraim and Manasseh), and that special provision (as in 18: 1- 

10) will have to be made for seven of the nine and a half tribes* 

Explanations for the structure are much less readily available. 

Whatever stratum of the material in these chapters 13: 1P7 belong 

to - and it is our starting hypothesis that they mark DtrG's 

transition to the settlement' of the land from its conquest - it 

is most unlikely that 14: 1-5 represents the same stratum. In 

1. Settlement is what 13: 1 talks about - ; jnvjý ; but that a 
division is also involved is made clea-r=n 13: 7 - Pýn e 
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the chapters as we find them, 14: 1-5 functions as a recapitu- 

lation of the introduction after the digression in c*13 about 

Moses' allotment to the TransJordanian tribes. However if it 

had been DtrG's conception that the land was divided by a 

boundaries commission then this would have been specified in 

the initial divine instructions. It is twice stated at the 

beginning of c. 14 that it is Yahweh's orders mediated through 

Moses that the commission is carrying out' - however that only 

serves to underline the contrast with 13: 1#7 where Yahweh 

addresses Joshua directly, 2 The second part of the structural 

problem, the different treatment of Judah and Joseph from the 

restq is even more acute in the MT than in the LXX- The use of 

ý-,, 2 in the MT of 15: 1; 16: 1; and 17: 13 confirms the viewpoint 

of 14: 1-5 that the territory of each tribe fell to it by lot. 

And if for Judah and Josepht then why not for the remaining 

tribes? This problem is somewhat less acute it the LXXIs ýi: ii 

is considered original in these three verses: the discrepancy 

between Jos. 18-19 and the obvious intention of 14: 1-5 remains, 
however at the same time that second introduction becomes a more 

1, In vv, 2,5. 
2,14: 2,5 make a point rather like 11: 15 - 'As Yahweh had commanded 

Moses his servant, so Moses commanded Joshua, and so Joshua 
did; he left nothing undone of all that Moses had commanded 
him' (LXX) or I ... of all that Yahweh had commanded Moses' (MT)* 
It is not relevant to this part of our discussion whether 11: 15 
belongs to the main Deuteronomistic stratum or not* it is the 
contrast between 14: 1-5 and 13: 1,7 that is instruc; ive- 

3* Cf. the discussion in chapter IV, pp, 125-129. 
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isolated witness to its pointw, of view. 
1 On the other handl 

one important area of tension remains even in the LXX tradition. 

The seven remaining tribes are chided in 18: 3 for their lack of 

initiative; but there are only scanty traces iriothe earlier 

chapters of what might be claimed as individual initiative 
2 

shown by Judah and Joseph, 

Given the complexity of this problem, it may be of service 

to start with a survey of each element in Jos* 13-19, offering 

only a minimum of comment: 

13: 1-7 That vvs 2-6 are a secondary element has already been 
3 noted* And the discussion in chapter IV4 of the textual problem 

in 13: 7-8 showed it very likely that the (longer) LXX text was 

to be preferredp' at least in V. 705 

8-12 The mention of the nine and a half tribes (V- 

1. Of coursep given the chapters as they stand, it is inevitable 
that one reads cc. 15-17 about the territories in the light of 
14: 1-5 and assumes a casting of lots even where it is not 
described. Doubtless this influenced the simple alteration in the tradition. 

2. Perhaps 14: 6am and 17: 14-18. 
3. Abovel pp. 154-158. 
4. ppe 140-143. - 
5. In V. 7 the LXX has even Margolis's whole-hearted support. 

For v. 8 he reconstructs an 'original' which has been 
corrupted in both HT and LXX. 

6. Smend notes in his paper 'Das Gesetz und the Vdlkerl (OPocitep 
pe 509, n. 57) that it is based on the results of a seminar 
he had hold in the winter of 1967/8. The present writer took 
part in that seminar and recalls that at that time Smend would 
only commit himself to V. 7a belonging to DtrG (in fact the 
verse as far as -, iýn3: i ), To settle the relationship between the end of-v, 7 and the beginning of v, 8 may not 
therefore suffice in a discussion of the relationship between 
13: 8-12 and 13: 1,7. 
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provokes a review of the situation of the two and a half 

Transjordanian tribes who Moses had settled (v. 8). Their 

territory is described in both geographical terms (vv. 9,11) 

and the corresponding political terms (vv. 10,12) - the political 

temsp that is, of the situation that confronted Moses* 1 No 

division of this territory between the Israelite tribes is 

suggested at this point. 

2; ý Mention of " n: ) Y 73,. 11 's 'i iv in ý, iai (v. 11) as p art of 
the territory assigned by Hoses is answered by the observation 

that the inhabitants of these areas. were not dispossessed by 
2 Israel but continued to live-amongst them, 

14 Some of the problems of this verse and the related 

V. 33 have already been discussed, from the text-critical point 

of view. It is likely that the verse is a quotation, or at 

least a reminiscence, of either Deut, 10: 9 or 18: 1-2. A 

plausible reconstruction of the common tradition 

1. In addition to the extensive narrative concerning Israel's 
dealings with Sihon and Og (in Deute, 2 and 3-respectively), 
the two kings and their territories, are. mentioned, frequently 
'in the same passage, -and as defining a singlo'context, in 
Deuteronomy (1: 4; 4: 46-47; -29: 6, and-31: 4) and Joshua (2: 10; 
9: 10; 12: 3,4-5* and 13 - ]? assim)*',. -, -They appear, again in-the 
Deut. History in1 Kings 4: 19;,, but outside, only, in Ps. 135: 
11; 136: 20; Neh, 9: 22'1-and Num. -2-1: 33-, -34, and'32: 33), The two 
kings are therefore something'of a Deuteronomistic-common- 
place - and all the other passages have further'links with 
Deuteronomic traditiong, in the widest, sense:. ', of, that term* 
Sihon id mentioned three times alone - Num. 21: 21ff.; 
Jud, ll: 19-21; and Jer, 48: 45, but', 'Og never*-- 

2, As has been long observed-this verse must be considered along 
with 15: 63; 16: 10 and 17: 11-13. ', Geshur and-14aacah'are found 
frequently on their own in the Old Testament;... but are paired 
only in Deut. 3: 14 and Jos.. 12: 5; 13: 11A3. ' As with Sihon 
and Ogj, this pair would. appear-to witness to a Deuteronomistic 
stratum. 
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0 , *n 3 
1: 

an 17 ul a -T I t? x :) cl n 1ý rl 3 it Inýx 10 vw-, ) ý, x -I I ., 't 

only three further co=ents neod The made at this point: 

(a) v. 14 must be considered prior to vo 33; (b) its similarity 

to the reuteronomy texts suggests that the note belongs to one 

of the Deuteronomistic strata; and (c) the exclusion of Levi 

from the allotment assumes a numeration of the tribos that 

treats I4)hraim and Manasseh separately. 2 

15-31 The last chapter noted the rare agreement of 

Holmes and 1,11argolis that the LXXfa 'extra' heading to this 

passage had a Hebrew originalp even although they differ over 

its details. 3 Both in fact take the final ztep and argue that 

the heading is part of the original Hebrew. Further it was 

observed in the same discussion that a decision on this point 

has serious implications for an assessment of the chapter as a 

wholeo The LXX certainly manifests an impressive regularity; 

the details of the Transjordanian allocation by Moses are 

formally introduced and concluded, and this description is 

followed without a braa-k by the similarly presented section on 

palestine vest of the Jordan (14: 1-19: 51)o Also the disputed 

heading is not just a simple borrowing from the conclusion in 

1, only plural suffixes in the co=on original of ve 14 appear 
to offer an adequate explanation for both the LXX in v* 14 
and for v* 33 (MT only), 

2* This only reinforces uhat is already clear from the treatment 
of half-Ilanasseh. 

30 AboVep pp, 143-1459 Holmes urging I? n3 nvx nýxi and 
Margolis '? n3 "Wr, nKII . 
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v. 32 - in the heading the object of 

as ýXlvv V33(-nx)_ .1 Certainly, 

ýn3, had been specified 

if both heading and 

conclusion were originally connected with vv. 15-31 as presently 

structured, they would provide a strong argument for taking the 

passage as a whole to be a later amplification of the information 

in vv. 8-12* 

The MT's repetition of v. 14 in V* 33 points in the same 

direction. An alternative to seeing v, 0,33 as an example of 

recapitulation after an insertion might be, to'consider it as an 

idiosyncratic interpolation of an editor concerned with the 

situation of the Levitese However their situation is sufficiently 

treatedt not only in 13: 14; '18: 7 and'the " whole' of chapter 21t but 

also in the almost immediately following 2 140.4. The former 

alternative appears preferable. 

Perhaps then both the ýLXX's heading'before V-15 and the NT's 

33 were part of the common tradition. ' It is impossible to be 

happy with this conclusion, It 'assumes' the fortui tous loss of 

a section's opening in one, traditionýand its ending in the other6 

In this case it is just harder to sympathis'e, with the other 

available options, 

As for the material within vv, 115-31 themselves, the relative 

regularity of the structure of the sections on-Reuben (1ý-23) and 

Gad (24-28) only serves t'o, underline the difference from both of 

1. LXX uses the dative rqrý plorc? i mix, - -Cf. OT 5 XaTC pov6pmcm 2P _w atTorc 
14ith which it renders ionix- iý, n3 1-ivx'in 14: 1b. 

2,, The settlement of the Transjordanian', tribes and the 
exceptional situation of Levi. 
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the section on half-Manasseh (29-31). Its information is rather 

more general; and instead of their formal conclusion we find 

the rather pleonastic ending IIDD-73a vxný nv3n-la 1IDD 133ý 

Mnnnvbý . 
The headings of the individual sections pose a problem 

analogous to that discussed in the previous chaptex4s section on 

tribal terminology, The first element of rI -rI 
in v, 24 and the second element of the corresponding uaw 

"Itz) Ixnt? " ; III *. IW3? ) in v, 29 are lacking in the LXXo 

In the light of that earlier discussion its shorter text is to 

be preferred, The situation in v. 15 is harder to assess. In 

place of the NT's ziw3ý LXX offers the shorter 

'rl (POM PODO-av . The cogency of much of the discussion in 

this thesis about the LXX depends on the assumption that in the 

areas under discussion that version has translated its original 

in a regular (even if not accurate) manner. If it did so heret 

then its original read 1: 11x-, . Howeverp before this is 

deemed to be the original some consequences must be noted: 
(a) this would be the only undisputed occurrence of ,, on in 

c,. 13; (b) the variation between this reference to Reuben and 
the mention of Gad as would mark an exception to the 

otherwise broad similarity between vv. 15-23 and 24-28; and 
(c) the use of i-M213 (vo 15) and t: lv (V. 29) in the same context 

would be exceptional, Perhaps then we should reckon in v. 15 

with a common original of This was expanded in the 

MT in one of the two ways noted in c. 19. On the other sidet the 
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LXX either offered a loose rendering or was later adapted under 

the influence of the expanding Hebrew tradition or indeed of 

chapters 20 and 21o 

14: 1-5 The discussion of this chapter as it stands belongs 

to the next chapter. 
1 However the main lines of that discussion 

may be anticipated in this review: 
(1) The syntax of v. 1. 

, 
Is very hard to determine precisely* The 

hypothesis that lb is a subsequent addition to la, rather than its 

original continuation has several attractions; however it implies 

that the agency through which the people of Israel received 

their allotmentst specified as Mosos in 13: (15)32, is specified 

only in the secondary material of 14: 1-5. 

(2) vv- 3,4 repeat information given in 13: 8-12,14, but in quite 

different language - they represent neither the same nor even a 

related stratum of the tradition. 

1 (3) 14: 5 has close parallels in both 11: 15 and Num. 36: 10. The 

former comection might suggest we are dealing here with a 
Deuteronomistic element whereas the latter might tell against it. 

. 
ýý7 n The use ofjý ýn with S. Ix" is parallelled in 13: 79 although 

there pointed Pilel in MT and here Qal - LXX renders both by the 

active aorist of Peet 0 Yet however reminiscent our verse 

may be of 11: 15 or 13: 7 one should be Cautious about deeming it 

Deuteronomistic - like 14: 1a it mentions only ýxivv-13n and 

not Dtr's ubiquitous Joshua. 

6-15 Here by contrast Joshua is the leaderp and Gilgal 

1, There is widespread agreement that this passage as it stands belongs to one of the latest strata in the book. 
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the place of action (vo 6a). The people of Judah appear to 

take some sort of initiative - but they are no sooner mentioned 

when the interest passes without explanation to Caleb. As to 

the formal framework of this passage, the first words -ýx ... Ivi-vi 

yvin, are very reminiscent of 21: 1; 1 
while v. 15b is identical 

to the end of chapter 11 (v, 23b), 2 However the link with the 

end of chapter 11 is not merely a formal one: the suppression 

of the Anaqites is related there too. And this, taken together 

with the consideration that the context of 14: 6-15 might be 

better labelled settlement than land-division, has given rise 

to the view that this material has become dislodged from its 
3 

original position in the tradition. Another possibility, 

which does not necessarily exclude this view, must be kept in mind 

- that in v, 15b we again meet a recapitulation after an insertion. 

The fact that the concluding formula appears Deuteronomistic and 

that the content of our passage has several Deuteronomistic, 

affinities establishes at least a prima facie case for considering 

these verses to belong to one Of the bookta Deuteronomistic strata. 

The arguments will be more fully discussed below, 

15: 1-12 A full territorial delimitation of Judah is offered 

without further motivation, It may be that 14: 6a was originally 

intended to provide such or that it represents the stump of a 

once longer transitional narrative. If so this intention is 

173nýnn , Itopv yuril 
2 

As in Noth's Josua q po 85. 
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distorted by the insertion on Caleb, How'' er that verse may . ev 

equally well represent a deliberately framed introduction to the 

Caleb incident* 1 But what is clear is that 15: 1 makes an 

i=ediate start at defining Judah' s lando with very little 

concession to the formal structure standard in chapters 13 and 19. 
1 

This appears to provide a material argument in support of the 

LXXI s attestation of 'ý i :ix rather than 'ý, i ix at the beginning 

of this verse. 
2 However if the testimony of that version is 

acceptable in the matter of tribal terminology too, then our 

passage did not have a balanced opening and conclusion# 
3 

13-19- As in,, the previous chapter (6b-15) Caleb takes over 

the stage from Judah. However the context of Caleb's allotment 
is clearly stated to be IIn: I # and Joshua is 

again involved (v. 13a). This passage has some links in both 

content and language with 14: 6-150 and has close parallels in 

Jud. 1: 10-15020; and so must also be more fully discussed below* 

20 The commentaries fare better than the translations in 

their handling of this verse: in the discussion in the previous 

chapter on the terms for tribe it was noted that, it is one of a 

series of concluding formulae - accordingly it must be considered 

with what precedes it4 and. not vith what follows. 5 Although it 

1, options of this kind must'be left open until all the related 
passages have been discussed. 

2. Cf* chap. IVj pp. 125-129 

3- Cf, chap, JVt pp. 129-136. The introduction would have begun 
with *00,132 nob'ý ýIaln Intl_ and the conclusion with 17iai nt 

4. Cf. Notht Gray and Soggin, ad loc. 

50 As for example in the RSV and NEB, 
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is framed in quite different terms from 12b, it may still be 

intended as a recapitulation of that verse after, the addition 

of 13-19 on Caleb* 

21-62 After the detailed boundary description in 1-129 

here a full town-list. It is arranged inl-four broad areas: 

the southq the lowlands, the highlands and the desert; and in 

eleven local districtsq 1 
with the towns in each en=eratod, There 

are several detailed differences between the MT and LXX9 but 

these need not concern us here. 2 

63 This final verse sets the record straight on Judah's 

at least partial failure in respect of Jerusalem* According to 

the generally accepted interpretation of the common border of 

Judah and Benjamin, that passed just south of Jerusalem, 

Accordingly this note does not appear quite relevant to the 

preceding chapter even although Jerusalem is itself mentioned 

in the note explaining "01: 0*n in v. 8. And so 15: 63, although 

many scholars have followed the pioneering studies of Alt in 
considering these to represent the largest part of the twelve- 
fold administrative division of the kingdom of Judahs I 
understand that recent Israeli surveys of the area of Judah 
have produced evidence that the divisions in this list follow 
natural topographical features. Of course an administrative 
division might with most convenience follow natural features* 
ýOn tkýe tother hand it may be pure coincidence that the total of 
natural divisions is so close to twelve, And one wonders if 
the large southern area could ever have been administratively 
conveniente 

2. Different totals are occasionally offered: in the list 
concluded in vo 44p MT/IýX)C'ý read 9 and 

ýý? 10; in v, 51v 
MT/LXXPE have 11 and LXkA 10; in v. 57, MT reads 10 and LXX 
(A and B) 9; and in v. 62p MT reads 6 and LXX 7* Further- 
more it is not always easy to reconcile the names listed 
with the totals given* However a solution of such problems 
is not our present purpose. 
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rather reminiscent O-f 13: 13P is less closely related to its 

i=ediate context than is that verse. 
1 

The southern border of the people of Joseph is 

described in terms like those of the delimitation of all Judah 

in 15: 1-12 - with just one possibly significant difference as 

far as the edition of these traditions is concerned: the 

familiar qnnDvn, 7 is lacking after jolt v3a, 7 
The transitional verse which explains why what has 

started as a description of Joseph' a territory becomes one of 

the shares of both Manasseh and Ephraim* 2 

ý-8 Verses 5b-8a offer a description of Ephraim's territory 

in the style already familiar from 15: 1-12 and 169., 1-3- Basically 
0 

only two bits of information are given: (a) the southern 

boundaryl i*e, that already described in 1-3 as Joseph'st is, -i. 
described more briefly and in reverse direction; and (b) the 

common border with Manasseh is detailed* Verse 5a offers in 

the common tradition what resembles but is not identical to what 

that common tradition offered as,, an introduction to 15: 1 and 

16: 1: there van'? 12iain #'-but here ... v3n ýiai vivii 

, And to concludep v, 8b presents the formula familiar from 15: 20 

and throughout chapter 19, 

1. However, as will be discussed more fully belowt 15: 63 is no 
isolated phenomenon to be considered on its own but one of a 
series of such corrective comments, 

2* LXX has the names in reverse order: Ephraim and Manasseh. 
This order is also used in the MT 'plus' in 17: 17. MT's 
order has been used as evidence that the sections on Ephraim 
and Manasseh once appeýred in reverse order, However given 
the customary reliability of the LXX it appears just as 
likely that the NT has been adjusted either to give Manasseh 
his birthright (cf. 17: 1) or to correspond better with 14: 4, 
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.2 
The section on Ephraim continues with a brief and 

elusive note about separated towns within Manasseh's allotment 

13's 'I 1 3: 1 nýn3 IIn: 1 13'v 10 Kv2 : 1ý ý7: 173 *-1 13" 'IV *-I I 

1 ýD is found 1-111,13nI . The concluding Invisni avlYn without 

freqtkently 2- but on no other occasion where names have not 

been specifiedo 

10 This 'microcosmic$ parallel to the structure of 15: 1-63 

closes with a corrective note on Ephraim's relationship with 

Gezer very reminiscent of that on Judah and Jerusalem in 15: 63. 

Even within the compass of brief notes,,, the LXX offers an 

important difference of emphasis from the MT in both cases - 

this too must await fuller discussion. 

17: 1=1_1 The analysis of the section on Manasseh poses many 

more problemsýthan those already surveyed, A structure 

similar to that noted in 15: 1-63 and 16: 5-10 can be detected, 

There are two points of interest in the terminology of this 
verse: nowhere else is Manasseh's allotment described as 

nv3n-13a Pýn3 ; and the Niph'al, of, / '7-n is found only in 
-!, laVe-rOT Te-x-;,: Fs-- Num. (xl); Ezr. (x5); Neh, (x2); and 1 Chr* 

(x2). This form nlý-T : inn is clearly either a mistake for 
nj,? ia3n or else c ose-ly related to it. 

2, In the note that finally concludes the section on a tribe: in 
13: 23,28; and in 19: 16,23,31,39,48 - sometimes with Nýxn 
interposed (however the textual tradition is not coni7cant over 
this)* The see -4n-g 'related form ri -) -1 y with 
a numeral specified is found in the common tradition in other 
contexts - at the conclusion of each district of a town list: 
throughout 15: 21-62 and in 18: 24,28 and 19: 6,7, The MT offers 
an analogous total also at 19: 15,22,30,38 - 

LkA 
gives partial 

support in 19: 30p38 onlyp and even there it offers a total Of 
the towns but makes no mention of their hamlets. This item 
of textual divergence requires fuller mention below. 
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but not very easily defined. There is a formal heading; there 

are elements of territorial description; individual towns are 

mentioned; and a note stressing the incompleteness of 

Manasseh's settlement concludes the section* However one 

wonders whether this structure can only be detected because it is 

already familiar. Has a once more similar pattern been distorted? 

or has an originally quite different presentation of Manasseh's 

situation been accommodated to the style-of the neighbouring 

sections? 

The regular introduction is found in 17: 1a, although the 

expected annzwný does not appear until 
., 

the middle of ve 2a. 

Manasseh is no sooner mentioned in the introduction than two 

comments are made: that he is Joseph# a elder son; and that 

Nachirs his eldest song' has received Gilead and Bashan*2 This 

prompts a new start in v. 2 onnown'? nlini3n nv3n v3jý inil . 

These remaining sons are all then named, and the resuming comment 

prepares the way for the next surprise by noting that these were 

but Manasseh's remaining male children, The-problem of 

Zelophehadts five daughtersp familiar also from Num, 27 and 36, 

is then mentioned (vv, 3-4), and vv. 5-6 offer a rather pleonastic 

1,17: 1 does not read easily-at all, and it is not unlikely that 
the text has been modified to take account of a change in the 
relative status of Machir and 11anasseh. It may be polemic 
between these groupings that explains the note, *ii: ): i 

piv after the mention of Manasseh ise. not bRe-tween el er 
of and Ephraim, 

2* it comes as a surprise after the mention of the primogeniture 
of machir within the introduction to what one expects will 
describe the territory adjacent to Ephraim's to be told in the 
end that he had been allotted territory east of the Jordan* 
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summary of Manasseh's situation as so far described. ' These 

first six verses give every impression of having grown rather 

than been planned - there are several inconsistencies of 

terminology9 of which two may be offered as a sample: 

a) Manasseh's Transjordanian territory is referred to variously 

as -ri? ý2-n in v. 1; 1 'T 7 ý, I -, I r -1 )t in V. 5; and 
-Tv 17 2 -. 1 x in v. 6.. 

b) 13"*In'3*-' *-1123D v: gý refers to the Cisjordanian clans in v. 2t 

but to the Transjordanian ones in v, 69 

What might have been expected i=ediately after the formal 

introduction in v. 1 appears only in vv, 7ff, where an account 

of Ephraim's and Manasseh's common border - already specified in 

16: 5-8 - is given in vv. 7-10aq followed by a note that the 

sea was the western border (v- 10a). Verse 10b offers no 

description of Manasseh's northern border but simply notos that 

Asher and Issachar occupied the adjacent territories. A feature 

of the delimitation of the Ephraim/Manasseh frontier in both 

16: 5-8 and 17: 7-10 is the immediate mention of exceptions to what 

has just been described, 2 This is the case too with Manasseh's 

relationship to Asher and Issachar. No sooner has their adjacent 

1 It is noted firstly that 1,1anasseh has turned out (iýnvi ) to 
have ten districts ( 11'ý?: In ) in addition to Trans j or'clgran 
Gilead and Bashan. And then this counting is further 
explained with the two reminders that Manasseh's daughters 
inherited along with his sons and that the. land of Gilead 
belonged to his other sons, 

20 In 16: 99 after the formal conclusion of the border 
description. However in each of 17: 8,9 and 10 there is a 
rather clumsy and self-conscious adjustment of information 
just provided. 
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* is made clear in v. 11 that situation been noted than il... 

Ilanasseh had towns within these other tribes. Which and how 

many it is hard to decide, for it is more than usually difficult 

to account for the differences in this tradition - not only as 

between 14T and LXX in 17: 11 but also between both of them and 

the clearly related Jud. 1: 27.1 The essence of the difficulty 

in our section is that while 17: 11 purports to note that 

14anasseh possessed towns in what by another reckoning (v, 10) 

belonged to neighbouring tribest the following vv. 12-13 

conclude - in a style not unlike that of 15: 63 and 16: 10 - by 

observing that Manasseh was not able to control 'these towns", 

The towns in question there would appear to be some or all of 

those mentioned in the preceding verse* Either then we are 

dealing with a correction of a correctiont or vo 11 represents 

a telescoped version of (a) the further specification of the 

relationship between Manasseh and Issachar/Asher, and (b) the 

correction of the record concerning the Jezreel touns, 2 

14-18 These verses take us back to the situation of 16: 1-3 

the people of Joseph treated as a unity* They appeal to Joshua 

against his giving them as their allotment but oro ýjj i and one 

given their size and the fact they have been blessed, 

Cf. in much greater detail the author's paper in VT 25P 
pp. 279-283* 
one of the difficulties of-the passage is that while ve 11 
lists both towns and inhabitants of towns the apparently 
resuming phrase in v, 12 is just ; *x-n 
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Joshua agrees that one ý'ill 1 is insufficient and urges them to 

use their initiative* This passage too falls to be discussed 

at greater length in the next section of this chapter. However 

it is important at this stage to stress that it incorporates the 

first suggestion - unless 14: 6aý% with its report of Judah's 

approach to Joshua may be so construed - that individual initiative 

, vras appropriate in the matter of the land division in place of 

or in addition to divine appointment, 

18: 1-10 Some of the textual problems of this passage have 

already been discussed. It has also been noted that it is 
2 exceptional within chapters 14-19 in using t: iv for #tribe' . 

This taken with the presence of a number of Deuteronomistic 

expressions throughout these. verses establishes a prima facie 

case for considering at least part of the material Deuteronomistic 

- and this will be discussed at greater length below* However 

two observations may be made immediately about the relationship 

of this section to its immediate context: (1) it is in 17: 14-18 

that we meet the clearest anticipation of the narrator's charge 
in this section that there has been sluggishness or lack of 
initiative on the part of the remaining tribes; and (2) our 

In this verse 
criminately. 
impossible to 
in Deut. 32: 9 
(=l Chrono 16 

'11? n3 ý: Ina 
2. Cf. chap, IV, 

t ý'ii x and ý: in are used almost indis- 
The OT usa 0 of tNe-se three terms appears 

systematiseo Cf,, eog, inýq3 ýnn npyv oeo and DDrft3 ý: In 173: ) Y-IR in Pse 105: 11 : 18); 'ý -i 1 2: 1 ý: i n r, ) ýv ia in Mi c. 2: 5; 13ýv 
in Ps,, Yd:. 5.5 a, 
pp. 131P 148-150. 
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verses agree with chapters 15-17 as a whole (i. e. excluding 

16: 4 - 17: 13) in reckoning with only two large iribes already 

settled - Judah and Joseph. 

11 The two-part introduction to the section on Benjamin's 

territory shows some links too with the preceding introduction, 

Its formal heading (v. lla) refers to the casting' of a 
. 
17nil; 

, while v, llb continues with the observation that the so allotted 

Iýi: ii was between Judah and Joseph. 2 

12-20a Benjamin's territory is described much as Judah's 

in 15: 1-12. 

20b The conclusion annDTO,? 2120 

however is unique. It could be described as a fusion of 

15: 12b and 15: 20: 
OntIDTt'? :0 30 ol II1 '0 -"3 :1 17 1 : 11 'll T 

an ri ri t7 t 17 
6111 '#1 '0 -"3 :1 '#10 23 ný rl 3 ]1 KT 

with the addition of 9 found in Joshua only in 19: 49 

and elsewh6re only in the description of Canaan's borders in 

Num. 34: 2t, 2.3 

21-28a There follows a town-list in two independently 

That would appear to be the implication of both the DIT's 
ýYvi and LXX's testimony to xsvi (the regular verb 

throughout chapter 19). However neither is the verb use- 
in 18: 1-10 itself which uses / nit in v. 6-a verb normally 
used in the hostile sense of 'castingt arrows or stones* 

2. Judah is referred to as in 18: 5 but '1-" 3: 1 in 
18: 11; Joseph as in both 18: 11 and 18: 5 ýILXX) 
MT has as in 17: 17, 

3* It is not just in its opening and closing formulae that that 
passage has links with our material in Joshua - its southern 
border of Canaan is identical to Jos. 15's southern border 
of Judahp and described in very similar termse 
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enumerated districts* This is the first list of its kind 

since 15: 21-629 and is introduced by a similar but by no means 

identical formula to that in Judah's list. 1 

28b And again unlike the situation in chapter 15 there 

follows a further closing formula, briefer than that in v. 20b: 

OWID IV D17 IW, 3 : 1-'* 3 :1 11'ý'r73 hx T' " This, with its lack of the 

familiar non , is reminiscent of the formulae in 13: 23,28 - 
however they are both capped with the additional 

. 1% nI. 

- 
The structure of these six sections may be most clearly 

observed if what is common to them all is first laid out 

schematicallyt and then the very few exceptions noted: 

a) successive 
lots draun: 

b) territory 
described: 

Simeon Zebulun Issachar Asher Naphtali Dan 

la 10a 17 24 32 40 

2-8a lOb-15 18-22 25-30 33-33 41-46 

c) standard 
conclusion: 8b 16 23 31 39 48 (14T) 

To the regularity of this structure there are but two exceptions: 

V. la makes explicit that Simeon's territory was in reality a 

subsection of Judah'st information which is repeated in ve 9 in 

tems reminiscent of 16: 4 and 17: 14-18; while v. 47, in the longer 

and preferable version of the LXjC (which is to be found arter ve 

48)0 sets the record straight on Dan's initial failures in the south- 

49a This brief first conclusion is worthy of two co=ents. S-ffý 

15: 21 - , ixpn 01,1711 1,101 , 11 
18: 21 - an-tni nnvz)ý, 0,01711 I'S $'I 'll 
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As mentioned above it contains the only other occurrence of 

wiM, in2ý in Joshua apart from 18: 20b. Secondly the divergent 
1 

testimony of MT and LXX over the first word - iý, nvi or iDývl 

would appear to have important implications for the understanding 

of the following word Does it refer to acquiring of 

legal title implicit in the division of the land now concluded 

(mT), or to the physical oocupation of the land so acquired (LXX)? 

49b-50 A grant to Joshua by the Israelites is now recorded, 

first in general terms (49b) and then in 50 with the observation 

that this was at Yahweh's behest and with the name given. it 

must come as no surprise that Joshua, the central figure of the 

whole narrativep is assigned a town like Caleb - and 49b in 

particular could readily be Deuteronomistic*2 Furthermore 

Oln_n3nn 
3 is mentioned as Joshuats burial-place in DtrG1s 

1, Cf, chap IV, p. 150. It may be that the common tradition 
read ip; vi in v. 49 and OD11 in vo 5le 

2, In the course of territorial descriptions ina is never found 
in Deuteronomy, In such contexts the preposition with 3rd ple 
suffix is to be found in Num. 18: 20; 35: 15 and Jose 14: 3; 

n. 19: 49; 20: 9 and the preposition without suffix in Nume 18: 20, 
26: 62; 27: 3,4,7 and Joss 15: 13; 16: 9; 17: 4,6,9; 19: 1,9; and 
21: 41. This feature should perhaps make one hesitate before 
firmly pronouncing 19: 49b Deuteronomistic. 

3, This form of the name is attested by all versions of the Judges 
form (2: 9) of the Deuteronomistic, transitional note from the 
period of Joshua to that of the Judges and is almost certainly 
original. The modification of the name in the Joshua textst 
if not a mistake, may have been to accommodate religious 
scruple. It does not appear necessary to assume that all the 
Joshua occurrences are subsequent to the separation of Joshua 
from Judges - they may just have been modified by a later 
editor. However the localisation of (the apparently unknown) 
Oln-n3nn in Jude 2: 9 as 10371 In"? iiB: 9? 3 - repeated in Jose 
24: 30 --does suggest that the other appearances of the name 
belong to later strata* 
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transitional note best attested in Jud. 2: 6-9. However vo 50's 

nin, vm-ýY is found in Joshua only in 22: 9, in Deuteronomy 

only in 34: 50 and is a regular feature of the book of Numbers 

(17 time s) , 
51 As with 14: 1-5 there is no question but that this verse 

is post-Deuteronomistic, Its use of the plural ýýn3n is quite 

distinctive in the bookt and indeed is parallelled only in 

49: 8. Its detailing of the full tboundaries commission' 

links it with 14: 1b and the introduction to chapter 21. 

The above survey has served to remind us both of the nature 

of the material in Joso 13-19 and of the complexity of its 

structure. Few if any of its sections evidence clear character- 

istics of belonging to Deuteronomistic strata* It is especially 

true where evidence is complex that it is readily possible for 

the researcher to find what he is looking for. Accordingly the 

next aim of this quest must be to establish as soundly as possible 

a relative stratification of the. traditions in this second half 

of the book of Joshua, To, this end two further tasks will be 

undertaken in this present chapterl once some general observations 

have been made on the material surveyed above* Firstly some of 

the more likely candidates for Deuteronomistic passages will be 

discussed in greater detail than was reasonable in the 

preceding survey. And then the question of a Deuteronomistic 

account of the land-division will be posed anew., 
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Material observations: 

I All the territorial descriptions in the book have a basic 

similarity which transcends the multiplicity of editorial frame- 

works in which they are now to be found. The actual description 

begins in almost every case with n1? i: ix -stvsi or 21 : 11. -1 O'n ý) .I"11 

- cfe 13: 16t25v3O; 15: 2; 16: 1,5; 17: 7; 18: 12; lq: l1pl8v25P33p4l- 

In some cases a general orientation is prefixed - 15: 1; 18: 11b; 

19: 10b, 2 The one striking exception is the account of Simeon's 

allotment in 19: 1-9 which does not use the term ýi ai at all# 

This at least demonstrates that the regular form of territorial 

description is not coextensive with the present editorial framework 

le This difference corresponds to that already noted between the 
form 

, *ee 13a 'Piai vnvi as in 16: 5 and 321 : 1101 "', "1 

as in 169.1 - see above p, 181. 
2, Simonsq in his monumental The GeogrERhical and Topographical 

Texts of the Old Testament k1959), when M-cussing 19: 32-39 
Z-n Naphtali (ppo 194=91ýjconsiders the addition of V. 33a to 
this list: 'there is evidence even in 33 that the original 
text was a list which has been adjusted to the style of the 
genuine boundary descriptions', Simons claims that if the 
original intention of this verse had been to describe a 
boundary running from Heleph to Lakkum it would have been 
specified as northo southl east or west, The intermediate 
names almost rule out the possibility that it is a genuine 
ry ... in clause. After the usual formula the delineation 

-begins by stating a terminus a quo, And this is followed by 
a first group of cities - no matter whether iv is authentic or 
interpolated under the influence of the in. It might be 
remarkedt given our interest in the LXXO TEat although A and B 
differ over the first name ( MeeXa and Mooxa4l ) they agree in 
considering the initial -n of ýqn to be part of the names 
Simons' general point of course may still be valid provided 
the -'TY/. cwc is deemed original. As he himself notes, general 
orientation may be expressed by a terminus ad-auem (as in 
13: 30) as well as by a terminus a quo (as in 13: 1b)o 
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of the book and suggests that it belongs rather to the souroe 

material* It may well be observed that it is hardly surprising 

that no 'ýi: tx for Simeon is given when after all Simeon's 

allotment was only part of Judah's (19: lb, 9). l Yet on the other 

hand the editors of chapters 16 and 17 did attempt a delimitation 

(however much qualified) between Ephraim and Manasseh; 2 and 

enumeration of towns implies delimitation even although it does 

not state it. Be that as it may, the editor of c, 19 had no ýi ai 
3 to offer for Simeon* And yet before we conclude that the ýi: ii 

descriptions belong to the source material it may be well to 

consider the final section of the same chapter, that on Dan 

(vv. 40-48). Here the term is used at the beginning - 0ý1: 12 v,. III 

according to the testimony of the LXX and the fuller ýi: ii )-wji 
4 

i3nýn3 in the MT and in a note about Jaffa at the end of v. 46 

10 Cf, above pe 188. 
2. cf. above pp. 181-186. 

3- It appears that what he did offer was a different (and earlier? ) 
form of the first section of Judah's towns - the south (15: 21-32). It is the view of Aharoni amongst others that the 
list of Simeon's towns represents the 'Negeb of Judah' - cf. 
his paper of that title in IEJ 8 (1958) - in the period of 
David. The Judah list bel7olirs-, in his opinion (cf. Land of 
the Bible, q pps 297ff. ), to the time of Jehoshaphat. 

4. This longer heading is found elsewhere only in 19: 10b (in both 
MT and LXX) - is this under the influence of the preceding 
section on Simeont where , ft3 has appeared six times (three 
of these with the 3rd pl, -Fua-ffix - t3nýn3 )? 
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whose text is most uncertain. 
1 What is important about the 

actual material in vv. 41-45 (i. e. ignoring for the purposes of 

this argument the uncertain conclusion) is that it is just as 

surely a town list 2 
as is the material in vv. 2-8, or indeed the 

town lists of Judah and Benjamin. What conclusion is to be drawn? 

Perhaps the safest is that the source material itself exhibits a 

complex stratification, . 
Certainly there has been much discussion 

amongst scholars whether the borders offered for Judah and Ephraim 

in chapters 15 and 16 divide the relevant portion of the Shephelah 

between them or whether they leave a gap corresponding to the 

Danite towns listed in c. 19.3 

1.14T reads: 1V '? b gy lip-i-, ij -)131. LXXI s 
% &720 ()aw6vMC-1ePSLxwv 6eLov ýýov- I w7mcwould appear %aL 

- to imply the briefer I W) '71 nv3 -w za I It is 

possible to see the 14T as an expanded corruption of this - 
but the exact point of the LXX still remains hard to determine. 

2. It is of course this observation that has prompted scholars 
since Alt and Noth to link this with the Benjamin districts to 
the district system of Judah in 15: 21-62. 

3- The OT's accounts of the early situation of the tribe of Dan are 
amongst its more unusual - with its northwards migration after 
its inability to hold territory in the central coastal plain, 
Quite what lies behind its records of this central lost terri- 
tory has posed historical geography one of its classic problemsp 
the answers ranging from Solomon's 2nd district (Mazar in IEJ 
10) to a bridgehead by the coast secured by Josiah with 
Assyrian connivance (Strange in StTh 20), Cf. chap. III aboveg 
po 85. The associated detailed arguments represent a fine 
example of the problem discussed and evidence used by those who 
seek to plot the tribal geography of ancient Israel on the 
basis of 'sources' gleaned from Jos. 13-21 tempered with the 
findings of archaeology. The ownership, stratification of 
the remainst and extent of the lands bearing the name oft 
Gezers Ekron and Bethshemesh are debated backwards and forwardsp 
with several of the arguments advanced by any side failing to 
engage with those of the opposition. 
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It is not within the scope of this chapter to scrutinise 

the structure of this territorial source material, But it may 

be appropriate to make some observations which should be of 

relevance to such a scrutiny. 
' It is only in the cases of Judah 

and Benjamin that both territorial delimitations and lists of 

towns are offered and clearly distinguished. It is also true 

that in connection with both of these tribes the lists of towns 

are en=erated in groups. This is true, at least in the common 

tradition, of only one further element in the book - the town list 

of Simeon whichp as has just been remarked, is the most distinctive 

feature of Jos# 19. 

It is also noteworthy that some form of the fomula at i7n 

in-o-isni occurs in cormection with every other tribet except Joseph 

and the two parts of Manasseh*2 In each case it appears after 

the formula mnnDwný ... nýn3 nxt , and is itself only followed 

by the corrective notes in 16: 10 and 19: 47 (LXX). In this respect 

the two or three word formula in question functions like the whole 

town list of Judah in 15: 21-62; which separates the formal 

1,6 one of the unhappy features of scholarship on the second half 
of the book of Joshua in the period under review is that 
remarkably few students of the problems have evidenced interest 
in both historical geography and the growth of the Joshua 
traditions* Noth is himself of course the meritorious 
exception, For contemporary purposes s3me of his work is less 
helpful because subsequent results have bypassed his. However 
his textual work on the book of J9shua - and he was responsible 
for the edition of the book in BW - was always deficient in 
its lack of interest in the LXX. 

2, Cf, above p, 182, n, 2. 
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conclusion (15: 20)1 from the note on Jerusalem (15: 63)- The 

exegesis implicit in the RSVts rendering in 13: 23,28 (but not 

elsewhere) 'with their cities and villages# may therefore be 

accuratep although neither copula nor preposition makes explicit 

the editor's intention. 

Assessment of the same feature within c*19 is complicated by 

textual uncertainty in two areas: 

a) As already notedg there is some variation over the addition of 
2 The shorter form is found , iýx-n between 13, w-is? p and 

in vv. 239399 , MT adds in vv, 16,31.48 - it appears that the 

demonstrative was represented in LXXA but not Ly , 
ý3.3 Since 

names are specified only before and not after this formula it must 

be the case that in those verses and versions in which the 

demonstrative is used the formula is intended to have a backward 

reference* This is of course always possible even without the 

demonstrative; but it does involve the assumption that the 

preceding material is (practically at least) a town list. 

b) This assumption is made perfectly explicit in the penultimate 

verse of four of the sections, in question - vvs 15j22P30#38 

where a total is offered using the formula familiar from the town 

lists, of, chapters 15 and 18 (and 19: 6,7). These formulae are 

10 This could be adduced as a, -fUrther argument - if indeed required 
as such - for considering 15: 20 a closing and not an opening 
formula. Cf o above p 4.179. 

2. Cf. above p, 182 , n. 2. 
3* LXXA offers al x6%sLc alru in v. 16; 'A6WeL-9 atuzv in v. 31; 

and QI 'nSXC Lý UTIZV in v. L18. mkCw in the latter two verses 
may be an inner Greek corruptio -I n of mwrcu encouraged by the 
standard ak(Zv following xal cLI wZpaL 
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completely absent from LXXB and appear in IOEXA only in vve 301 

38 and in the shortened form %6*xeL5 cL'%Ocn_66o tvvic, 

- ioe. without the concluding INVIUMI 11 
On neither point is there any evidence that we should accord less 

than our normal respect to LXXBj while on the other hand the 

NT's use four times within an otherwise fairly regular chapter 

of six sections of both the formula with numeral and that without 

invites surprise and comment. It is possible that either the 

retrospective interpretation of jriv-isni u, *-iy-g or the addition 

of the totals inspired the other. 2 However the explanation may 

be ventured that the totals, were added first - and perhaps under 

the impulse of the totals which belonged in vv. 6,7. It may 

also be hazarded that a total was added also to the section on 

]Dan - so inviting the addition of the demonstrative in v. 48 - 

but that it was lost when the rump of the correcting note3 was 

intruded before the concluding formula in the Massoretic tradition. 

It was noted in the previous chapter that there is variation 

between IAT and LXX in a significant n=ber of the passages in the 

1. on both these points then LXXA offers a text that mediates 
between MT and LYXO without itself commanding any respect for 
intrinsic worth, It is likely that it represents a selective 
limprovementt of the Greek tradition by comparison with such 
Hebrew 'originaV ('Hebraica veritast) as was available to the 
editor in question, 

2. ý The retrospective interpretation invites the summation of the 
town names available inýthe preceding verses - few scholars 
have been able to agree that the totals provided suit the 
material as we have received it: and the consequence has been 
that the totals have been made a criterion for textual 
emendation! On the other sidet the addition of the totals 
demands a retrospective interpretation* 

3- See below pp. 229-231 ; and VT 25, pp, 276-278e 
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book whose assessment is crucial for a proper understanding of 

the book's structure and edition. The above then is another 

case in point, although the implications in this case may be 

more for our perception of the editor's attitude to his materialo 

According to the testimony of LX)P in Jos, 19 the editor believed 

at least from v. 10 that he was describing territories: he used 

different methods, but in each case he was defining a ý, i: ii ; by 

his use of the cursory formula invisni vivri he made his 

admission that he was not offering a town list, 1 In the end of 

the day it E_aZ be properly concluded that in some cases at least 

the ultimate source was a list of towns and that the tradition 

reflected in the MT has rediscovered this emphasis, However 

that is another discussion - and one which should take as its 

point of departure the earliest form of the text available to use 

For our present purposes it may be sufficient to observe that 

descriptions of a 121: 11 , while exhibiting sWerficial similarities 

of structure# were carried out in several different manners* 

Given the inevitably small range of possibilitiesp there is no 

need to posit either common source'or common authorship, The 

form insofar as there is onel could have been easily copied and 

That he was aware of the difference between a border description 
and a town list is manifest from his presentation of the one 
in 18: 12-20 and examples of the other in 18: 21-28 and 19: 2-71, 
In connection with none of these did he employ t3v-iY*n 
The sources which provided the town lists for the souTH may 
not have been able to provide lists for the north. Alter- 
natively such lists as were able may have been adapted as 
territorial descriptions* What is important is that the editor 
had no lists to quote after what he had offered as territorial 
delimitationso 
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imposed on originally heterogeneous material. 
1 It is only major 

exceptions, like the section on Simeon and perhaps that on Dan, 

which invite assured comment, 

II A second general coment is that Judah occupies a unique 

situation within the second half of the book of Joshua. Of the 

Cisjordanian tribes it is dealt with first; and when referred tO 

subsequently it is always mentioned in first position (18: 5tll)o 

The description of its territory and holdings is quite the most 

detailed of all. 
2 

As such it represents a quite erratic boulder within the 

context of the firsthalf of the Deuteronomistic History which is 

little concerned with events in the south of Palestine or 

concerning the tribe of JUdah, How far did this prominence 

correspond to the intentions of the Deuteronomists? A negative 

response might use as a supporting argument the edition of the 

Some interesting observations on the transition from source- 
lists to narrative description are offered by BAchli in ZDPV 
89, pp. Iff. He suggests that the several verbs of mo-eion 
and change of location used in the territorial descriptions 
and the kind of features cited for orientation are best 
explained by the hypothesis that the descriptions are those 
that would have been produced by a commission traversing the 
land on foot* Record of such a commission is preserved in Joe* 
18: 1-10; and so deductions are permissible about the literary 
relationship between that narrative and the detailed lists* 
BAchli adds that the existence of such commissions is vouched 
for by the census story in 2Sam*24. 

2* It may be felt that this is an exaggerated claim in view of the 
detail provided on Benjamin (18: 11-28)9 which occupied a smaller 
area and could be described more briefly. However an additional 
'refinement' in Judah's town list is the grouping of the 
districts geographically - it has often been observed that the 
first Benjaminite grouping is difficult both geographically and 
administratively, 
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book of Judges, where the first half of the first chapter (1: 

1-17) appears designed to compensate for the scanty mention of 

Judah elsewhere in the book., Not only is the concentration of 

these verses on Judah and matters of the south remarkable in 

itselft but their tone is polemical - so much so that later 

editors have had to tone down some of the assertions (cf. in 

particular vve 19-21). ' 

The main body of the traditions in the first half of the book 

of Joshua belongs to the same situation as the central traditions 

of Judges, The south is discussed only in chapter 10; and much 

of the material in that chapter is general and schematic. But 

what is quite absent from the references to Judah in the second 

half of the book is any ostensible polemic. Of course one 

difference between the Deuteronomistic account of the occupation 

of Canaan and the Deuteronomistic account of the period of the 

Judges is that the former does devote a section to the affairs of 

the south - in however schematic a way, 
2 

One of the teasing features of the Deuteronomistic History 

that so many of its principal 'characters' - David, Jerusalem 

and the Temple - make such a late entry, and an entry which is 

prepared for remarkably obliquely. 3 It is attractive to Surmise 

that the problem for the historian, 3 in dealing with the early 

1. Cf. VT 25P ppo 272-276, where this argument is presented in 
mucIT-greater details 

2, The pOsitiOnin, 9 of Othniel son of Kenaz at the head of the 
judges (Jude 3: 7-11) may be in deference to Southern 

but is not commensurate with the whole of 
Jos. 10, 

3* Monarchy is foreshadowed rather than the Davidic line; and a 
sanctuary chosen by Yahweht rather than the Jerusalem Temple. 
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period was the availability of inf ormation illustrative of their 

concerns. It appears that what information was preserved in 

Jerusalem and Judah - the actual focus of the historians' 

intentions - about the consolidation and organisation of the south 

in the premonarchic period harmonised ill with the account of 

Israel's origins they were offering. However what was plentifully 

available in Jerusalem was information about Judah's topographical 

situation - that, it could be fairly assumed, had remained more 

or less constant, By the time of the composition of the second 

half of Joshual such information was less readily available for 

the rest of the country. 

In short, the prominence of Judah in the second half of the 

book of Joshua remains remarkablet especially against the back- 

ground of the earlier part of the Deuteronomistic History, However 

within the context of the history as a whole it should not surprise 

the reader to find evidence of interest in and information about 

Judah and the south. Accordingly the prominence of Judah 

should be used as an argument neither for nor against the 

attribution of the material to Deuteronomistic circles. 

III The other tribal grouping in these chapters that provides a 

point of reference is Joseph. A beginning is made, seemingly 

quite unselfconsciouslyt to a description of the territory of 

Joseph immediately after the long section on Judah. The material 

on Ephraim and Manasseh is bracketted by material on Jbseph. 1 The 

Cf. above 9P- 185. 
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completion of the settlement of Joseph along with Judah provides 

the rationale for the new start in 18: 1-10 and implies the limits 

of Benjamin's territory (18: 11). The only mention of Manasseh 

(Cisjordanian) and Ephraim outside chapter 16 and 17'' Js in 14: 4a: 

13') '1! )X 1 11123? ) 111 ") 1 317 901 'Pto 3 :1" "t" 0 This commentq 

although not itself Deuteronomistict 1 
makes explicit the tension 

between this concentration on Joseph on the one hand and the 

arithmetic involved in the Deuteronomistic conception of the two 

and a half Transjordanian and nine and a half Cisjordanian tribes. 

Accordingly, if at least some of the material under review formed 

part of some stratum of. the Deuteronomistic History, then the 

references to Joseph may well represent a source. 

IV A related observation is that the treatment of Manasseh, on 

both sides of the Jordan, is always eccentric. From a formal 

point of view the material in JO'8,13.29-31; 17: 1-11 represents a 

major exception to the pattern discernible elsewhere, and so like 

the section on Simeon invites critical co=ent. 13: 31 and 

174. -10-11 are unique in not offering one of the regular types Of 

formal conclusion. No other introduction is so often interrupted 

as 17: 1-7. In connection with no other tribe is information 

once given so often corrected or redefined as that in 17: 7-11. 

In no other tribe is the definition of sub-clans so important. 
2 

Indeed it may be that_this last observation offers a key to 

cf. above P* 177. 
2,, Cf. above pp. 183-185. 
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the understanding of some of the other oddities, It has already 

been noted that the co=ent goi 1 il Da x, n-v D in 17: 1a, may be 

designed to assert Manasseh's claims over against Machir rather 

than Ephraim, Similar polemic may be detected in 13: 31b which 

is doubly unsatisfactory as a conclusion: it does not match the 

introduction in v. 29, and its two parts contradict each other* 

The introduction is to a description of half of the tribe of 

14gmassch; the conclusion is in tems firstly of $the people of 

Ilachirg son of Manasseh' and then of 'half of the people of Mchir's 

The viewpoint of 17: 1-2 is clear: Machir held Manasseh' s territory 

in the east# and the re st of his family the west* It may be 

surmised that this point of view has been intruded into 13: 31b, 

Its original conclusion may have ended with the words 

r3njnt)vz)ý , a: i in customary fashion. Muchir lmd been 

regarded as either identical with Manasseh or as the holder of all 

the territories later ascribed to Manasseh (i. e* identical in 

function to Manasseh)* This older form of words is left standing 

in the textt but is neutralised by an additional phrase which 

$corrects' the record on two points: Machir is wholly located in 

Transjordan, and Machir is but son of Manasseh - -7: j 611IDn 
I The intrusion of this phrase serves to explain the 73 0 

The LXX makes this p6int at the end of the second phrase too - 
each phrase it concludes with MaxLe U105 WavaqM * F'rom one 
point of view this is a less difficult reading - and from 
another point of view a more difficult one: if the LXX's text 
is correct, then the additional phrase is both much less 
necessary and stylistically awkward* On the other hand, if the 
MT, is more original (as the shorter text generally is) the LXX 
has been produced by simple harmonisation. 
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absence of the customary opening nýn3 pxy which had been 

sacrificed. Hoýever4t has to be admitted that the absence of 

the concluding Invisni t3, jiYn remains eccentric, If the main 

thrust of the above argument is truev then it has one interesting 

consequence - if the original conclusion of vv, 29-31 ended 

with the words now at the end of v. 31, and if its once normal 

beginning was lost only when it was 'corrected$, then that 

conclusion belonged to a different and earlier stratum than the 

introduction in 29a which talks of nw3b tar %in . It may be 

instructive to test this hypothesis elsewhere in the book to see 

how far it holds for the sections on other tribes. 1 

The other unique features of 17: 1-11 were discussed earlier 

in this chapter. Suffice it here to observe that the regular 

concluding formula could have disappeared in the loss of material 

associated with the telescoping of two once separate elements of 

the tradition. 

_, 
V, Comment has already been made on the exceptional situation of 

Simeon, and to a lesser extent Dan, within chapter 19. However 

from another point of view the most exceptional section within 

chapters 18-19 on the tribes that remain is that on Benjamin. 

Only it offers both border description and town lists - and the 

presence of very similar conclusions in vv. 20bt28b renders more 

difficult the decision as to whether these town lists mark a 

1. The implication would be that information formally organised 
with proper editorial conclusions had been available to the 
editors who produced the headings - about the grant of the 
territories by Moses in the case of c-13. 
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secondary addition to the section as a whole. Those concluding 

formulae are distinctive in not using the tem ntn - in which 

detail they resemble 13: 23,28, As in the matter of the prominence 

of Judaht the explanation for the fuller infomation on Benjamin 

may simply be availability. 

reuteronomistic pericope4? 

13: 8-12 Some of the problems associated with these verses 

have already been discussed* A case has been made for 13: 1P7 

belonging to the basic stratum of the Deuteronomistic history* 

j4hat is now at issue is whether vv. 8-12 are the original 

continuation of vo 7 and so belong to this same stratum, Smend' s 

-earlier hesitation over assigning the end of V. 7 to DtrG has 

been notedl 
2 

and it is realised that our problem is more than just 

to establish a link between the end of ve 7 and v, 8, Furthermore 

the discussion of the quite separate witness of MT and LXX made 

plain that the relationship between vv. 8 and 9 was as uncertain 

as that between W. 7 and 8.3 

There is no question but that these verses belong to some 
broadly reuteronomistic stratum. All of the geographical 

phraseology i-s Lzither identical to or a simple adaptation of 

1, Cf. above pp. 154-158. 

2* Cf. above p. 172, n. 6. 

3- Cf. chap* Ws ps 142. 
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phraseology in the corresponding parts of Deuto 1-3* 1 The 

same is true of the language about Sihon, Og and their kingdoms 
2 

- thesev it has already been remarked# were something of a 

Deuteronomistic commonplaces Some terms, geographical and 

political, could be said to be prescribed by the context - however 

this could hardly be the case with m%xm-j-, j -In-oz) jXv_3 said of Og in 

13: 12, and clearly taken from Deut. 3: 11. In fact there are 

just two phrases which merit rather closer attention: 

i) The concluding pviv i W213 t3: )*, i does not at first sight occasion 

surprise in a Deuteronomistic context - both Hiphtil forms appear 

frequently in Deuteronomy itself and in the Deuteronomistic 

literature* And yet after closer inspection the following 

co=ents are relevant: a) The only occurrences of ý/ in 

Deuto 1-43 are in connection with Israel's dealings with Sihon and 

Og. b) / ro'i I ri, is found in Joshua in a significantly high proportion 

of troublesome passages to which our attention has been or will be 

directed. c) Only here in the OT is Moses the subject of v-/ 

- in similar contexts the subject of this verb is regularly Yahweh 

or the people of Israelo d) The verbs are linked in only one- 

further OT passage - Num, 14: 12p where Yahweh threatens to afflict 

israel with pestilence and disinherit them in favour of Mosese 

The first point tends in the same direction as the linguistic data 

1, In particular 1: 5; 2: 26-3@17. These three chapters have been 
assigned to DtrG since Notho but do appear to contain a certain 
amount of disparate material* 3: 12-13 and 3: 14-17 offer rather 
differently worded summaries of the same information as is 
reviewed again twice in Jos, 13, 

2. Cf . above vp- 173 , n. 1- 

3. In 1: 4; 2: 33; 3: 3 and 4: 46. 
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already presented. As to the use of in passages coming 

under our scrutiny - it is used by Smend's DtrN in 13: 6; 23: 5P9113; 

it appears in each of the corrective notes 13: 13; 15: 63; 16: 10; 

17: 12,13 which will be discussed below. Suffice it to note that 

DtrN was found distinctive not so much for using different 

terminology but for using the same language in a different sense - 

and, at the least, OvIll must belong to one stratum earlier than 

V. 13's W? i which takes issue with it. The significance 

of the third and fourth comments is much harder to control and 

assess; and so for the moment they should just be noted. 
1 

ii) Discussion of the second phmse overlaps that of the textual 

problem. 
2 The MT's gn'? q3 inpý in v. 8 appears in only two 

other passages in the OT - NUM* 34: 14,15 and Jos. 18: 7. In all 

four. verses the topic is the allotment to the two and a half 

Transjordanian tribesg and it is impossible to believe that any 

of these passages has not influenced or else been influenced by 

one of the others. In fact on closer scrutiny each passage is 

found to share with one of the others an, 'element which they do 

not share with the third - indeed the only phrase common to all 

three iq3nýn3 InPý I 

1. It may be hazarded that the dire threat in Num, 14: 12 repre- 
sents an reapplication against Isradl herself of sentiments she 
was wont to direct against others. To that extent Num, 14: 12 
is dependent on the tradition which our verse reflects - even 
if not on our verse itself* 

2. Cf - chap. IV, pp. 140-143. 
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Num. 34: 14 refers to Reuben and Gad by means of the unique 

phrase ... '172", '12: 1 TIODI )3: 1 "1073 . This cannot 

but be derived from the Deuteronomiatic expression li%ýi 13: nxný 

of Deut. 3: 12-17; 4: 43; 29: 7 and Jos, 1: 12; 12: 6; 22: 1 

and of our verse 13: 8 By contrast 18: 7 simPlY 

ref ers to the tribes, in reverse order, as 1: 11VII 'rx 02 
k Both Nums 34: 15 and Jos. 18: 7 follow our phrase with the words 

.I ti -I I Z) T -T, 1 This expression occurs also in Numo 22: 1; 

32: 1902; 35: 14 and Jos. 13: 39; 14: 3; 17: 5; 20: 8 - and there is a 

prime facie case for supposing that all of these verses are from 

later strata in both books. It is unlikely therefore that they 

can be held to have influenced 13: 8 in this matter - it uses the 
3 

regular Deuteronomistic expression 

c Both 13: 8 
ftý 

and 18: 7 follow this geographical expression with 

the relative clause nin, 127 nun nný JP3 ION( D) 
4 This has 

no counterpart in Num. 34. Assessment of this feature in the 

Joshua passages is complicated by the fact that 13: 8 has already 

offered the similar but briefer between irieý 

mnýt13 and nrillyt 71141,1 The repetition of this clause 

makes the verse read very badlyl and can hardly represent the work 

1. This form of the pair of names with final '. but no preposition 
-ý is unique - it is not clear what significance should be 
a tached to this, See below p, 210. 

2, The reverse order is unique; and the 'simple' form of these 
tribal names is not found elsewhere in Joshua, although Jos* 
21: 7,36,33 uses 11 / 

-1: 11E, --it)t . 
3o' Cf. in Joshua alone 1: 14., 15; 2: 10; 5: 1; 7: 7; 9: 1#10; 12: 1,7; 

13: 8; 22: 4; 24: 8. 
4, -ray is found as an epithet of Moses at several points in tHe M! f of Joshua: 1: 1,13,15; 8*31P33; 11: 12; 12: 6; 13: 8; 

14: 7; 18: 7; 22: 3,4#5*0 24: 29, Not all of these are represented 
in the LXXt and some belong to later Deuteronomistic strata. 
However there is no need to deny our 'verse to DtrG on the 
strength of this epithet alone. 
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of the'original author. The LXX tradition of course reads the 

later of these two clausest without the relative marker "'ORD 

as the principal clause of vo 9. However, if the MT is at all 

close to the original text of v. 8, we must reckon with the 

possibility that 18: 7 was first influenced by an earlier form of 

13: 8 which concluded with nniTn , and then itself inspired the 

addition of the second relative clause. That would certainly 

explain the unattractive pleonasm of our verse. 

The problem of the relationship between our verse and tho 

verses in Nume 34 and Jos, 18 does not arise if we follow the LXX 

tradition which lacks the common element anýn3 inpý . However 

one has a suspicion that even if this course is vindicated bY 

'local' criteria in the surrounding Joshua text one result will 

be to make the interpretation of Num. 34: 13-15 rather more 

difficult. 
1 Holmes and Margolis differ on whether clnýn3 Ill 

was part of the text available to the LXX translator* Holmes 

operated in the main on the principle that the MT and LXX 

traditions diverged through the supplementation of one or the 

other tradition* Margolist almost invariable rule on the other 

hand was that texts became distorted by omission. Generalisations 

of this order are not appropriate to the discussion in which we 

are engaged, 
2 It has already been argued that textual 

criticism can contribute to an understanding of editorial processes* 

This problem illustrates the Opposite point: that a final decision 

1* it was already noted in the textual discussion of 14: 1-5 
(chap. IVP pp. 145-148 ) that this Numbers passage is related 
to more than one Joshua passage, 

2. And of course neither scholar was as crude as to discuss our 
verse explicitly on these principlesl 
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cannot be taken on some textual difficulties without a 

consideration of wider literary issues* 

There is nothing about the phrase nnýn3 -inpý 
itself which 

need occasion surprise in a Deuteronomistic context, Furthermore 

the above discussion has shown that even if something like the 

14T tradition is to be preferred it is much more likely that it 

has influenced the two related passages than vice versap except 

in the matter of the final relative clause of v. 8- however if 

that was indebted to 18: 7 then it was not part of the original 

13: 89 If the passage is reuteronomistic, the only outstanding 

question is whether it belongs to the same stratum as vv. 1#7* 

Smend's scruple about attributing the end of vs 7 to DtrG 

may have been motivated by two considerations: the original end 

of the verse was something of an unknown in any case because of 

the textual uncertainty; and he had no need to commit himself 

on the question - what he was concerned with was the relationship 

of lbp, 2-6 to its surrounding material., What may prove decisive 

in our discussion of the unity of 13: 1,7-12 is an assessment of the 

iflow, of the material. It has already been noted that one of 

the attractions of the LXX's different verse division between V. 8 

and v. 9 is that the geographical description 
.. -lyl-lyn is not 

left thangingt syntactically* In fact this phrase - and it 

appears in a number of slightly varied forms - is never left 

h=ging elsewhere* 
1 Of course a similar solution to the syntactic 

problem of v. 9 is achieved by the elimination of the final 

relative clause Of ve 8- VV- 9ff then become a natural 

Cf. Deut. 2: 36; 3: 12; 4: 48; Jos, 12: 2; 13: 16 and 2 Kings 10: 33. 
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specification of v. 8's riwivn -vtiln i: iv: i ... nnýM3 

All in all it i is not improbable that 13: 1,7-12 belonged to the 

primary Deuteronomistic stratum. The question must remain open 

as to what the original v. 8 actually said. Holmes and 

Margolis are in unusual agreement with each other - and with the 

14T - that the unique "I x'. 11 "3 11 xl'-i, were in the text translated 

by the LXX. That may be. But it is striking that the LXXIB 

,a 'po, )O-nv T5 rab appear to testify to the more regular 13: 11W2 

41 

14: 6-15 The survey earlier in this chapter of the material in 

Jos, 13-19 noted that there is a prima facie case for associating 

this passage with one of the book's Deuteronomistic strata, 
2 It 

undeniable that most of 'its language is to be found elsewhere 

in the Deuteronomistic corpust and that its concluding phrase 

is shared with 11: 23. However some further matters require 

clarification. 

a) The story of Calebt s faithfulness as one of the first Israelite 

prospectors of the land of Canaan is familiar also from Nume 13- 

14 and Deut. 1, Accordingly it is hardly surprising that there 

are elements common to all accounts. Indeed it appears that the 

key phrase describing Caleb's meritorious conduct may oven belong 

to the old story itself rather than to any of the forms in which 

we know it - @), inn xýz) is used in connection with Caleb in 

Num. 14: 24; 32: 11,12; Deut. 1: 36 and Jos* 14: 8,9,14 and elsewhere 

Until there is greater certainty about the original shape of 
V. 8 no account is possible of how our familiar versions 
declined from it. 

cf. above. pp. 177-178. 
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only in 1 Kings 11: 6 where it is said that Solomon did not behave 

in such a wayp so declining from the standards of his father 

J)avid. 1 There are remarkably few other links between our passage 

and the book of Numbers and none of them make the reader surprised 

to find the passage - or any part of it - in a Deuteronomistic 

context. 
2 

b) A few elements of these verses are quite unique, This is true 

of v. 7's an'? ay ivxD as too the LXX's more difficult jaaý.. 

It is also true of Moses taking an oath (v. 9). And the use of 

vnýK in apposition to Yahweh (vv. 8,9) can be parallelled before 

2 Sam. 24 only in Num, 22: 18 on the lips of Balaam and in Deut* 

4: 5 in the mouth of Moses#3 

1. one wonders whether the use of this expression only of Caleb 
and Solomon W is coincidental; (ii) represents Deuteronomistic 
influence on the Caleb traditions; or (iii) reflects southern 
theological usage* If the phrase were Deuteronomistic we 
should expect to find it more frequently. On the other hand, 
the Caleb story appears polemical at various stages in its 
development - and one of its earlier purposes may have been 
to stress the presence of vigorous Yahwism in the south in an 
early period. 

2. Two instructive verses in this regard are vv. 7012; 
(a) 1: 11 2'T11 of v. 7 is used in Num. 13: 26 (and 22: 8) - but 
also in Deut. 1: 22,25 and Jos. 22: 32, However, ýxj in the 
same verset and Joshua's regular term for spying (-2'. -. -1; 6: 229239 
25; 7: 2), while used in reut. 1: 24 and found in the book of 
Numbers (21: 32) is not used in the Caleb stories of Numbers 
which prefer "In - (b) Similarly v. 12's nlý112 13"'12 
is common to Num. 13: 28 and Deut. 1: 28 (and-9-: 1T. However the 
mention of the Anaqites is distinctively Deuteronomistic - the 
gentilic form is found only in Deut. 1: 28; 2: 10,11,21; 9: 2; 
and Jos. 11: 21,22; 14: 12,15. 

Fach of these parallels supports a different observation that 
has already been made about our passage - that in Deut. 4, 
that our passage is late; and the one in Num. 22 that it is 
polemical. 
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c) Another feature of our passage that occasions comment is 

that some of its usages are linked with just one or two other 

passages in Joshua or I)euteronomy - and that these appear to be 

late additions to their present contexts. In v. 6 Moses is 

styled vjg a phrase used of him only in Deut., 33*, lo the 

introduction to the Blessing of Moses. nt? n3ý is used with v/ In3 

in v* 13 and in 11: 23; and with in vv* 9,14 and in 24: 32, 

The only other occurrence in Joshua of v. 14's jz-ýy is in 

7* 261 s conclusion to the Achan episode, which also finishes with 

'IT"i DIVOT 17 0 

It was also noted in the earlier survey that the links 

between this passage and the end Of chapter 11 are more than just 

linguistic. There too the suppression of the Anaqites is relatedp 

Hebron being specifically mentioned as one of their centreS. 

However the agent of their suppression there is Joshua, and 

Israel the beneficiary - with all pockets of resistance rooted 

out they had the whole land for division, Here Caleb is both 

agent and beneficiary - he receives the spot he conquered. 

The use in our passage of phrases with late (or post-) 

DeUteronomistic affinities and the fact that our passage is 

intrusive in its present context2 suggest that it is intended 

10 In fact in v. 9 and in Deut. 1: 36 it is said of Caleb that he 
will receive the land on which he/his foot has trod - an 
expression used of all Israel in reut. 11: 24t25 and Jos. 1: 3. 

2. And that is the case however its present context is viewed - 
whether as a section on the tribe of Judah: 14: 6a and 15: lff; 
or as an account of the division by lot of the land through 
a boundary commission. 
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as a correction of the information given at the end of chapter 11 

- and that to that extent it is dependent on and secondary to 

11: 21-23. On the other hand its unique features together with 
those elements it shares with the other versions of the Caleb 

story demonstrate that this report is no free invention of a late 
(or post-)Deuteronomistic han&, The information in our passage 

may well be more accurate than that at the end of chapter 11. , 
However that observation provides no grounds for suggesting that 

it was originally related at that earlier point in the booko or 
that it corresponds to the opinions of those responsible for 

any of the earlier strata within the book of Joshua# What the 

evidence does warrant is the suggestion that we are dealing here 

with a late correction of impressions given elsewhere in the book 

which is based on independent information, possibly accurate. 
1 

The above discussion has suggested that the use of ll. *23's 
" 23 17 2D 73 *' UP 1v 1 *1 K 211 is typical Of the passage as a whole. Can 

the same be said of the first words of our passage? The 

Beltzq in the discussion Of this passage in his Die Kaleb- 
Traditionen im Alten-Testament (1974), moves mucH too ickly -to his discussion Of 'the autEe-niic information preserved in 
this passage. His 

' claim (P* 32) that 14: 6-15 is a thorough- 
going unity from the linguistic point of view and offers no justification for division into different sources is to be taken 
more strictly than perhaps he himself intends - there are many lapses in the verse-references in this work; and certainly this 
statement harmonises ill with his other claims that on the one 
side v. 14 and v. 15 are learned glosses, and on the other vv. 6b-12 have been taken over-from an early sourceo possibly L (ppo 3103), For some more general comments on the relation- 
ship between the age of a source and the accuracy of its information see the present author's paper on Jud, 1. 
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precise form iVxvi is not found frequently in the OT, but is 

used also in Num. 32: 16 and Jos. 21: 1 of the approach to those 

in authority by a group with a special request. These two 

passages belong to later strands in the two books - however the 

term may have been technical. However it is the content of 

these words that is more important than their terminology - they 

contradict or are contradicted by the whole passage that followsp 

which shows no interest in the people of Judah. Both possibilities 

are open: our passageg which is certainly an intrusive correction, 

may separate the original heading of the Judah-section in Jos# 15 

from its continuation; or the note in 14: 6aa may represent a 

judahistic 'taming' of the full force of the following 'correction' 

of the record: Caleb# s request was presented by Judah, For the 

stratification of the book as a whole it is of considerable 

importance to know which in fact took place - but the matter cannot 

be further pursued on the evidence so far studied. 

15: 12--19. After the section on Judah's boundaries (15: 1-12) 

there comes a second Calebite interruption. This shares some 

of the characteristics of the earlier onel but is remarkably 

different in style. It is completely free of the distinctive 

]Deuteronomistic terminology of the other passaget and indeed gives 

every impression of being an early tradition. It is a very 

interesting passage from the point of view of textual criticism. 

on the one hand there are several discrepancies between the HT 

and LXXP while on the other most of the passage is attested 

again in Jud. 1, In almost every case of difference the Jud. 1 

parallel* at least in the 14T9 supports the Jos. LXX. It may be 
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of use to discuss some of the verses separat6ly before attempting 

to assess the passage as a wholeo 

D This introductory verse is not represented at all in 

Jud. 1, but is one of the most imPOrtant for the assessment of 

the whole. 

a) is a very rare expression, parallelled only in 

Jos. 17: 4; 21: 3 in the OT. *niagv is very commonp and yet is 

met in Joshua only in 19: 50 and in Deuteronomy only in 34: 5- 

Qualified by the additional nub-1121 it is encountered also in 

iium. 4: 37v45; 9: 23; 10: 13 and Jos. 22: 9, Its qualification by 

as in the 14T of our verse is doubly unusual: not only is 

the use of the preposition ý unique, but in any case the expression 

gives a very odd sense - surely Moses if anyone is as usual 

intended as the agent of the divine demand, The LXX offers a 

text that differs in two respects: for nIV it attests Dlnýxnt 

and for Y191 V"? the longer 7121 "'1 V? An" I Given that even the 

commoner vp-ýY is never construed with ulnýxn j it may be well 

to accept that this verse provides evidence that the LXX of 

Joshua is less reliable over its testimony against , in the MT 

than it is in other matters. ' As to the other differences - it 

avoids the 14T's difficultiesq provides much better sense, and 

could readily have been corrupted into the MT by omission. 

b) MT1 s p3vi v: ix appears in the LXX as In-r 
0 

rpo7E6XLv EvcL% - whether 

accurately or not need not concern us here. It is noteworthy 

cf, the general discussion of this problem in chap. IV, pp, 121ff. 
Ideallyq as in all matters of textual criticismp the evidence 
in each disputed verse should be weighed on all its own merits- 
Unhappily in most instances there is insufficient evidence, 
and a decision has to be hazarded on the basis of general 
principles* 
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that this is very similar to its pnre6='Xtc vZv Evan which 

appears in 14: 15b in place of MT's xin mvp37n ýIlxn bign - 

if the testimony of the LXX is to be trusted herep two 'conclusions 

are at least possible. The first is that the MT of 14: 15 may 

represent a paraphrase of an original which was more like 15: 13's 

3711111: 1x 0 And the second follows from this - that the 

different forms of the notes in these two verses on the earlier 

name of Hebront of which that in the MT of 15: 13 is almost 

undoubtedly the prior, should not on their own be used as evidence 

for rating 14: 6-15 as a unit later than 15: 13-19 as a unit* 
1 

c) This verse has a further link with Jos., 21 which is probably 

of significance for the edition of the book, Verses 11-12 of 

that chapter attempt to reconcile the allocation of Hebron to 

the Aaronite Levites with the report of its allocation to Caleb - 

and there too it is described as 3-)-. l %: IN 7: 1-IR n1le 

: In 
14 Both parts of this verse are found in Jud. 1 but not to- 

gether: 1: 10b corresponds to 14b while 1: 20b to 14a. It is likely 

that these two part verses belong together, and that Joshua 

provides the earlier form of the tradition, The action in Jud, 1: 

10 (and 11 too) is ascribed to Judah, not Caleb, and represents a 

'Judaizing' of the earlier story which is then corrected in v. 20 

1, Unless, that isq the LXX's testimony to o'737 in 14: 15 be 
taken to reflect a later form of the tradition. 

2. See the further discussion of Jos. 21 as a whole in chapter VI 
below. 
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by means of a further quotation from the same source - one more 

in the spirit of the original. 
' The concluding words of the MT 

in our verse p3y-, i viv71 are not found in the LXX - in this it is 

supported by the MT of Jud. 1: 10, although the words are found in 

the LXX of that verse. 
2 The inspiration of the addition would 

appear to be Num. 13: 22, the only other mention of the three names. 

15 one small difference between MT and LXX helps to direct 

attention to a further discrepancy between the Joshua and Judges 

versions of this stOrY- In our verse, 14T leaves the subject of 

the opening verb unspecifiedp while LXX reads XaAzP . There can 

be no doubt about the intention of the MT, for Caleb is specified 

in both V. 14 and v. 16. The subject in Jud. 1: 11 is also un- 

specified- but there too the context makes the editor's intention 

perfectly plain that Judah be understood as the actor, as in ve 10. 

We must conclude either that the 14T in our verse is closer to the 

original text in this respecto or that the editor of Jud. 1 had to 

omit mention of Caleb to fit his theory. However since he allows 

Caleb to appear in v, 12, albeit very awkwardly, the former 

alternative is preferablO 

18 The words following inniom appear to have caused 

considerable problems to some Of the versions of both our verse 

and its parallel in Jud. 1: 14. In our verse# LXX (A and B) appear 

1, For a fuller discussion Of this and several of the following 
pointsv although from the point of view of a treatment of Jude 19 
see 3LT 259 PP. 270-273. 

2* In Jud. 1, it is the LXX which appears to be the more 
expansionist tradition. It occasionally reflects the longer 
readings of the MT in Joshua. 

3, This editor of Judges had then taken advantage of the opportunity 
provided by the letter Of the Joshua text. 
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to have read not "'TIC"') ""IN-DRD ý, FVý but rather 

nIT V2%-M%D ýIXVX IDX'7 . This appears to offer characteris- 

tically better sense than the MT - the introductory i -in) OM 

can hardly begin a clause that suggests that Othniel should take 

the initiative with his father-in-law, for in the following clauses 

his new wife does all , the asking and receiving* Furthermore the 

,? Ixvx ipxý, attested in the LXX could readily 'telescope' into 

MT's If this account of the matter is at all correett 

then here too it is on the (proto-)Massoretic tradition of Jose 15 

that the Jude 1 passage is based. ' 

19 In this verse the LXX offers a text that differs from the 

MT in three respectsq and is supported in each by Jude 1: 15* It 

specifies 0 after lb9ni in 19a, and aý: ) after invi- in 19b; 

1. Holmes (op. citeq p, 61) offers a rather different account of 
the problem: 'According to Holmes and Parsons, seven or eight 
NSS. read mvcýot), suaev UTS Xgywv. ALTn=L rov =rgea, crou . 
This is confirmed by the corresponding passage in Judges 1.14 
LXX, where V1#T. has suffered in the same way as here. 

. -We must 
therefore read AM1011 , *I A number of comments may 'be made 
about this approach: (i) the LXX of Jude 1 is an unreliable 
witness; and great caution should be shown before preferring 
its testimony to M1011 tolthe testimony of the 14T together 
with the main versions of the corresponding Joshua verse. 
(ii) Holmes does not make clear that the LXX of Jude 1: 14 
and his 7 or 8 MSS. of Jose 15: 18, while agreeing over nn011 
differ over what follows or ýIxv wipxý .(iaT 

-It- 
is possible to explain both the Greek texts he favours as 

attempts to rectify the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX in Joshua 
once it had become corrupt: on-c_e__Fh_eorigina1 ýixvx inxý 
became shortened to either '? IRT nnxý or ýixvý , the 
transfer of subject and objec7týin -the main ve--r=ecame necessary 
- here Holmes has concentrated on the symptom and not the 
complaint* 
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while at the end of the verse it off ers the singular forms 

nl)jlrln / nvýy nýl .1 
The relationship between this passage as a whole and its 

counterpart in Jud. 1 cannot be settled adequately on the 

evidence presented in this section alone. All that need be said 

at this point is that it has been argued more fully elsewhere 

that Jud. 1 has drawn much of its material from the book of 

Judgesp and that there are sufficient hints within this passage 

to suggest that it offers support for the theory as a whole, 

As far as evidence regarding the edition of the book of 

Joshua is concerned$ the only immediately relevant verse may be 

v., 13 - the rest probably derived from the editort s source and may 

more appropriately be considered further in the context of the 

Pre-Deuteronomistic Book of Joshua, About v- 13 four points may 

be made: (i) It makes clear that Caleb Is allotment was 's 3: 1 11 n: i 

, Ili cf, the points made above about 14: 6am. (ii) it I 

reflects a view that dominates the book 2. that Joshua was the 

central figure of the land division. (iii) The use of the term 

Pýn for Caleb's 'portion' may link this verse with 19: 9, a verse 

vA-lich describes Simeon's situation too as -11nn 
the allotment of 

judah. 3 (iv) Two elements link this verse with Jos. 21 - 

1, on this last point the support from Jud. 1: 15 comes only from 
the singular Kethibh - the pointing of the forms is plural, 

2, But not 14-1; 17: 4 and 21: 1# with some of which the verse has 
other link, 19 and where Eleazar and the elders are associated 
with Jo shua * 
Cf. too the use of the plural no I? n in 18: 5,6,9 of the seven 
'remaining' portions. Elsewhere in Joshua pýn is used either 
of the Levitical portion, as regularly in Deuteronomy, (14: 4; 
18: 7); or of the Transjordanian tribes not having a portion 
in Yahweh (22: 25927)o 
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vD-ýx with V. 3 of that chapter (as with 17: 4), and 

jvi3n . nvip with v, 11. 

17: 14-18 In this passage too the LXX off ers a text markedly 

different from the PIT - one which is considerably shorter, and 

apparently superior. It is quite without certain phrases of the 

MT: 131 KDItll 'I !) oil T 'I X :1 13 V 

in v. 17; 

in v. 15; govo v3ain v. 16; 

and 1, nxxn in v, 18. It offers 

the obviously preferably ýx for nx in v. 14 and i3w3 nptn 

for xin pin vDI in v. 18. Less obviously preferable are its 

for pva inv. Wand iyl .. iyv, for jyv ... in inv, 18, Two 

of its divergences require closer scrutiny: 

a) At the end of v. 14 it reads the shorter xal b Ocbg ebx6y-np-kv tip: 

for MT's unusual n1n, 13. Din nD-jy-jTx 17 As Holmes notes, 
2 

the sentence reads better in, -the LXX, and its shorter reading 

appears to enjoy independent Vulgate supporte But before 

accepting an easier reading it would be preferable to be able to 
3 

offer an explanation for the MT expansion. And an added 

difficulty is that we here face the associated problem of the LXX 

offering 'God' for DIT's 'Yahweh'. If one inclines in general to 

the view that the LXX is less than usually trustworthy in this 
4 

matter# one may be predisposed to seeing the hand of a reviser 

in the preceding earlier text, 

This order of names is unique in t] 
(LXX) and corresponds to the order 
dealt with in Jos. 16-17. 

2.2p.. cit., p. 65. 
3- ivx 17 is a frequent combination; 

fr-i-Geff-. 22: 5; Ex* 7: 16 and 1 Kings 
of both is unique. 

4, Cf. the discussion of 15: 13 on pp. 

ýle MT but is found in 16: 4 
in which the tribes are 

but riD--ty is found only 18: 45* --'Me combination 

215-216. 



;: b) In v. 16b both versions have 

pz3sr*n run is an unparallelled 

the following ýX71? 1 PDyn 

gives every impression of being 

in the OT in which is con. 

in, the list in 1 Sam* 30: 27ff,, 
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their difficulties, The MT's 

geographical expressiont while 

, Ivxýl "I'On13: 11 IRV-nvn3 lvxý 

a glossi the only other place 

strued with -: L and a town name is 

of those communities to which 

, DaVid distributed spoil. Here the phrase must be, construed as 

iri. apposition to -the change in. preposition makes the 

phrase read very awkwardly. However although this version 

appears overloaded, the shorter LXX is hard to commend* - 
It could 

represent the Hebrew ýKVIVI PZ)Y: i TxW-nlv: l: l 1: 1 : 1121,001 v3y3D,? I 

. Again one wonders how and why the more complex Hebrew 

of the'IAT would have developed out of this shorter text* But the 

more serious objection to this text is the reference of 14 : 

its only antecedent can be which makes nonsense of the 

versee 

The above discussion contributes less to the problem in hand 

than it does to a more sober awareness of the unevenness of the 

LXX's testimony to the original text of the book of Joshua, The 

language of these verses, whether according to the common tradition 

or to the MT or assumed Vorlage, of the LXXO cannot readily be 

associated with any other stratum of the book of Joshua or 

tradition elsewhere in the OT, Some of its terminology is either 

1, The point of the verse is that they are already at home in the 
hill countryt but are unable to penetrate the valley to the 
north because of the more sophisticated armaments of the 
Canaanites. A similar point is made in respect of Judah's 

, problems in an unspecified 
. 
213Y in Jud. 1: 199 one of the two 

other OT contexts which talk of : gi -the other being 
Jud. 4: 3913, 
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unique 
11or very rare* 

2 In short the passage gives. a similar 

impression to 15: 14-19, that it is an early fragment of tradition. 

Unlike that passageg it does not have a clear editorial link 

(15: 13) with the material now surrounding it. That in itself 

invites the conclusion that 17: 14-18 is no late appendix to the 

material in chapters 16-17, but rather that it bad an early 

connection with 16: 1-3 and whatever other material may have been 

lost at the insertion of the sections on Ephraim and Manasseh. 

It may have been in the Deuteronomistic, book, but was not itself 

a Deuteronomistic contribution to that book* 

Our discussion of the text of this passage has already 

noted that v. 1 is readily detachable from the rest, and that 

the rest - at least according to the LXX - need not assume Shiloh 

as its setting*3 Beginnings which have-. -no original connection 

with what follows have already been 

14: 16am and 15: 13 - in the light of 

will be important to decide whether 

anecdote already embedded in the Jo 

reflects the work of the editor-who 

material with its present context, 

discussed in connection with 

these earlier discussions it 

18: 1 is a new opening to an 

shua traditions or whether it 

first associated this 

The opening phrase (v. lam) is found also in 22: 12ba - and 

the verbs and are construed regularly with and 

1. The expression -ý TR and the already mentioned phrase 

2* yiin v. 14) occurs only here in Joahuat although in some 
t7oFToMs 

ýe. 
gs Jeremiah) it is relatively well known. The 

expression -ý xln3 (v. 16) is found only in Zeche 10: 10 in 
the sense of having room. 

3. Cf * chap, IV, p, 149. 
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gy in the book of Numbers. i7in ý, nx appears frequently in 

Exodus-Numbersg but in very few contexts - its construction, its 

servicet and what happens in front of it or at its door* Within 

the Deuteronomistic books it occurs only in Deuts 31: 14; 1 JOB. 

18: 1; 19: 51; 21 Sam. 2: 22; 3 and 1 Kings 8: 4.4 However nowhere 

else in the OT is there talk of placing or erecting this ýnx 

-ryip - ?, pint occurs only six times in the OT, and nowhere else 

of pitching a tent, Foms oft/ 
-1-: )v do occur in the book of 

Joshuap but only in 22: 19 2 
t295 - however both of these verses do 

refer to the central sanctuary west of the Jordan, and a 

combination of them with v, 12b of the same chapter could have 

inspired this unique fomulation, As to the concluding clause 

it has two close parallels in Nums 32 and a third in 1 Chron. 

22: 18.7 Togethert even if not severallyg these considerations 

make it probable that this verse represents one of the latest 

strata of the book. As the following verses are reviewed it 

should become apparent whether they too have links with similar 

material* 

10 About Joshua's consecration as Moses' successor. 
2* Here the expression is construed with nnn and used in 

apposition to *nI -nv j3 ný . 
3, Again construed with nnD v and denoting the sphere of service 

of the women with whom Elits sons had intercourse, 

4. Of the sacred equipment brought with the ark into the now temple, 
The reference in both verses being to the 'nl nIID Vb- 0 which is 
construed in ve 19 with the verb I-DT - 

6o in v, 22: n1n, VW? TIXM nwaD31 
'I and in vo 29: Dp-)3! 3ý . ....... 6 

71o Iny )3! ),? , 11"it v3ný . And apart from these 
four instances, t?: ': )3 is found once in the OT as a participle. 
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Some of the language of the rest of the passage is or 

appears to be Deuteronomistic. Indeed one has the impression 

that a satisfactory 'Deuteronomistic' account is isolable from the 

whole by means of some deft surgery - perhaps vvo 3,4,81 But 

this is an irresponsible approach - if one is looking for the 

I)euteronomist, there is a strong likelihood of Ifinding, him, 

And detailed discussion of the terminology of the passage is 

bedevilled by the considerable textual uncertainty. As almost 

always, the shorter LXX has its attractions - and here in particular 

because some of the differences in the MT can be explained as an 

attempt to harmonise vve 2-10 with v, 1, or to make their harmony 

more explicit* Howevert especially in vv, 4-6 neither text 

appears satisfactory - both versions have a double mention of the 

emissaries dividing the land into seven and bringing the results 

to Joshuab And while LXX's LVMV'rCOV POU, -=O& 
bPh=L I 

may point to either a translation doublet or dittography in its 

Vorlage the IIT's i-pýnn-. n is hard to accept as original -a unique 

Hithpal el form of / pýn 9 of which the LXX gives no hint, 2 

14T Is t3pýn3 vpý at this point is odd and difficult. It is not 
quite vithout parallel - cf, Ivlyn Ini ýn3v lux jnýn3 Do TIR 

tv)iýý in Num, 35: 8. However the diffe-rence between them is 
that wRile the Numbers verse talks of the tribes allotting to 
the Levites towns from holdings they already haveg our verse 
requires the forced rendering 'with a view to their holdingst 
(which of course they have not yet received)* 

2# One would expect the reflexive (or other) sense of a deliberately 
selected or coined Hithpatel form to be recognised by the 
translator - his 

. 
8LerXev7cLv renders Apýn (pointed Pilel) in 22: 8. 

The same verb appears at the end of the previous verse 
=e& bvfýTeL U&Xerv atrýv - whose difficulties have just been noted. 
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occurring in close proximity to the almost identical but much 

co=oner in vv. 4,8, strains incredulity to breaking. 

point. 
Within the common tradition there are a number of expressions 

unique to this passage* Neither expression for casting lots is 

found elsewhere. 
I And the phrase nin, n3nz is otherwise un- 

known. Other expressions are found only here within the 

]Deuteronomistic corpus: 11321%-771 and nolnel(ve 3), 2, /_ 7nv to 

describe a people's holding (vo 5); 3 both rina 11onnn (vv. 4,8)4 

and 119: 1 *13Y (V,. 9)o 5 

6 
Verse 7 may repay fuller consideration, as it recalls two 

already familiar themesl the positions of the Levites and of the 

Transjordanianst Its first partt n: ): i'iP: i wjiýý Pýn-jvx vp 

stands in an oft-repeated Deuteronomic 

tradition#7 that the Levites have no '*n3l Pýn within Israel. 

MT and LXX here too do not quite overl! ap: MT UsesZ _nI 
I in v. 6 

and /I" in vv. 8t 10 - but LXX Lýo fm in vv. 6,8 and 
tv_kýa'xsv in v, 10. 

The verb occurs only in Prov. 18: 9; 24: 10. In this context it 
is interesting that it is onl in Prov, 17: 2 that there is a 
precise parallel to 14T's t3nýn3-pr, Pýn in v, 2- elsewhere in 
Numbers-Joshuat/ P'? n is construed only with YU or a suffix 
assuming it (apart from 22: 8 where its object is lbootyt), 

3,, Probably the only parallel is Ex, 8: 18 - nvý, Y 7py iny iox juil. 

4. Cf* Gen. 13: 17P where Abraham is ordered to traverse the land 
he is being given. 

5- Cf, Gen* M6 and perhaps Num, 13: 32; 14: 7; 20: 17; 21: 22 - 
I there too ýith the idea of seeing with a view to ownership. 

6o Cf. the comments already made in chap* IV, pe 139 and above in 
the present chapter pp. 206, -ý209 

7. Deut. 10: 9; 12: 12; 14: 27p29 and 18: 19 
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It is interesting that where this is cited in Joshua only one 

half of the formula is used - , *rg in 13: 14(33)1 and pýn in 

14: 4 and here. The relevant passages in Deuteronomy describe;, 

the Levite(s) as vlý, 'vlt? 'n or taw The form aviýý 

of the MT in our verse is unknown in Deuteronomy, but familiar 

from Leviticus and Numberse However to complicate the situation, 

while, Nume 18: 20 does offer a close parallel to the formula in 

questiont it is Aaron who is there said to have no en'ý, n3i p'7n 

within Israel save Yahweh* The other term ( nýn3) in the usual 

formula is found in v. 7's unique modification of the second part 

of the tradition - ipýn3 There are barely 

grounds for determining the dependence of either 14: 4 or 18: 7 

on the other - the only phrase they share is MVOý Pýn .1 
The method of referring to the Transjordanian tribes is also quite 

distinctive* Only here in the book of Joshua are Gad and Reuben 

so referred to - using the simple namesq and in that order, The 

order can be parallelled only in N=. 32 - in vv. 6P33 and 34-38 

in the common tradition and also in vv, 2,25,29 , 31 in the 14TO The 

following is the regular Deuteronomistic form. 2 The two or 

three occurrences of Dnýn3 I nfý have already been roviewed. 
3 

4 
And as for the following MVIt 1111ý it too has a parallel 

5 in Num. 32 - and in the mouths of Gad and Reuben* The textual 

le 14: 4 is more fully discussed below in chap. VI, pp. 296 -299. 
2, It is the form used with in Deut, 3: 13 and 

Jos. 1: 12; 12: 6* 

3# Cf. above pp. 206-209. 
4. As previous note. 
5.13"X 1"1723 nxa t3, nx 
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tradition in V, 7 is unusually harmonious for this passage 
1- 

and the least that can be said in conclusion is that while some 

of its basic themes are Douteronomistic its terminology is most 

certainly not. 

To this extent, V* 7 is typical of the passage, as a whole. 

Closer scrutiny makes clear that any impression gained from the 

use of t2 -, av . or expressions such as Tlml-nx nw*O, or -Ilpx 

inv t3: ) or even t3: )? in-n of v. 4 which is used also, in Deut. 

1: 13 of picking representatives# that the passage might be 

reuteronomistic is a false one. It has been noted that several 

parts of the narrative are repeatedp and some of them in different 

forms of words. This makes the Whole clumsy and awkward to read, 

and invites speculation that it represents a combination of sources. 

There is no obvious echo of vo 1 in vv. 2-10 or vice versa; 

and yet vv- 197 share a feature that may be more than accidental. 

Links with them both have been suggested for Nume 32, and with 

V, 1 for Jos. 22. It is in these two other chapters that the 

reader gains a strong impression that a story originally told only 

of Reuben and Gad 2 (and in Num- 32 perhaps even earlier only of 

only vorc uto"Lc Ann for tv) I ýý and Lv WN for tng-ip: i might 
sugg"t a different original. 

In Num, 32, half-Manasseh makes a first appearance as late as 
V. 33 (cf - chap, 119 po 64 ), a verse which paves the way for the 
report in vv. 39-42 of the settlement of some Manassite clans. 
An assessment of the evidence in Jos, 22 is rendered more 
complex by the unusual relationship between MT and LXX in that 
chapter, The chapter is one of those in the book of Joshua 
(see chap. IV9 p. 117) in which there are more than the average 
number of MT pluses; howevert in the three final verses (32-34) 
MT talks surprisingly of Reuben and Gad without mention of half- 
Manasseh, That this the more difficul. rea is also the 
preferable one is supported by two further considerations: 

(Contdo 
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GaJ) has been amended to conform to the 'canonical' theory of 

the two and a half Transjordanian tribes. Behind the unique form 

of reference to these tribes in 18: 7 may lurk evidence of a similar 

situation in an earlier stratum of this passage. 
2 If that wore 

the case it would be necessary to reappraise our perhaps over- 

hasty acquiescence in the traditional scholarly view that the 

association between ve 1 and vv. 2-10 is recent, 

As far as content is concerned# 18: 1-10 is the passage that 

constitutes the bridge between the sections on the two major 

groupings (15-17) and those on the smaller Cisjordanian tribes 

(18: 11 - 19: 48)o It assumes the placement of Judah and Joseph, 

and hamonises well with the implication that closes C-17 - 

effort is expected of the tribes, and its lack is blameworthyo 

Contd, ) (1) while the other two tribes are referred to through- 
out the chapter as ii/1: n x *1 

-1 
3: 1 , there are three different 

phrases for half-Manasseh - that at least is consistent with 
a thesis of progressive but incomplete supplementation; 
(2) in v. 25 the Reubenites and Gadites constitute an MT plus 
- their mention here may be explained as a gloss on qD 1 31 aj 
within a tradition which mras: zot (yet) so fully supplemented 
with mention of half-Manasseh. Jos. 22 is novihere else 
reviewed in this thesis. Along with Jos* 18: 1-10 and Num# 32 
it plays an important part in the somewhat eccentric thesis of 
Vink on the date and origin of the Priestly Code in the OT 

, 
(OTS 15P PP* lff), Vink attributes these passages to aP which 
95--dates to the Persian period* Some of our own comments above 
suggest that af ew of the elements at least in chap. 18 which 
are distinctly non-Deuteronomistic may be pre- rather than post- 
Deuteronomistic, 

1. That might explain the I addition' of Reuben in second place. 
2o The contribution of the Deuteronomist might have been the 

addition of his familiar nw3nn onw v%ni and livz) wný in3 -i 
11111') "127 
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The link between it and the immediately following section is 

also good - it has spoken of Judah and Josephp each on its 

and has made clear that the following division will be by 17-11 1 

and 18: 11b continues goil 13n 
-tv: n -n-ri-ns 13_: x Iva t3ý, -jj I ý, 1 : 11 XX VII 

while each of the following sections opens with the 'coming outt 

of a lot. The most disturbing feature of the relationship 

between our passage and the following chapters is their different 

terminology for tribe. Our text-critical study of this question 

suggested that each occurrence of nub in an introductory formula 

within c. 19 was an MT 'plus. 1 The rest of each introduction, 

and especially its ý11 I -element harmonises well with 18: 1-10, 

even although they need not belong to the same stratum. 
2 However, 

by the same token, the concluding formulae in which ntb is 

standard will belong to a different stratum, And perhaps the 

most interesting feature of our passage, in view of our earlier 

discussion of the attitude of the editor's to their source-material 

in 18: llff-9 is the word wnyl? in 18: 9 - does it imply that that 

editor regarded the following material as town-lists? 

13: 13etce The preliminary survey of Jos. 13-19 earlier in 

this chapter draw attention to a series of corrective notes at 

the end of individual sections of the accountq and seemingly 

parasitic on them: 13: 13; 15: 63; 16: 10; 17: 11-13 and 19: 47(LXX). 

All of these except the first have close parallels in Jud. 1, and 

1. Cf. chap. IV, pp. 131P 135-136. 
2. And yetp on this evidence alonel there is no reason why the 

final editor of 18: 1-10 should not be seen as the ono who 
provided the following seven sections with their 
introductions. 

3. Cf. above p. 194. 
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it has long been held by scholars that that chapter or the source 

from which it itself is derived is their source* The present 

writer has argued in his paper on Jud, 1 that that'-chapter is in 

fact based on these and other parts of Joshua; and has offered 

in that context a full account of the associated text-critical 

problems of these verses. 
1 It viill suffice here to repeat the 

main conclusions and attempt to draw out the implications for our 

understanding of the growth of the book of Joshua. 

The LXX is to be preferred in almost every respect in these 

verses to the MT. It is easier to explain the MT as a develop- 

ment of the LXX than the other way round. The parallel verses in 

Jud. 1 appear to be based on what, by this reckoningp is a proto- 

Hassoretic form of the text of Joshua*2 A further observation 

which the different tradition of the LXX makes possible is that 

all these notes reckon with a thorough-going setback to the 

Israelite settlers' fortunes in the areas in question, Only in 

the last two cases does the common tradition record come 

amelioration of the position as the strength of Israel (or Lphraim) 

grew* The MT appears to have 'tamed' the earlier text in 15: 63 

and 16: 10: (a) into the closing comment that 'the Jebusite lived 

on in Jerusalem to this dayt, it has intruded the limiting phrase 

'with the people of Judah'; (b) to the conclusion 'the Canaanite 

lived on in the midst of Ephraim to this day' it has apponded 

1. Cf. in particular pp. 273-283. 
2. v3: 1-nx in Jud, 1: 21 is an, adaptation of a $plus' in 

the ITT of 1. ýP: 63. The names in Jud. 1: 27 are rather more like 
those in 17: 3-1 (DIT) than the brief er LXX of that verse - and 
yet the difficulties of that verse are so great that any 
conclusions must be very tentative (cf. above p. 185). 
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'but became subject to forced labourt - an addition perhaps 

inspired by 17: 13 and 19: 47(LXX)ý In 13%13 the tradition is 

united that 'Geshur and Maacah lived on in the midst of Israel 

to this day$* The final two notes are longer and more distinctive 

- there the editor may have had a more substantial tradition to 

draw upon,. 
' The first three are more stereotyped, that in 13: 13 

being an immediate response to the preceding verse. 

All five notes share two characteristics: they appear at 

the end of the sections to which they relate; and they correct 

its emphasis* All do this by taking issue with a specific piece 

of information given or implied in the preceding section6 All 

but the last use some form of wv ui i -i xý. The first three 

share the expression m ,. i ry. Each of the above aspects of 

our five notes is a feature of one or more of the three passages 

attributed by Smend to DtrN and discussed at the beginning of 

this chaptero 
2 And this hamony in spiritp method and language 

makes it very probable that they too are the work of this 

secondary Deuteronomistic editor#3 

14 In 17: 11-13 it is a matter of more than one town - whatever 
names originally stood in vs 11, they are resumed in v* 12's 
nýxn 0117n . While it is difficult to be certain that every detail of 19: 47(LXX) Is longer and diff erently styled note is 
originalp its broad lines are confirmed by the rump remaining in the MT and by the parallel verses in Jude 1: 34-35, 

2* is used in 13: 6 and 23: 5P9P13 while 'nTn clin ly is found in 23: 8.9, 
That Smendts paper argues - albeit with rather more diffidence 
- that Jude 1: 1 - 2: 9 is also part of DtrNts contribution to 
the Deuteronomistic History has already been noted and 
rejected* One of the aspects of this chapter which encouraged Smend in his opinion was its insistence on the partial nature 
of Israelts settlement* The hypothesis being advanced here 
makes use of the same general observation. Of course# if 

(Contdo 
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iii) Conclusions 

The results of this stage of our discussion are inevitably 

tentativet and this for various reasons: the complexity of the 

material in the second half of Joshua; the provisional nature 

of some of the detailed conclusions, pending the discussion in the 

following chapter; and the hypothetical nature of the argument 

about a major re-edition of the Deuteronomistic History. 

The above reviewst both general and more detailedl of the 

material in Jos. 13-19 have disclosed very little material that 

is obviously the product of the I)euteronomistse And yet its 

first and last conclusions invite us to consider that the bulk 

of that material did constitute the Deuteronomistic account of 

the land-division. The argument that at least vv. 197-12 of 

chapter 13 represent the same primary Deuteronomistic stratum, 

and that they provide a counterpart to the opening verses of the 

bookp encourages us to conclude that we have isolated the 

beginning of the Deuteronomistic account of the division of the 

land. The argument that 13: 13; 15: 63; 16: 10; 17: 11-13; 19: 47 

(LXX) constitute a co-ordinated series of corrections to an 

existing text, and that they share some of the characteristics 
N 

of a Deuteronomistic revision manifest elsewhere in Joshua, 

Contd, ) these Joshua notes are attributed to DtrN, then 
Jude 1 cannot be so attributed for it is a development of 
these and other elements of the book of Joshua, This point 
may strengthen and be strengthened by the argument advanced 
in the paper on Jud, 1- that that chapter is not properly a (late) part of the Deuteronomistic History, but an 
introduction to the Book of Judges coincidental with or 
subsequent to the now familiar book division. 
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encourages us to conclude that what they correct was in fact the 

Deuteronomistic account of the division of the land. 

The near-absence of further evidence for a more positive 

identification necessitates caution. And yet the following 

comments may not be inappropriate. This detailed and extensive 

topographical information is very much sui generis, Then there 

are other cases within the Deuteronomistic History of substantial 

blocks of material with little if any Deuteronomistic editing - 

such as the so-called 'Succession Narrative' and the Elijah/Elisha 

cycle. And finally the editors may have had available to them 

a more than usually congenial source - one which accordingly 

required little alteration. 

It has already been suggested' that in the matter of the 

land-division the Deuteronomists were more than usually dependent 

on archival information and/or co=on knowledge. It had perhaps 

been a widespread - and even fair - assumption of their period 

that the division of the land familiar from their present or 

recent past was the one that had -been laid down in the period of 

the Vqttlement. It appears that this otherwise congenial source 

r6quired correction in at least one important respect by the 

IDeuteronomistic editors - it did not reckon with two and a half 

Transjordanian and nine and a half Cisjordanian tribes. Apparently 

it knew of only Reuben and Gad, in, the eastt and a united Joseph 

in the west. This required correction in an introduction 
I 

fashioned by the editors themselves (13: 7ff -, ), - and that explains 

Cf, above. p. 200. 
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why it is this passage that is most clearly Deuteranomistic - and 

also involved the editors in some of their clumsiest manoouvres, 

such as the composition of 17: 1-11 as a whole# and the addition of 
1 the half-tribe of Manasseh to 18: 7. 
. 

It is to be hoped that some of the above observations may 

provide a new and wider basis for the study of the topographical 

material in Joshua -a study which pays close attention to the 

book's literary stratification and textual transmission. This 

chapter has suggested a wider dimension for that joint problem 

than was possible in the previous one. Modification was 

necessary of one of that chapter's results (about Jos. 13: 8) in the 

light of a fuller study of the book's literary relationships,, On 

the other handg the importance of the textual evidence was under- 

lined in the discussion of two topics: the opening and concluding 

formulae of the various territories; and the series of 

'corrective' notes* The significance of the latter for the 

textual problem is out of all proportion to their sizeq because 

of the supporting evidence of the parallel passages in Jud, 1, 

It is the availability of similar, but much more extensive# 

evidence in Jos, 21 and its parallel in 1 Chron. 6 which makes 

discussion of these texts in our next chapter so central to our 

topic as a whole. 

Admittedly this implies the view that the source reckoned with 
a division amongst only eleven tribes: Reuben/Gad; Judah/ 
Joseph; and the seven - it may have considered Levi the 
twelfth, and made special provision for that tribe. (On the 
question of the Levitical tovaisp see the following chapter VI). 
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CHAPTER VI 

POST-DEUTERONOMISTIC JOSHUA 

Of the texts that fall to be discussed in this chaptor, 

some have had a preliminary mention already: 13: 15-32- 14: 1-5 0 

and 19: 511 provide the structure for the account of the land 

division as we read it in the present book of Joshua. Hovmver 

these sections accord ill with, and appear subsequent too that 

Deuteronomistic stratum which we have detected in 13: 1,7-12. 

Furthermore the question has been left open whether other verses 

and part-verses already mentioned - such as 14: 6am; 15: 13; 

17: 3-6 2 (or part thereof) - are linked with later strata of the 

book. And an answer must be sought below to all such 

questions. However it may be most helpful to seek some points 

of reference for such answers in a discussion of the more 

extensive texts on the cities of refuge and the citios of the 

Levites (Jos. 20-21). These are widely hold to be appendices 

to the main account of the division of the land; 3 
and they have 

linguistic and material links with each of the shorter texts 

mentioned above. Furthermore these two chapters have clear 

links with what is generally held to be 'Priestly' material in 

Num. 359 and so permit a more extensive evaluation of the 

relationship between later material in Numbers and later material 

in Joshua than is possible elsewhere. The results may not turn 

1. Cf. abovet Chaps. IV, pp. 143-148; VP pps 174-177,190. 
2. Cf. above, chap. Vt PP- 183-184l 210-216,219-220. 
3- Cf* the discussion of Noth's views in chap, I above. 
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out to be valid for all other such linked passages; however 

they ought to be more assureds 

A. The Levitical Cities 

(1) IntroductoEy 
1 

Jos. 21: 1-42 represents a second appendix to the account in 

chapters 13-19 of the division of Canaan among the tribes of 

Israel, an appendix in the form of a narrative in which the Levites 

hold Joshua to a promise made to Moses, As was the case with 

Jud. 1 and the series of corrective notes in Jos. 13: 13 etc* to- 
2 

gether with the second insertion on Caleb (15: 14-19), there is an 

extensive parallel to Jos. 21 elsewhere in the OT: in 1 Chr. 6: 

39-66. This is a list, not a narrative, and it constitutes the 

final section of the lists of Levitical families which begins in 

5: 27 and is set in the wider context of the Chronicler's 

genealogical introduction in 1 Chre 1-9. A comparison of this 

other text with the two main versions of Jos. 21 which we have 

been studying is doubly instructive: it provides important 

1, Between vv. 42 and 43 according to the MT of Jos, 21, we find 
in the LXX one of its rare 'pluses' -a repetition of the 
information given in 19-49-50- Holmests theory (op-cit., 
P, 73) is attractive: ii; ýt 

we have here a pointer to the 
methods of revisers of the Joshua text. It may well be that the 
recap was made by the editor who inserted chapters 20-21, to 
restore the connection in his source between Joshua's receipt 
of his inheritance and his final summoning of the peoples The 
shorter 14T would reflect a later reviser who eliminated an 
unnecessary doublet. If there is some truth in this argument 
it may be relevant to the discussion below of 19: 51 - part of the later insertion. 

2* Cfe above chap. V, pps 214-220p 229-231. 
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evidence about the edition of Jos, 21, and it confims the 

conclusions already reached about the relative priority of the 

LXX Vorlage- over against the 14T in the book of Joshua. The 

second of these points, although welcome, is less novol. As far 

as the city names themselves are concerned it was foreshadowed in 

Albright's 
_programmatic essay of 1945,1 the results of whose 

comparison of the two lists have been widely accepted by those who 

have written since about the historical reality mirrored in these 

listso 2 The first is a newcomer to the discussion of Jos. 21, 

to the best knowledge of the present writerp and is foreshadowed 

only by the detailed comparison of the two texts (not just lists) 

in the Edinburgh doctoral thesis of J4, P* RossG3 

Ross's preoccupations are different from those of the present 

thesis. He was concerned more with the lists themselves, and with 

the cities they detail as an Israelite institution, and less with 

the texts as such* Howeverg although his study of the texts was 

but a stepping stone to his evaluation of the lists they preserve, 

it is the present writer's conviction that he exhibited in their 

study greater attention to detail and imagination than have hither- 

to been shown in the handling of this problem. What is of 

particular interest to the present writer is that Ross and he 

1. 'The List of Lbvitic Cities' in the H. Louis Gingber 
Volume (1945)e _Z 

Jubilee 

2, In particular Mazar 'The Cities of the Priests and the Levitost 
and Aharoni The Land of the Biblet pp. 269ff. 

3, The lCities of the Levites' in Joshua XXI and I Chronicles VI 
-(1973)9 
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arrived quite independently at one vital conclusion: the result 

of almost every examination of comparable details in the two 

texts is that the relevant detail in the Chronicles text is prior 

to that in the Joshua text, After close examination, it is 

unthinkable that 1 Chr. 6: 39-66 is a rearranged abridgement 

(subsequently damaged by several losses) of Jos. 21: 1-42, 

Howeverp the sbholarly viewpoint hitherto accepted cannot be 

simply reversedp as was the case with Jud. 1 and the comparable 

passages in the book of Joshua - albeit in the opposite direction. 

For there are elements in the Chronicler's passage which appear 

to be dependent on traditions familiar from Joshua, What may be 

involvedt therefore# is a situation in which both texts (or prior 

versions of them) have influenced the other, But enough general 

comment has been made* IThat is appropriate now is to review the 

evidence for these claimst and then to consider how they can best 

serve the aims of this thesis* 

(2) Arrangement of. the text_s_ 

If the shorter text is taken as the basis for comparison, 

then the correspondence between these quite differently arranged 

ter., ts is as follows -I Mrs 6: 39b-45 are represented in Joss 21 

by 10-19; 46-49 by 5-8a; 50 by 9; and 51-66 by 20-40# The 

introduction in 1 Chr. 6: 39a is unlike anything in the Joshua 
2 text; whilep on the other sidep" Joshua has substantial additional 

1. The verse numeration used here is that of the I-IT of Chronicles 
- in some LXX editions, the passage is to be found in vvo 54-819 

2* qýiala nnllltý unl: 00173 i) ninvin is unknown in Joshuat 
al-th-o-u-g-H it appears in Num. i5: 2; 31: LO-and 35: 290 and else- 
where in the Pentateuch and Ezechiel; however the Chronicler 
uses it also in 4: 33; 7: 28. (11) nillp is found in Gen, 25: 16; 
Numo 31: 10; Ez, 25: 4; 46: 23* (1117715` use of nýxl omphasiaes that we are dealing here with a list. 
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material in 21: 1-4,8a, 41-42. However, even with that said, the 

correspondences between the texts are by no means complete - in 

fact the Joshua text is considerably fuller than its counterpart, 

partly because it offers totals at every possible point and 

partly because of small but seemingly important differences in 

teminology. 

The Chronicler gives much greater prominence than Joshua to 

the Aaronites. . The detailed description of their allotment is 

given in the very first placet this being concluded by a 

summarising total (45b). There follows in summary form information 

B, bout allotments to the three Levitical groups (46-48). It may be 

worth emphasising at this point that nowhere in 1 Chr. 6: 39-66 

are the Aaroaites said to be either priests or Levites. In view 

both of the explicit assertions in Jos, 21 and of regular scholarly 

references to the two forms of the list of Levitic. cities, this 

silence is quite remarkablel There follows an apparent conclusion 

in v. 49, and then a clumsy continuation (50) which refers back 

to the allotment from the tribes of Judahp Simeon and Benjamin, " 

There follow finally the full descriptions of the allotments to 

the three Levitical groups - with no summarising totals. it 

should be noted that while these full descriptions follow the same 

order of Levitical families as the earlier summary section and 

while each family is allotted cities from the same tribes, the 

actual order in which the tribes are detailed differs in two cases: 

in the Gershonite sectionp half Manasseh appears last in the summary 
but first in the detailed allotment; and the same is true of 

Zebulun in the Merarite section, 
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The Joshua material isp as already noted, cast in narrative 

form - this being found especially in the outer casing (1-3,41-42). 

Next the su=ary information is offered (4-8)j with that on tho 

southern group taking its appropriate first place. Verse 8 appears 

to function as a transitional verse that could look fonmrds or 
backwards or both; while the following two verses give a rather 

clumsy introduction to the first main section* This feeling of 

clumsiness arises in two quite different ways, Verse 9 draws our 

attention back to the southern tribes, but with two differences: 

the tribes are styled differently - -, ntp in v. 4 as regularly in 

chapters 20-219 but -"3: L 'gon in v, 9; and Benjamin is treated 

differently from Judah and Simeon* So to describe this second 

point is to be deliberately vague - MT and LXX divergeýherej dis- 

agreeing amongst other things over the, verse-divisiong but they 

both handle Benjamin distinctively* 1 But as to the second point 

of clumsiness - while verse . 10 takes up the other theme of vo 

the prerogative of the first group to be described, it makes quite 

a distinct assertione Whereas v. 4 talks of the ý, -ni coming 

out for the Kohathite familiesp v. 10 states that the ýi ii belonged 

to the men of Aaron, 2 Read on its oimt without any thought of the 

earlier v. 4. V. 10 gives a special place to the Aaronites almost 

as the related 1 Chr. 6: 39b does - with the one substantial 

1. This point is discussed more'fully below On p. 271. 
2* Both verses are very reminiscent of Jos, 18: 11 where a similar 

point is made about Benjamin's position within the seven 
remaining tribes, It is surprising that the matter is made 
more explicit by the use of the word 'first' in the LXX of 18: 11, but in the MT of 21: 101 The word appears in no version 
of 1 Chr. 6: 39. 
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difference that v. 10 does specify the Aaronitos as being v3 ýt 

vI 17 ,1 In brief, the Joshua text depicts the Aaronites as a 

Kohathite sub-group within the clan structure of the Levitos, 

whereas the Chronicler tends to distinguish between Aaroniton 

and Levites while not denying that in fact Aaron was descendod, 

from Levi. 

The text in Jos. 21 is more regular than that in 1 Chr* 

indeedo if it was the only one we possessed, only two elements in 

it would awaken comment: the tension between v. 4 and vv. 9-10; 

and the inconsistency between the summaries and the full 

descriptions over the order of the tribes. What has hindered many 

scholars from taking seriously the tradition of the Chronicler is 

first of all the less ordered structure of the whole, and secondly 

the fact of the thoroughgoing discrepancies between the totals in 

the summary sections and the numbers of city names actually found 

in the full descriptions. And of course this tradition too is 

inconsistent over the order of the tribes. 

Howevert once the Chronicler's tradition is perceived for 

what it iss its own coherence is much more readily apparent, It 

must not be Judged on the basis of Jos. 21 - it did not start as 

a list of Levitic cities (and is arguably still not such a list). 

Its rationale is one of growth and not of structure. Any 

assessment of 6: 39-66 must take account of three factors: 

(i) vv. 39ff* follow immediately on the Aaronite genealogy in 

6: 35-38, which itself follows the functional differentiation 

in the recapitulatory v. 13, LXXB of Joshua agrees with 1 Chr. 
6: 42 in offering only 3: 07 p while 14T/L)WI have the 
additional TnDn - 
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between the Levites (6: 33) and the Aaronites (6: 34). (11) That 

passage comes to a natural conclusion in v. 45b, (iii) There 

is a further conclusion at the end of the summary section (v. 49), 

In short 6: 39-66 is a very arbitrarily defined textq1 and any 

comparison between it and Jos. 21 must bear this in mind. 

Preliminary observations suggest then that we are dealing 

with two texts that have quite different aims but whose individual 

contents almost completely overlap. The interweaving of these 

texts can be highlighted by two further considerations: (i) They 

are linked with material from Joshua (and Numbers) such as the 

provision of cities of refuge and the special grant of Hebron to 

Caleb. (ii) The arrangement of Aaronite and Levitic families they 

manifest has precise parallels only in the books of Chronicles, 2 

Ross's contribution 

The sections of Ross's thesis most relevant for our concerns 

1. This material on the Levites - and indeed the whole mass of 
genealogical information at the beginning of Chronicles - ives 
less the impression of the much-maligned patch-work quilt 

ýwhose 

size at least is fixed from the beginning) and more that of a 
'collage' capable of almost unlimited supplementation. 

2. Contrast Ross's much weaker point quoted below. In the'great 
majority of the passages in which the sons of Levi and their 
families are listed the order is Gershon - Kohath - Merari: 
Gen. 46: 11; Ex, 6: 16-27; Nume 3: 11-51; 26: 57P59-62; 1 Chre 5: 
27-41; 6: 1-15* In another group of passagesq Kohath is given 
precedence by virtue of his responsibility for holy things - 
already mentioned in Num. 3 listed above: cf, Num, 4; 790 10; 
1 Chr. 6: 16-33; 15: 16ff; and perhaps a trace in 2 Chr* 29. 
It is in a smallish third group of passages that we find the 
schema familiar from our two main texts: 1 Chr. 15: 1-15; 23f. - 
here the distinction between Aaronites and other Levites is 
made much more explicit, and only here are the non-Aaronite 
Kohathites clearly treated on a par with the Gershonites and 
Merarites. 
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are the second, I Introduction to the texts', and the third, 

'The city listst, 

In the fomer of these he discusses first the material in 

Joshua and the Pentateuch, Jos. 21: 1-42; Num. 35: 1-8 and Lev. 25: 

32-34.1 All of this material he notes is universally deemed late 

and priestly by literary criticso He quotes with approval 

Driver's list of P-terms in Jos. 21, and adds two further criteria 

of his own: interest in Aaron and. Eleazar; and the division of 

Levi into three clans and a priestly group t which he notes is not 
2 found in pre-exilic literature , If for such reasons Jos. 21 is 

from Pt then so too Nums 35: 1-8* In talking so readily of P and 

the Hexateuchp Ross takes as his point of departure the classic 

Hexateuch hypothesis. He certainly does not ignore Noth's, 

counter-thesis, but restricts himself to observing at this point 

that Noth's reversal of the relationship between Nume 35 and 

Jos. 21 need not imply that a different hand was at work, 
3 He then looks at the material in Chronicles. Several 

scholars work with a theory of at least two major editorial hands 

at work in the edition of the books of Chronicles, and part or 

all of our text is regularly attributed to the second of these, 

other passages make reference to Levitical cities: in particular 

1 Chre 13: 2 and 2 Chr. 11: 14 (and less certainly 1 Chr, 9: 2 and 

2 Chro 31: 15P19)* Of these# the first two do mention pasture- 

1, Pp. 56-76* 
2., See abovep and n. 2 on previous page. 
3- Pp. 76-83. 
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lands (13VID'iI13) which are a noticeable feature Of Our texts, 

However he is sceptical of the value of this evidence and concludes: 

'These four passages then offer no solid evidence that the 

Chronicler found mention of Levite, cities in reliable historical 

sources. 
1 This is in line with the generally accepted viewp 

that his knowledge of the institution is derived from the 

Pentateuch and Joshuale 

The final part of this section is on the age of the sources. 
2 

Here his main conclusions are the following: (i) 'There may well 

be a document underlyingp and therefore earlier thang the lists 

in Jos. 21 and 1 Chr. 6. However these two passages are both in 

the latest strata of their books, so the original need be no 

earlier than P. Indeed in Pfeiffer's view, it could date from 

the age of the original Chroniclerl But few would wish to see 

the book of Joshua still being formed at so late a date. ' (ii) He 

repeats his observation that there is nothing in the language of 

the lists to help us estimate their aget unless that the division 

of the tribe of Levi is not found in pre-exilic material. (iii) He 

sharpens his comments about other mentions of Levitic cities in 

Chronicles by suggesting that their author, even if not himself 

responsible for incorporating the list in the preface to his worko 

1.0 Typical is Ross's comment on p. 86t following Michaeli and 
Rudolph, lees it is at least plausible that in 2 Chr. 11: 13ff, 
we have no more than an expansion of the account in 1 Kings, 
'illuminated by the author's acquaintance with the list of 
Levite cities# his distaste for the northern kingdomp and his 
admiration for the Levite office as he knew it in his own day, ' 

2* Pp* 89-91- 
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would know of the cities from the Priestly writings, (iv) qIe 

may conclude that literary analysis furnishes no evidence for 

the emergence of the concept of Levitic cities much before the 

time of the Priestly writer, most of a millenium after their 

alleged-establishment. Most critics therefore follow Wellhausen 

in doubting if they ever existed. 
11 

Comment has already been made above about Ross's readiness 

to consider our texts as of ! priestly' interestol and his 

apparently consequent acquiescence in their attribution to the 

Hexateuch source P. That of course is an assumption which it is 

the business of this thesis to explore. The other critical 

comment appropriate at this stage relates to a feature which 

appears to follow from this assumption. It is a pity that Ross 

commits himself to a position of some distrust of the 

independence of information elsewhere in the Chronicler on the 

Levites and their cities in advance of his detailed comparison of 

the two texts. There so many of his detailed conclusions appear 

to tend in another direction; and one suspects that he might 

have reached more radical conclusions had he not been already 

committed to the view that this Levitic material breathed the 

spirit of the Priestly authors rather than that of the Chronicler. 

Why counter in advance of the detailed analysisl - the view that 

our material cannot be traced earlier than the original Chronicler 

1. occasionally one detects an indiscriminate use of the terms 
'Levitic' and 'priestlyt, as in two comments on P. 74: 
(a) I ... the memory that there had been shrines served by 
Levites in various townst; and (b) tJerusalem ... was the 
priestly city par excellence'. 
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with the observation 'that few would wish to see the book of 

Joshua still being fomed at so late a date'? 

It is in his section on the city lists that the novelty of 

Ross's contribution is more apparent. This section is in seven 

parts: 

He deals first with the su=aries of the allocations in 

Jos. 21: 4-8 and 1 Chr. 6: 46-48.1 As for the one in Joshua there 
2 

are no great internal problems, and yet it is not good in context: 

the list of cities promised in v. 3 does not come for ten more 

verses, Furthermore there is the discrepancy between v. 4 and 

v. 10l already discussed above; 
3 and v. 8 seems to serve better as 

a conclusion than an introduction. The Chronicler's sunmary 

appears after the list of Aaronite cities, which is itself concluded 

with a summarising total - accordingly the relevant sentence in the 

summary is omitted. There are difficulties over 6: 46 which is 

clearly corrupt, and Ross defends the opinion that while the 

absence of Ephraim is unintentional mention of ]Daýi had been 

deliberately omitted. 
4 In short: I It would appear that the summary 

1. pp. 94-107., 
2. He finds ninnwn? z in vv. 5,6 curious - it is not attested in LXX 

(or Syr or Vulg)j althollgrh the corresponding verses of the 
Chronicler have nnnwnn(Zý) and mn InD tDn ý (47). A further oddity 
is the absence of-F-ii2: i from v, -- though this is made still is I 

7 V-91, more curious by t1re, -testimony of LXX which lacks the word only 
in v. 6- which the Chronicler's evidence confirms (it is found 
in vv, 46,48 but not in ve 47)o 

3- On p. 240. 
4, He reconstructs that verse as follows 

nw3b non n%%nnnI MVIDX nonn Only Dan is missing from 
the full list in vv, 51-55 - other scholars have noted that 
tribe's unpopularity in the Chronicles. 
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in Ch only diff ers from that in Jo by accident of transmission, 

and not in substance, except for (i) the omission of the Aaronite 

part, and (ii) the possible deliberate exclusion of Dan at some 

stage. I Ross proceeds to a discussion of the relationship between 

21: 8f. and 6: 49f. 1 Verse 49 differs from v. Sa only in the 

omission of the word 'these' - this 'leaves the sentence as a 

statement, whose point lies not in its forward or backward 

reference, but whose function is to add something to what we know 

about the Levite cities: viz* p that pasture-lands (not otherwise 

mentioned in the summary) were included. This seems to me to be 

a goodq straightforward pointj which is lost in the priestly 

padding of Jo. It would carry more weight if this were once the 

final sentence in the Chroniclerts account of the Levite cities'. 

Ross adds, 'It is to be noticed that here and here alone in Ch 

the Itpeople of Israel" are named as those who made the allocatione 

This seems to link the verse with one of the earlier editorial 

strands to be discerned in Jo. ' Against this the caveat should 

be entered that nowhere else in the Chronicler is any other agency 

quoted. Verse Sa in Joshua serves another function - its 

'addition' of the word 'these' recalls our attention to the promise 

of a city list made in V. 3, just as the added relative clause in 

V. 8b reminds us of v, 2 and its mention of Moses' authority. On 

verses 9 and 500 Ross offers helpful discussions of the key 

textual difficulties: the presence or absence of Benjamin, the 

relative priority of non and nonn , and the hard phrases uoinrz rri. 22. 

This comes as something of a surprise after the title of this 
parto which refers only to the summaries in 21: 4-8 and 6: 46-48. 
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aw: i and t3*, InX 9 These will be assessed more 

fully below. His general conclusion is that verse 50 has a 

purpose to serve at the head of the following section - the 

corresponding v. 9 in Joshua is also of 'an introductory character. 
'There the reference to "these specified" cities is more natural 
than in Ch, because it stands at the head of the detailed list 

The editor who added Cho 51ff to the previous material no doubt 

found this verse standing i=ediately after the summary section 
in his sourcef as it does in Jo6 We must suppose that he took 

it over, with the minimum (or less) of alteration, because it 

bore some relation to what he wished to say"*** We are bound 

to conclude that Jo preserves the earlier order of the material, 

giving the summary first, and then listing the cities "by name". 

The compiler of Cho has taken such an account as is to be found 

in Jot wrenched it apart, and put the pieces together again in a 

1. Ross adds at this point that the run of the text in Jos. 21: 9-10 
is 'much more natural and logical than that of the corresponding 
verses in Ch., especially when allowance is made for the 
disruption caused by the introduction of the explanatory 
sentence about Hebron. ' The logical criterion is at least 
arguable. As for the text running naturally, one wonders if 
Ross has taken sufficient account of the unparallelled use of 
the form -, o3: i -, ibz) in 21: 9: not only is it striking in itself 
but the correEFonding conclusion in v. l6b uses the quite as 
unusual nýKn a1pavn 13v nxn while the following introduction 
begins normally -nbbbi =. can hardly be claimed that this 
terminological vaFil-ation is affected by the note on Hebron. One 
might observe, in conclusion, that the Joshua account as a whole 
is almost flawless logically - but it does seem to preserve 
traces of a complex prehistory. It follows that when discussing 
1 Chr, 6: 50 we must consider not just its logical function in 
that position, but also whether an oddly structured verse is 
more or less surprising there than in Jos. 21: 9* 
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different orderv leaving jagged edges. Yet his actual text is 

in places simpler and more concise than that of Jo, ' 

Several of the details of Ross's discussion will be treated 

below. At this stage one rider might be added to the more 

general debate which will amplify a point made earlier. We have 

noted that Jos. 21: 4 harmonises ill with vv. 9-10: the latter, 

like the corresponding material in the Chronicler, emphasise the 

distinctiveness of the Aaronites - ve 10 explicitly, v. 9 in that 

nothing such is said of the other groups; the former, while it 

accords the Aaronites the title of priests, explicitly subsumes 

them within one of the three clan divisions of Levi, In this it 

reflects the spirit of the whole Joshua passage in its familiar 

form. It follows immediately on what Ross too agrees is the 

special introductory material in vv. 1-3. The possibility must 

accordingly be taken into account that v. 4 is part of that 

introductiong and not part of the final Joshua editor's source- 

material. Rat if that is the case, then neither of our texts 

preserves evidence of a regular four-sentence summary paragraph - 

and accordingly it is open to us to doubt whether such ever existed. 

b Next Ross turns his attention to the clan framework, The 

Chronicler's introduct= formulae are basically of the form 

_13aý .2 His vo 51 is difficult on any viewo and probably corrupt. 

Fy. 107-127* 
2* Just so in V. 569 and with a verb in v, 42, There is, he 

argues, no need to query the additional pvini 3, -1 in v. 62 (to 
which Jos. 21: 34 gives the correct expan-9-ion-77, tto the people 
of Merari, i. e. those that remainedt - emphasizing that they 
were the last grouping. 
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Of its unusual featuresl two may well, be trustworthy: I familyt 

is needed to make the distinction from the Aaronitp group of the 

Kohathites; andv while 'territory", is odd in this context, its 

presence is guaranteed by the parallel in V. 39. Of several 

unattractive possibilities, Ross is driven to the view that the 

text underlying Ch was corrupted and the loss made good after a 

fashion from Jo. 2 'The original reading was 

"families") of the other sons of Kohath (they 

tribe of Ephraim a new start is made 

'because the resumptive phrase introduced inti 

... has cancelled the idea of allotting which 

"To the sub-clan (or 

allotted) from tho 

necessary in i3nvi 

D the middle of ve 51 

has run through the 

whole list since it was stated in v. 421, Both of the Chronicler's 

concluding fomulae are unique: avim3n pnp-13aý nnDvbý, in v. 55, 

because all others in both texts give totals and are complete 

sentences; and that in v, 45 because of the unparallelled form of 

its concluding onlninpwna. Ross has already offered in the 

previous part his account of this unusual form - that it was 

entered in the margin 'as a correction for nonn nnnunn, and 

subsequently copied into the wrong place'. 
3 If one is not 

1. Not only sol Whereas IAT in the corresponding Jos. 21: 20 offers 
ciý-n 19 LXX attests aýi: ix as in the verse in question, 

2* His other possibilities are M 51 is an unintelligibly abbre- 
viated version, of Jo, 20, (11) JO, 20 is an expanded version 
that makes much better sensel and (iii) the middle of 51 is lost. 

3, He-admits in footnote 13 that 'the unusual long form of the 
suffix may give the word a claim to be considered original 
but probably it represents no more than an effort to cover as 
many as possible of the letters of a desperate piece of text. 
The shorter form occurs in the two following verses, ' 
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k 

prepared to allow an eccentric conclusion to an eccentric 

section, then an alternative conjecture is that the form is a 

corruption of 13 il'$ Ul ID 1, , Ross makes a good point whon he argues 

that the same word at the end of v. 49 is emphatic - if such 

emphasis is required to conclude the section on the (three) 

Levitic groupsq then why not also at the end of the Aaronite 

section? The Joshua introductions share the wording of those in 

Chronicles with only small alterations, but with substantial 

additions - such as that the group in question are Levites or 

priests or both, For reasons already givent little comparison 

is possible with the Joshua conclusions - and the only appropriate 

comment is that they are unnecessarily repetitious. The results 

of this part of the enquiry are unambiguous: 'We seem to have come 

as near as one could reasonably hope to a proof that the Levite 

city list in Chronicles is taken not from the book of Joshua, but 

from an earlier version of the material; and that Joshua exhibits 

a further stage of its development. " 

c In this part the relationship of cities of refuge and cities 

of Levites is discussed. 2 In Jos. 21, each of the six names 

1. Ross's reductio ad absurdum, of the opposing position is worth 
recalling: 'We should have to suppose that the general 
tendency of texts to grow and accrete had here been reversed; 
that the compiler of Ch had such an objection to the term 
"Levites" that he removed it from all the introductions - 
although this whole major section of his work is devoted to 
their cities and genealogies; and that, for obscure reasons, 
he had set his face a ainst concluding formulae (except in the 
case of the Aaronites5.1 (p, 126)o 

2. Pp, 127-142. 
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specified in Jos. 20 is described in advance as n! wl, -i -vss? 01 

By contrast, the Chronicler implies that all the Aaronite cities 

(headed by Hebron) and all the Levitic cities (headed by Shechem) 

are 13227311 "17 *2 While it would be easy to change plural into 

singularg the Chronicler's plurals are to be respected. 3 In 

facto not only do his vv. 42t52 read better than the corresponding 

Jos. 21: 13,21 but his version of the note about Caleb and Hebron 
4 (6: 40-41) is earlier than Jos. 21: 11-12. And since ol-71pp is 

found in very few OT contexts5 it may be that 'if Ch has taken qýpn 

from a text earlier than Joshual it may reflect the oldest 

surviving use of the word. ' As to the six cities themselves of 

the Jos. 20 list, which appear to be marked out too in our two 

texts by detail more cumbrous than the average, 
6 these Ross 

believes derive from a short list preserved in the archives beside 

the list at the basis of our two longer texts* The Chronicler's 

text documents their confusion at some stage, while Jos. 20 and 

21 manifest a not entirely successful attempt to re-separate the 

two traditions* Ross admits that he has followed 'a somewhat 

fragile line of argument'; however the problem is admittedly 

complex and must occupy our attention again below. 

le Jos. 21: 13p2l, 27,32j(36), 38. The doubt over v. 36 is caused by 
the omission of the section on Reuben from many Hebrew MSS - if 
the gap is supplied from LXX, rather than the Chronicler as 
conventionallyp no problem arises. 

2* 1 Chr. 6: 42#52, 
3, All versions support them. 
4, The latter has been adapted to harmonise better with Jos. 15: 13, 
5. In fact only Numo 35; Jose 20,21; and 1 Chr. 61 
6. See the discussion below, pp, 275v 280-287. 
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d The treatment of the 'pasture-lands" in the two texts gives 

Ross a similar impression to the formulae of the clan-framework. 

Mention is even more often repeated in Joshua than Chronicles; 

and the greater concerm with this matter of the Joshua editor is 

underscored by his concluding v, 42 which only repeats what we 

have already been told ad nauseam. Given all this interest it 

is the more noteworthy that they are not mentioned at all in the 

summary paragraphs (21; 4-7 and 6: 46-48). 

.2 
Another exceptional feature of our texts is the greater unity 

of the tradition in its transmission of the actual names of the 

Levitic cities in Transjordan, 2 This 'contrasts sharply with 

the divergences over the other tribes late in the listp Naphtali 

and Zebulun. .. We must conclude that this part of the list 

has had a comparatively short and simple history; which means that 

it originated at a late stage in the development of the tradition. 

f On the question of the division of the cities into tribes4 

it will serve best to let Ross speak for himself: 'If we, have any 

conclusion to draw from this part of our study, it is that the list 

of Levite cities in Joshua shows signs of editing and adaptation 

1, Ppo 142-148, 
26 Ppo 148-152, 
3# Ross draws attention to an odd feature in the LXX of Joshua:, 

in vv, 3-33 it renders tivviii) by &wpLcu6va, 
, but in W. 34-42 

by 'XCRLCM6RLa, which is t9e rendering always found in the 
Chronicler. He wonders whether both Hebrew and Greek traditions 
in Joshua have been modified in this final Merarite section to 
accord better with 1 Chr. 6. 

4. Pp. 152-168. 
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to fit into the tribal pattern. Ch does not fit this pattern 

so well. The n=bers of named cities are in several cases less 

than the four per tribe which is the norm in Jo; and of the 

places listed, some seem to be under the wrong tribal heading. 

Shechem and Tabor have already been mentioned. No Kedesh is 

elsewhere known in Issachar (vo 57)9 Hammon is listed in Jos. 19: 28 

under Asher (cf , Ch. 61 . Naphtali) . and the following name. 
A b-& Kiriathaimp is in the other passages connected with Reuben* Some 

of these may indicate no more than gaps in our information; 

Kedesh and Kiriathaim, are natural names that could be applied to 

different places. But there remain some that seem to be the wrong 

side of a border, It is as though the list had originally been 

drawn up not on tribal lines, but, as Noth suggested, in broader 

geographical regions; and when it was carved up between the 

tribes# it was not possible to get all the towns in an area under 
the right headingsp without a more thorough reorganisation than 

the editor was prepared at first to attempt. We suggestt then, 

that a somewhat shorter list of I'Levite cities" was first divided 

between the tribess and that subsequently it was filled out to give 

an average four cities from each of themO Noting that all the 

Levitic cities ascribed to Reuben and Gad except the two relevant 

refuge cities of Jos. 20 are to be found in Jos, 13: 15-23,24-28, 

Ross had already suggested that the refuge cities formed the 

nucleus of the Transjordanian allocation and th6se were filled out 
from information elsewhere in Joshua. 

In conclusion he offers an outline account of the development 
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o. 9 the Levite city list. ' W The plain list (perhaps mentioning 

'pasture-lands') had probably not extended east of the Jordan and 

had represented only thinly the extreme west 
2 

and areas such as 

Naphtali and Zebulun. (ii) This list was divided between the four 

groups and between the tribesp entries being made up for the 

eastern tribes with the help of the, cities of refuge. There is 

no way of telling if all these represented one step, and if not 

which came first. (iii) The list Wks augmented to give an average 

four cities per tribe - it is probable that there was always some 

variation* 
3 (iv) The numerical framework was elaboratedp with its 

PPb 168- 6 

2#- Co=enting earlier on the absence of any mention by the 
Chronicler not just of Dan but also of two of the 'Danitel citiest 

- Ross suggested that Elteke and Gibbethon 'bear some general 
resemblance to the following pair. And secondp they appear 
consecutively and in the same order in Jos. 19: 44v mid-way 
between Aijalon (v. 42) and Gath-rimmon (v. 45). We are thus 
presented with two separate and complementary reasons why an 
editor, anxious to build up the two Danite cities of Ch, into 
a full tribal complement of four, might pick these particular 
two., 
Ross adds that 'there would not seem to be enough time for a 
perfectly symmetrical list to degenerate in the way Albright 
suggests'. One might add that Albright's recovery of an 
foriginalt list of 48 namest four per tribe, is quite brilliant 
- but has been adopted by many far too uncritically. And apart 
from such criticism as can be levelled at some of his detailed 
arp - iment two more general considerations commend caution: 
(iý Can we really accept his invitation to believe that the 
two intrusions to the original total (Hebron and Shechem) were 
accidentally compensated for by two omissions; that in one 
case (Ephraim) the accident was so remarkable that it occurred 
in one of the sections that had suffered intrusion; that not 
only did both texts suffer accidental loss of the same number 
of names, and at identical points - but that in both cases the 
Chronicler' a copyist passed over the t next- door-neighbour t of the 
name lost in the transmission of Joshua? (ii) The total 48 must 
represent 12 cities for each of four families, or four cities 
for each of twelve tribes, or an undivided 48 cities repre- 
senting some simple historical veracity - are not all three 
possibilities too artificial to be historical? What specific 
local problems were ever dealt with in such a schematised way? 
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emphasis on the Levite clan structure; and the numerical summary 

-was drawn up, (v) A writer of Aaronite interests combined the 

first part of the city list (ii) with the latter three-quarters of 

the sjjT=ary9 producing the first part of the source of Ch. (vi) to 

(v), was added the rest of the city list (ii), supplemented from 

(iii) in its two final, sections, where it was conspicuously 

deficient. This completed the source of Ch. (vii) Final additions 

were made to (iv) , with further emphasis on the I pasture-lands to 

produce the text of Jo. 1 

(4) An alternative hypothesis 

in the course of the preceding review of ýhe relevant 

sections of Ross's thesis# four questions were raised about his 

methods or conclusions: (a) It was doubted whether it was fair 

to assess 1 Chr* 6: 39-66 by the criteria of a unified textq and 

whether it could be properly termed a list of Levitic cities6 

(b) It was noted that the Aaronite/Levitic system of our texts 

has much closer links elsewhere in Chronicles than in 'priestlyt 

material within the Pentateuch& And to this two further points 

might be added: Driver's P-terms and his own criterion of 

I. His final note is - 'Since the Levite clan names do not 
kippear to have come into use until after the exilej stages 
(ii) - (vii)j if not also (i)p must have taken place in the 
comparatively short period between Nehemiah and the 
completion of the book of Joshua'. 
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interest in Aaron and Eleazar 1 
relate only to the 'additional' 

material in Jos. 21 - i. e. what has no parallel in the 

Chronicler's version; and Ross's four passages in Chronicles, 

while they may or may not be dependent on our texts for their 

point of view, all support the present writer's approach to 

Chr. 6 in one or both of two respects - they operate with a 
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clear distinction between south (Judah) and north (Israel) and 

between priest (Aaronite) and Levite. 2W Attention was 

called to the necessity of distinguishing in any assessment of 

Jos, 21: 9 between its logical function (which is passable) and its 

linguistic form (which is exceptional). (d) It was suggested 

that quite as good a case could be offered for attributing Jos. 

21: 4 to the outer structure provided by the latest main editor 

as for deeming it one of four summary sentences in his source 

material. 

1. See above p243. Driver's list is pi: ix (v. 1) meaning #house- 
holds'; nin' (v. 3) as a variant of nin, vm-ýy; 11 T rl X (vv. 12,471)7-meaning 'possession'; n'Ixr'? 3(v. 2.5) me ng IE51fl; 
and Yanx nvjR(v* 11) as a name for Hebron, Of these, only 
nvsnn in v. 25 is parallelled in the Chronicler's text, Al- 
though it is found in broa4y 'priestly' contexts in the 
Pentateuch (about 10 times), two points should be noted: (1) it 
occurs also in 1 Kings 16: 9; Neh. 8: 3; (2) the Chronicler's 
text contains one further instance - in v. 46 - although that 
verse may well be corrupt* 
1 Chr, 

94-2 

appears to mention four categories of Jerusalem 
settlers: Israel, priests, Levites and temple servants, 
1 Chro 13: 2 operates with a similar double distinction$ and 
records the sending of a message (a) I to all our brethren 'Who 
remain in all the land of Israeli; and with them (b) to the 1 
priests and 2 Levites in the cities that have pasture lands. - 
2 Chr, 11: 14rtalks of the Levites leaving their holdings and 
coming to Judah and Jerusalem. And 2 Chr. 31: llff talks of 
Hezekiah (in a Judahite context) arranging distribution to 
Aaronites in the cities of the priests. Such appears to be 
the spirit of the Chroniclero 
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Given Ross's support on several other fronts that the fom 

of the material in 1 Chr. 6 is prior to that in Jos, 21, it may 

now be appropriate to press the logic of two of his arguments to 

the point of support for an alternative hypothesis more straight- 

forward than his owne He contends that the list was originally 

much shorter# and secondly that the numerical structure marks one 

of the later stages in its development - in fact after the division 

_by 
families and by tribes and after the addition of the Trans- 

jordanian cities. The inspiration for these alterations to the 

list must have come from somewhere. 

If we had to analyse 1 Chr, 6: 39-66 without any knowledge of 

a parallel in Jos. 21, and if we paid attention to its general 

contexto the simplest solution we could offer would be that it 

had nust grown* 
1 It is made up of four partsl (a) an Aaronite 

listt (b) a Levitic summaryt (0) an Aaronite summary, and (d) a 

Levitic list - and the end of each part makes a good conclusion, 

Each part depends on what has gone before, but what goes before is 

complete in itself, 

The summary paragraph is widely regarded one of the latest 

elements in the development of the text - and so too Ross regards 

its It is the placing of this late element in second position 

that prompts the different two-source or two-stage theories for 

the composition of our text. Why not accept the challenge of the 

most straightforward approach to the Chroniclerts text and contextp 

and consider the Levitic summary not a deduction from the arrangement 

It too is a 'collaget - cf, above p. 242, n. I* 
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of the full list but itspropramme? What : follows in vv. 51-66 

is an early attempt at a list of Levitic cities conforming to 

the m=aries, 

It is possible to refine this thesis somewhat, 
l R=3 has 

made plain that the Chronicler's Levitic list is as deficient by 

the criteria of tribal allocation as it is by the numerical 

criteria. These problems may be inter-connected - however the 

latter need not entirely explain the former. It is not 

impossible that one division vras made before the other. The same 

is true of the s=ary paragraph. 
2 Indeed to cut a lot of 

speculation short, the following tentative account may be offered 
. 9, 

of the development of the Chronicler's texts* 

(i) A list of Aaronite cities (so obviously in and from Judah 

that no comment was required). 

(ii) A summary of the tribes which made allotments to the three 

Levitic families#3 Contemporaneous with thist the addition in 

1. The account becomes confessedly more conjectural here. 
2, Even if a summary paragi! aph on the Levitic holdings did mark the 

second stage in the natural growth of the Chronicler's text, 
that need not have been identical to the present paragraph. of 
its three familiar elementsp one, is quite indispensable: the 
division into three Levitical families., Either of the othor 
elements would have sufficed on its own - the holdings of the 
three families could have been specified in terms of the tribes 
they were connected with or the number of cities they hold, 
and not necessarily in terms of both as in the present text. 
only one need have been original* 

3, l The difficulty in one of the alternatives in n. 2# a primitive 
numerical summary, is that the second stage in the growth of 
the text would already assume the complete system of 48 cities. 
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v. 45 of I from the tribe of Benjamin' - the assumption still 

being that the others in the list were from Judah, 

(iii) A pedantic note, using different tribal terminology, 

setting straight the record as to which tribes had allocatod 

cities to the Aaronites. 
2 

(iv) A list of Levitic citiest arranged by families and the 
3 

relevant allocating tribes. 

i 

(V) The addition of the totals, Using as close an aPProximation 

to regularity as was possible given the presence of 13 names in 

the first section. 
4 

i. ee _v3n non in place of -not. 
2. It may be that the absence of a total from this verse confirms 

the impression already gained (see above pe 259P nn* 20) that 
totals were not a primitive part of the other summary sentences, 

3* Whatever the source of this list, it had contained - or had been 
filled out to contain - names believed to represent all nine (eight7) 

allocating tribes. 

Ross' s, thesis drew attention to the marked constancy in the 
tradition of the Transjordanian names* A second area of 
relative constan is this first Aaronite section - especially 
if one takes 

ýWas 
the best representative of the Joshua 

traditiono The division of the 48 cities - almost 12 to each 
Levitical familyg and almost four to each tribe - is so nearly 
regular that one suspects there must have been a very strong 
factor preventing total regularity* The givenness of a list 
of thirteen names in the oldest part of the source-material may 
be just this factor* Irregularity certainly has a ring of auth- 
enticity' The versions of the Chronicler's text may provide in- 
direct evidence for this: both MT and EP are defective by,, 
this criterion - neither attests -117: 11 (nor in fact does MM") 
which appears next to VII in Jos, 21 and could readily represent 
an early omission by 4aplography; and the 14T is algo without 
*nu-j in eighth place (here it alone agrees with LXV)o But 
, ýj-aat is most striking is that despite these two 'minuses' in LXXAj 
that version still offers 13 namesq offering BaLWC between 
places 9 and lop and Aages between 12 and 13 - both otherwise 
unknown in either Jos. 21 or 1 Chr. 6. A strong need may have 
been felt to preserve 13 names, 
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indeed the present text of Jos, 21, in its main essentials, 

represents Just one further step encompassing (a) the logical 

re-arrangement of all the above material. ' (b) the achievement of 

a list corresponding numerically to the wimmaryt and (c) the 

setting of the whole in a narrative framework which explained the 

editor's intentions. 

The attractions of this alternative hypothesis are several 

and various. It permits a straightforward approach to the 

Chroniclerts text on its own merits, Several sources and 

different strata there may be -! but no complicated editorial process, 

A numerical system may have been added at a late stage in the 

growth process - but for the rest, the rather unattractive 

conglomerate was left untouched. It provides us with a source 

for one of our chapters in the book Of Joshua. And the result of 

this 'find' is that we can observe the editor of Jos,, 21 at work, 

and plot his own contribution quite accurately. Possession of the 

source of Jos. 21 has important implications for another concern 

of this thesis as a whole: when both versions are compared with 

the Chroniclerts text; a more controlled opinion can be reached 

about the relative priority of MT and LXX in Joshua# And lastly, 

two linguistic irregularities and peculiarities of Jos4 21 become 

more comprehensible* On the one side the predominant use of 

-non for 'tribe', which is regular only in chapter 20 (3 times). 

and is found nowhere else in the tradition common to MT and Lxx 

in Joshua, is to be attributed to the source of the chapter. And 

1. It is only the Chronicler's introductory phrase in 6: 39a that 
is not used by the Joshua editor. 
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the LXX (A and B) offers a singular form and the MT the corres- 

ponding plural. The 14T alone has 4 further instances (vv- 5,6, 

27,40) all of the plural form nnnunn -a form which occurs once 

more in the 14T (in v. 10 where the LXX represents the singular fom). 

The torm occurs in 7 verses of the united Chronicles tradition, 

again in 5 of these in the same form (vv- 39p4794SP51,55); while 

in v. 45 the LXX seems to reflect the more regular OnnDvDý for 

the 14T's exceptional and in v, 46 they differ 

between singular and plural, 

. 2, Despite the relative homogeneity'of each tradition within 

itself, it is only in four of the verses co=on to the two =ited 

traditions that they overlap (7/43,10139t 20/51t 26/55) - and 

only in the first of these is the actual form comon to all 

versions. Moreover in no case does one version of either tradition 

agree in form with the other united tradition. ' 

.d 
All the 'pluses' in the 14T of Joshua to the co=on tradition 

of Joshua (which in this case is identical with the LXX)2 are 

reflected in the co=on tradition of the Chronicler3 (with the 

exception of 21: 40 which has no parallel in 1 Chic-. 6). Conversely, 

and with the exception of 6: 45, all the Chronicler's 'pluses, to 

Such agreement would have provided a Powertul argument for 
deeming defective the other representatives of its tradition. 
However it does happen that one 'version agrees with the other tradition in using some form of the term in the same position. See the following poin de 

2, In vv* 5,6#26,40. 
3, That is completely true only of the first two verses in the 

summary section, vv, 46,47 - nnDvbn is absent from in 
ve 56. 
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the four occurrences of the term common to both streams of 
tradition are reflected in the MT of Joshua. Have we evidence 

here that the LXX of Joshua is a shortened text? 

e Some standardisation may have taken place within each 
tradition. No version uses all six forms of nnnon found - and 
only pnnpvpý is common to them all. The MT of Joshua and the 
LXX of the Chronicler may have been more strictly controlled than 

the others, in that both use only three forms - but not the same 
threeo Perhaps after all one should not make too much of the 

differences in precise form used, After all the difference 

between a fem. sing. and a fem. plur. form is slight, even when it 

is marked with a Imater lectionist, Not only so, but most of the 

nnbvný forms in question are quite as 'genitival' in function as 
the nnDvnp, ones. Within reason then# all that may be significant 
is the simple presence or absence of some f orm of the term in a 

particular verses 

In the face of such conflicting evidence it may be unwise 
to attempt to detect pattern, However the following is one 

explanation of the situation - and enough evidence may have been 

gathered above to provide substance for a critique* 

1 To start with the summarising verses 5-7/46-48: it is only 
in 7/48 that all versions agree in detail, and so this may 

provide the most appropriate starting-point,, The reading in 

question is t3nivuvný. Within the tradition, as Holmes has 

ably noted, 
' it is easier to consider original the LXX's use of 

1. oD*cit*, P. 72. 
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the term only in v. 7- its intrusion into vv. 5,6 being later 

standardisation. It is likely that Holmes, Judgment remains 

valid when we move to consider the corresponding verses of the 

Chronicler. At least in his v. 47 the standardisation has been 

more happily carried out. 
1 The case is strengthened when we look 

more closely at 5/46 and the MT in 6: it is only there - in either 

Jos. 21 or 1 Chr. 6- that the term nnDvn is used to refer to a 

subdivision of (or synonym for, in the MT of 46) one or more of the 

12 tribes; elsewhere it is used only of the Levitical families or 

their sub-clans. It might be added that if annpvný was original 

in 7/48, then its use is simply stylistic - just as we might use 

'in their turn' in a concluding member. 

2 The other three common occurrences of the term (in 10/39, 

20/51,26/55) are all in the context of headings or conclusions to 

the sections on the sub-groups of the Kohathites, i. e. where a 

further technical term is appropriate, even if not absolutely 

necessary. In 10/39 the Chronicler's nnnvpý, is likely to have 

been the original form-, it corresponds to the form in Jos. 21: 4,2 

which by any account of the production of our present text of 

Joshua is a foreshadowing of 21: 10; and its alteration into 

nnl)vz)? ) 3 is readily understandable in the context of the addition 

made to that verse of the following 10 13an. nnnvDý4 is 

1. By the use of the identical announl?. 
2. Exactly according to the rendering of the LXX9 although the MT 

offers the corresponding plural. 
3. Plural in the MT of 21: 10. 
4. Plural in Jos. 21: 20,26, 
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found also in 21: 20,26 and 6: 55, with only 6: 51 using the 

difficult nnnunt. This reading is hard to understand; there 

is some evidence against it, in the versions; and, as Ross has 

persuasively argued, there must be considerable suspicion that 

the verse is corrupt. ' 

The common assured minimum text is not unreas ýnable in 

itself. The expansions and additions and regularisations in the 

different versions can be readily understood. Whether they have 

all taken place independentlyp or whether one or other of the 

expanded traditions influenced the expansion of another, is hard 

to pronounce on. What can, be observed from the chart is that 

there are some similarities between the 14T Of Joshua and the LXX 

of Chronicles and vice versa; but it is much less clear that any 

system of dependence can be based on this observation, 'What is 

noticeable, howeverg is that if it is the case that only the four 

occurrences of the term common to all versions of both traditions 

are originalt then there is a high probability that only the forms 

jnnDvný 
and annDvz)ý are original and that the nnDow) forms are 

secondary. 

(ii) Jos. 21: 9-10: A host of interlocking problems besets any 

discussion of these verses. 
. 
Not only do MT and LXX diverge at 

important points in the Joshua-verses, but the parallels in 

chronicles are equally uncertain, textually. It would be 

attractive simply to shrug off the problem with the assertion that 

no challenge to an otherwise, good theory could possibly be based on 

1. Cf. above pp. 249-250. 
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Isil a foundation so precariot And on the other side a full 

treatment of the problems would sidetrack us too far from our main 

thesis. What can be offered more briefly is an account of these 

verses which takes note of the problems and offers an answer in 

terms of the hypothesis'already set out. 

The first point to establish is that 1 Chr. 6: 50 occasions no 

great surprise in its own context. Certainly it is marked out by 

its already discussed use of -113: 1 , itn for 'tribe' - but that 

linguistic feature only serves to underline what is already clear 

from the content of the verse: that it is an afterthought that 

supplies a summary statement about the tribal connections of the 

Aaronites. For the restp most of its features are Just what one 

would expect: 

a The use of 13n1i within 1 Chr. 6: 39-66 is remarkably orderly. 

In vv. 40,52 it heads the actual allocations to Aaronites and 

Levites. 2 In V. 49, in the once-concluding statement, it corres- 

ponds to 13n'll inv. 40. And its fourth appearance is in our 

verset which resumes and complements vv. 46-49. 

n12a links both with. '2, i 12 -n N at the end of v. 39 

and with ýI12: 1 in both vv. 46 and 48. 

c The use of the preposition -n with the tribal names corres- 

ponds to the structure of vv. 46-48 and is consistent with both 

1. Cf. above pp. 247-249 for Ross's account of this problem, and 
his conclusion that the Joshua version is prior to the 
chronicler's. 

2. Perception of this pattern may tell against Ross's suggestion (cf. above p. 250) that the use ofi3nvi in V. 52 marks a 
resumption forced on the editor Of Chronicles because of an 
intrusion into the heading in V. 51o 
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possible interpretations of i 3nvi : that it is impersonal, or that 

its subject is as in v. 49. 

d Cases can be made for the originality of both the MT which 

details Judahq Simeon and Benjamin and the LXX which details only 

the first two. The MT may be held to be making good a need 

created by vv. 46-48 which mention nine other tribes. On the 

other hand it may be held that the LXX did not mention Benjamin 

because that tribe' s holding had already been specified in v. 45 - 

all that needed to be made clear in v. 50 was that the hitherto 

unattributed cities in vv. 42-44 were from Judah and Simeon. 

e Indeed the only problem in the verse is its concluding phrase: 
W- 

nl? 3V7: 1 13-, InK 13V'17, 'l nX. The expression as it 

stands thus in the MT is unique. The LXX appears to represent the 

Hebrew found in the MT of Jos. 21: 9 - OR: ' Ulnx- ; however 

on the one hand it is hard to deduce who is the assumed subJect of 

1 xip, and on the other ova is only once else found in the OT 
-12Z 

absolutely. one possible parallel to the MT in 1 Chr. 6: 50b is in 

Num - 32: 38: 13: 1 'il2x D"UNI nI'OV7-r'x PI'010: 1 IWIP 111 , which is 

unusual but quite intelligible, What appears required by the 

context is that this phrase mean 'which have (already) been 

specified'. The verbal theme is surprising if a past reference 

is intended. But for the rest it is again attractive to take 

refuge in the negative observation that no close parallel in the 

OT makes such an interpretation impossible. It might be added 

that apart from Num. 32: 33 already quoted all other appearances 

of nvwv3 in the OT are in the set phrase nipwa .. -. -JaP3 
ITX. i 

Num. 1: 171,. Ezra 8: 20; 1 Chr. 12: 32; 16: 41; 2 Chr. 28: 15; 31: 19* 
Again, if there is anything at all to be said in favour of this 
suggestiont the closest links are with material in Chronicles. 
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This phrase would fit well into the context of our verse, It is 

possible that it originally stood there, and that the verb became 

corrupt* 
In several of these respectsp both MT and LXX in Joshua 

appear decidedly inferior: - 

i3nn is found in the four verses (8p9011921) whose counter- 

parts in the Chronicler use itt and also in the additional v. 3. 

This provides a much less orderly schema in a seemingly much more 

orderly chapter which purports to offer four coordinate summary 

I statements followed by four coordinate full accounts. Why the 

double use of the verb in the heading to the Aaronite account 

(vv, 9911), and the single use in the heading to the non-Aaronite 

Kohathite account, and the non-use in the two remaining headings? 

Presumably this lack of pattern was a consequence of the us'a made 

of the source-material - the Chronicler's textI 

b is absent from v. 99 but is not to be regarded on this 

ground to be the only addition, apart. from possibly some occurrences 

of -. inpwz), made to the Chronicler's text after that text had 

served as the source for Jos. 21. '? "I'l is found at the end of 

21: 8b where it is unnecessary. The phrase has no parallel in 

I chr. 6. And it is most likely that after the text of Jos. 21 

assumed much its present form there occurred the simple trans- 

position of 13 n) i and ý'i 1 23. 

c The LXX in v. 9 appears to be based on a Hebrew Vorlage in 

, Which the initial letter of _nODD 
had been lost by Haplography. 

it is not clear whether it is this change alone which is responsible 
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for the alteration of the verb from plural to singular - but it 

should be noted that the LXX offers an odd singular form also in 

V.. U. 

d Both LXX and 14T are difficult over the presence or absence 

of mention of Benjamin. The LXX's shift from ý cpuV-n utw-v Ioubm 

to %at LIZ 'C'Pic 
(PIM-0-1173V EUPE: (')V -, 

cpukilC ut(7v Bevm[ny is odd, and 

must represent an alteration to the text (and probably an addition 

on the basis of the earlier v. 4.1). The MT is hardly less 

difficult- Not only the general context (in which our verse is 

the opening of the first detailed accountg after the transitional 

v. 8) but also the fact that the following v. 10 is still 

referring to the whole allocation to the Aaronites, make it very odd 

that only Judah and Simeon are specified as grantor tribes, The 

editor of Jos. 21 solves this problem in his own fomulation of 

v. 4, which as already noted, may be the inspiration for the 

addition made to the LXX in our verse, It may be that v. 9 attests 

the Joshua editor's fidelity to his sourcet and that accordingly we 
I 

should prefer the testimony of the LXX in Chronicles. 

.E 
Some of the problems of the MT in this verse have already 

been noted in the discussion of the LXX of 1 Chr. 6: 50. Apart 

from Is. 40: 26, alva always appears in the OT in a construct 

relationship, If our phrase could be rendered in some such way 

as 'which he calls by name' then it could be a rather unidiomatic 

variant of DI's 13122 VIP" 0ý: )'? t but such a sense has little or no 

point in our verse. It may represent simply a further corruption 

The remainder of the verse makes it unlikely that the LXX here 
, was influenced by the MT in 1 Chr. 6: 50. 
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of the already corrupt text of the Chronicler. The markedly 

different LXX may well represent an attempt to improve the text. 

The A and B texts are not identical; but they agree in making 

a. sense-break at 'these cities' (vo 9b), in seemingly ignoring 

it? & in certainly ignoring vnvi, and in construing 
_... 

vipvi 

with ... I -I-. I K 'W 3: 1, ý . However the authenticity of at least a part 

of the MT - the opening words of vo 10: 11--ix 1,3: 0ý 10., tvi - appears 

to be guaranteed by the use made. of. this phrase by the editor of 

Joshua in v. 4. 

We must conclude that not only does the relationship of Jos. 

21: 9-10 with its parallel verses in the Chronicler's text not 

impede our hypothesisq but in fact our hypothesis contributes to 

an understanding Of some of the complex textual divergences in both 

Joshua and Chronicles. 

(iii) Caleb and Hebron: There are several differences between 

Jos, 21: 3.1-13 and 1 Chr. 6: 40-42 which are better explained as the 

I work of Joshua editors' than vice versa. The Joshua form of this 

material is fuller in four ways: 1 In V. ill instead of the 

Chronicler's simPle Iiiant Joshua offers P131781 12K 11: 11M nt-Ip 

Iiian r. *)-, i - this has an exact parallel in Jos, 15: 13 and nowhere 

else, 
22 Immediately followingo instead of the Chronicler's 

N11n, ylxa 3 Joshua offers n7inv ina -a phrase which occurs 

1. Ross argues (cf. above p*252) also that the Chronicler's text 
is prior here. 

2* Without P137n vax it is parallelled also in Gen. 23: 2 and Jos, 
15: 54; 20: 7* Cf. also Gen. 35: 27; Jud. 1: 10 and Neh. 11: 25, 

3* In fact LXXB in 1 Chr. 6: 40 may have read only 'n *r i n's :i (although 
its M 1jou6qC may be an inner-Greek corruption). ý 
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elsewhere only in Jos. 11: 21; 20: 7 and in 2 Chr. 27: 4. The 

final word of v. 129 intnxap is not represented in the 

Chronicler's text. 4 The Chronicler does not read the usual 

w2-i2z)-nxi after jiian as in'the. Joshua recapitulation in v. 13. 

In none of these cases is there a good motive for tho Chronicler 
2 to have made a deletion. In each casep it we are right in 

deducing it was the Joshua editors who made additions, these are 

quite consistent with their methods detected elsewhere. 

It appears then that the relationship of 1 Chr. 6: 40-42 

with Jos. 21-911-13 is perfectly consistent with our hypothesis. 

In a way this is a striking result. The close link between Caleb 

and Hebron is only obliquely alluded to elsewhere in Chronicles 

but it is a significant element in the apparently later (or post-) 

Deuteronomistic material in Joshua (14: 6-15; 15: 13-19). 3 It is 

a case where one might have expected an exception to the hypothesis 

an isolated example of a late insertion to the Chronicler's text 

, to bring it into line with a natural development within the 

Joshua tradition. However the detailed, evidence renders this 

next to impossible. Yet an insert it is, Such a note can only 

1. Ross (ps 130, n. 53) cautions against making too much of this 
pointp noting that the term is also absent after init in third 
place and suggesting that accidental omission may-15-5 an 
adequate explanation. That may be so* However it is note- 
-worthy that the LXX does attest the term after In, # , but not 
after the second occurrence of Hebron, 

2. As noted abovep nllnv In is used in 2 Chr, 27: 4, while Tim 
n-Trpoccurz only in 1 Chrs 16: 18, in the context of a Psalm 
ýarallel to Ps. 105. As for I ntnx the Chronicler not only 
uses the term four times, but two of these (I Chr. 9: 2; 2 Chrs 
11: 14) are in verses dealing with the cities of priests and 
Levites! 
See chap. Vj pp, 210-218. 
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have been contrived because of the need to reconcile two con- 

flicting pieces of infomation. 

A word should be said about the method of the insertion. 

Apparently 13n3 v3a'? i at the beginning of v. 42 res=es the 

longer an'? 13n'I inx 13a? 
.L 

in V. 39b and the beginning of 

v. 40. But which is prior to which in terms of the growth of the 

material? Is the latter a brief recapitulation of the formert or 

the former an expansion of the original brief heading made when 

a suitable opportunity was given? Three comments are appropriate: 

1 In the Chronicler's textv it is only in V. 39b that it is made 
a- 
explicit (in the phrase vnnPn nnDTD'? ) that the Aaronites are 

Kohathites - this is made much clearer in Jos, 21,2 The phrase 

_, _nnpn 
nnown'? embodies an element unique in the Chronicler's text - 

all other references to the Kohathites use the form nnp i3a. 

in Jos. 21p the phrase is found not only in the parallel v, 10, 

but also in v. 4a. Is then this distinctive form the one preferred 

by the Joshua editor? ý The concluding words of V. 39bg vný 13 

17ijin n1n, are reminiscent of Jos. 18: 11. These three features 

of V. 39b suggest that our earlier suspicion was not so far wide 

of the mark - we may be dealing in these verses with an exceptional 
0 

case of influence on the Chroniclerts text from the traditions of 

Joshua. But not from the present state of Jos. 21 - in this 

respect at least our hypothesis is sound. ' 1 The simplest 

explanation is one that allows us to plot even more exactly the 

1. A distinction must be drawn in principle between influence on 
the Chronicler's text from the book of Joshua or traditions 
within it (in vhich each case must be argued on its merits) and 
influence from the present state of Jos. 21 which now appears 
excluded., 
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development of Jos. 21: 1 Chr. 6: 39b-41 represent an insert 

inspired by an earlier edition of Jos. 21 than is now available 

to use This conclusion invites us to distinguish in principla, 

even where our tools are insufficient in practice, between the 

work of the main editor of Jos. 21 'Who used the Chronicler's text 

as his main source and the efforts of subsequent expanders and 

glossators of his text. 1 

(iv) Cities of Refuge: One final difference between 1 Chr. 

6: 39-66 and Jos. 21 has not yet been noted. While the Chronicler 

implies that all the cities he lists are cities of refuge - by 

his use of wýpzm viy in vv. 42,52 in front of Hebron and Shechemp 

the cities that head his Aaronite and Levite lists, Jos. 21 by 

contrastt in agreement with Jos. 20 and in very similar languaget 

specifies six individual cities - including Hebron and Shechem - 

as nXIIN OýPb 117. This feature demands full scrutiny, and 

that will be given in the next main section of this chapter. 

Suffice it to claim at this juncture that even if thorough investi- 

gation were to show that in this respect the information in 

Jos,, 21 is to be preferred, there has still been amassed sufficient 

evidence for our hypothesis to force us to reckon with another 

exceptional case of influence from the book of Joshua. In both 

vv. 42 and 52 the text reads perfectly naturally without the 

1. We are fortunate in having criteria for distinguishing between 
different strata of such glossating activity. The four 
additions noted on pp, 272-273 were made to the text 
available to the editor of Chronicles at some stage before 
its bifurcation into OEBfamiliar MT and LXX versions, The 
section below on the LXK in Jos. 21 documents a later series 
of alterations to this text. 
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uI7pn-, t *, iv which may readily be deemed an addition to the phrase 
basic material. 
(6) LXXB in Jos. 21: 

At most points in this chapter the LXX(A and B) is united in 

its divergence from the 14T. but at some IJX)CA agrees with the MT. 

Accordingly it will be simplest to take LXO as the representative 

of the distinctive LXX tradition. At several points it is 

shorter than the MT: it lacks -ft, 'i in the apparently related 

vvo 3 and 8a; it does not use any form of mnown in vv. 5,6j27 - 

and only once in v. 40; it is without -1309"1 in v. 10, jnpnl in 

V. 13, and the concluding In"101101 13"17 in v. 19; l it lacks Ina 

uv-iDr. in ve 21 and InIvIlbi in vo 33. Over some of these differ- 

ences with the IAT, Ui3 is in agreement with the Chronicler's text - 

that this is not the case over the MT's nnDwb- 'Pluses' has al- 

ready been noted. At two of these points, LXXB is even briefer than 

the Chronicler: its lack of 13"'Dr, in v- 21 will be discussed 

in connection with the cities of refuge; its short conclusion to 

the Aaronite section in v. 19 invites the suggestion that the 

Chronicler's difficult 13l'"MEMI 122 in v, 45 is not original. 

In some places it attests a text different from the IIT, for 

example 2ý121 for 0ý112 in vv. 20,402 - again in agreement with 

the Chronicler. Another case is its 'three' for Ifourt in V- 35P 

concluding a subsection in which it has offered Only three names* 

in the vital following verses 36-37 it is longer than the MT 
3 

which has lost the whole section on Reuben, 

Here WOCA agrees with ITT. 

Cf. the discussion of this point in chap* IVP PP- 127-128, 

3- Cf. chap. IV, p. 119o i 
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In the main, LXXB in Joshua 21 shows evidence of being 

closer than the MT to the source z 

point, on general considerationsp 

MT. To this extent, our general 

between HT and LXX in Joshua as a 

evidence of this chapter. 

(7) The edition of Jos. 21 

naterial. in Chroniclesol At no 

is it a version inferior to the 

thesis about the relationship 

whole receives'support from the 

-From all of the above discussion it appears that the edition 

of Jos. 21 will be most securely plotted by a Judicious comparison 

of the LXXB version of Jos, 21: 1-42 with 1 Chr. 6: 39-66. The broad 

lines of this operation have already been made clear. The editor 

had available as his major source the material familiar to us from 

the Chronicler's textp with the, exception of the note on Caleb and 

Hebrom This material which had developed gradually he rearranged 

logicallys and in so doing redefined the position of the Aaronites - 

while he made it clear that they were the priestst he also 

emphasised that they were not only Levites but a subsection of the 

Kohathites., By his addition of subtotals, he made explicit the 

In his discussion of the actual city-namest Albright makes plain 
that the Greek tradition of the book of Joshua is a necessary 
middle link in any satisfactory account of the relatedness of 
the Hebrew texts of Jos, 21 and 1 Chr. 6. This present study 
underscores his conclusion, but offers-ma. somewhat different 
explanation, If the testimony of LYDIC" to the names themselves 
is thus strengthened (LXXI agrees with MT more often than usual 
over proper names), the consequences for Palestinian toponomy 
may be considerable. 
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relationship between the numerical system and the lists of cities 

- and indeed he may first have had to supplement the city-lists to 

their full complement of 48. The whole he rounded off with two 

notes: v, 41 making clear that the full complement of Levitical 

cities within the nynx, of the people of Israel was 48 with their 

, 3vv-ixz); and v. 42, which may well be a later supplementary note, 
' 

emphasising to the point of pedantry that every single city was 

to be provided with voill). 

The first two verses are his own narrative introduction, and 

are unrelated to anything in his main source. Verse 3 is an 

anticipation of the Chronicler's v, 49, with the addition of 

anýn3z)2 and n"-W' - and when the editor repeats I Chr. 6: 49 

in its own place after the summary sentencest he adds to it the 

concluding phrase 'WOD-VII nix IvxD p which repeats his own 

*-ii n't in the middle of v. 2. 

Our case about the note on Hebron requires a reconsideration 

of the comments made earlier about the relationship of v. 4 to 

vv. 9-10. If the end of 1 Chr. 6: 39b was not an original part of 

the Chronicler's text, it is no longer adequate to suggest that 

Jos. 21: 4 is simply a rewriting and improvement of verses 9 and 10 

-which the editor had found in separate parts of his source but had 

10 The verbal form n3vinn is odd heret providing a strange sqquence. 
The LIX9 which hi-s no verb - %ýxWq) oZv 7,6xewv cokwv ýt6WLC 

;; M1 TM 7XpL- 

=6eta 'A4*A)P -Thic %Lzwa 76MLS MU % XF-MY alrats - is in no way 
preferable. 

2. This exact form, of '-*n3 is unique - it is not clear whether the 
LXXI13 ty at this point attests a different 
Voriage or a loose translation. 
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brought together as part of his rearrangement of that material. ' 

The first words of v. 4 may be taken as a recollection by the 

editor of Jos. 18: 11 about Benjamint inspired by his desire to 

give the Kohathites pre-eminenoe over the Aaronites - the term 

ý-jj 2 being readily available in the summary sentences. In the 

remainder of the verse he fashioned a new summary sentence -a partly 

on the model of the following summaries, ]a partly on the basis of 

-v. 9150, and c adding his characteristic, to the 

original simple heading jinx v3aý in 1 Chr. 6: 39,42. So much for 

his own introduction. Vhen. he came to rework the Chronicler's own 

material, he first of all left v. 9/50 in its original place after 

v. 8/49; then he expanded 71nX 13a'ý into a full sentence on the 

basis of some of the material in his own v. 4; 2 
and finally he 

3 inserted a note about Caleb and Hebron. If this may be reckoned 

a, more appropriate account of the genesis of 21: 101 then another 

look must be taken at the reference of aný, in ýijin ... , D'. If 

the verse as a whole is the construction of the Joshua editor$ with 

only .IImK-v3"? 
derived from the Chronicler I s, text I then the 

reference must be to PnDwbý, and not to 
_I-i-nx So 

understood, there is no intentional discrepancy between v, 4 and 

V. 10. Certainly 1 Chr. 6: 39b, when read in its total context, 

gives a different impression - as -_, argued above on p*240. How- 

ever what now transpires is that V. - 39 is no original part of the 

i, cf, above pp. 240-241,249. 

2. " Verse 10 opens with 1, uix v-pvi as does v. 4b; this is 
immediately modified by "Wslýn nnDvn'? from vo 4a- and the 
verse concludes with a notep derivedlilso from v, 4a, 

about 
whose was the preeminence. 

3- In vv. 11-12, 

I 
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Chronicler's text and so cannot be interpreted with reference to 

, once alien material. 
The discussion has been a long one - but the conclusions 

important for the argument of the thesis as a whole. At first 

sight, Jos. 21 is a simple case of the almost regular division of 

a list of 48 cities between four Levitical families and twelve 

tribes. only the availability of both markedly different versions 

of Jos. 21 and a quite distinctp although largely parallelp account 

of the material invites and provides ready criteria for a thorough 

scrutiny of the chapter. What refinement of analytical procedures 

would be necessary to achieve such results without knowledge of 

such texts? How many texts are insufficiently scrutinised because 

of the inadequacy of our criteria? 

B The Cities of Refuge 

Jos. 20, on the cities of refuge, presents us with a related 

problem - and also a somewhat analogous one: there is textual 

divergence (LXXB is without almost all the material in HTO s vv6 

and while there is clearly related material it appears in very f ow 

OT contextso 

Though closely related to it, Jos. 20 is apparently not from 

the same stratum as Jos. 21. While in the latter the Levitical 

chiefs take the initiative (at least in reminding Joshua and his 

f ellow leaders of an earlier divine directive) in the former we are 

In fact it concludes vo 3 rather differently -, in such a way 
that its V. 3 is virtually identical to Num- 35: Ilb--12. see 
below on Num. 35. 
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dealing with a divine reminder of a divine directive* The form 

of the introduction, vv. 1-2ag 1 is very familiar from the 

Pentateuch and is in fact almost precisely parallelled in the 

introduction to the same topic in Num- 35: 9f. 2 

Only that passage and two passages in Deuteronomy (4: 41-43 

and 19: lff. ) legislate for the institution of cities of refuge. 

IDeut, 190 which may well be the earliest of the three texts, 

establishes a geographical and practical rationale for the 

apportioz=ent of refuge cities throughout the land and provides 

for the setting apart of three additional cities west of the 

Jordan once the conquest is complete. 
3 Deut, 4: 41-43 (and that 

chapter is widely regarded one of the latest elements in the book) 

names the three Transjordanian cities to which Deut, 19 was 

presumably referringe Nume 35: 9ff. -starts rather than finishes 

vith the total of six refuge cities. Thesep contrary to Deut. 19, 

are to be established after the crossing of the Jordan. The six 

are not named, but are simply specified as three across the 

Jordan and three in the land of Canaan. Is the legislation in 

Nume 35 and Deut. 19 dependent on a listo perhaps our list reflected 

in Jos, 20p of six names? Or is it ideal legislation which is in 

fact the inspiration to produce lists like Deut. 4: 41-43 

1, Concluding with oipxý as here: Ex. 31: 12f; Lev. 4: 1f; 5: 14,20; 
6: 12917f; 7: 22fq2UT-*ql2: lf; 23: 23f, 33f; Num. 5: 5f (LXX); 9: 9f. 

2. The difference being only the concluding n*1? 3xl, as also in 
Lev. 1: 1f; 18: 1f; 23: lft9f; 25: 1f; 27: 1f; Num. 5: 11f; 6: 1f; 
15: lftl7ft37f; 33: 50f. 

3- This point is well stated in 1,1. Weinfeld's Deuteronomy and the 
Deuteronomic School (1972). p. 237e 
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and Jos. 20: 7-8? And which is prior - Deut. 4 or Jos. 20? 

Jos. 20: 7-8 rather gives the impression of ad hoe arrange- 

ment. It is the only text which deals first with the cities 

west of the Jordan - these (in accordance with Deut. ig? ) it 

describes geographically: Kedesh of Galilee, in the hill-country 

of Naphtali; Shechemq in the hill-country of Ephraim; and 

Kiriatharba , in the hill-country of Judah. The cities east 

of the Jordan it appears to classify tribally; Bezer in the desert, 

on the plateau, from the tribe of Reuben; Ramoth in Gilead, from 

the tribe of Gad; and Golan in Bashant from the tribe of Manasseh. ' 

IRmtever the source of the information about the Trans- 

Jordanian cities, the present f Orm. of 20: 8 may be dependent on the 

terminology of JOB, 21. Even if the names and order in which they 

are given and tribal affiliation of each is derived from Deut. 4: 43, 

it would appear that the distinctive Tnix4i -einnp etc* have been 

borrowed from the following chapter. It should also be noted that 

if Jos, 20: 8 is derived from Deut, 4: 43, the editor has shortened 

an original IvInn rlxa to the simpler iwvb: j. 

That the editor of Jos. 20 has derived material from Jos, 21 

1, Our only records of the Transjordanian refuge cities (Deut. 4 
and Jos. 20-21 assign one refuge city to each tribe represented 
there, Does an earlier geographical classification lurk 
behind the familiar one: Bezerl for the desert; Ramoth, for 
Gilead; and Golanp for Bashan? Perhapst but a further possi- 
bility is that all these names were genuinely 'double-barrelled'. 
This particular Ramoth is regularly specified as the one in 
Gilead; and a southern isa may well nave required to be dis- 
tinguished from the nortEMdomite wix: i. Kedesh too of the 
western group was of course also a'common name. 
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is made raore credible when we turn our attention to the western 

cities in v. 7, There at least two of the three names appear 
in the same form as they do in Jos, 21,1 while the name of 
the hill-countryt for which each is the centre, is identical to 

the name of the tribe to which each is ascribed in that chapter* 
This is most noticeable in the case of Galilean Kedesh# for no- 

where else in the OT does the geographical tem výnD3 In. 

pear. 
2 

Is it possible that the six names and their attendant details 

in Jos. 20: 7-8 were quarried from Jos. 21? Certainly the regular 

account of the matter is quite the reverse. It is widely 

reckoned that Jos, 20 embodies an independent list of six names; 
that it is either fortuitous that the following list of 48 

contains them all, or that in its elaboration space was deliber- 

ately made for them; and that each was clearly designated a 

refuge-citY within the text of Jos. 21. 

Two aspects of this account are hard to fault: there is 

evidence for an independent tradition about the provision of six 

refuge-cities; and the designation of six names in Jos, 21 as 

cities of refuge is dependent on Jos. 20* Hovmver it strains 

credulity that agreement in the actual form and detail of the six 

names between Jos. 20, Jos. 21 and I Chr. 6 should be so close 

Kedesh and Shechem. 
2e Yet one other OT text does explicitly link Kedesh with Naphtali - Jude 4: 6, which talks of Kedeah Naphtali as a double name. 
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if the links between them did not occur at a late stage in their 

development. 

It has already been noted that býpnn sly in 1 Chr. 6: 42,52 
2 has no close link with the surrounding material. If our account 

of the genesis of the Chronicler's text is at all near the mark, the 

labelling of his Aaronite and Levitical cities as 'cities of refuge' 

appears quite gratuitous. And, as Ross has well argued, 
3 it is 

most unlikely that the Chronicler's text has been modified in this 

respect from Jose 21 as we know it. Such a change could only 

have been a matter of principle - and a statement of principle 

could hardly be achieved so inconspicuously, In fact, what is 

really surprising is not that 1 Chr. 6 has a different account from 

Jos, 21 of refuge-cities but that it has one at all. It is 

appropriate therefore that here as elsewhere its testimony be taken 

seriously. 

It is not impossible then that Jose 209 like the note on 

Caleb and Hebron already discussed# marks the reconciliation of 

once diverse traditions - but not necessarily once diverse 

traditions about o'ýpn 
4 We may assume that in its first edition 0 

1, The Hebrew texts of Joss 21 and 1 Chr, 6 share only about half 
of the other's names (in terms at least of exact identity. This 
general feature makes all the more striking the total agreement 
over these six names (excepting Bezer which Joss 21 has lost with 
the whole Reuben section) and the near total agreement (noted by 
Ross) over the 

-other Transjordanian names. 
2, Abovet pp. 275-276 
3. OP-citst PP* 133-136 (esp, po 134); cf. above pp. 251-252. 
4. Here again the discussion is indebted to Ross's treatment of 

this point. 
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the account of the Levitical cities in Joshua, like its source in 

Chronicles, described the cities as uýpnn v1y. What the precise 

original meaning of that phrase was is no longer certain, However 

it does appear to be the case that it overlapped sufficiently 

with the Deuteronomic legislation for six nXiln nnv 01317 ally I 

to cause a problem for a body of material now embedded in the 

Deuteronomistic corpus. Jos* 20 represents the solution to the 

problem: it is now to 022252 1 '1 V (the Chronicler's phrase) mentioned 

in v. 2 that the killer is to flee (so v- 3 using the Douteronomic 

terminology); six names are abstracted from Jos. 21 (hence their 

precise equivalence with the names in that chaptex-); 
2 

and Jos. 21 

is altered to agree with the new conception. It is the equation 

of 0ýP 13 'n 's 17 with nxI" '-' 2 ?) 12 01V? t3 " *i S? that require s the 

alteration to the traditiono 

One hitherto unmentioned detail would appear to clinch the 

case that Jos. 20 is based in part on a late edition of Jos. 21 - 

the naming of Hebron. Discussion of the note on Caleb in Hebron 

has already made it likely that the elaboration about Kiriath-arba 

1, cf. Deut. 19: 2-3. 
2. The problem of the constancy of the tradition in both Joshua and 

Chronicles in the matter of these particular names still stands. 
Were these six cities inherently so well known that they were 
less easy to corrupt? Perhaps, but some of them we know only 
in this context. Did they at least become fixed in the 
attention of succeeding generations of transmitters of the 
biblical traditions once they were singled out in Jose 20 as 
the refuge cities? One element in Ross's discussion of the 
Transjordanian Levitical cities was that this section had 
crystallised round the refuge cities from Jos. 20. This may 
now appear less likely - if we could be sure that Deut. 4: 41-43 
mas earlier than Jos. 20, that could be the sources 
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was no original part of that note. What has not yet been under- 

lined is that mention of uýpn is made first with the recapitu- 

lation of the name Hebron in v. 13/42. Is this sufficient 

evidence for maintaining that mention of uýpnn iny is subsequent 

to the insertion of the note on Caleb, and so the contribution 

of a Joshua editor? That apart, it can be more confidently 

argued that the author of Jos. 20 telescoped the use of the ancient 

name Kiriath-arba in v. 11 with the reference to t2ýP_13 in v. 13 - 
this is more probable than that an editor of Jos, 21 divided the 

infomation in 20: 7 between vvo 11 and 13. One small detail 

appears at first sight to tell against this case - is not In 

nilnv, in v. 11 derived from-20: 7; where it is not part of the name 

Hebron but the name of the area it served? The answer to this 

is yes and nol . 
221 has'been influenced by the text in 20: 7 - 

but only as a replacement of Y'Irq which as 1'Chr. 6: 40 shows 

was already a part of the text. That appears to be the explanation 

for the appearance of 20: 71s niin, in in 21: 11,1 but not avnbx in 
(according to the LXX)2 in 21: 21 or IýnD3 in in 21: 32. This line 

of argument off ers the additional bonus of providing a defence f or 

an ass=ption made earlier, that the first stage in the 

development of the Chronicierts text was a list of Aaronite cities 

(so obviously in and from Judah that no comment was required). 3 

1, That is, we are not dealing here with a mindless lifting of the 
whole phrase from Jos, 20: 7 as if all part of the name. 

2. And even the MT, which adds the expression, does so after 
nulln-n-Al! 
See above p, 260. 
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It now appears that that list may originally have read as follows: 

; i'ni'o i'11I-fl rrin' riin-nc 13fl3 T1fl 

00*0 The implication was that all 

were in the land of Judah, and all had wi ib around them -a pre- 

figuring of what Jos. 21: 42 emphasises so pedantically, 

Only one other OT text links discussion of 48 Levitical 

cities with legislation for six cities of 02M - IT=* 35. It is 

to that chapter that our attention must now be turned. 

c Numbers_32: Levites and RefuZe 

For our purposes, this chapter may conveniently be divided 

into three sections: vv* 1-8 report the initial co=and for the 

institution of 48 Levitical cities; vv, 9-15 the institution of 

six refuge cities; while vve 16-34 offer a definition of different 

kinds of killing. It is easier to agree with Noth's observation 

that the casuistic directions in the third section for the use of 

the asylum provision are a secondary addition to vv. 9-151 than it 

is with his subsequent argument that vv. 1-8 are also later than 

vv. 9-15* 2 His case is based on his conclusions about Jos* 20-21: 

since Num, 35: 1-8, with its explicit mention of 48 cities in v. 7t 

is based on a late form of Joss 21 -a fom later than its 

expansion based on Jos, 20 and the cities of refuge - it must 

represent a very late stage in the growth of the book of NUmbors. 3 

1, UGS, p, 192, no 2. 

2. OP-cit, 9 PP. 195-196. 
3. Noth' s basic concern in this discussion is over the attribution 

to P of any of this material. His conclusion is that there is 
only a serious question in, respect Of Num. 35: 9-15, but that even 
these verses turn out to have no connection with that 
Pentateuchal source. 
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However, if the chapter is assessed on its own merits with- 

out any backward glance at other material, it is difficult to 

come to any opinion other than the simplest most obvious one: 

that the chapter has Just grown by progressive supplementation. 

First the provision of 48 cities for the Levites is described; 

then the definition of six of these as refuge cities; and finally 

a discussion of the use and misuse of these six cities. On 

general grounds this is the most straightforward analysis. If 

anything it is supported by our own discussion of the relationship 

between Jos. 20 and Jos. 21. But more important it receives 

support from two details in Numbers. 

The first is that 35: 1-8 share two material elements with an 

earlier section of Numo 32-35 - 33: 50-56, Both are commands 

explicitly located anin mniya (33: 50; 35: 1); and both operate on 

the principle of proportional allocation (33: 54; 2 35*08)o These 

characteristics make it at least not unlikely that 35: 1-8 is a 

part of a larger whole, rather than an isolated late addition. 

The second argument may carry more weight* 35: 6 is almost 

certainly intrusive. It can be by no means certain that the 

remaining verses 1-51 7-8 are an original unity; 
3 but it is the 

heaviness of v. 6 in its present context that most immediately 

1,0 Cf. the argument 6ftered above about 1 Chr, 6: 39-66* 
2. This verse even Noth agrees to be part of the original 

pericope - he deems vv. 52g53955o56 secondary (op. op P-1959 
n. 1). 

3, The elimination of v. .7 on somewhat similar grounds would 
enable one to Irecover""a version of the tradition that did 
not specify the total 48. 
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attracts attention. It is designed, its opening words seemingly 

drafted on the basis of the first words of vo 7 or vo 8, to 

anticipate the following section (vv. 9.15). This situation 

within vv. 1-8 is more readily comprehensible if vv. 9-15 were 

added to vv. 1-8 than if the reverse were the case# If 35: 1-5, 

7-8clid presuppose the traditions about the Levitical and refuge 

cities as we meet them in Jos. 21t and was secondary to 35: 9-15, 

then (a) one should expect the arithmetical implications of the 

system to have been more consistently presentedt and (b) it is 

surprising that only the supplementary v. 6, and not vv. 1-8 as a 

wholeg takes note of the following already existing section. 

It appears then that an analysis of the structure of N=., 35 

suggests that in Numbers as in Joshua discussion of six refuge 

cities is secondary to discussion of cities for the Levitese it 

now falls to be discussed whether the relationship between Num, 35: 

1-8 and Jos. 21 on the one hand'and Nume 35: 9-15 and Jose 20 on 

the other can be more closely plotted. 

Nume 35*-1-597-8 expresses exactly the same conception of 

cities for the Levites as does Jos. 21* In principle then it 

could either be derived from, it or -have served as part of its 

inspiration. That they represent ftmdamentally the same 

tradition is clear from the. language they share. In bothp the 

grant is Of pjvý a-P-1,99 is made (i. e. not v* and 

from ýxiwj j3a ninx Howeverl several of the expressions in 

N=. 35: 1--89 while clearly related to those in Jos. 21, are fuller: 

Cf. N=* 35: 2#8 and Jos. 21: 2,3,41. 
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the grant is made nnynx W? n3n and not simply unýn3p, ; the 

associated g'solln are 1311"n 2221 1310D1ý1 and not simply 

The total is expressed more fully in Num, 35: 7 
2 than Jos. 21: 41 . The fuller version is more likely to bo the 

derived oneop and so in this respect we may agree with Nothl s 

conclusion that Num. 35: 1-8 does depend on Jose 21, 

Num. 35: 9-15 opens with the alternate form of the heading 

to Jos. 203 - these headings are more at home in Numbers than 

Joshua (in which 20: 1-2a is unique), 35: 10b has very close 

parallels in 33: 51 and 34: 2 - but one element in these verses is 

common in Deuteronomy, the participial i: tiy ; inx / anx. 

The present stste of the text of Jos. 20 may mask a link between 

20: 7 and Num. 35: 11. It has long been observed that some such 

form as 11PI, t4 related to an"'IP'ni of 35: 11 could have produced 

IT1211 of 20: 7 by assimilation to the following name ,,, p 95 Verse 

llb is virtually identical to the LXX of Jos. 20: 3a, with an open- 

ing o3i for aiVý. Of the terms for killer in those verses# nxii 

is found in Deuteronomy as well as Numbers and Joshua, while 

vD3-'g3n is restricted to the broadly priestly literature, 6 
as 

1. Cf, Num. 35: 2,3 and Jos, 21: 2,3, 
2.3, S: 7 21: 41 

01017 linn 1wx OVIYn-'7D 
*1107 113Z)VI Ovyllix 

Invulln-M Innx 
3- Cf. above# p. 281, nn. 1,2. 
4, Cf, BHS, ad loc. 
5* It is interesting to speculate whether this verb is also 

masked by the troublesome(i)rripi in Jos. 21: 9; 1 Chr, 6: 50., 
6. Lev. 24: 18; NUM. 35: 11,15P30; Jos. 20: 399, 
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is 11217: 1 
l Verse 12 is again almost the same as Jos. 20: 3b 

(Lxx), Verse 13 has the identical opening to v. 8; and the 

verse as a whole may be part of the model on which v. 6 is 

constructed. 7*11"? 11773 of vo 14 is again parallelled exactly 

in the LXX of Jos. 20 (v. 8) 0 while the 14T has the additional 

words MU In'I' as in Jos. 13: 32.2 The phrase is used in 

opposition to 773D rIxa in Num- 32: 32 and Jos. 14: 1/36 The two 

concluding versest 35: 15 and at least 20: 90 are also apparently 

related, but the correspondence between them are less obvious 

until their final shared '-": L 2'0: 1 --- oi 3 ý. 

There appear to be no grounds for making an exceptional case 

for the preferability of the longer 14T in Jos, 20, Its additional 

vv. 4-6p where they do refer to other refuge traditions, are 

related always to Deut. 4 and 19; and in other respects too their 

language is reminiscent of both Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic 

History, 
4 But which is prior: Nume 35: 9-15 or Joe. 20 (LXXB)? 

This is less easy to settle on the grounds used in the discussion 

of vvs 1-8 and Jos* 21. Certainly come of the formulations in 

Jos# 20 are a little tighter, which may be a mark of their priority* 

In both, expressions which are broadly 'priestly' predominate; yet 

both also contain the Deuteronomic phrase nxiin nno 013ý. flow and 

1. Lev. 4: 2,22,27,, 5: 15; 22: 14; Num. 15: 26,27,28929; 35: llol5; 
Jos. 20: 3,9* 

2. The 
5 

simple phrase is found in NUm- 32: l9P32, - 35', -14;. Jos. 14: 3; 
17. - 20: 8. 

3.20: 9ý is more or less a restatement of 20: 3b (LXXB)@ 
4. hit -rY in v. 6 is its only expression to be 

parallelled anywhere in Leviticus and Numbers - in Num- 35: 25t 
28* That in itself may be testimony to its recent provenance. 
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where is this blending of the traditions more likely to have 

occurred - in an elaboration of the theory of six refuge cities 

at a late stage in the growth of the traditions at the end of 

Numbers, or in a specification of the six cities at a similarly 

late stage in the development of Joshua? The answer at this stage 

is unimportant - what, does count is the demonstration that both 

texts have a related function and that both are late arrivals on 

their respective scenes. , 

D Related Elements in Joshua 

(a) Bef ore embarking further on this study, it will be well,... to 

review the language used by the editor of Jos. 21 and uhare else 

in the OT it is found: 
)I -12-1 ,Ia001V Il 1: Num, 32: 16; Jos. 14: 6,6 

pi: ix , v7xi (as a construct): ' 
+ oli'? a : Ex. 6: 25; 

17 wl ir pe2 : 117 n1 ti 13. -1 : Num. (30: 28) 

32: 28; Jos, 14: 1. 

all '#I I: Ex. 35: 29; Lev. 8: 36; Num. 15: 23; 36: 13; 

Jos. 14: 2; 17'. -4(LXX); Jude 3: 4, ý 

naw'? t3v'17: Num. 35: 2; Jos. 14: 4. 

-'strilt(outside Num. 35, Jos. -21 and 1 Chr. 6): Jos, 14: 4; 1 Chr. 

5: 16; 13: 2; 2 Chr, 11: 16. 

Num. 35: 3 (Jos, 
-14: 4). 

1, The related form n' ax " IMI is found in NUM,, 36: 1; 1 Chr, 8: 6; 
9: 99 3; and --ý nl-: ir,, *i vvwi in Num- 36: 1; Jos- 19: 51; 1 Chr. 15: 12 
24: 6ý31; 26: 21t2b; 2 Chr. -5: 2; 19: 8; 23: 2; 26: 12. 

2. it is construed also with "y .n in Num. 31: 26. 
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Jos. 15: 13 (14T); 17: 4. 

Jos. 16: 1 (MT); 18: 11 (LXX); 19: 1,10 (LXX)p 17P24, 

32t4O; 1 Chr, 24: 7; 25: 9* 

'? K"Tv 't 32 nynx T-T: ' : (1) only precise parallel to ýK#Iv'v 1 3: 1 nTnK 

is in Num. 35: 8; 
(2) for somewhat analogous uses of Iln" cf., 

Num. 32: 30; 35: 15; Jos. 14: 30,15: 13; 16: 9; 17: 4,6,9; 19: 9,49; 

20: 9; 22: 19. 

Gen. 41: 34; 49: 26; Ex, 25-28(x4); Lev. 23: l5tl7; 

Num* 35: 11,13914,15; 36: 3,62; Deut, 21: 15; is. 16: 2; 17: 2; see 
(b) The links between the above and Num. 35 have already been 

noted; and those with Jos. 14: 1-5 will be discussed below, How- 

ever some comments are appropriate at this stage about the links 

between Jos* 21 and other parts of Joshua. 

i Jos. 14: 6 has a similar opening; ipxvi ,, volvi, Like 

the Levites, Caleb is something of a special case withixi the system 

presented in the second half of Joshua. However there are 

significant differences between the two verses; in 14: 6 there is 

a change of subject between the two verbst from the pepple of 

Judah to Caleb; in 14: 6, the place of the meeting is given in 

the first clause - in 21: 1, in the second; and while in 14: 6 the 

dealings are only with Joshua'(simply named thus), in 21: 1 they 

are with Eleazar the priest, Joshua son of Nun, and the family 

heads eoe It is unlikely therefore ýhat both belong to the same 

stratum of the book's development, Either 14: 6 is a brief 

reminiscence of 21: 1 - and this might most likely be the case if 
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v. 6am were a new Judahite introduction to this Caleb story; 
1 or, 

more probablyt the fuller 21: 1 may have been modelled in part on 

14: 6. 

ii Jos. 15: 13 shares three elements with Jos. 21: It uses lln2 

to describe the relationship between Calebts Pýn and the people 

of Judah -I in: i is a particularly frequent tem where the editors 

of the second half of Joshua are dealing with an exception to 

their basic material. The MT attests '.. 1170 ; and we have 

seen reason in an earlier chapter 
2 to suppose that here its reading 

may be preferable* And finallyq although we mayýnot here be 

dealing with the main, editor of Jos, 21, Jos* 15: 13 is one of the 

passages which offers a parallel to Jos. 21's mention of Kiriath- 

arba, the previous name of Hebron, and is in fact the only passage 

which offers a complete parallel, Jose 15: 54; 20: 7 (and Gen, 23: 2) 

read simply Ivnn sr: nx nvnp. Presumably this alternative 

naming was not original in all of these passages - the element n'IP 

rvs-n Y: i-ix could have readily been inserted before any occurrence of 

the name ji-i: in , as happened in Jos. 21: 11, It has been argued 

above that 20: 7 is in fact based on 21: 11; and the priority of 

15: 54 would be hard to claim. Is 15: 13b then the archetype of 

these learned notes? It certainly represents a natural rephrasing 

of the information provided in 14: 15a, such as could be expected of 

an editor who was continuing the tale of Caleb and his associates 

(begun in 14: 6-15) after a break. 3 There was no need to add 

1. See chap, Vt p* 214. 
2. See chap, V, p. 215. 
3* It is argued by Beltz (cited in chap, V, p. 213 , n. 1 although 

with too little attention to detail - that both 14: 6-15 and 15: 13- 
19 are based on the same basic tradition. This is hard to deny; 
but modifications appear to have occurred especially in 14: 6-15 
which has several Deuteronomistic elements. 
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_p3yrsi 
v: ix at every repetition of this learned note, What we meet 

in Jos. 21 is a pedantic assimilation of v. 11 to its sourcee 
1 

And if the use of lina and nin, vp-ýx in 15: 13 as well as Jos. 21 

is deemed. sufficient ground for ascribing both to the same stratumg 

the material may have developed as follows: The same Joshua 

editor was responsible for both the note in 15: 13-19 and the 

fundamental re-edition of the Chronicler's material on the cities. 

His interest in the Caleb traditions necessitated an addition to 

the list inherited from the Chronicler - and this was achieved quite 

simply in the words of 1 Chr. 6: 41. That note solved the material 

problem very economically, His own words in 15: 13b (perhaps his 

own formulation on the basis of 14: 15a), were subsequently inserted 

in 21: 11 - and in full: with p(i, )37-n -): ix. 

iii Several expressions in 17: 2-6 are, reminiscent of Jos. 21. 

Vlnl3n in vv. 2,6 and qnnnvný in v. 2 (twice) are less important 

they are inherently less remarkable and furthermore they belong 

to the Chronicler's material and are not part of the distinctive 

edition of Jos* 21. The situation. is different in vv. 4ff. 

Firstly the officials approached are described almost identically 

to those in 21: 19 with only ovx1w3nfor the fuller nipbn max vv7 xi 

ýVIWI '13: 1ý there. The LXX then attests 13 ý-ppý pwn-v# a ni i 

Or, if it is accepted that the same editor is responsible for 
both 15: 13 and the first draft of the note on Hebron in Jos, 21p 
an assimilation of that note to the form in which the 
information of which it takes account is first presented* 
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as in 21: 2; and there follow jina (vv, 4,6) and 
_nin, 

D-ýx (v. 4) - 

and (vo 5)o Despite the variant mention of the 

supporting officialst 
1 there would 

here to justify the assertion that 

same - or at least a very closely 

is represented in Joss 21. 

(c) Some of the problems of Jos. 

appear to be enough evidonco 

we are dealing here with the 

elated - editorial stratum as 

14: 1-5 have already been dis- 

cussed in the context of our evaluation of the testimony of the LXX 

to the textual history of the book of Joshua* 2 Our conclusions 

there were that the text of the IAT, was to be followed except at 

v. 2a where the LXX was preferred. However these conclusions are 

irrelevant to our immediate concerns, 

The passage has several puzzling aspects: vv, 1-3 use forms 

of / 'ýn3 (x5), while vv. 4-5, V pýn (twice); 

construed in v, 2 with nwn-l va but in V. 5 with non-nx, ; and 

v, 1 is a very c=bersome sentences with lb apparently offering a 
3 

modification of the sense of la. The most ready explanation 

10 if the similarity of the contexts is not in itself sufficient 
ground for considering that one editor used the two terms in- 
discriminately for the same officials, texts can be quoted to 
show that others did make the equation: Num. 36: 1 
ýKITI v3a? MIR *Pwxl Vx1v3n ; and 1 Kings 8: 1 - MCI V33TF1655 VXVV3 Flonn. 

2* See chap, IVP pp. 145-143. 
3. it is hard to determine precisely the intended structure of this 

verse. In lap , fti could refer to either the subject or the 
object of I ýn 3- Tf the' former (and that is the interpretation 
of the LXX then V7n3 is used absolutely and ýxnrv-, P3: i 
represents a further-specification of the subjec't ('These are 
they -I mean of the people of Israel - who received/distributod 
inheritances in the land, of Canaan*'); but if the latter, then 
19: 51 offers an appropriate expansion. As for lb, it is possible 
that that relative clause has as its antecedent either an assumed 
.n1 1ý n 3p or 1ý rvi vp -13- to judge from the usage of 3rd p erson 

plural suffixes el ere in Joshua, anix may be common gendert 
(Contdo 
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for all these phenomena is that three editorial strata are 

represented in these verses: (1) ve la - an introduction corres- 

ponding to the conclusion found in 13: 32; (2) an expansion and 

correction of this in vv. lb-3; and (3) in vv. 4-5 an explanation 

of this' and a final rounding-off. 

This stratification of the passage receives some support 

when the parallels between it and Jos. 21 are observed. Jos. 14: 

lb provides the only exact parallel to the naming of the officials 

in 2-1: 1. In v. 2 we meet ni*nv nix ; and in ve 

both III"? 127D and 11na. However, in v. 4, while there is 

nav,? n, 137 , it is fj., *p 3p,?, 13, mention of .113p, 3,? 
2 that W. -Ow"I'D 

Contd. ) not masculine, 1ýn3 in lb must be transitive as 
pointed in the MT - is it likely that in an unpointed text the 
MT's assumed shift from intransitive (la) to transitive (lb) 
was tolerable? Of course, as the alternative translations 
above demonstrate, the decision whether iýn3 in la is transitive 
or not does not solve the problem of the reference of n'ýx - 
that is made quite clear by a consideration of 13: 32, which may 
be rendered either 'These are they to whom Moses distributed 
inheritances ... or 'These are the inheritances which Moses 
distributed **. In such a maze of possibilities, no 
certainty can be claimed. But at least it is not excluded to 
suggest that the editor of 19: 51 discerned the original intention of both 13: 32 and 14: 1; that 13: 32 and 14: 1a were 
intended to correspond and should be rendered 'These are the 
inheritances which Moees distributed ... which the people of 
Israel distributed in the land of Canaan. ' 

1.14: 4 explains just how vo 3's arithmetic works: the absence of 
Levi from the 12-tribe reckoning is comnensated for by consider- 
ing Manasseh and Ephraim two tribes yet Levi's absence 
is not complete (4b). 

2. r3pappears Just 10 times in the OTp six of these in association 
with *n3pn (Gen. 31: 18; 34: 23; 36: 6; Ezeko 38: 12,13; and here)* 
It is interesting that in the second and third Genesis passages 
listed both are associated also with nnna which they appear to 
have replaced in our verse* 
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are designed* This alteration of the terminology of Jos, 21: 2, 

which is preserved (although expanded) in NUm, 35: 3, when taken 

along with the other differences in usage found in vv, 4-5P is 

best explained by positing a third stratum. 

It is the second stratum within 14: 1-5 that is to be 

associated vrith the production of 15: 13; 17: 4ff; and 21, The 

implication is that 14: 1a was already part of the text which this 

editor inherited. This heading appears to correspond both with 

the conclusion in 13: 32 and with the conclusion in 19: 49a, As 

to the former correspondence, 13: 32 concludes what happened manya 

: min, while 14: 1a, opens what took place TY3: ) yeix: i. However 

it is, remarkable that while Moses was the agent in Transjordan, it 

was the people of Israel in Canaan. 1 The people of Israel are 

again apparently the subject of the verb ODi in 19: 49a - they, 

are explicitly the subject of the following verb in vb 49b, Is 

this evidence of, an editorial stratum in the second half of Joshua 

which ascribed less prominence to Joshua and more to the people an 

a whole as masters of their fate? 2 Before this point of view is 

too quickly acceptedp the following details should be obsorved, 

19: 49a, if it was originally'linked with the following vv. 49b-50, 

does ascribe prominence to Joshua in honouring him with an 

inheritance of his own, Its use of as object of ýn3, ý 

does not accord perfectly with 14: 1a's nýx - that presumably 

implies as 19: 51 makes specific, However it may take up 

1, Perhaps this should not be stated with such certainty - see 
above p* 296, n. 3 for a full discussion Of this complex problems 

2. Noth's view in Josua2 , p. 83. 
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, Iýn3: 1 nxT-. I V-jrui-nx in 13: 7 - part Of DtrGlj3 introductions Thisg 

taken along with the fact that we should not expect the Deuterono- 

mist to use the phrase IY3: ) r*ix: i p leads to the conclusion that 

14: 1a and 19: 49a do not belong to the same stratum - however it 

may well be the case that 14: 1a was composed with 19: 49a in mind, 

and that it was for that reason that Iýrvqv-v3: i was chosen as the 

subject of On3- This in turn makes it likely that 14: 1a repre- 

sents no editorial stratum in chapters 14-19, but merely answers 

to 13**32.1 It has been argued in an earlier chapter that 13: 15-32 

is a secondary expansion of 13: 8-12.2 Its insertion apparently 

made a new heading for the allocation west of the Jordan desirablee 

If ýrvivv-%3: i in v,, la is not used in any polemical senset there is 

no reason to view its use in v, 5 as signifying more than a change 

in stratume Noth argues that vv. la, 4-5 together represent the 

earlier of two strata in this passage; but such a view takes 

insufficient account of two features: the use of in la and 

, 
1-2211 in 4-5. and the dependence of Q on Jos. 21 which is allied 

to the material in lb-3. The people of Israel are not Opposed to 

Eleazar, Joshuap and the tribal officials (who are but their leaders 

and reýresentatives)j but are inclusive of them. 3 

(d) The implications of this account of 14: 1-5 for our undor. 

standing of 13: 15-32 are clear. That passage is subsoquent on tho 

1. of course, if this is the case, it provides a second line of 
arg=ent against Noth' s case mentioned in the previous note. 

2. See chap. V, pp. 174-176. 

3* Such at least was the view'of the editor who added vv. 4-5, 
Admittedlyp it was uncertainty over just this point that 
motivated the editor of vv. lb-3 to supplement v. la. 
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one hand to the Deutoronomist Is briefer statement of the samo 

position in 13: 8-12, and on the other to the main block of 

material in chapters 14-19g on parts of which thoy uro modollod, 

But it is prior to the editorial stratum reprosentod by Joao 21 

and the elements allied with it. Of the manifestly pout-Doutero- 

nomistic parts of the second half of the book of Joshua that 

leaves only 19: 51 to be considered. That verse appears rather 

to depend on strata already detected than to be allied with theme 

It details the same officials as do 14: lb and 21: 1# but refers to 

the tribal heads in a slightly different way - using a form of the 

title found outside the Chronicler only in Numo 36: lt which 

presumably represents a later element in that book than the 

passages within chapters 32-35 which have been shown to be allied 

to material discussed above in Jos. 14-21,1 Its use of tho 
2 

plural of ; iýn3 is unique in the book of Joshua, an is the 

construction of noun with the demonstrative preceding the rolativo 

clause. 
3 If it resumes 14: 1a, it also resumed 18: 1 with its 

mention of both Shiloh and -Tyip ; however hero again its 

addition of '13bý shows that we are not dealing with any 

simple correspondence. When we add to the above the two further 

obse: bvations that 14: 1a may have been composed with 19: 49 in mind 

1. On Num. 36 see 1-he fuller comments below on pe 302. 
2. And in fact is parallelled only in Is. 49: 8. 
3* This, althoujh not common, is parallelled in NUM, 36: 13 

( .... ni3nn ; *x); Ezek. 41: 22 ( 
*see jnýtnn -nt ; 48: 29 (also a 

conclucung verse iývpn jux yix. -i RRTý; and Ezra 1: 3 (... t3 v -15 r, nxin 
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and that pý, rm Vnil in V., 51b not only resumes the 

opening of v. 49 but uses. /- Pýr? like the third stratum in 14: 1-5t 

it becomes the most probable explanation of this verse that we 

are dealing with an 'omnibus' conclusion to chapters 14-19 drafted 

by a very late editor of the book. 

E Conclusions 

The main conclusion of this chapter is that there is a 

considerable amount of evidence for pin-pointing as the work of 

one editor (a) the supplementation of the introduction in 14: lb-3; 

(b) the introduction to the second Caleb passage in 15: 13; (c) the 

supplementation of the introduction to the section on western 

Manasseh in 17: 4ff; and (d) the Levitical city-list in 21: 1-42. 

Following on this conclusion it appears that 13: 15-32 and 14: 1a 

belong to a stage earlier than this editor's work (and probably 

the same stage)j while 14: 4-5; 19: 51; and 20 all presuppose it 

and so are later than it (but are probably independent of each 

other. )2 The earliest material discussed (13: 15-32; 14: 1a) 

elaborates and expands material attributed to DtrG (13: 8-12) on 

the one handq and does so in a style and using language unfamiliar 

in any Deuteronomistic stratum on the other. Accordingly both it 

1. The parallelism of the verses is perhaps sufficiently secured 
by the opposition of yjxn-nx ýnn to Xjxn-nx ýnv? - of 
course it is made more comple, eit er iýpvikMIT) or-IDývi (Lxx) was in fact read in both verses (see chap. IV, ppo--14T-150)e 

2.14: 4-5 and 19: 51 both use / pýn - but that is a tenuous linkI 
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and all the other material under review in this chapter can be 

confidently labelled post-Deuteronomistic. 

Several links between this material reviewed and parts of tho 

final chapters of the book of N=bers were noted, and some of them 

described in greater detail. One item of Noth's account of these 

chapters was found to need correction: consideration of the cities 

of refuse was undertaken subsequent to that of the Levitical cities 

within Numbers as well as within Joshua* In this connection it is 

striking that we find in Nums 36 -a chapter which both by its 

, final position and by its supplementation of the legislation on 

Zelophehad's daughters in Numo 27 may safely be considered the 

latest substantial item within the final six to ten chapters of 

the book - several reminiscences of usages detected in what we 

have deemed the latest passages within Joshua, vuch as 14: 4-5; 

17: 4ffog 19: 51; and 21: 42,1 These final chapters of Numbers 

require much more close scrutiny on their own account* All that 

can be advanced here is what should be the post-script to the 

results of that study: that the very end of Numbers appears to 

have undergone progressive supplementation parallel to the 

progressive supplementation detected in Joshua, The development 

of both books was at this point closely connectedl with the 

likelihood that the same hand was responsible for the additions to 

both books at any given stage. This at least appears more likoly 

Note for example 36: 100 like Jos. 14: 5a; the UBO Of 
-Lftý) 

in 
. 

ýii 
v. 10 like Jos. 17: 4; the terminology for the official snV. 
and the use of noun with demonstrative in v. 13, like Jos. 19: 51; 
and the use of --i3vinn in vv-, 3,6pll, like 21: 42, 
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than that either was completed and then served as the model for 

the other, The nature of the growth of the material in flume 35- 

36 makes it improbable that we are dealing here with the familiar 

P of the Pentateuch - whether P be regarded as a principal 

component of the Pentateuch or as the final major editor of the 

Tetrateucho Nor is our understanding of the post-Douteronomistic 

material in Joshua advanced by ascribing to P even the major 

editorial stratum which includes Jos, 21* Its contributionsl 

although similar to each other and although reminiscent of P in 

style and languageq all have their point of origin in material 

and problems already within the Joshua traditions. ' 

A study of the post-Deuteronomistic material in Joshua 

may throw some light on the development of the final chapters 

of Numbersq, But that is the full extent of its modest 

contribution to the 'Pentateuch problem'. 

1.14: lbff corrects the heading in 14: 1a; 15: 13 resumes the 
material in 14: 6ff; 17: 4ff continues the material in 17: 1-3; 
and chapter 21 corrects anymisleading impression given by 
the note in 13: 14 and repeated in 18: 7 - and even within the 
same stratum in 14: 3. 
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

A few closing paragraphs may serve usefully to sketch in 

what appears to be the state of the question following the studies 

recorded above and where there are unfinished tasks. 

The review of scholarship since 1938 served to provide the 

framework for the following discussion. No particular critical 

theory about either the Pentateuch or the book of Joshua (or the 

Former Prophets as a whole) was embraced from the outset and 

defended. Insteadt a part was taken in a continuing and rather 

fluid discussion. 

It appears necessary to recognise the importance of von 

Bad' s assumption about the constancy of tradition. This is a 

vital prop for any case that seeks to reverse the direction of his 

classic form-critical argument and demonstrate that the very 

existence of early creeds alluding to the canonical story from 

promise to the fathers until settlement in the land renders it 

likely that the earliest narrative expansions of this story will 

have shared the same basic shape. It might be observed that 

this is a striking kind of assumption for von Rad to have made, 

famous as his, Old Testament Theology is for its stress on the 

ever-continuing re-shaping of tradition, 

One topic emerged from the opening review as of critical 

importance - the importance of Nothl s discussion of Nume 32l and 

this from two points of view, Firstly NothIs own account of the 

literary situation in that chapter seems doubly weak: (a) it is 
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quite exceptional within the context of his treatment of the 

final chapters of N=bers as a whole; 
' (b) the unreliability of 

his criteria is witnessed to by the three quite different accounts 

of the chapter he published. 
2 But secondly, subsequent scholar- 

ship - which has tended either to agree with him somewhat 

uncritically_' org feeling him to be something of an enfant terriblet 

to assume that his (minimalising? ) results were at least some sort 

of common ground - has proceeded confident in the faith, and always 

citing Nothp that J is represented in Nume 32, 

It would appear that any claim that J narrated the 

settlement should be accompanied by positive verification that all 

J-pericopes in question assumed the now canonical shape of the 

history before their incorporation into their present context, be 

that in Numbers or in Joshua, Mowinckel's insistence is to be 

upheld that such probing behind the present context is proper and 
3 

relevant,, It is interesting that the account of Num, 10-36 by 

Engnellp against whom Mowinckells protests are in part directod, 

occupies but a paragraph of his Introduction4 in which only five 

observations are made: (i) that the vandering narratives begin 

again in Num* 10; (11) that they are interrupted and interspersed 

with legal material; (iii) that the Balaam material in Num* 22-24 

1, Cf, abovet chap. It PP. 15-16. 
2,1) UGS, ppo 196-200 -J to be found in Nume 32: 1,2,5,16,39-42 

cf* chap. It po 16)o (ii) HPTO p, 254 -J in 32: 1,16,39-42, 
iii) Numbers pp " 9,234-2437-ý in 32: 1,16-19* (cf. chap. I, 

p. 28 Mnaln-. 7ý, 

3. Cf. above chap* II, p. 37o 
4, Gamla Testamentet I, p. 221* 
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is a complex on its own; (iv) that the coming aettlement is 

anticipated in Num. 34; and (v) that it had once contained an 

account of Moses' death like that now to be found in Deut, 34. 

This view of these chapters is very like that of Noth and 

particularly, in terms of this thesis, Engnell's agreement with 

Noth that Num, 34 marks the kernel of the final chapters, But 

questions of later additions as of earlier forms of the tradition 

are resolutely left aside. 
One obvious element of the canonical history is the prior 

settlement of two and a half tribes in Transjordan under Moses 

before the settlement of the rest. This schema is certainly 

Deuteronomistic - however it must be seriously doubted whether it 

is any earlier. It was noted that traces of an earlier view, 

deeming Gad and Reuben only the beneficiaries of such an earlier 

settlement, may be preserved in NUm, 32 and Jos, 18: 1-10; 

22: 9-34 - indeed in this connection it was argued 
1 that a division 

of N=. 32 into vv. 1-32 and vv. 33-42 is a better starting point 

for the analysis of that chapter than the conventional isolation 

in the first instance of only W. 39-42* 

It has long been observed that Jos, 13: 13; 15: 63; 16: 10; 

17: 11-13; and 19: 47 are supplements to the text now associated 

with them and are related to each other. An earlier study had 

argued that these were the source of the parallels in Jud, 1 and 

le Cf, above chap* UP P* 64 and chap* Ve Pe 227 (n. 2). 
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not dependent on that chapterp as long ass=edo 
1 It has been 

urged in the above discussion that these in fact share some 

characteristics of Smend's DtrN-passagos. If they do belong to 

that stratumt then they can be taken to provide a (relative at 

least) terminus ante _quem 
for their present context* 

2 

These passagest and even more especially the longer Jos, 21 

are quite crucial in the discussion of the testimOnY to the text 

of Joshua of the LXX. Our preliminary discussion of that problem 
demonstrated the importance of that version for the solution of 

some of the book's problems. 
3 Its shorter text is not infre- 

quently more attractive than that of the MT, Comparison with the 

14T clearly assists the solution of some terminological problems 
4 

posed by a reading of the DIT on its own. On the other hand, the 

different testimony of the LXX in some cases just appears to 

render more complex the discussion of the passage in question - 
doubtless in the long run it will have made any eventual decision 

better founded* 

The importance of the above-mentioned scattered verses and of 

Jos. 21 to this debate is that in both cases other relevant (Hebrew) 

1, VT 25t ppe 261-285. 
2* Cf* above chap., V, p. 231 and no 3. Even if Smend's view that 

we are indebted to his DtrN for Juds 1 is maintainedl this 
observation about a relative terminus ante quem standat granted 
only two premises: that the verses in question are parasitic 
on their immediate context; and that they are prior to their 
parallels in Judo 1. 

3* Chapter IV, 
4, Especially the distribution of the terms for 'tribe' - t): iw 

and -, ioz); and the distribution and meaning, of ýI: ji and "MI, i See clEp-, IV# PP. 125-136. 
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material can be adduced - Jud, 1 in the case of the former and 

1 Chr. 6 in the case of the latten, In fact it transpires 

that each of these chapters provides evidence to confirm the 

thesis of the widespread preferability of the Vorlage of the LXX 

over the MT in Joshua, while at the same time use of the LXX 

evidence in Joshua helps in the clarification of the precise 

relationship between these chapters and their parallels in Joshua* 

The several variants in the matter of proper names between MT 

and LXXB in Jos. 21 underline the importance of the latter version 

for historical toponymyt the reliability of many of these variants 

being defended by their presence in the prior text of 1 Chre 6.1 

Jos. 21 plays a further important role in the discussion. 

Identification of the literary characteristics of the last main 

editorial contribution to it and the isolation of other passages 

sharing these characteristics provided a frame of reference for 

the further discussion of the several opening and concluding 

fomulae in Jos. 13-19 - as indeed of a stratum in the final 

chapters of Numbers. 

A further observation may be appropriate on the basis of 

some of the textual variantsp the above-mentioned scattered notes, 

and - if not Jos. 21 itself - then at least the briefer passages 

associated with it. Each of the three main chapters of the 

second part of this thesis has documented in its own way a method 

of editing or adapting a text by means of the briefest of insertions, 

What gives added plausibility to the isolation of DtrN from DtrGj and 

1. Cf. chap. VI 9ps 277, n. 1. 
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to the stratification of Jos. 14: 1-5. is the evidence fromt 

several of Joshua's NT tpluses' of how in fact alteration to an 

inherited tradition was carried out, Indeed some of the 

scattered notes offer doubly satisfactory evidence of this 

phenomenon: Jos* 15: 63 and 16: 10 in the LXX tradition add to the 

inherited story disclaimers of Judahite success in the matter of 

Jerusalem or Ephraimite in the case of Gezer; the 14T in the two 

verses documents a toning'down of these disclaimers - the failure 

had been but partial. One wonders how many more examples of 

this it does not occur to us to suspect! 

The internal relationships of the various strata of tho 

Joshua traditions have been summarized on the appended table. 1 

It is only after the elucidation of these that it is proper to 

consider the affiliations of any of these strata with Pentateuchal 

strata. And vhen this is done, Hertzberg's observation2 should be 

borne in mind that the book of Joshua represents the first part 

of the story of Israel in its land, It is from that given that 

we must work - whether we have regard to the ancient canonical 

arrangement of the books of the OT or to modem Doutoronomistic 

theses* 

If it is fair to regard this story of Israel in its land as 

the paradigin of OT"historyl - 'history' serving some theological 

or ideological purpose - then it is very doubtful whothor any such 

earlier historyg such as IJI in Genesist can be demonstrated from 

See belowt P- 341. 
2. Die BUcher Josuag Richtert Ruth, p. 
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traces preserved in Numbers ýmd Joshua to have offerod an account 

from creation to conquest. 
1 

One point to emerge from several of the discussions above is 

that a much fuller treatment than has been possiblo within the 

scope of this thesis is necessary to clarify several features of 

the final chapters of N=bers, Much of the material in these 

chapters is similar in conception and in detail to matorial in 

Joshua - and links with Joshua's Deuteronomistic and lator strata 

can actually be demonstrated. It is doubtful whether either 

block of material is simply dependent on the other. Both blocks 

appear to have developed gradually by supplementation, and each 

may have influenced the other. The denial of almost all tho 

material in question within Numbers to P (Noth) or to the main 

concern of the tradent of the Tetrateuch (Engnell) is to bo 

maintained. 

It is noticeable that such P-type material is excaptional 

within the Former Prophets outwith Joshua. It may bo that it was 

only after the 'book' division that Joshua began to bo aupplemented 

on the basis of Pentateuchal material, 
2 It is also possiblo that 

1. A lively discussion may be expected in this area of OT studies, 
On the one hand# Ro Rendtorff Is paper at the Edinburgh Congress 
(VT Wppl* 289 pp, 158fft) was'very sceptical as to the possib- 
ility or isolating a continuous J-stratum in Genesis-Numbers. 
On the other handp P. M. Cross is the centre of a circle of 
scholars who are reviving Mowinckel's quest for an early Hebrew 
epic as the stage prior to the early traditions in the Pentateuch 
and beyond - cf, Cross! s, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew L 
and Miller's Divine Warr 

-or, 
ýpic, p. ix 

2. If the present writer's suggestion (in VT 25) is acceptablol 
that Judo 1: 1-2: 5 represents the introduction to the separate 'book' of Judges, and if the opening of Judges is so like 
Smend's DtrN that it can be easily mistaken for it, then the 

(Contdo 
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the end of Numbers was filled Out with traditions from tho 

Deuteronomistic history when that work' s section on Moses was 

combined with the Genesis to Numbers traditions to form the 

.2 
be preferable to assume that some Pentateucho However it pa 

late editors added material of particular interest to themselves 

(about refuge, Levitical provisionp women' s rights of inheritancop 

etc*) to the two most relevant contexts within the material they 

inherited. 

That the same editors were at work on Numbers and Joshua 

in the final few small stages of their composition cannot then be 

excluded, That the earliest versions of what are familiar to us 

as the stories of patriarchsp deliverance from Egyptq wandering 

in the desert and settlement in Canaan were drawn from similar 

stocks of tradition in similar periods can also not be excluded. 

If a 'Hexateuch' hypothesis can persist on such a minimal basis, 

then so be it* However the quest for J and P as coherent 

narratives with a purpose should be restricted to the Pentateuch, 

or 'Tetrateuch', and a more positive rationale for both sources 

and final product sought than that they are but headless torsos. 

Contdo) 'book'-division may have occurred only shortly after 
this major revision of the Deuteronomistic History. On the 
other handl that influence on the text of Joshua from 
tPriestlyt material in the Pentateuch continuedt even after 
the bifurcation of the textual tradition evidenced by the 
differences between MT and LXX, is clear from the variant 
accounts of the first passover in Canaan - cf. chap* IV, 
pp - 105-108. 
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In this matter no advance can be claimed in this thesis on the 

treflections' by de Vaux 1 
on the occasion of the bicentenary 

2. 
of Astrucls 'conjectures' 0 that 'it seems possible that tho 

Tetrateuch remains open-ended as an expression of hopa: hope 

in those promises which the ancient conquest of Canaan had 

seemed to fulfill, promises which the sins of the people had 

jeopardized, promises which the exiles in Babylon still 

remembered and which would be fulfilled in the return. ' (p, 42). 

1. The Bible and the Ancient Near Eastp PP* 31ff, 
2, Con jectures sur les m6moires priginaux ... (1753)o 
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APPENDIX 

THE SHAPE OF THE PRE-DEUTERONOMIISTIC MATERTAL 

Confidence in the discussion of the pro-Douteronomistic 

material in Joshua, as of the JE material in the Pontateuch, must 

inevitably be of a lesser order than is possible in the discussion 

of the work of the Deuteronomists themselves* Their own 

conception is more obvious - like the main architectural phase in 

the history of an old building. As to what they inherited (what 

they found 'on the sitet)t we can pretend to much less certainty, 

Even where sizeable traces remaing their originally intended 

functions and inter-relationships often remain quite elusive., 

Discussion of such problems must accordingly be either briefer or 

even more extended than in the case of the other olemonts of this 

thesis - and in this appendix the former of these alternatives 

will be more appropriate* Discussion will be restricted to 

three topics: some scattered observations throughout the thesis 

which are of relevance to this matter will be gatherod together 

and considered along with the implications of the writer's 

already-mentioned paper on Judges 1; and then contributions by 

Beltz and Langlamet of relevance to this discussion, will be 

reviewed. 

AJ in Judges 1 and Parallels? 

In Part I of the thesis it was argued (1) that von Rad' a 

1938 essay does not suffice as a demonstration that our Pentateuch 

is a torso without a head (a case which it was not its concern to 
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make)l without the supporting assumption that traditions 

maintained a constant form; (2) thatj especially when viewed 

against the background of his treatment of Num. 27-36 as a whole$ 

none of Noth' s published ascriptions to J of various verses in 

Num. 32 carries conviction - and this almost intangible material 

is the only remnant he finds of that sourcots treatment of the 

theme of settlement; and (3) that neither Mowinckol's accounts 

of Num. 32 - in tvm contradictory forms - nor his approach to 

Jud. 1 can command assent. 

An alternative rationale of Jud, 1 having been offeredp 

and the suggestion made (in chapter V above) that the parallels to 

that chapter in the book of Joshua might be assigned to the second 

Deuteronomist, there is a considerable temptation to leave the 

matter at that. However the discussion may be advanced somewhat 

if possible counter-suggestions are forestalled. 

The writer's paper'on Jud, 1 attempted to offer (a) a 

fair characterization of the contents of that chapter; and (b) an 

account of the relationship between that chapter and its close 

parallels in Joshua. On the latter pointj it was argued that 

where there are significant differences between a verse or 

passage in Jud, 1 and its parallel. in Joshua the parallel passage 

(occasionally in a more original-form attested in the LXX) is 

priore This conclusion is-con'sistent I with the theory that the 

editor of Jud. 1 used the book of Joshua as one of his sources. 

on the former point it was argued'that full account had to be 

le See VT 25P pp. 261-285s 
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taken of the unevenness of its material, of the likelihood that 

some of it was derived from Joshuap of its apparent function as 

a second and 'correctingt introduction to the Judges traditions 

(and perhaps'in fact to the book of Judges) , of the poverty of 

its style and construction. 

No point of view was expressed about the historical 

implications of this study# although the caveat was entered that 

apparent verisimilitude does not imply early date* Two examples 

of this may be quoted, one of them from the paper. 

Jud. 1: 21 with its claim about Jebusite-Benjaminite 

relationships in Jerusalem may appear - and may indeed be - more 

accurate than 1: 8 with its record of the people of Judah putting 

Jerusalem to the sword. However its place within the chapter 

suggests that it is a deliberate correction of the information 

given earlier, while its dependence on Jos, 15: 63 (LXX) appears to 

confirm our estimate of its secondary nature and at the same time 

direct our attention to one of its sources, 

Similarly Jud. 1: 10-11 with its account of Judah' a exploits 

around Hebron may appear more historical in its stressing of 

individual tribal initiative than the attribution in Jos. 10-11 to 

Joshua and all Israel of the decisive role in the conquest of that 

area as of the land as a whole. However its literary dependence 

on material in Jos* 14-15* itself a secondary element in that book, 

demonstrates that the editor of Jud, 1 is serving not historical 

accuracy but Judahite assertiveness: he is claiming for Judah 

1. The Ifirstf introduction being the Deuteronomistic one in 
Jud, 2: 6ff. 
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not just a role usurped by Joshua and all Israel but also one 

perhaps more properly belonging to Caleb* 

Of course even if it is agreed that the parallels in Joshua 

are prior from a literary point of view to the passages in Jud, 1, 

it is still possible to restate the old case and argue that it is 

in the Joshua parallels that we encounter traces of J. It has 

already been argued that the notes in Jos. 13: 13; 15: 63; 16: 10; 

17: 11-13; and 19: 47 (LXX)t brief as they arep share some 

characteristics with the longer passages assigned by Smand to his 

DtrN. Jos. 14: 6-15 has also Deuteronomistic traces. All this 

material must have a sourcee But# at least in the case of the 

shorter notes# 
1 their latest editor has so successfully moulded 

the information he has inherited that its original shape (whether 

the same or different) can no longer be asserted with any 

confidence* Grounds - even at the 'local level' - for attribution 

to J are just not there. 

B Caleb and L? 

Beltz's monograph on the OT's Calob tradition82 quite 

deliberately takes its starting point from Eissfeldt's and others' 

analysis of the earlier Pentateuchal/Hexateuchal narrative into 

1. For each of 13: 13; 15: 63; 16: 10 it is a sufficient explanation 
that an editor was convinced that the immediate context con- 
tained an overstatement, It is in that sense that these notes 
were deemed 'parasitic' above (of. chap. V pe 22ý0 The more 
extensive notes in 17: 11-13 and 19: 47 (LXXý of course contain 
positive alternative infomation. 

2. Die Kaleb-Traditionen im Alten Testamentp 1974* 
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three parallel strands, 
' His first detailed section deals with 

Num, 13-14, In this spy story he finds traces of an account 

similar in character to the Kenite genealogy in Gen. 4: 1#17a, 

18-22, the legend of the heroes in Gen. 6t and the hint in Nume 

10: 29,32 that the departure from the mountain is to have the 

character of a raid, These traces he reconstructs as follows: 

13: 17b, 18,19c, 22a. 27a. 28; 14: 1b; 13: 30,33; 14: 9bc; 13: 31, 

Further certainty is impossible, and even this reconstruction is 

only possible on the basis of Jos. 14: Caleb is alone in pleading 
for the conquest of the land - and it is still clear from that 

chapter that the Calebites are of military character and have an 

aggressive attitude towards the settled land. This account of 

the spy story is to be assigned to L/J 1, 
and is distinguished 

from J/J2 by the latterts generally positive attitude to the 

settled land, and also by its freedom from the cultic and sacral 

tendencies present in the other Pentateuchal sources from j1j2 

onwards. 

Next Beltz turns to Jos. 14: 6-15 and 15: 13-19. As to the 

first, vv. 14,15 are deemed glosses, and the passage as a whole in 

marked off by the P-material in 14: 1-6 2 
and 15: lff. Like 15: 13-19 

it is marked off from its context quite clearly: the concern of 
the surrounding JpE and P material is concerned with programmatic 
demands mt narrative for narrative's sake as here, Three 

1. Eissfeldt's Ll J and E. 
2. The addition of v. 6 here (ODOcitev Ps 31) either represents 

a misprint, or refers onýy To v* am - cf, what is said below 
about the kernel in vv. 6b-12, 
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aspects of the passage support its attribution to L: that nothing 

is said of Joshua's activity as a spy; the mention of the Annqites 

and great cities; and the essentially nomadic nature of the claim 

made in vv. lOo-11. The kernel in vv. 6b-12 is of confessional 

character - it does not just ground a territorial claim but 

witnesses to the speaker's self-consciousness* This makes it 

likely that the narrator has had available to him ancient testimony 

- and if not from L then at least from L-like material. Boltz 

notes with satisfaction that Notho despite his ascription of great 

significance to the Deuteronomistic edition of the Joshua 

traditions9 had scruples over claiming 14: 6-15 as Deutoronomistic - 

rather he found it basically Calebite. As to Noth's further 

observation that the passage originally belonged with 11: 23bg 

this is appropriate insofar as it recognizes that it is fundamentally 

a settlement narrative, 
Jos. 15: 13-19 is a unity apart from the opening gloss in v. 13* 

That what remains is an original entity is guaranteed by its 

repetition in Jud, 1, It is no duplicate of the previous 14: 6-15 

- in fact it vmuld fit very well after 14: 13, It is clearly 

Calebite tribal tradition that demonstrates that Caleb secured 

its own territory in Hebron, and did not consider it unwise to 

consolidate its position through a marriage with financial 

implications. He has already noted Eissfeldt'a preparedness to 

ascribe sections of Jud. 1 to L, and obserms that tho lively 

narrative style is a certain indication of the rightness of this. 

1. Josua2s po 71* 
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Beltz finally protests against the attempt to devalue 

Jos. 14: 6-14 and Jos. 15 historically as belonging to the 

Deuteronomist, It is rather the case that this text is still 

understandable as Calebite even if we assume that its form of 

apology makes use of Deuteronomic formulae and even arguments in 

order to win acceptance for its own concerns. 

After a short chapter on the genealogies in 1 Chr. 2 and 4 

which argues that Caleb had maintained a very independent 

existence of semi-nomadic nature right into the post-exilic periodt 

Beltz summarizes his results so far. He emphasizes that Joss 14 

clearly bears the character of an ideology of a nomadic-military 

group; and that the fact that the Calebites lived in the south 

around Hebron and apparently were semi-nomads must be accorded 

more weight than has previously been the case. 

A consideration of nomadism generally in the ancient near 

east assists Beltz in his description of the relationship botwoon 

Caleb and Judah: Caleb Jealously preserves its independence both 

of Judah and of the royal city of Jerusalemv and is not to be 

considered part of a six-tribe federation 'greater Judah' .1 
Next Beltz turns explicitly to the relationship of the Calob 

traditions and the source Lt which the texts have suggested is 

a close one* He now examines whether it is not the case that the 

literary-critical results overlap to such an extent with the 

traditio-historical that it may be concluded that the social 

force lurking behind the source L is the tribe of Caleb -a 

10 p. 66: this specifically against Noth, History of 
p. 181, 
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nomadic tribe which had been able right to the exilic period to 

render plausible by its very existence the tendencies character. 

istic of the source L. The point of departure of this source L 

would not be any sort of cultic tradition, but rather tho attempt 

of a tribe to assert itself through its tribal history against a 

power seeking to usurp it ideologically - in fact the power of the 

kingdom of Judah and the temple of Jerusalem, The traditions 

proper to Caleb would have amalgamated with those of Judah only 

once the political state of affairs had rendered rivalry super- 

fluous: ioet after 587* 

He lists a series of assertions about the Calebites deduced 

from their traditions in the OT, and isolates two details as 

particularly significant: the place Hebron, and the nomadic 

situation, And theset although certainly along with othersp are 

characteristic of the source L, Eissfeldt characterizes it as 

revealing 'the crudest and most primitive original elements', ' 
as 

a source in which 'the elements of tribal and national history 
2 

are much clearer and purer than in J and EI, which is critical of 

the settleci land and evidences great interest in nomadic existence, 

Furthermore it was no complete rounded historical work but a 
3 'quite loose linking together of a variety of inherited materials* 

Beltz accepts most of this characterization, but claims that tho 

nomadic and southern connection testifies to a controlling 

1, Introduction, p. 195o 
2. op-cito, P. 197-- 
3. op. cit., po 196o 
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conception to which Eissfeldt' a talk of a loose linking does not 

do adequate justices The detectable elements of the L source 

are traces of a tribal myth with political as well as theological 

I; ioments' - in fact 'no bad example of a reflection of unbroken 

self-awarenesst. 
1 It is a myth utich might well be termed an 

ideology in that# disregarding empirical reality and causalityl 

it champions the interests of the tribe. Such a recognition not 

only posew, anew the problem of sacred and profane history, but also 

opens the possibility of making some contribution to clarifying the 

early history of Israel and of Caleb. 

Beltz's argument has several attractions. His isolation of 

the distinctive 'moments' of the Calebite traditions is helpful, 

if not particularly novel. What appears much more doubtful is 

whether the few Calebite texts provide a wide enough basis for 

making the claims Beltz does about L- even granted the Eissfeldt 

3-strand hypothesis. It is something of an embarrassment to him 

when discussing the L-material in the primeval history that Caleb 

is a Kenizzite and not a Kenite. That these two southern clans 
I 

may have shared many traditions is thoroughly plausible 
2_ but 

that the Calebite L-source was the vehicle for the introduction 

of Kenite tradition into the canonical Hexateuchal. narrative 

demands demonstration. 

A, gain, that Jos. 14: 6-15 and 15: 13-19 reflect authentic '&0 
Calebite tradition is thoroughly plausible; but that they with 

the Calebite material in Num. 13-14 suffice to prove the presence 

1. Beltzg p. 84, 
2, o]2. cit., p. 83. 
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in Joshua of a Pentateuchal narrative source, in any meaningful 

sense of those termst is most questionable. Furthermore Beltz 

appears not to have done justice to the interest of the Deuterono- 

mists in material whose characteristics he finds typical of L. 

He admits the links between Jos. 14 and Deut. lp 1 but does not 

appear to observe that Deut. 2 shares with Jos. 14-15 and Jud. 1 

talk of Anaqites (and other giants) and the use of 013ný- 

C Jos. 2-4 and 'Hexateuch'? 

Langlamet is not only conscious of such interrelationships - 

statistical correlation is one of the bases of his literary"critical 

activity - but is also fully aware of the problematic associated 

with the title 'Tetrateuch-Pentateuch-Hexateucht. 2 His paper on 

JOB. 23 opens with a succinct but detailed review of the debate 

over the Pentateuch in the last hundred years or so. He rejoices 

in the apparent conservatism of the leading OT Introductions$ 

Without the conquest stories the traditions of the Pentateuch are 

at least partially deprived of their meaning - and Noth would be 

the last to deny this. What is necessary, given the rapid 

oscillations of previous exegetical research into Joshua and the 

opening of Judgesp is a search for sufficient convergent indicators 

to render the attribution of their strata to Pentateuchal sources 

practically certain. 

lo Cfe above# Po 318. 
2. He had reviewed both Howinckel's Quellenfrage and his T-P-H in 

RB 72 (1965)s 
3. In RB 78p pp. 5-17v 161-1839 321-354o 
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In the second section of his paper he first offers a res=6 

of the attributions to different sources of the individual verses 

of Jos. 2 by different scholars - this demonstrating the 

insufficiency of the presuppositions of the majority of scholars, 

the great exceptions being Smend, Eissfeldt and Rudolph* Next 

every word and phrase is listed alphabetically, with all of its 

OT parallels. Those parallels in the Pentateuch are assigned to 

a source - and in this Langlamet follows Eissfeldt closely but 

not uncritically, Thirdly the affinities so noted are tabulated 

using the following sigla: (a) for the early stratum: IJI, a 

positive indication of J in the wider sense of the tem (i. e. L/J); 

IV's for a viord that appears both in J and elsewhere; lanc(ien)', 

where the attribution to J is possible and even probable but 

where there are particular problems; and 101 for neutral elements 

which the context alone invites us to attribute to J; (b) for 

later developments and additions: Inar(rateur)lp for precisions and 

details that may emanate from the narrator; 'add(ition)'t for 

alterations of all sorts - from corruptions to glosses; $DO for 

the work of the Deuteronomists (again in the widest sense of the 

term)# And finally the OT chapters with more than five words or 

expressions in common with Jos. 2 are listed (the figure in 

brackets gives the number of terms in common): 

G en. 24 (19) 

Gen, 19 (17) 

Jo s. 6 (14) 

2 Sam, 17 (13) 

Gen. 32; 42-v N=. 13; 22 (12) 
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Gen. 44; Ex. 10; Deut. 1; Jose 7; 1 Sam, 9; 2 Sam. 19 (11) 

Deut. 4; Jude 18; 1 Kings 20 (10) 

Gen. 30; 37; Jude 19; 2 Kings 5 (9) 

Gen, 47; Ex. 9; 14; Jose 9; 1 Sam. 24 (8) 

Gen. 15; 26; 31; 39; 45-P Ex- 15; Deut- 3; Jos, 3; 4; 5; 

10; 24; Jud. 9; 11; 2 Sam. 13; 14; 1 Kings 18; 

2 Kings 6 

Gen. 28; 38; 41; 48; Ex. 3; 4; 8; 12; N=. 32; 33; 

Jos. 8; 14; Jud. 16; 2 Sam. 2; 1 Kings 2 (6) 

The overlap in terminology established with Gen. 24 is particularly 

striking in that (a) the atmosphere and themes of the stories of 

Abraham's servant and Rahab are so different# and (b) the contacts 

are disseminated throughout both chapters. Langlamet concludes 

that it is hard to think that Gen. 24 and Jos. 2 do not belong to 

the same tradition - and this tradition can only be tJt. As to 

Gen* 19 and Lotts entertainment of the messengers, while in general 

common motifs could be expected to explain its relatedness to 

Jos. 2, here too in fact the contacts are throughout the chapter 

and are hard to explain on the basis of analogous situation. The 

case of Jos, 6 is totally differentq with almost all the contacts 

grouped in vv. 22,23,25. These contact terms are a curious 

melange of tJI and I anc. I and make Langlamet susp ect the activity 

of a redactor forging links between Jos, 2 and 6- perhaps Noth' s 

Sammler. Finally the affinities with the 2 Sam, 17 account of 

David in flight are of another order - related vocabulary and 

analogous situations, 
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Langlamet's general conclusions are worth quoting in 

extenso: 'To draw up the list of texts related to Jos, 2 is to 

open perspectives whicht to a certain extent, appear to justify 

the ttconditionalt' partisans of extensions of the Hexateuch. 

If the vocabulary of Jos, 2 bringa us in contact in the Pentateuch# 

or, more exactly, in Gen., Ex,, Num., with early traditions 

(especially the J traditions and, so far as they take up J's 

expressions, those of E and P)l it also obliges us to go beyond the 

Hexateuch and carries us off into the old stories of Ehud, Gideont 

, *, David, .. Solomon the wise, to the cycles of Elijah and 

Elisha and right down to the story of Jehu. The affinities which 

exist between these colourful stories have much to do with the 

animation of popular bards whose language and narrative procedures 

were transmitted across the centuries. In no way do they prove 

the existence of aJ story till Jehus But no lesst they do 

demonstrate the seriousness of the efforts that have been made to 

find as far as the book of Kings a strat= related to the Yahwist 

traditions*" 

In the third part of his study, Langlamet turns to the story 

itself: is its basis (1) an aetiology of the 'house of Rahabl? 2 

(2) a typical story of the conqiiest cycle? 
3 or (3) a story told for 

the pleasure of telling it? 4 Clearly Rahab is integral to the 

story; but so too are Joshua and his spies - and that latter 

19 OP. Cit., Ppo 182-183o 
2- OP-cit-s PP* 323-328* 
3* OP-cit-p PP9 329-333. 
4. OP-cit-9 PP* 338-343. 
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observation invites us to consider Jos. 2'along with the OT's 

other spy stories. He concludes that it is closely related to 

J but preserves precious affinities with the very"regionall 

narrative in Jud. 18 - the best solution is that, in origin, it 

is earlier than the Yahwistic document. With considerable 

sensitivityp Langlamet proceeds to show that criticism which 

stops with a demonstration that Jos. 2 is a spyý-storyp typical of 

a conquest cycle, and that integrates aetiological elements, does 

no justice to one of the most charming of stories. The accomplish- 

ment of its style is a perrect match for the directness of its 

conclusiont 'Truly, Yahweh has delivered all this land to us, ' 

Langlamet comments: 'Never would a biblical author recover like 

assurance (the repetitions of Deuteronomy are without this 

juvenile force). t This done, Langlamet comments on the erratic 

block in vv, 10-11, which he prefers to deem pre-Deuteronomistic 

than Deuteronomistic - to this extent Wellhausen's attribution 

of the story as it is to, RJE is not so far wrong. 
2 All in all, 

'it seems necessary to reply affirmatively to the question vAiether 

Jos. 2 was a part of the document, JI. 

Suffice it at this stage to note that Langlamet's conclusion, 

guarded though it ist closely argued though it ist is heavily 

dependent on his confessed assumption that the Pentateuchal 
I 

narratives lose part of their sense without those of Joshua to 

follow -a point where he is happy to cite Noth in his support* 

But NothIB own principal criterion for the attribution of any 

1. op. cit., pp. 343-353o 
2. composition3t p, 117o 
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passage to one of the familiar sources - connection with the 

already familiar narrative - is not examined. 

Langlamet had already published a study of the traditions in 

Jos. 3-4,1 deemed the most thorough to date by de Vaux, who offers 

this summary: 
2 'He divides into nine subdivisions the ancient 

materials and the redactional elements united in Jos. 3-4: 1) an 

Israelite version (without Joshua) of the aetiology of the stones 

of Gilgal; 2) a "Shittim-Gilgal" story; 3) an "ark" story; 4) an 

aetiology of the stones in the Jordan; 5) a IfJoshuall version of the 

aetiology of the Gilgal stones; 6) two Gilgal catechisms; 7) a 

first Deuteronomistic redaction; 8) the texts of the Deuterono- 

mistic historian or his school; 9) brief later additions. t 

In the light of one of the main concerns of the present 

thesis, it may be appropriate to digress somewhat and doc=ent the 

care Langlamet takes in his discussion of the textual problems 

of these two chapters. He is fully aware of the need to review 

the evidence of the LXX for the text of Joshua. His second 

chapter (on the text of Jos. 3-4) devotes a dozen pages (pp. 43-55) 

to notes on some 20 passages in most of which LXX differs from MT, 

His attention to detail is scrupulous; but it should be noted that 

in his introductory comments he pays tribute to Margolis, but 

ignores Holmes. Noth's, judgment is cited with approval: that 

the LXX manifests a number of timprovements' and simplifications. 
3 

1, Gilgal, 1969. 
2, Histoire, Iq pp- 555-5569 
3o Cf. above chapo Ip po 6, n. 3. 
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He invites us to consider at least seven, and possibly 

nine, of the variants as simplifications, harmonisations or 

arrangements of a texte do base of whose complexity the translator 

was aware. In the case of seven of these (3: 10,12,13; 4: 293,7, 

21) Holmes offers a perfectly adequate justification of the 

shorter LXX textt while on the other two (3: 9,11) he did not 

declare himself - the one being unmentioned and the other only noted. 
On the other handq Langlamet does urge that the LXX is closer 

than the 14T to the original text a few times - 3: 1,16; 4: 10. The 

second of these variants permits the recovery of an anterior text 

of real historical and geographical importance, sufficient to 

prove the usefulness of an examination of the LXX. 1 As for the 

, Zlose maladroite Yvinv-px non nix-ivx ýDD in 4: 10, Langlamet 

obserws that in the NT of Joshua nix has Yahweh as subject 16 

times, Moses 10 times and Joshua 14 timess the total number of 

orders being 40. 'The desire to reach this traditional number is 

doubtless no stranger to the insertion of the gloss. ' 

Thattext-critical discussion has literary critical impli- 

cations Langlamet well realises - at least at one level. He offers 

a lengthy discussion (pp. 99-100) of the hurt done by the translator 

to the MT's long period in 3: 14-16, He quotes many parallels in 

1, Gilgal, pp. 48-50P55- His conclusions about the verse may be 
summarized as follows:. 
(a) base text: 

- (LXX V3r age: 
InIx nip iy(i) 

I 
mixt ixn pnin 

PIP nip TY imn ixn pnin) ýbý interEndintp text: InIx IXZ) ny(n) aixn ixn pnin 
c 14IT: inix iin IVx IVY n MIX3 Imb pnin 
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support of his contention that with -: i v; vli (+ inf. ) we regularly . 9- 
meet uavviqtol in the apodosis. As to these versest 15a 'is 

certainly co-ordinated with 14a; 15b is a parenthesis; so it is 

in 16 that the apodosis of 14a, 15a must be looked for; ac. cordingly 

14b camot but be parenthesis'. However, if l4b originally read 

I Kv3 , then it marked the apodosis of 14a. Hence Langlamet's 

question: 'Does Greek wneocmv represent that or a simplification? 
His answer is an interesting one: 'Granted the participial phrase 

twice in v, 15t ixv3 in 14 is the lectio difficilior - but granted 

the exceptionally long period of MT in 14-16, it is the lectio 

facilior! ... Given the composite character of vv. 14ff. and the 

problems of redaction faced by It dtr", the reading 's wr 3 is prefer- 

able: it maintains between vv. 14 and 15 a parallelism of 

structure, partially imposed by the ancient sources (vv, 14a and 

l5a). 1 

On another more general level it is noteworthy - although 

Langlamet does not appear to discuss this point - that in none of 
the cases in which he pref ers the longer text of the MT and Holmes 

the shorter LXX does Langlamet ascribe the IIT tplus' to any of his 

narrative or catechetical sources. 

one or other redactional phase. 

All are deemed to belong to 

Nowl even if Holmes is correctj 
Langlamet is still close to the truth; fort where a 'plus' in the 

MT tradition is also an addition to the common tradition, it does 

represent a redactional phase* The choice then is between assert- 

ing that the LXX reflects an improved edition in which unnecessary 

verbiAgo of earlier editors has been prunedg and asserting that the 
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verbiage now in the MT accumulated at a stage after the separation 

of the Vorlage of the LXX. 1 

This monograph on Jos. 3-4 had already mustered the 

Yahwistic affinities of the 'Shittim-Gilgall story (Jose 301)1'9 

5,14a, 16; 4: 19b). 2 'The text itself reco=ended the application 

of a method which one might have judged superseded, but which is 

still capable of answering the literary problems of Jos. 3-4.1 

Following the above-mentioned ireatment of Jos. 2, he published 

a 'complementary notet to Gilgal on the crossing of the Jordan 

and the documents of the Hexateuch, 3 to see whether further answers 

to the problems of these chapters could be gained from this 

I superseded' method. 

His approach in this paper is first to offer a literal 

translation of the two chapters shorn of the final three stages 

of their development (Deuteronomistic and later). In copious 

footnotes all the affinities of each word or phrase are listed - 

and scattered through the text itselfq anticipatory notification 

is given of the source-affiliations of each clause. There 

follows a summary table of the affinities of each clause, along 

with a reminder of its assignment to one of the six sub- 

divisions of the earlier monograph. To his delight, Langlamet 

finds that few retractions are necessary from his previous 

analysis - basically just that 3: 5 does not belong to the 'Shittim' 

story and that the opening words of 3: 1 which are inseparable from 

1, Cf, one of our Concluding Observations, pp. 310-311. 
2, Gilgal, pp. 94-104. 
3. In RB 79 P pp - 7-38 o 
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the conclusion of chapter 2 and are taken up in vv. 9 or 10 

constitute the beginning of the lark' story, 

'More important than these modifications of detail, the 

positive results of the above examination link the conclusions of 

Gilgal with the most assured positions of classic literary 

criticism. In fact they permit: 

1) the attribution to J of the "Shittim-Gilgal" story and the 

early aetiology of the stones at Gilgal, united in a text that 

contained 3: 1*, 14a, 160; 4: 16*; 4: lb*v3*, 8*, 19b, 

2) the assignment to J2 of the 11ark1t story - 3: -(5)tl*9(9)PlO-llt 
13a*, 15a; 4: 7a*, 10b - without in any way denying it a Gilgalite 

origin. 

3) envisaging the possibility or even likelihood (but not demon- 

strating the existence) of a RO edition of the two Yahvristic 

stories prior to the Deuteronomistic redaction, requiring the 

attribution to R6 of 3: 13b, 14bgl5b and the insertion of the first 

catechism, 4: 6-7 which preserves in v. 7a fragment of the J2 

story. 

4) the recognition of the llelohistic" affinities of the "Josbua, ' 

version of the aetiology of the stones of Gilgal (4: 4-5,20; cfe 3: 

12) and of the catechism in 4: 21b-22 **#* 
5) presenting the redactor lldtrll as a Jerusalem writer, more 

11R Jell than Deuteronomist. He is attached to the centralising 

and reforming movement which followed the fall of the northern 

kingdom and which led, in the following century, to the reform of 

Josiah. The siglum lldtrll is unsuitable for him. If a choice 
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between sigla were necessary (and these can only be abstract and 

without regard for the originality of an individual redactor)p 

one would opt for IIR je 11 rather than 'Idtr" - adding that one means 

the RJe redactor of the stories of the crossing of the Jordan. t' 

Langlamet's results in this complementary note are certainly 

interesting. Although he himself does not-make this claim, they 

could-be said to present a good illustration of what a quest for 

convergent indicators 2 
can produce. The fact that the initial 

study of Jos. 3-4 operated with different aims and methods from 

those of this note - and of the intervening study of Jos* 2- 

adds conviction to these results. It is interesting that tho 

paper on Jos. 2 receives only the briefest and most indirect of 

mentions in this note; but from these it is clear that Langlamet 

considers that the lark' story of j2 was the original continuation 

of, the narrative from the return of the spies, 
3 

Chapters 3 and 4 of the book of Joshua pose considerable 

problems to the critic. That considerable questions remain 

after Langlamet's careful study is clear from the very different 

studies of Wilcoxen and Wijngaards published about the same time 

as Gilgalp and the subsequent paper by Porter. 4 

Again the general co=ent may be appropriate that Noth's 

challenge is not explicitly taken up: to make narrative 

1- 012-cit-, PP, 37-38. 
2. Cf. above, P. 322(quoting RB 789 p. 14). 
3* RB 79t p. 24. 
4. Cf - the references in chap. III above, p- 89, n,. 9 and p. go 

nn. 1,2.0 
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consistency the sole - or at least the main - criterion for the 

separation of strata. However one element in Langlamet's 

thinking appears to have been made clearer in the paper on Jos. 3-4 

than it was in that on Jos. 2. even although he does not 

explicitly discuss it* When taken along with his observation at 

the end of the paper on Jose 2 that that study has demonstrated 

links with earlier narratives down to the story of Jehu as well 

as with Yahwistic material in the Pentateuch, but without any 

necessary conclusion that there was one J narrative from creation 

to Jehu, the co=ent which concludes the paper on Jos. 3-4 to 

the effect that his IIRJOI should be considered just the redactor 

of the stories of the crossing of the Jordan appears to imply the 

following view: that the familiar sigla refer to more or less 

homogeneous stocks of tradition covering both 'pre-historical' and 

'historical' periods, but that their combination with each other 

occurred first of all in connection with individual themes and 

not over the whole stretch of the material contained in any of 

these stocks. If this is the case, then lJlq 'El, etc. for 

Langlamet may imply less ideologically or theologically structured 

creations than they do for several other scholars* How far this 

leaves the difference between some of his results and those of 

Noth a matter of terminology, at least in part, perhaps only he 

himself can answer. 
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